MIRACLES YOU'LL SEE IN NEXT FIFTY YEARS
by Waldemar Kaempffert

Also
COLOR CAN MAKE YOUR HOME HAPPIER

See page 148
Smart 1950 buy—this Studebaker's thrift and value!

Just a look at the low, long, alluring new 1950 Studebaker tells you that it's a car with the right build for real money saving.

You see no bulging excess bulk that would hitch a ride at your expense—no surplus pounds to squander your gasoline needlessly.

You get welcome protection against unexpected repair bills, too.

The whole structure of this refreshingly different new car has the solid durability of top-quality materials and wear-resisting craftsmanship.

Take the logical next step in getting the most for your new-car money.

Try out the amazing "next ride" of this distinctive "next look" Studebaker.

Stop in at a nearby Studebaker dealer's showroom and go out for a convincing drive in a low-price Champion—a value-packed Commander—a special extra-long-wheelbase Land Cruiser.

New 1950 Studebaker

*Styled ahead and engineered ahead!*

You ride in deep-beded comfort—New balance of design and a brand new kind of coil spring front-end suspension!

You're money ahead on gas with a 1950 Studebaker because it has trim, sleek, aerodynamic lines—and the whole White background!

You don't roll back on upgrades—Automatic hill holder is standard on Commanders and Land Cruisers—extra White sidewall tires and wheel trim rings optional at extra cost.

You get trustworthy craftsmanship that's the pride of numerous Studebaker father and son teams. It's your as-
"That hammer? You're kidding!"

It's a fact, Bill. I've been using this same hammer for 29 years. It helped to build the house you were born in.

Well, I don't know how you do it. I hardly ever use a hammer, and yet I've broken two of them in the last year or so.

That so? What kind of hammers were they? What brand, I mean.

Gosh, I don't know. Guess they didn't have any brand names. But they were good bargains.

That's where the trouble is, Bill. Look ... see the name on this hammer? Whenever you see that brand name, you know it's a good hammer. Stick to the well-known, advertised brands when you buy tools, and in the long run you'll save a lot of money.

That makes sense, Fred. I'll remember it.

And do your buying at the hardware store, where they don't try to sell you anything but quality tools. That way you'll always get your money's worth.
NEW box-type frame rails have steel of greater thickness for increased rigidity. Five rugged cross members give torsional strength.

NEW shields on front brakes plus labyrinth seals between backing plate and drum on all wheels protect brakes from dirt and water.

NEW gas filler tube and cover...new non-spill vent tube that allows air to escape freely. Closed cover blends into body.

NEW one-piece torsional stabilizer, rubber mounted on lower control arms, and improved front suspension add to Ford's famous roadability.

NEW front end styling...new parking lights...new smart medallion...new "Air Foil" grille...new stronger bumper guards and bumper support arms.

ENGINEERING ADVANCEMENTS MAKE
FORD'S 100 h.p. V-8
QUIET AS A WHISPER!

NEW permanent-type lubricant on hand brake shaft assures continued easy operation. Smart new hardware—inside and out—adds new beauty.

NEW "Magic Air" heater control is clearly marked, compact, easy to operate and lighted for after-dark use. (*Magic Air" heater optional at extra cost.)

NEW defroster openings are 44% wider and air flow is 25% greater for wider vision in bad weather...new interior light switch mounted on instrument panel saves groping in the dark.

Dozens of other BIG features!
There's a Ford in your future... with a future built in!
this month’s cover

DAVE MINK, one of the country’s leading illustrators and cover artists, is never baffled by the locale of a cover scene. Last September (remember the big twin-hulled airplane?) he presented an enemy beach and the aqua-blue water found in the tropics. This month’s chilling cover takes you to an ice field in Alaska. The explosion in the distance shows what happens when curious scientists set off a charge of dynamite on the crust of a glacier. Seismic recording equipment in the foreground picks up echoes of the explosion. The time that elapses between the original explosion and reception of the reflected wave is used to figure the depth of the glacier. In this case, it was close to 2000 feet. Thomas E. Stimson’s article, which appears on page 148, tells why the Office of Naval Research is promoting expeditions for “Probing the Secrets of the Glaciers.”
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The SOUL OF THE UNIVERSE is in the air you breathe. Deposited in your blood—with each inhalation you take—is the intelligence that directs the course of the planets through the misty reaches of space, and the strange phenomenon of life itself.

What is it that causes your heart to beat, your lungs to expand and contract? What mind directs the cells of your being, each in their purpose—some to create bone, others tissue and hair? What consciousness pervades these vibratory globules of life and gives them awareness of their Cosmic function?

Are you one of the millions who have looked beyond yourself for some external Divine Power or agency? Have you searched in vain for some outer sign or word of Divine assurance when in doubt or in need? Now learn of the unsuspected power that exists in every simple breath—and that becomes part of you. The ancient Egyptians believed that the essence of life was borne on the wings of the air. The Bible proclaims that with the first breath man becomes not just an animated being—but a "living soul."

Try this experiment, and prove a Vital Life Force exists in the air. When you are in pain or despondent take a deep breath. Hold it as long as comfortable—then notice the momentary relief.

This Amazing Free Book
Would you seriously like to know how to draw upon this Intelligence of the Cosmic, with which the air is permeated? You can use it to awaken the creative powers of your mind, and for making life an experience of achievement. Use the coupon below for a free copy of the book, "The Mastery of Life." It tells how in the privacy of your home you may learn to use these simple, useful, natural laws.

--- USE THIS GIFT COUPON ---

Scribe Q. C. F. The Rosicrucians (AMORC)
Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, California

I am sincerely interested in learning how to use the mysterious influences of the universe in the betterment of my life. Please send me a free copy of the book, "The Mastery of Life."

NAME __________________________
ADDRESS ________________________

Rosicrucians are NOT a religious organization

THE ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC) SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.
CRESTOLOY PLIERS

are individually tested!

Crestoloy Pliers take all the guesswork out of plier buying, because Crescent has taken all the guesswork out of plier making. Rigid specifications establish the material, design, workmanship, tests and inspection of these better tools. Strict adherence to these specifications is maintained by continuous tests and relentless inspection of the individual tools. Every plier carries the Crestoloy tag certifying that it has been individually tested.

Ask your hardware dealer or write us for your copy of this little folder which illustrates 21 popular patterns of Crescent and Crestoloy Pliers.

"Crescent" is our trade-mark, registered in the United States and abroad, for wrenches and other tools. Sold by leading distributors and retailers everywhere and made only by C R E S C E N T T O O L C O M P A N Y, J A M E S T O W N, N E W Y O R K
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more power to you... with PYROIL

Wintertime is no time to risk the smooth, dependable running power of your car. When you add Pyrol, you prevent "dry starts" and battery drain—the hazards of winter driving with low viscosity oils.

Pyrol, with its special property of clinging to piston and cylinder surfaces, maintains the constant lubrication protection your car needs more than ever for low temperature driving.

Add Pyrol... add more powerful miles to your car.

Pyrol for Aircraft Engines
Use Aircraft Pyrol B for lubricating oil, Aircraft Pyrol A for gasoline.

GIVEN! An attractive Pyrol metal savings bank—takes coins up to 50c pieces. MOTORISTS, it's yours for the asking—sent postage paid.

Manufactured and Guaranteed by Pyrol Company, 100 Pyrol Bldg., La Crosse, Wisconsin

Canadian Distributors:
Central Purchasing Agencies, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario

PYROIL COMPANY
100 Pyrol Bldg., La Crosse, Wisconsin
I want my car to last and run properly. Please tell me more about Pyrol and how it can accomplish this for me.

Name
Address
City or Town State

Not much of a home for their minister—so the congregation built a house from Popular Mechanics' plans

WE MIGHT have titled the story on page 92, "The Minister Moved Out of the Doghouse," for that's what happened. There was no place for Rev. Clinton Rutherford to live in his new parish except an oversized kennel until the congregation got together and built him a home from Popular Mechanics' plans. Alden Stahr, the author, tells us, "I still shiver when I look at that high-pitched roof—it fell to my

Stanley Schoelfield, Homewood, Ill., scanned hundreds of plans, then built this PM home for his bride

lot to put up the cornice alone and on the top of a long extension ladder in a high wind. Guess I'm allergic to such places ever since I walked over the edge of a roof while looking in the ground glass of my camera, a very foolish practice. Enclosed is a photo of the Rutherfords in front of our doghouse, where they lived before starting their Popular Mechanics house."

The minister's new home is only one of hundreds of homes built from the plans (Continued to page 8)
IF you're that man, here's something that will interest you.

Not a magic formula—not a get-rich-quick scheme—but something more substantial, more practical.

Of course, you need something more than just the desire to be an accountant. You've got to pay the price—be willing to study earnestly, thoroughly.

Still, wouldn't it be worth your while to sacrifice some of your leisure in favor of interesting home study—over a comparatively brief period? Always provided that the rewards were good—a salary of $5,000 to $10,000?

An accountant's duties are interesting, varied and of real worth to his employers. He has standing!

Do you feel that such things aren't for you? Well, don't be too sure. Very possibly they can be!

Why not, like so many before you, investigate LaSalle's modern Problem Method of training for an accountancy position?

Just suppose you were permitted to work in a large accounting house under the personal supervision of an expert accountant. Suppose, with his aid, you studied accounting principles and solved problems day by day—easy ones at first—then more difficult ones. If you could do this—and could turn to him for advice as the problems became complex—soon you'd master them all.

That's the training you follow in principle under the LaSalle Problem Method.

You cover accountancy from the basic Principles right up through Accountancy Systems and Income Tax Procedure. Then you add C.P.A. Training and prepare for the C.P.A. examinations.

As you go along, you absorb the principles of Auditing, Cost Accounting, Business Law, Statistical Control, Organization, Management and Finance.

Your progress is as speedy as you care to make it—depending on your own eagerness to learn and the time you spend in study.

Will recognition come? The only answer, as you know, is that success does come to the man who is really trained. It's possible your employers will notice your improvement in a very few weeks or months. Indeed, many LaSalle graduates have paid for their training—with increased earnings—before they have completed it! For accountants, who are trained in organization and management, are the executives of the future.

Write For This Free Book

For your own good, don't put off investigation of all the facts. Write for our free 48-page book, "Accountancy, The Profession That Pays." It'll prove that accountancy offers brilliant futures to those who aren't afraid of serious home study. We'll also include "Ten Years' Promotion in One"—a book which has helped many men. Send us the coupon now.

LASALLE EXTENSION
CHICAGO 5, ILL.
One Step AHEAD!

with EMBRY-RIDDLE Training

AIRCRAFT & ENGINE MECHANICS


ENGINEERING

Embry-Riddle's Design Engineering and Maintenance Course offers you A & E certification eligibility as a prerequisite to these positions as Field Service, Project or Maintenance Engineer.

A & E COMBINED WITH COMMERCIAL

Airmen with dual pilot-engineering ability are needed by aviation companies operating under regulations. Embry-Riddle's combined course offers you the most in your aviation career. 

Never has there been such opportunity for properly trained men in commercial aviation. Put yourself one step ahead of the crowd.

Start your career now at Embry-Riddle -- dormitories directly on the airport. For full information fill in the coupon below and mail today!

Embry-Riddle International School of Aviation Miami 30, Florida

Dean of Enrollments - Dept. 99
Embry-Riddle School of Aviation
Miami 30, Florida

Please Print

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

A & E Mechanic
Commercial Pilot
Engineering
A & E Combined with Commercial Pilot
Drafting & Design
Veteran
Non-Veteran

I am interested in:

TRAIN IN MIAMI--AIR CAPITAL OF THE WORLD.

and "How-to-Build" house book published following our story (April-May-June, 1947) of the young GI who built the house for his bride. One Palatine, Ill., man towed an abandoned frame schoolhouse five miles to his lot and used it as the basis for a P.M. house. Some of the others of which we've heard are pictured here.

Letter to the Editor

Dear Sir:

I have a collection of 1000 sketches of aircraft designs and inventions, most of which, I am sure, are patentable. I want to dispose of this collection and wonder if any of your readers would be interested in having them... free, of course!

Rene Charette,
213 Besserer St.,
Ottawa, Ont., Can.

First come, first served.

Sniff the packages around some food products and you'll find that they have pleasing aromas similar to their contents, reports Monsanto Chemical Company, which predicts that many more cardboard boxes soon will be chemically treated with agreeable odors.
No one goes into a job perfectly prepared. Sooner or later the "weak spots" are bound to show up. And when they do, the successful man is quick to recognize them, quick to fill them. International Correspondence Schools can help you get whatever training you may need. You have some 400 famous, spare-time I.C.S. Courses to choose from. Or, if you wish, brief "refresher" courses, advanced lessons, or special instruction combining one or more specific business or technical subjects can be tailored to fit your needs. The coupon below brings full information without obligation. Mark and mail it today!
**WHERE-TO-BUY-IT INDEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of supply</th>
<th>After items commercially available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUTOMOTIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-icing fluid clears windshield (Birma Mfg. Co., Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemade convertible will go 100 m.p.h. (SSS Mfg. Co.)</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probing tool removes pebbles from tire cuts (K-D Manufacturing Co., 320 N. Plum St., Lancaster, Pa.)</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casing for cars (Minnesota Mining &amp; Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn.)</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor wire go on tire chains (Time Saver Corporation of America, 151 E. Erie St., Chicago, 11)</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVIATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tall tail</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Litter blisters&quot;</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeep and elevator fly with Liftmaster</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-pressure tunnel to test rockets</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World's largest airplane service dock at Miami</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sling for Navy's antisub plane</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel tanks lengthen range of Boeing bomber</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-to-air missile for U.S. Air Force</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle for 35 feet high in Globemaster</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet sailplane</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assail transport (Aircraft World, Inc., Lake Success, N. Y.)</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airplane pilots spin wheel to get navigational data</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky speck</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck keeps plane &quot;alive&quot; on ground (W. W. Onan, Sons, Inc., Winona Park, Atlanta, Ga.)</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Baby&quot; jet unit boosts light plane into air</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOATS AND MOTORCYCLES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inboard-outboard runabouts (Steamster Boat Co., Box 161, Avon, Mass.)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycle skis</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bile for 490</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Either power or pedal drive &quot;Bombo&quot; boat</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELECTRICAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop-up lighter for table plugs into electric outlet (Electro-lunch Co., Inc., 300 Stone Road, Algonac, Mich.)</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymn in color</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent street lights</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FARM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big vacuum cleaner harvests grass seed</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractor-tire remover (Coast, Loaders &amp; Binners, Inc., Dodge, Iowa.)</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractor pickers</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huge &quot;vacuum cleaner&quot; for land of cotton (Allied Engineering, Inc., 1547 Texar, Memphis, Tenn.)</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FISH AND FISHING</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly tier (Reel On Corp., 100 S. Linden Ave., South San Francisco, Calif.)</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flip-top box holds the worms (Kraus Hardware Co., 1108-10 Main Ave., Fort Wayne 4, Ind.)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition gives submarine effect</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Tread-Aire&quot; for fishing plugs (Fred Arbogast, Akron, Ohio.)</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible refrigerator bag carries fisherman's catch (Product Co., 2708 Wright Ave., Racine, Wis.)</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bel trap</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOUSE AND HOME</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple duty dinette (Dobler Metal Furniture Co., Inc., 122 Lexington Ave., New York City 16)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Frost&quot; paint for windows (Sapolin Paints, Inc., 229 E. 42nd St., New York City)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamer on wheels (Osnabergs Brothers, 223 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 6)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-blade spatula (Buckley Culinary Products, Inc., 315 N. Aberdeen St., Chicago 7)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum foil eliminates soldered joints (Rezh Products, Inc., South Bend, Ind.)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket tool kit (Savvy Manufacturing Co., Inc., 30 Irving Place, New York City 3)</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkle chopper for vegetables and meats (Lawton Lines, 1610 Stevens Ave., Minneapolis 4, Minn.)</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum cup holds on any smooth surface (Van Dusen Engineering Co., Escondido, Calif.)</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hook-on bar for tie or towel rack (R-W Manufacturers Co., 721 N. Webster St., Kokomo, Ind.)</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable dishwasher (Wilshire Engineering Corp., 618 Barrows Drive, Los Angeles, Calif.)</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar paint for closets (AHMCO Products Co., 63 Market Ave., Cambridge, Mass.)</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homes of china clay</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic Quasnet</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant footsteps</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller supplies electricity with unwavering</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast French locomotive</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant of junk breaker</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straw chopper stops road erosion (Pape Machine Co., 30 W. Main St., Shortsville, N. Y.)</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepest hole ever drilled</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest supersonic wind tunnel</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 14)
WHAT
Every Auto
Mechanic
Wants to Know

A motor vehicle is a machine of many parts, each part designed and constructed for its own special function. All good mechanics, like good doctors, should know the working theory and operation of each part and understand what causes trouble and how to remedy it.

LET AUDELS AUTO GUIDE SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS

Every auto mechanic, helper, serviceman and operator can use AUDELS AUTO GUIDE. The information it gives saves time, money and worry. Highly endorsed by all users. It presents the whole subject of auto mechanics from A to Z in plain language and simple terms.

This Big Practical Book gives full information with working diagrams covering the principles, construction, ignition, service and repair of modern cars, trucks and buses. A complete Guide of 1800 pages, with over 1500 illustrations showing inside views of the working parts, with instructions for service jobs. Diesel engines, fluid and Hydra-matic drives fully explained.

IT PAYS TO KNOW HOW TO

How to fit pistons-How to locate engine knocks-How to fit connecting rod bearings-How to service main bearings-How to recondition valves-How to size valves-How to adjust fan belts-How to adjust carburetors & chokes-How to rebuild a clutch-How to service automatic transmissions-How to service brakes-How to adjust steering gear-How to cope with ignition troubles-How to service distributors-How to time ignition-How to "tune up" an engine.

INFORMATION IN A HANDY FORM

73 INTERESTING CHAPTERS—Read this partial list of subjects on which practical information is fully given for quick reference under the headings as shown below. Ready Reference Index.


7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
TO GET THIS ASSISTANCE FOR YOURSELF SIMPLY FILL IN AND MAIL COUPON TODAY.

Ask to See It!

$4 COMPLETE PAY $1 A ONLY 1 MO.

AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W. 23 St., New York 10, N.Y.
BE A SUCCESS IN RADIO
Learn by Practicing

You Build Equipment Like This With Kits I Send

I give you PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE with many Valuable Kits I send that "bring to life" my illustrated texts. In my Servicing Course, you build a modern radio, set tester, AM Signal Generator, etc. In my Communications Course, you assemble a low-power broadcasting Transmitter, Wavemeter, Electronic Multimeter, etc. Some equipment from both the courses is shown on this page. All of the equipment that you build is yours to keep.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY WHILE LEARNING

I show you how to earn $5, $10 a week, or more, in spare time fixing Radios. I send you parts to build the SET TESTER you use to do it. Frank Lutzsky, Cicero, Ill., above, one of my many students who earned while training, writes, "when I enrolled, I didn't know the difference between a power transformer and a condenser. Your outstanding course made a new, prosperous man of me."
TELEVISION
at Home in Spare Time

Get a Good Job--Have a Bright Future
in America's Fast Growing Industry

Do you want a good pay job in the fast growing RADIO-TELEVISION Industry? Only do you want your own money-making Radio-Television Shop? Here is your opportunity. I've trained hundreds of men to be successful Technicians--MEN WITH NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE. My tested and proved training-at-home method makes learning easy. You learn Radio-Television principles from my illustrated lessons. You get practical experience building, testing and experimenting with MANY KITS OF PARTS I send. All equipment I send is yours to keep.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY
IN SPARE TIME

The day you enroll, I start sending you SPECIAL BOOKLETS that show you how to make $5, $10 a week or more EXTRA MONEY, fixing neighborhood Radios in spare time while learning. From here, it's a short step to your own shop or a good pay Radio-

Hill.

I trained THESE MEN

I trained THESE MEN

Radio Mechanic
For Air Line


"My first job was operator with KDIB, obtained for me by your Graduate Service Dept. Am new Chief Engineer Police Radio Station WQOX."--T. S. Norton, Hamilton, Ohio.

VETERANS
Get This Training
Without Cost
Under G. I. Bill

You can qualify for a Television servicing job. Or be a licensed Television Operator or Technician.

TELEVISION OFFERS
BRIGHT FUTURE

In 1945, there were 943 Radio Stations. Today, about 2700 are on the air. BUT HUNDREDS OF QUALIFIED MEN STEPPED INTO GOOD JOBS. Another example—only 19 Television stations were on the air in 1947. Today, more than fifty. Within a few months, 150, say the experts—1000 within three years. Then add developments in FM (Frequency Modulation), Two Way Radio, Police, Marine, Aviation, Microwave Relay Radio. Think what this means! New jobs, more jobs for qualified men. The man who prepares NOW can reap rich rewards in this changing, developing, fast growing field!

ACTUAL LESSON
AND 64 PAGE BOOK

Have now! Send for FREE DOUBLE OFFER. Coupon entitles you to actual lesson. "GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH RECEIVER SERVICING." It shows you how to get a new 64-page book, "HOW TO BE A SUCCESS IN RADIO-TELEVISION." It tells more about YOUR opportunities—details of my Course—what my graduates are doing and earning—how quickly you can be on your way to good pay, success, a bright future.

Mail coupon in envelope or paste on penny postal. J. E. SMITH, Pres., Dept. OB, National Radio Institute, Pioneer Home Study Radio School, Washington 9, D. C.

FREE

MAIL THIS NOW

Good For 2 Books FREE

MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. OB
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C.

Mail me Sample Lesson and 64-page book on winning success in Radio-Television—both FREE. (No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)

NAME____________________AGE____________________

ADDRESS__________________________________________

CITY____________________ZONE______STATE__________

☐ Check if Veteran. Approved Under G. I. Bill.
YOUR PROFIT $28.50
on 3 Easy-to-Make Items
with NEW LIQUID PLASTIC

WE SHOW YOU HOW

Yes, now it is possible to make the items shown, right at home, to sell at a profit of $28.50. Such profit is possible because of high eye appeal and low materials cost. Think of making gorgeous, glamorous, IN-DEMAND articles at a profit of over 1000% above cost! That's being done with the new liquid Plastic known as Castolite. The articles on this page are only a few of the many valuable things you can make. Amateurs get professional results. We tell you how to make these things and many more besides.

BIG NEW BOOK
Get's You Started

To get started, send for this new book of step-by-step instructions and a modern, tested 6-Point Success Plan for having a profitable plastics business of your own. Do like John Zuck of Chatham, N. J., a former salesman, who writes: "I sold the things I made at a handsome profit. Therefore I have gone into manufacturing on my own." Or succeed like Gladys Smith of Steveston, B. C. She wrote: "I made buttons, brooches and wall plaques and took them to our leading department store. The manager was enthusiastic and asked me to make up more articles to sell to their trade. I never made anything to sell before in my life."

NEW SUCCESS PLAN

With the Castolite Success Plan you quickly learn how to make the things that sell fast; how to make your business self-advertising; how to get stores, novelty shops, even commercial photo studios to handle your line. New methods and what-to-make-suggestions are explained in this big, interesting fact-filled plastics book.

(Continued from page 19)

GARDEN RECREATION

| Trigger lock (H. M. Sheer Co., Quincy, Ill.) | 105 |
| Reducing suits | 106 |
| Telescoping walking stick (N. Sakai, Tokyo, Japan) | 142 |
| Chiyodaku, Tokyo, Japan | 142 |

TOOLS

| Internal wrenches (L. C. Domack, 1149 Milwaukee, Chicago 22) | 90 |
| Portable saw guide (Packard Mfg. Corp., Noble at Market, Indianapolis 4, Ind.) | 90 |
| Stick of screws (American Screw Co., Providence 1, R. I.) | 111 |
| Saw setter and scriber (Sure-Sharp Manufacturing Co., Box 4, Santa Ana, Calif.) | 20 |
| Portable machine for shape cutting (Air Reduction Sales Co., 62 E. 2nd St., New York City 17) | 147 |
| Miniature bandsaw complete in case (H. S. Machine Co., 860 Riverside Drive, Methuen, Mass.) | 175 |

TOYS AND NOVELTIES

| Vest-pocket ash tray | 125 |
| Weather-vane man | 125 |
| Youngsters' personal car is battery-powered. | 187 |

MISCELLANEOUS

| Long-distance storm spotter | 18 |
| Arithmetic jig saw | 56 |
| Revolving rubber heel | 56 |
| "Liquid stone" table top | 119 |
| Radioactive atoms addition of mice and plants | 90 |
| Radioactive "on the air" | 24 hours a day | 90 |
| Mechanical cow | 119 |
| Plastic shelter for traffic cop | 119 |
| Sign me up to glass without adhesive (Plexon Products Co., 259 W. 34th St., New York City 1) | 127 |
| Japanese text | 127 |
| Camp or kitchen griddle (W. S. Metal Polishing Inc., 4022 Fulton Court, Cleveland 13, Ohio) | 131 |
| Filing system to cover 20 degrees | 131 |
| Lead-glass gowns | 142 |
| Hinge | 142 |
| Hinges | 142 |
| Clutch | 113 |
| Cloud analyzer | 143 |
| Rockets set atmosphere sample at 200,000 feet | 143 |
| Fire-fighting gun shoots from 100 feet | 169 |
| Car "crasher" wall 24 hours a day | 176 |

Craftsmen and Shop Notes Index

ELECTRICAL

| Metal loop on receptacle, make snubs appliance cord | 182 |
| Toolbox handle serves as reel for winding extension cord | 182 |
| Cord of drill press concealed by passing through column | 193 |
| Labeling transformer leads | 219 |

FARM

| Repairing rotted fence posts by reinforcing with pipe | 184 |
| Simple decoy for crow hunters easily shaped from a wire coat hanger | 189 |
| Farm gate offset from highway affects appearance | 185 |
| Continuous-flowing poultry fountain is supplied by elevated water tank | 222 |
| Stool utilizes cultivator disk | 222 |
| Sliagle truck with flanged wheels rolls on elevated track | 226 |
| Tied down to neck pain relief | 226 |
| Audible brooder warning system signals temperature drop | 228 |

HOUSE AND HOME

| Removing candle drippings | 190 |
| Towel rack holds ice cream | 190 |
| Fireproof food | 190 |
| Toothbrush simplifies cleaning kitchen range | 192 |
| Guard aids chopping out meat | 193 |
| Restoring aroma to old cedar chest | 193 |
| Crayon line prevents unraveling of fabric | 193 |
| Leveling plate | 193 |
| Paintbrush cleaner removes old polish from shoebrush | 193 |
| Muffin tin forms serving sponges | 193 |
| Keeping sectional sofa units in place | 193 |
| Handy bedside storage pockets | 193 |
| Darning for finger tips of gloves | 193 |
| Squeezing pulp-free lemon juice | 194 |
| Repairing holes in linoleum | 194 |
| Vertical shoe rack conserves closet space when mounted in convenient spot on wall | 193 |
| Horse shoe provides ceiling hanger | 193 |
| Dress snap holds fabric samples | 200 |
| Vacuum cleaner plugged into drag-outlet facilities replaces fuse | 201 |
| Tape holds beads on string | 208 |

NOVELTIES

| Buttons improvised from beads | 190 |
| Hands up! to hold your books | 190 |
| Colorful window-shape cutout and beads | 188 |

(Continued to page 18)

DEALERS!

Many recognized Dealers are now handling Castolite products. There may be an opportunity in your area for you to sell these new items. Write to us for particulars.

The CASTOLITE CO.

POPULAR MECHANICS
Learn how to protect your invention. The U. S. Patent Laws provide that any new and useful art, machine, article of manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may be patented if the act of invention is involved. Therefore, every inventor with a valuable invention should take advantage of the Patent Laws and proceed for patent protection in order to safeguard his rights.

A patent gives the inventor the exclusive right to prevent others from making, using, or selling the invention claimed in the patent for a period of seventeen years.

The Patent Laws were enacted for the benefit of the inventor to give him protection for the features of his invention which are patentable. These features must be properly and concisely set forth and claimed in a formal application for patent, in order to comply with the requirements of the Patent Laws. For that reason, unless the inventor is familiar with patent matters, he should engage a competent registered patent attorney or agent to represent him. We are registered to practice before the U. S. Patent Office and are prepared to serve you in the handling of your patent matters.

A specially prepared booklet entitled "Patent Guide for the Inventor", containing detailed information with respect to patent protection and procedure, together with a "Record of Invention" form will be promptly forwarded to you without obligation upon request.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN & HARVEY JACOBSON
Registered Patent Attorneys
01-B DISTRICT NATIONAL BUILDING • WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

Patents • Trademarks • Copyrights
YOU Need My PRACTICAL Training to Make Money in TELEVISION, RADIO and ELECTRONICS!

I'll Send You 8 BIG KITS of Radio Parts and Equipment...

All Kits Are YOURS TO KEEP

Each of the hundreds of Radio parts and other items I send my students is theirs 'for keeps.' You may use this equipment in your Radio and Television service work and save many dollars by not having to buy expensive 'ready-made' test equipment.

CALVIN SKINNER of New Orleans, La., tells us he makes $5 to $10 in spare time repairing radios. He is now also working with a Television set.

LOREN D. SAUCIER of Coloma, Mich., reports that my training has made it possible for him to repair larger numbers of Radio and Television sets.

GET PAID FOR SPARE TIME WHILE LEARNING

Soon after you start training I send you my famous BUSINESS BUILDERS that show you how to make money in spare time doing interesting Radio jobs. I send you 8 big kits of Radio parts and equipment and help you build step-by-step a powerful 6-tube superhet radio, a 16-range test meter, plus other mighty useful equipment for Radio and Television servicing. You will perform over 173 fascinating experiments while training! You will learn about Television—so that you will be prepared to step into this fast growing, profitable field. I also send you many valuable service manuals, diagrams, and my book telling exactly how to set up your own Television and Radio shop. Clip and mail the coupon below for my two big FREE Radio books. I employ no salesmen—and nobody will call on you.

HAVE A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

A profitable Radio and Television Service Shop may be started with little capital. I will show you how to get started. At left is pictured one of my graduates, Mr. Merrit C. Sperry, Fairmont, Minn. in his own shop.

Radio and Television Industry Booming

You couldn't pick a better time to get into Radio-Television and Electronics. New Television stations are going on the air to serve every major city—hundreds of new AM and FM Radio broadcasting stations are also on the air. All this creates new and bigger opportunities for the trained man who knows Radio-Television and Electronics.

My Training Includes...

Television, FM (Frequency Modulation), Public Address and High Frequency Applications

RUSH COUPON! Today!

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY of RADIO, Dept. 10-F
111 North Canal Street,
Chicago 6, Illinois

Please rush my FREE copies of "How To Make Money In Radio-Television and Electronics" and "How To Read Radio Diagrams and Symbols."

Name: ____________________________ Age: __________

Address: _____________________________ City: __________ State: __________

( ) Check here if you are a Veteran

These Two Big FREE Radio Books

Just mail coupon for a FREE sample Sprayberry Lesson and my big FREE book, "How To Make Money In Radio-Television and Electronics." Learn why my practical training is best of all for you. Discover what's ahead for you in Radio-Television and Electronics. No obligation. Don't delay! Mail the coupon now—and count on me for fast action.

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO
111 N. CANAL DEPT. 10-F CHICAGO 6, ILL.
If you believe that you have an invention, you should find out how to protect it. The first step is to have a search made of the prior pertinent U. S. patents. If a report on this search indicates that the invention appears patentable you can apply for a patent, and the specifications and claims should be prepared.

The firm of McMorrow, Berman & Davidson, with offices in Washington, D. C., is qualified to take the necessary steps for you. We can make a preliminary search on your invention, advise you whether we think it can be patented, and prepare your application for patent.

Unless you are fully familiar with the U. S. Patent Laws, we recommend that you engage the services of a Registered Patent Attorney to protect your interests. The patent laws are your laws. A patent gives you the right to prevent others from making, using or selling the invention claimed in your patent for a period of 17 years.

Use these patent laws for your protection. Investigate whether your invention can be patented. If you have what you believe to be an invention, we suggest that you have this firm make a search for you.

Send for a copy of our Patent Booklet entitled “How To Protect Your Invention,” containing information about patent protection and patent procedure. Along with this we will also send you an “Invention Record” form, for your use in writing down and sketching details of your invention. We will mail them promptly. No obligation. They are yours for the asking.

McMORROW, BERMAN & DAVIDSON
Registered Patent Attorneys

PATENTS • TRADE MARKS • COPYRIGHTS
1359 VICTOR BUILDING, WASHINGTON 1, D. C.
ARE YOU NATURALLY INVENTIVE?

"Cash In" On Your Natural Talent
By Learning WHAT To Invent—

2100 Inventions Needed Now!

TURN your talents into CASH! Invent the simple things that people need and want and you can make money at it—fast and easy! The Kiddle Kar brought its inventor a cool MILLION dollars. A 70-year old grandmother made $350,000 on an overall buckle. Others became independently wealthy by "dreaming up" the rubber pencil tip, the ordinary paper clip, the hairpin, etc. You can cash in, too—if you concentrate your talent on the inventions that are really NEEDED!

The EASY Way to Get Started

Don't waste time and brainwork on something nobody wants! Find out WHAT to invent. A valuable book by Raymond F. Yates, noted science editor and inventor lists and describes over 1000 PRACTICAL, money-making ideas that are crying aloud to be invented!

These 2100 ideas are the things most needed and surest to make money. They are listed under 74 different headings for quick reference: Electrical, Radio, Automobile, Agricultural, Building, Household, Clothing, Toys, Time-Savers, etc.

This book ALSO tells how to think inventively; how to PROTECT your ideas; how to develop an invention STEP-BY-STEP, etc.

$1,000,000

SEND NO MONEY

FREEx 5-DAY EXAMINATION

Would YOU like a slice of the $280,000,000 that American inventors get each year in royalties? Get started now! Just mail the coupon and get "2100 Needed Inventions" by Raymond F. Yates, for 5 days FREE trial. If, even in that short time, you are not convinced this book can help you make money—just return it and owe nothing. Otherwise, send only $2.50, plus few cents postage as payment in full.

Any one of the 2100 ideas in this book can bring somebody a fortune. Hurry! Mail the coupon and get this book on FREE TRIAL at once! Wilfred Funk, Inc., Dept. T492, 227 East 44th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

WILFRED FUNK, INC., PUBLISHERS, DEPT. T492, 227 EAST 44TH STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Please send me 2100 NECESSARY INVENTIONS FOR FREE EXHIBITION. If I keep the book I will send you $2.50 plus few cents actual postage. Otherwise I will return it within 5 days, without further obligation.

Name

Address

Zone No. (if any) State

[ ] Check here if enclosing $2.50 with this coupon, and we will pay all postage charges. Same 5-day return privilege, for full refund, applies. (Canadian Orders—$2.50 extra for handling charges. Only U. S. checks accepted.)

(Continued from page 14)

Decorative candleholder has clear plastic base surrounded by polished-aluminum leaf design. 189

Fussy faces by Marjorie Wright, 200

Wall-bracket ivy holder made of aluminum. 201

Novel metal piggy bank assembled from flash-light box and olive. 165

Direction of propeller controlled by rubbing notched stick. 206

PHOTOGRAPHY

Auxiliary flash adapter. 208

Jittery kitchen darkroom. 219

Reduction of negatives from negatives. 211

Safelight mounted on gooseneck permits using brighter lamp. 212

Solution bottles washed after use to prevent chemical dust. 213

Photos marked with credit line by using flashilight printer. 212

Timer made from alarm clock. 213

TOOLS

Metal shingle-nail dispenser hooks on trouser belt. 100

Inexpensive gluing clamps made from turnbuckles. 184

Pulls paper down upright, drills holes in vise. 184

Floating jackshaft for wood lathe facilitates shifting V-belts. 188

Mix which operates saw. 192

Board fastened to bench serves as guide for sawing. 193

Fence for cutting spirals. 193

Turning dowels on disk sander. 196

Wooden turn button on tool chest lid supports doors for 206

Locking pliers form bench. 226

Drilling true burr-free holes in thin sheet metal. 216

Portable dual-purpose drill develops from hand drill and pipe fittings. 222

Wooden holder for threading tool results in mirror-bright finish. 401

Large fruit-juice cans provide electrode carrier. 223

Portable welding torch cuts wire to speed removing wall forms. 225

Portable table saw. 226

Power-tool stands. 227

MISCELLANEOUS

Pen modified for drawing ink. 180

Block of asbestos sealing tire chains. 210

Neckties carried in suitcase protected by magazine. 158

Sandbrush sprayed evenly over wet varnish provides nonslip boat deck. 192

Washer facilitates scarf layout. 193

Keenenergizer. 220

Bag removed from folding cot by straps at raih hinges. 200

Chair stand includes handy utility tray which forms non-tip base. 401

Polishing plastics quickly. 205

Pipe through which paper is fed. 101

Paper aids drying wet shoes. 208

Handy waxing machine. 228

Nail perforates heavy directory to permit hanging on wall. 216

Filling corners of square bolt head adapts it for hex socket wrench. 226

Punzel prevents spilling powder when filling bottles. 226

Estimating number of wood blocks. 228

Bettong short bolt in screw nut. 228

Trick faucet is interesting display. 228

Radio-Television, Electronics

TV pictures projected on home movie screen (North American Philips, Inc., 150 E. 45 St., New York City 17). 229

Phone transmitter for 160 feet under water. 130

Radio and television today (Rectangular TV picture bulb. 180


S. O. Bauer Co., 1600 Times-Star Tower, Cincinnati, Ohio). 232

Long-Distance Storm Spotter

Radar that detects storms as far as six to eight hours away is operating atop a 100-foot tower at the Army Signal Corps' Fort Monmouth, N.J., laboratories. It can warn of bad weather anywhere within a 200-mile radius. Radar signals "paint" electronically on oscilloscopes pictures similar to a relief map of the area or give a vertical cross section of the storm. The equipment introduces its own "scale of miles" on the map so the operator can estimate the storm's location.
Your veteran training benefits may be worth more to you than you think. Figure it out for yourself. If you are a qualified veteran with three months' service, you are entitled to 15 months' education in an approved resident school—or five years of approved correspondence training. If you have used up most of your entitlement and have only three months remaining, you can still study with I.C.S. for a full year.

I.C.S. Courses do not interfere with your job. You study in your spare time. Furthermore, you progress as rapidly as you wish with no limit to the amount of material you cover during your period of entitlement. And you have 400 practical, success-proved courses from which to choose.

IMPORTANT: You must enroll within four years after your discharge or before July 25, 1951—whichever is later. The time for action is now! Mark and mail the coupon today!

---

**INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS**

Without cost or obligation, please send me full particulars about the course before which I have marked X:

- Air Conditioning and Plumbing Courses
- Heating
- Refrigeration
- Chemical Courses
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemistry, Analytical
- Chemistry, Industrial
- Petroleum Refining
- Pulp and Paper Making
- Civil Engineering, Architectural and Mining Courses
- Architecture
- Architectural Drafting
- Bridge and Building Foreman
- Building Estimating
- Civil Engineering
- Coal Mining
- Contracting and Building
- Highway Engineering
- Lumber Dealer
- Reading Structural Blueprints
- Sanitary Engineering
- Structural Drafting
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping
- Communications Courses
- Electronics
- Practical Telephony
- Radio General
- Radio Operating
- Radio Servicing
- Television
- Telegraph Engineering
- Electrical Courses
- Electrical Drafting
- Electrical Engineering
- Electric Light and Power Lighting Technician
- Practical Electrician
- Internal Combustion Engine Courses
- Auto Technician
- Diesel-Electric
- Diesel Engines
- Gas Engines
- Mechanical Courses
- Aeronautical Engineer's, Jr.
- Aircraft Drafting
- Flight Engineer
- Firing
- Heat Treatment of Metals
- Industrial Engineering
- Industrial Instrumentation
- Industrial Metallurgy
- Machine Shop
- Mechanical Engineering
- Metal-Work Loft
- Patternmaking—Wood, Metal
- Sheet Metal Drafting
- Sheet-Metal Worker
- Ship Drafting
- Tool Designing
- Welding Engineering
- Welding—Gas and Electric
- Railroad Courses
- Air Brake
- Diesel Locomotive
- Locomotive Engineer
- Locomotive Fireman
- Locomotive Machinist
- Railroad Section Foreman
- Steam-Diesel Loco. Eng.
- Stationary Eng'g Courses
- Boilermaking
- Combustion Engineering
- Engine Running
- Marine Engineering
- Power Plant Eng'r
- Steam Engr.
- Textile Courses
- Cotton Manufacturing
- Loom Fixing
- Rayon Weaving
- Textile Designing
- Woolen Manufacturing
- Business and Academic Courses
- Accounting
- App. Psychology
- Bookkeeping
- Business Administration
- Bus. Correspondence
- Bus. Law
- Certified Public Accounting
- Commercial
- Commercial Art
- Cost Accounting
- Federal Tax
- Foremanship
- Foremanship, French
- Good English
- High School
- Higher Mathematics
- Illustration
- Industrial Supervision
- Motor Traffic
- Postal Civil Service
- Retail Bus. Management
- Salesmanship
- Sign Lettering
- Secretarial
- Spanish
- Stenography
- Traffic Management

**Box 5670-K, Scranton 9, Penna.**

Without cost or obligation, please send me full particulars about the course before which I have marked X:

- Air Conditioning and Plumbing Courses
- Heating
- Refrigeration
- Chemical Courses
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemistry, Analytical
- Chemistry, Industrial
- Petroleum Refining
- Pulp and Paper Making
- Civil Engineering, Architectural and Mining Courses
- Architecture
- Architectural Drafting
- Bridge and Building Foreman
- Building Estimating
- Civil Engineering
- Coal Mining
- Contracting and Building
- Highway Engineering
- Lumber Dealer
- Reading Structural Blueprints
- Sanitary Engineering
- Structural Drafting
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping
- Communications Courses
- Electronics
- Practical Telephony
- Radio General
- Radio Operating
- Radio Servicing
- Television
- Telegraph Engineering
- Electrical Courses
- Electrical Drafting
- Electrical Engineering
- Electric Light and Power Lighting Technician
- Practical Electrician
- Internal Combustion Engine Courses
- Auto Technician
- Diesel-Electric
- Diesel Engines
- Gas Engines
- Mechanical Courses
- Aeronautical Engineer's, Jr.
- Aircraft Drafting
- Flight Engineer
- Firing
- Heat Treatment of Metals
- Industrial Engineering
- Industrial Instrumentation
- Industrial Metallurgy
- Machine Shop
- Mechanical Engineering
- Metal-Work Loft
- Patternmaking—Wood, Metal
- Sheet Metal Drafting
- Sheet-Metal Worker
- Ship Drafting
- Tool Designing
- Welding Engineering
- Welding—Gas and Electric
- Railroad Courses
- Air Brake
- Diesel Locomotive
- Locomotive Engineer
- Locomotive Fireman
- Locomotive Machinist
- Railroad Section Foreman
- Steam-Diesel Loco. Eng.
- Stationary Eng'g Courses
- Boilermaking
- Combustion Engineering
- Engine Running
- Marine Engineering
- Power Plant Eng'r
- Steam Engr.
- Textile Courses
- Cotton Manufacturing
- Loom Fixing
- Rayon Weaving
- Textile Designing
- Woolen Manufacturing
- Business and Academic Courses
- Accounting
- App. Psychology
- Bookkeeping
- Business Administration
- Bus. Correspondence
- Bus. Law
- Certified Public Accounting
- Commercial
- Commercial Art
- Cost Accounting
- Federal Tax
- Foremanship
- Foremanship, French
- Good English
- High School
- Higher Mathematics
- Illustration
- Industrial Supervision
- Motor Traffic
- Postal Civil Service
- Retail Bus. Management
- Salesmanship
- Sign Lettering
- Secretarial
- Spanish
- Stenography
- Traffic Management

---

**FEBRUARY 1950**
INVENTORS

If you consider your invention to be something of importance—if you have invented any new and useful art, machine, manufacture or composition of matter or improvement thereof—you are advised to protect your invention by applying for a U. S. patent.

A patent is a valuable right. It grants you a monopoly—the right to exclude others from making, using or selling your invention as claimed for a term of seventeen years.

The specification and claims of a patent, particularly if the invention be at all complicated, constitute one of the most difficult legal instruments to draw with accuracy. Therefore, unless you are thoroughly familiar with such matters, you are advised to employ a competent registered patent attorney or agent.

This firm is registered to practice before the U. S. Patent Office and is available to assist in the preparation and prosecution of your patent application.

The “Evidence of Invention” form mentioned below is offered as a convenience to you in making your disclosure to us for search purposes.

You should date and sign your disclosure and have it witnessed by two or more persons who are capable of understanding your invention.

Your disclosure should be mailed to us together with a letter authorizing us to conduct a preliminary search among previously granted U. S. patents for similar types of invention.

We then make this search and prepare a report of the probable patentability of your invention. If such report is favorable, we recommend the further course for you to take.

The “Evidence of Invention” form and booklet are suggested as conveniences to you and us in starting action on your invention.

We shall be glad to send you promptly and without obligation, an instructive booklet, “Patent Protection for Inventors”, which was prepared to give inventors detailed information and steps to take toward patent protection—also our convenient “Evidence of Invention” form.

These Men are Learning

ELECTRICITY
ON REAL EQUIPMENT
in the GREAT SHOPS of COYNE

51st ANNIVERSARY YEAR

Why Spend Years Preparing for a Good Job?
Train Quickly at COYNE—Be Making Real Money While Others are Still Puttering Along!

Yes, you can get ready for good Pay—big Future in ELECTRICITY—by coming to COYNE! In Chicago to train on actual equipment! Here you work on real motors, armatures, switchboards—actual wiring and trouble-shooting—get the "all-around" training you need.

Not a "Home-Study" Course
We do not teach by mail. All training is given in our Great Shops, plus necessary theory. Expert instructors guide you. No advanced education or previous experience needed.

Electrical Refrigeration Included
Added training now included in great new field of Electric Refrigeration—Industrial Electronics also included. Both mean added opportunities.

GET THE FACTS!
BIG FREE BOOK tells all about your future in Electricity and how you can get ready quickly at COYNE. Dozens of pictures. Rush coupon today!

PREPARE FOR PERMANENT JOBS LIKE THESE
Light and Power Wiring
Power Plant Work
Armature Winding
Substation Operator
Maintenance Electrician
Electrical Testing
Signal Maintenance
Industrial Electronics
Electric Refrigeration and many others
Our Employment Bureau for Graduates gives FREE Lifetime Job Service.

FREE BOOK

COYNE ELECTRICAL AND RADIO SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 20-72, Chicago 12, Ill.

Mail Now

51st ANNIVERSARY YEAR

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

FEBRUARY 1950
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO EARN MORE BY LEARNING MORE!

"BLUE-SHIRT" JOBS OFFER GREATER OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUCCESS

LEARN A TRADE AT C.T.I.

Train in Our Modern Shops or thru C.T.I. Home Study...

If you'd like to earn greater income and security as a mechanic or a technician—be proud! Leading educators and business men now point out that opportunities for success are greater today in industry—and that chances for advancement are best in the "blue shirt" classification. They add that there is lesser hope for progress among "white collar" job groups.

However, to wear a blue shirt isn't enough—you still need training! You can acquire this vital training through C.T.I. in a matter of months. Thousands of C.T.I. graduates have done it—you can, too! Read what a few of them tell us:

"As a result of my training at C.T.I., I am now in full charge of the shop where I am employed. I expect to own my own shop shortly." "Since I graduated, I have built a garage, bought the most important equipment, and have a waiting list of customers." "I have a shop on the north side and have four men working for me." "Since beginning your course I have more than doubled my earnings." "Your course was very satisfactory. I own my own shop now!" "Through the efforts of C.T.I., I received a job that I like very much."...

DON'T DELAY — ACT TODAY!

Yes, to advance in industry—or to prepare for owning a business of your own—it certainly pays to train through C.T.I.! So, choose the field you like best (see above list of opportunities)... then fill out and mail coupon to C.T.I. today. Remember—it's important to act at once!

G.I. APPROVED—All C.T.I. courses, both residential and home study, are fully approved by the Veterans Administration—which means that eligible veterans will have their tuition paid by the government. Remember, there's a time limit on when training must begin—so, act now!

COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE, Dept. E2-2
1400 Greenleaf - Chicago 26
GET INTO DIESEL-AUTO MECHANICS Master All Phases

JOBS LIKE THESE ARE AVAILABLE TO TRAINED MECHANICS. CHOOSE THE FIELD YOU LIKE BEST

Get Complete Training

Diesel Fuel Injection
Automotive Motor Tune-up
Diesel Engine Rebuilding
General Garage Mechanic
Agricultural Implements
Auto Engine Rebuilding
Auto Elec. Service
Public Utilities
Parts Dealers
Bus & Truck Lines
Industrial Maintenance
Contracting & Excavating
Business of Your Own
AND MANY other similar openings.

As a National Schools graduate, you are trained for ALL opportunities in the Diesel & Auto Industries.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

With our practical Master Shop-Method Home Training, you study at home in your spare time. You receive Spare Time Work Lessons, which show you how to earn while you learn...for extra money and experience. You learn by doing.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

To make your training complete, we give you selected mechanics tools and equipment, illustrated below, including all-metal toolbox as a regular part of your instruction.

Shop-Method Home Training by an Established Resident School Prepares you for Many Good Jobs

Opportunity is everywhere for the trained Diesel-Auto Mechanic. Highways throng with cars, buses, trucks, tractors. Garages and Service Stations are kept busy. Factories, ships, farms, railroads, general industry, are dependent upon engine power. Here's a dynamic, fast-growing field that needs trained men who know ALL phases: installation, operation, maintenance and repair. Now—National Schools offers you a practical, all-embracing Diesel-Auto Mechanic's Course, including all of these advantages:

Complete training, covering—Diesels, High Speed and Heavy Duty; Semi-Diesels, Gasoline and Special Fuel Engines AND Allied Mechanics.

Basic Lesson Texts
Diesel Installation
Operation & Maintenance
Diesel Chart Manual
Spare Time Lessons
Engine Service Manuals
Engine Repair
Drive Systems
Diesel Electric Power
Thermodynamics

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

INVESTIGATE

Secure Full Information

NEW, ILLUSTRATED BOOK & SAMPLE LESSON SHOW HOW WE TRAIN YOU...SEND FOR THEM TODAY!

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. • EST. 1905

FIND OUT NOW...MAIL COUPON TODAY

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, DEPT. PMD-2
4000 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California

Mail me FREE the book, YOUR FUTURE IN DIESEL-AUTO MECHANICS, together with the Sample Lesson. I understand I may keep and use the information with no obligation.

Name ________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City __________________ State __________________

Zip Code ____________________________

[ ] Check here if Veteran of World War II

MAIL COUPON TODAY

[Mail in envelope or paste on penny postcard]
HOW TO BUILD A BETTER HOME

If You Are Undecided Whether You Should Build or Buy—
If You Are Leery of 'Cheap' Building, Shoddy Work or Poor Design—
If You Are Fed-Up With DREAMING About Your New House and Want to Get STARTED—Then This Will Prove a GOD-SEND TO YOU!

3-DAY TRIAL
JUST MAIL COUPON

H E R E is the answer to how to build your own home. Here is the WORKS—how to plan, how to construct, how to supervise—explained step-by-step. Jam-packed with everything you need to know about building your own home, yourself, or having it built for you. Hundreds of clear-cut, complete diagrams. You will be able to build a home that will cost you less for everything.

Everything You Need to Know to Get Started

Provides you with all the facts. Whether you are planning to spend $2,000 or $20,000 for your home—whether you are going to employ an architect or use stock plans—whether you are going to buy a home instead of building, this book will help you. Before you build you should know like difference between good and bad construction.

Now—in these days of shortages—just one of the hundreds of diagrams will save thousands of dollars. You will get a thrill out of the knowledge you are the key to the game, being able to talk to building people in their own language. You will be respected, admired and will earn appreciation. How to Build a Better Home on your own—will get a feeling of pride as your friends admire the home being built. Here, in one clear-cut volume is all the basic information you need!
Here is everything you need to prepare you at home for FASCINATING WORK, GOOD MONEY and a THRILLING FUTURE in one of America's most promising fields.

This includes the opportunity to build and keep the top quality Television Receiver shown above—with choice of a 10, 12½ or 16 inch picture tube that gives big, bright, sharp, steady pictures. This is an optional feature—available when you complete your training described below. Get the complete facts. See how D.T.I.'s wonderfully practical "BIG 5" method meets industry's needs; No previous experience needed. Mail coupon today!

16 Big Shipments of Parts — Plus Lessons

Work over 300 electronic experiments and projects from 16 big shipments of parts. This includes building and keeping all test equipment and radio set shown at left side of page. Modern easy-to-read lessons with handy fold-out diagrams simplifies your entire training.

You Also Use Home Movies

D.T.I., alone, includes the modern, visual training aid . . . MOVIES to help you learn faster, easier at home. See electrons on the march and other fascinating "hidden action"—a remarkable home training advantage that speeds your progress.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

When you complete your training, our effective Employment Service helps you get started toward a real future in Television-Radio-Electronics.

Modern Laboratories

If you prefer, you can get ALL your preparation in our new, Chicago training laboratories . . . one of the finest of its kind. Ample instructors . . . modern equipment. Write for details!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.
2533 North Ashland Avenue,
Chicago 14, Illinois.

Without obligation, give me complete facts showing how I may make my start in Television-Radio-Electronics.

Name ___________________________ Age _____________
Street ___________________________ Apt. ______________
City ___________________________ Zone ___________ State ___________
DRAW ME!

COPY THIS GIRL AND TRY FOR

$1200.00 in Prizes

5 PRIZES IN THIS NEW CONTEST! 5 Complete $240 Art Courses, including Drawing Outfits!
Here's your big chance, if you want to become a commercial artist, designer, or illustrator! An easy-to-try way to win FREE art training!
Whether you win or not our instructors send you their comments on your work, if your drawing shows promise! Trained illustrators and artists now making big money. Find out now if YOU have profitable art talent. You've nothing to lose—everything to gain. Start your drawing now. Mail it today.

ART INSTRUCTION, INC., DEPT. 2130
500 S. 4th St., Minneapolis 15, Minn.
Please enter my attached drawing in your March drawing contest. (PLEASE PRINT)

Name
Age
Address
Phone
City
Zone County
State
Occupation

RULES: You must be amateur. Our students not eligible. Make copy of girl 5 ins. high. Pencil or pen only. Omit lettering. All drawings must be received by March 31, '50. None returned. Winners notified. If desired, send stamped, self-addressed envelope for list of winners.

Art Instruction, Inc.
MINNEAPOLIS • NEW YORK
CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
NOW YOU CAN "Breeze Through" ANY AUTO REPAIR JOB!

Yes—EVERY Auto Repair Job is a "Snap"—with This Big, BRAND-NEW, Time-Saving, Money-Saving Manual. Shows You How to Service and Repair ANY Part of ANY Standard Car, Including 1949 Models!

DON'T waste time and patience trying to "dope out" difficult car repairs! Just look up, make, and job in MoToR's AUTO REPAIR MANUAL—and you can "whiz" through ANY job in almost half the time. Clear, illustrated instructions lead you step by step all the way.

See How Much You Get!

This BIG, brand-new 795-page book combines information from over 150 official Factory Shop Manuals, OVER 200,000 service, repair, tune-up facts—35,000 essential dimensions—on all makes and models, 1933 thru 1949! More than 2100 cut-away photos, diagrams show you exactly WHAT to do and HOW to do it. Used by the U. S. Army, tech schools; thousands of autowmen.

Win Prestige! Earn More Money!

MoToR's Manual makes every operation so easy that you'll find yourself tackling your own difficult jobs. You won't think of doing before. And you'll win added prestige and more money in the bargain.

Beginners will find usable helpful guidance on every kind of repair and service job imaginable. Experts will be amazed by the time and labor-saving short cuts they'll discover.

SEND NO MONEY

Without risk, see for yourself how easily, clearly this book covers every job on every car! Just mail coupon — without money—for FREE 7-Day Trial. Unless you're convinced it's worth many times its cost, return book in 7 days and pay nothing! MoToR Book Dept., Desk 1B, 250 W., 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Published by MoToR, The Leading Automotive Business Magazine.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR 7-DAY FREE TRIAL

MoToR BOOK DEPT., Desk 1B, 250 W. 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Name
Age
Address

Check Name: 

[ ] MoToR's New AUTO REPAIR MANUAL. If O.K., I will return $3 in 7 days (plus 5c delivery charge). If not, I want full credit. Otherwise I will return book postpaid in 7 days. (Foreign price, remit $4 cash with order.)

[ ] MoToR's TRUCK REPAIR MANUAL. Described at left.) If O.K., I will remit $3 in 7 days, and 5c delivery charge. Otherwise I will return book post-paid in 7 days. (Foreign price, remit $5 cash with order.)

Print Name ___________________________ Age ______
Print Address __________________________

CHF. ___________ State ______

[ ] Check box and save 5c delivery charge by enclosing WITH coupon entire payment of $3.95 for Auto Repair Manual or $8.95 for Truck Repair Manual. Same 7-Day return-refund privilege applies.
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MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR CAR

MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR CAR

EARN A SWELL LIVING THE EASY McNESS WAY

Use your car as a McNess Store On Wheels. Sell things farmers need and consume. Serve same families year after year. Everything guaranteed. Big demand already exists, as farmers know only best quality products carry McNess name. You start right in making money the first day. No selling experience necessary. Advertising—premiums—offers—sales know-how supplied.

USE OUR CAPITAL—Get started at once. Write today for FREE Book that explains it all. Tell what county and state you wish to serve. No obligation.

THE McNess Co., 882 Adams St., Freeport, Ill.

How to Make Money with Simple Cartoons

A book everyone who likes to draw should have. It is free; no obligation.
Simply address

CARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE

Dept. 92-D
Pleasant Hill, Ohio

HEAD LETTUCE
will head in any climate

GREAT LAKES-ICEBERG TYPE

ALL AMERICA WINNER. TRY IT

Resistant to heat and sun. Medium size. Solid crisp heads. Send only 5c for big packet and New Seed & Nursery Catalog. CATALOG R. H. SHUMWAY SEEDSMAN, Box 687 Rockland, Ill.

EARN EXTRA MONEY
SELL GREETING CARDS,
STATIONERY & NOVELTIES
to friends, neighbors and others. The country's outstanding line. Write for samples. Prompt service.
LIBERTY BELL STUDIOS—Dept. 15, 1013 Fillibert St., Phila. 7, Pa.

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

Command Bigger Money!

STUDY LAW

STUDY LAW

STUDY AT HOME for BUSINESS SUCCESS and LARGER PERSONAL EARNINGS. 40 years expert instruction — over 114,000 students enrolled. LL.B. Degree awarded. All text material furnished. Easy payment plan. Send now for FREE BOOK — "Law and Executive Guidance." It explains the course — how you may enroll and the many ways you can profit from Law Study. Write TODAY to:

AMERICAN EXTENSION SCHOOL OF LAW
Dept. 23-PM, 646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.
You receive complete standard equipment, including latest type High-Mu Tubes, for building various experimental and test units. You progress step by step until you build a complete Superheterodyne Receiver. It is yours to use and keep.

YOU RECEIVE THIS PROFESSIONAL MULTITESTER!
You will use this professional instrument to locate trouble and make delicate adjustments—at home—on service calls. You will be proud to own this valuable equipment. Complete with test leads.

SIGNAL GENERATOR
You construct the Transistor Signal Generator shown here, demonstrating Transistor Principles in both R.F. and A.F. stages. You study negative type oscillators at firsthand.

AUDIO OSCILLATOR:
An electronic device which produces audio-frequency signals for modulating R.F. (radio frequency) carrier waves. Testing A.F. (audio frequency) amplifiers, speakers, etc.

T.R.F. RECEIVER
You build several T.R.F. Receivers, one of which, a 4-tube set, is shown here. You learn construction, alignment, make receiver tests, and do trouble shooting.


GOOD PAY and Unlimited Opportunities in JOBS LIKE THESE:
Business of Your Own Radio Manufacturing, Sales, Service Broadcasting, Telecasting Television Manufacturing, Sales, Service Laboratories, Installation, Maintenance of Electronic Equipment, Electrolysis, Call Systems Garages: Auto Radio Sales, Service Sound Systems and Telephone Companies; Oil Well and Drilling Companies; Engineering Firms Theatres Sound Systems, Police Radio And scores of other good jobs in many related fields

YOU CONDUCT MANY EXPERIMENTS LIKE THESE!
Checking action of condensers
Experiments with AP and RP amplifiers.
Experiments with resonance
Producing best frequencies
Calibrating oscillators
Experiments with diode, grid-bias, grid-leak and infinite impedance detectors
Practical experience in receiver trouble shooting
Application of visual tester in checking parts and circuits
Experiments with audio oscillators
Advanced trouble-shooting

Complete Training by Practical Resident Trade School, Est. 1905
The same highly trained faculty, instruction materials and methods used here in our large, modern resident school, are adapted to your training in your own home. Shop Method Home Training has been proved by hundreds of successful graduates.

Both Resident and Home Study Courses Offered

YOU LEARN BY DOING
You receive special laboratory experiment lessons to show you how to build with your own hands various experimental units such as those shown at left, and how to conduct many tests.

You will find all lessons easy to understand because they are illustrated throughout with clear diagrams and step-by-step examples that you work yourself. Every piece of the equipment and complete lesson material we send you is yours to keep and enjoy, including the multimeter, experimental equipment, all parts of the Superheterodyne tube manual, radio dictionary, and complete, modern Television texts. All parts are standard equipment.

Shop Method Home Training . . . Earn While You Learn
With our practical resident Shop Method Home Training, you study in your spare time. You receive Sparce Time Work Lessons, which show you how to earn while you learn. Service neighbors radio, TV receivers, appliances, etc., for extra money and experience. Many National students pay all or part of their training with spare time earnings!

DON'T DELAY! The Radio-Television Industry needs trained men NOW!

APPROVED FOR VETERANS!
Check coupon below!

Free!
NEW, ILLUSTRATED BOOK AND SAMPLE LESSON SHOW YOU HOW WE TRAIN YOU. SEND FOR THEM TODAY! NO COST, NO OBLIGATION.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. • EST. 1905

FIND OUT NOW . . . MAIL COUPON TODAY

National Schools, Dept. PM-2
4000 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 5, California

Mail in envelope or paste on penny postal.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:

AGE:

□ Check here if Veteran of World War II
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Blueprints guide the great aerial parade of spectacular new planes and aircraft power plants. Back of those blueprints is the Aeronautical Engineer. His original ideas, creative talents, technical knowledge, and professional skill produce the improved designs and new aircraft that give wings to the great Air Age. A career in the fascinating profession of Aeronautical Engineering can be YOUR blueprint for a bright future.

Lifelong Adventure—and Rich Rewards

Besides fascinating duties, you enjoy these practical rewards—good pay from the start...wide-open opportunity for quick advancement...the satisfaction of putting your own original ideas into action...the security of a field already huge, and still growing. Northrop graduates are enjoying these rich rewards, throughout Aviation. Hundreds hold good jobs with ALL leading aircraft manufacturers and airlines.

You are already IN Aviation when you train at Northrop. You enjoy many important practical advantages, such as illustrated by the training scenes at left and below...with many "live" aircraft giving Northrop students first-hand knowledge of aircraft construction and power-plant installation...and with actual aircraft design projects providing advance experience in engineering duties. Get full details in the big, profusely illustrated Institute catalog. Classes start every 8 weeks—you can start your training soon.

Send Coupon for this Catalog NOW
APPROVED FOR VETERANS

Northrop
Aeronautical Institute
Division of Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
1527 East BROADWAY, HAWTHORNE,
LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIF.

NORTHROP AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE
1527 East Broadway, Hawthorne, Los Angeles County, Calif.
Please send information on opportunities in Aeronautical Engineering, your catalog, and starting dates of classes. I am interested in:

Name
Age
Address
City
Zone State
Check one:  [X] Veteran  [ ] Non-Veteran

LEARN POULTRY AT HOME

Poultry provides a good full—or part-time income—for thousands of men and women. Thorough training and "Know-How" can mean the difference between success and failure. That's why thousands have obtained their poultry education from N.P.I. home-study courses during past 29 years. Courses are easily understood, interesting, practical—bring students the hard-earned experiences of experts in every phase of this $3 1/2 billion industry. If you have chickens, or wish to enter the poultry business, you should get our free catalog describing courses, methods, service, opportunities.

Write today to Charles N. Burmaster, Mgr., Dept. 50.

NATIONAL POULTRY INSTITUTE
Adams Center, N.Y.

YOUR BLUEPRINT FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE

A CAREER IN
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

LEARN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING AT HOME

LEARN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING AT HOME

LEARN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING AT HOME

NEW! LOW COST! RESPIRATOR

S T A M M E R

New booklet, "Stammering, and How to Stop It," sent free to any stammerer upon request. Write today. BENJAMIN N. ROGUE, Dept. 504, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

Is this real or a model?

Get the answer in this picture-packed book on Model Railroading .......................... only 10c

- Learn about the greatest of all hobbies. Model railroading is the hobby that fascinates hundreds of thousands of men all over the world.

This exciting book tells you that model railroading is simple, is inexpensive, and is constructive. Fully illustrated. Send 10c today for your copy of "Model Railroading for You," written by a well-known authority. The MODEL RAILROADER, DEPT. 150; Milwaukee 3, Wis.
WHICH OF THESE Opportunities INTERESTS You MOST?

Accounting
Air Conditioning
Architecture & Building
Automotive Engineering
Aviation—Practical
Aviation Drafting & Design
Better Foremanship
Bookkeeping
Business Management
Contracting
Diesel Engineering
Drafting & Design
Electrical Engineering
Electricity—Practical
Electronics, Industrial
High School Courses
Machine Shop Operations
Mechanical Engineering
Plastics Engineering
Plumbing—Practical
Private Secretary
Radio Operating & Servicing
Railway Training
Refrigeration
Sheet Metal Pattern Drafting
Shop Management
Tool Making

...In Job Competition Where Do You Stand?
Specialized Training Will Help You to GET AHEAD and STAY AHEAD!

- Have you noticed that more and more the important, good-pay jobs are held by those who have had specialized training? Have you realized that Uncle Sam has turned out technically trained men by the thousands? Do you know that competition for jobs and promotions is strong now and will continue to grow stronger? Where do you stand now? Where will you stand two, three, five years from now? Can you keep up with job and promotion competition?

For more than 50 years we have trained men, in spare time at home, for better jobs... higher pay... brighter futures. We can do the same for you. Right now choose the job you want and prepare for it. Or if you are in work you like best, start training for quicker promotion. Then check that subject on coupon, add your name and address and mail it at once and we will send full details on our training plan.

AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. G-245, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, III.

Without obligation, Please send FREE and postpaid, bulletin and details of the Subject checked.

[Check the appropriate boxes]
- PLASTICS ENGINEERING
- Refrigeration
- Architecture and Building
- Contracting
- Practical Plumbing
- Automotive Engineering
- Aviation Drafting
- Aviation
- Business Management
- Railway Training
- Accounting
- Electrical Engr.
- Electricity—Practical
- Electronics, Industr.
- Bookkeeping
- Private Secretary
- Diesel Engineering
- Sheet Metal Pattern Drafting
- Drafting and Design
- for Men and Women
- Radio
- High School
- Air Conditioning
- Mechanical Eng.
- Shop Management
- Tool Making
- Better Foremanship
- Machine Shop Operations

Name: _____________________ Occupation: ___________________
Address: ___________________ City: _____________________
Age: __________ State: __________
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Which of these 2 time 
WEAKLENGS PAID on Few Cents 
to become an ALL-AROUND THE-MAN at Home?

Tony Campbell
Res. Ferri

Which One Paid Hundreds of Dollars to Train at My Side? When He Was a skinny weakling, paid a few weeks to start building into a Champion ALL-AROUND He-Man LARRY CAMPBELL, 26 years of dollars to train at my side now is a power of champions. Start to become an ALL-AROUND He-Man at home with these same secrets for only a few cents—like Res. Ferri did!

Be A Winner at Anything You Tackle with Progressive Power SPORTS! JOB! SCHOOL! FRIENDS!

"Let's Go, Pal! I'll prove I can make YOU an "ALL-AROUND HE-MAN" FAST—OR NO COST!

World's Greatest Book Builder

Enjoy My "Progressive Power" Strength Secrets! Give Me 10 Easy Minutes a Day—Without Strain! I'll teach you the "Progressive Power Method" through which I rebuilt myself from hundreds—myself the bodybuilder at 16. To the holder of this sheet, steady records of anybody else, you are the one who will come to the world. And I stand ready to show you a money-bag basis—then the master inside that you can do and stay the same for right in your own home. Let me give you the steps that you can do and have to yourself, read them in your arms, by reducing your shoulders, get you a muscles, a muscle, and the first lesson is to power pack your whole body so quickly it will seem heavy. Yes, I'll turn your power and confidence to master any battle—it will win popularity and get to ahead on the job. Through these proven secrets I bring to life new power you inside in until YOU are fully satisfied you are the man you want to be.

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF IN ONE NIGHT

Send only 3c for my 5 easy-to-follow low, picture-packed course now in 1 complete volume "How to Become a Muscular He-Man." Try it for one week! Experience the thrilling strength that enters through your muscles. 10 DAYS TRIAL FREE! This 10 di-same famous courses in 1 picture-packed, muscle-building volume that must actually FEEL results in ONE week. Your money will be promptly refunded.

When experiments called George F. Jowett. WORLDS STRONGEST ARM, 10 ft. 17 in. WORLD'S Strongest Arm, 10 ft. 17 in. 10 ft. 17 in. and handling, No. 1. Then return, to complete the book you will be proud of.

FREE GIFT COUPON!

Jowett Institute of Physical Culture
230 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N.Y.

Dear George,—Please send by return mail, picture-packed volume "How to Become a Muscular He-Man," along with all 3 Muscle Building Courses. 1. Molding a Mighty Chest. 2. Building a Mighty Arm. 3. Building a Mighty Leg. 4. Building a Mighty Grip. 5. Building a Mighty Back. 6. Building a Mighty Legs. All in the One Volume "How to Become a Muscular He-Man," enclosed 10c for postage for Champion and handling. No. 1. 9c.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

STUDY AT HOME

With An Educational Institution

Men with specialized training win higher positions, insure larger earnings, and are bigger successes in business and public life. Opportunities NOW greater than ever before. Send for our Catalog.

ARTS and SCIENCES


ENGINEERING

Courses in Electrical, Civil Mechanical, Drafting, Architectural, Steam, Aeronautical, Radio, Structural, Mining, Industrial, Petroleum, Marine, Chemical, Diesel, Automobile, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineering.

LAW

Complete Professional Law Course includes 18 Hornbook Series college grade textbooks. Courses also in Commercial Law, Patent Law and Medical Jurisprudence.


NATION'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

PRACTICAL TRAINING AT HOME

G. I. APPROVED

Get actual experience in some of the best shops of M.T.L. Learn all phases of Practical Electricity; Housewiring, Motors, Const., Maintenance, etc. Fully arranged. Part-time jobs, etc.

A postcard brings the story.

MICHIGAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Dept. PM-2
2281 W. Fort St., Detroit 16, Michigan

FREE BARGAIN CATALOG OF BOOKS

35,000 books of all publishers listed in our 55th Annual Bargain Catalog of 256 pages. Old-time favorites—latest "best sellers." Reference, Fiction, Juvenile, History, Science, etc. Supplying schools, colleges, libraries and thousands of individual customers.

Send postcard today for our new 1990 catalog, "Bargains in Books." THE BOOK SUPPLY COMPANY, DEPT. 132
564-566 West Monroe St.
Chicago 6, Ill.

MAKE MONEY IN LANDSCAPING

80,000 books of all publishers listed in our 55th Annual Bargain Catalog of 256 pages. Old-time favorites—latest "best sellers." Reference, Fiction, Juvenile, History, Science, etc. Supplying schools, colleges, libraries and thousands of individual customers. Send postcard today for our new 1990 catalog, "Bargains in Books." THE BOOK SUPPLY COMPANY, DEPT. 132
564-566 West Monroe St.
Chicago 6, Ill.

NATIONAL LANDSCAPE INSTITUTE

Dept. P-2, 310 So. Robertson
Los Angeles 48, Calif.

IS YOUR JOB DEPRESSION PROOF?

Can you lose employment because of depression, business failure or old age? Learn watchmaking, the mechanical profession called "depression-proof for trained men" by impartial national authorities. Old age brings increased respect rather than insecurity. Study under trained teachers and complete the course in watch and clock repair, jewelry engraving, chronograph repair at the world's largest, best-equipped watchmaking school.

SEND FOR FREE 144-PAGE INFORMATION PACKET

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA HORNORALOGICAL INSTITUTE

WORLD'S LARGEST WATCHMAKING SCHOOL

Desk 40, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
AMAZING NEW OFFER!
LEARN HOW TO MAKE REAL MONEY IN
TELEVISION
RADIO & ELECTRONICS

AT NO EXTRA COST!
YOU GET A ROUND TRIP TO
NEW YORK CITY

After you have completed the
home study section of your
course, your transportation to
New York City—both ways—
from any point in the United
States or Canada will be paid
by RTTA. At our affiliated
training shops in New York
City you'll get 20 solid weeks
—50 hours of intensive lab-
work on the most mod-
ern and scientific equipment.
You'll live in New York
City, the heart of the tele-
vision industry, where the head-
quarters of the National
Broadcasting Company,
American Broadcasting Com-
pany, Columbia Broadcasting
System, Mutual Broadcasting
System and many large tele-
vision and radio companies
are located.

FREE EMPLOYMENT HELP
Upon completing your labora-
tory resident course, you will
personally be recommended
for a position by our place-
ment director, who will help
you get started toward a
money-making future in tele-
vision, radio and electronics.

IN DOUBLE QUICK TIME
EARN BIG PAY,
OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
NOW—you can qualify for a
money-making career, through
RTTA's sensational plan. In
addition to becoming a
CERTIFIED TELEVISION TECHNICIAN,
you build yourself a complete
large screen television set of
the highest commercial quality,
for your own use. You get 15
BIG KITS to enable you to
gain practical experience, build
the equipment illustrated, plus
a 6 TUBE STANDARD SUPER-
HETERODYNE radio set, and
many other testing units.

No matter where you live, no
matter what you do, RTTA's
effective methods can help you
work towards a PAY CHECK OR
YOUR OWN BUSINESS.
Precious experience is unneces-
sary. If you have a grammar
school education or its equiva-
 lent, the Radio Television
Training Association's "LEARN
BY DOING" method can prepare
you for a money-making
career in television, radio and
electronics. Clip and mail
coupon to learn how you can
get your part of over $7,000,-
000,000—get it before dollars
—being spent in these booming
industries today.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
You will learn how to earn
money in your spare time,
without interfering with the
work you are now doing. From
the very beginning, the RADIO
TELEVISION TRAINING ASSO-
CIATION's plan is a practical
MONEY-MAKING COURSE. We
will show you how to cash in
on your new knowledge, even
while you are learning. Act
now by clipping the coupon to
find out how you can become a
CERTIFIED TELEVISION TECH-
NICIAN and earn extra money.

YOU GET YOUR
FCC LICENSE
RTTA prepares you to qualify
for your FCC license. Pay is
high for the FCC license
holder because only a com-
parative few of the thousands
of men in radio-television to-
day hold FCC tickets.

FREE!
Get the new career book
"HOW TO MAKE MONEY
IN TELEVISION," and sam-
ple lesson to show you how
easily you can train for a
money-making job. Send for
them today. Absolutely no
cost, no obligation. RADIO
TELEVISION TRAINING ASSO-
CIATION, Newark, N. J.

MAIL COUPON NOW!

RADIO TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION, DEPT. 3-FM
972 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.
Send me, absolutely free, your book, "HOW TO
MAKE MONEY IN TELEVISION," and the
sample lesson of your course. I understand no
salesman will call on me.

NAME ____________________________

ST. & NO. _______________________

CITY ____________________________

STATE __________________________

ZONE __________________________
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There are millions of electrical equipment units in daily use... in factories, homes, office buildings and on farms. Skilled electrical technicians are needed to keep this equipment in good running condition.

You can now BE TRAINED to fill this BIG NEED. ... a need that grows day by day because of new electrical inventions for home and factory.

If you are mechanically inclined, can hold and use tools, we can give you the training and time-saving kits that will enable you to... Command More Money At Work... A Better Paying Job Elsewhere... Or A Business Of Your Own!

The ELECTRONIC KIT, a multi-purpose trouble detector, and other valuable Shop Method Training Kits are sent to you! All instruction material is written in simple, easy-to-understand language, chock full of hundreds of detailed photos and drawings.

We show you how to quickly locate the trouble, how to fix it and what to charge. ALSO, how to solicit business and keep business coming to you.

Get Full Facts on how you can get this training at home in your spare time and pay for it out of your earnings while learning!

FRE BOOK

CHRISTY TRADES SCHOOL, DEPT. D-7803
4432 N. Redzie Ave., Chicago 25, Ill.

Gentlemen:

Please rush me FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK and full facts about America's fastest growing industry—ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SERVICING.

Name. Age

Address

City. Zone. State.
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ASSURE YOUR FUTURE. Steady, high-pay jobs await men qualified in Diesel, Tractor, and Heavy Equipment. Are you qualified for this new opportunity? Up to-the-minute. Regularly revised to cover new developments. We invite comparison of material offered. Free placement advisory service.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF to investigate Interstate Training Service Diesel Training. Thousands agree it has helped them to better jobs... better pay. It can do the same for you! SEND FOR FREE BOOK TODAY!

INTERSTATE TRAINING SERVICE, Portland 13, Ore. Please see that I receive FREE 24-page book, "Getting Ahead In Diesel."

LEARN TO PLAY CHECKERS

By subscribing to the "American Checkers," Published monthly $4.75 per year, $9.00 - 2 years, $12.75 - 3 years. Send money order or check to:

AMERICAN CHECKERISH CORP., 345A Payne Avenue North Tonawanda, N. Y.

LEARN LANDSCAPING

Profitable career—absorbing hobby for men and women! Thorough home-study course in landscaping, garden design. 45 lessons beautifully printed and illustrated. Learn in spare time 8-12 months. Hundreds of successful graduates all over the world. 1947 year. Write for FREE Catalog.

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE SCHOOL 6571 Grand Ave., Des Moines 12, Ia.
FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU CAN GET
Real Practical HOME TRAINING In

YOU BUILD THIS
23-TUBE
TELEVISION
RECEIVER

NOW!

YOU WORK AND LEARN WITH REAL TELEVISION AND RADIO EQUIPMENT

Radio-Television Training School's master technicians guide you. Located in the very heart of America's Television, Broadcasting, and Sound Industries, RTS is right "on-the-spot" where new technical improvements are first introduced; is in the best possible position to bring students actual methods and practices developed by the Radio-Television industry, leading to real money making opportunities. The 11 BIG KITS RTS gives you enable you to do many practical jobs, build the equipment illustrated; perform more than 100 other fascinating, valuable experiments. These jobs you do give you actual shop experience so vitally necessary to your future success. Thus RTS methods assure you BALANCED TRAINING—Physical, Practical, and Real Experience.

OPPORTUNITIES NOW WIDE OPEN FOR Properly Trained Men

Latest reports estimate 400 million new television and radio sets will be built in the next 10 years... more than 72 million dollars is being spent RIGHT NOW just for radio repairs alone! When you are thoroughly trained by RTS Experts—who have their fingers on the pulse of the Radio-Television industry—a field of unlimited opportunities will open up for you in

Your Own Radio-Television Sales & Service Business, F.M., Equipment Manufacturing, Communications, and allied fields.

EARN EXTRA MONEY while learning at HOME

Under the RTS amazingly easy, practical home-training plan there is no need for you to quit your present job. You study at SPARE TIME only! RTS Experts show you how
to earn WELCOME EXTRA CASH, even before finishing your training! In fact, when friends and neighbors know you are studying Radio-Television you may—like many RTS students—actually get more repair work than you can handle.

27 YEAR SUCCESS RECORD

Backed by over a quarter-century of experience in home training, RTS (formerly Radio Training Association of America) offers practical "Learn-by-doing" methods, assuring you quick step-by-step progress. Begin preparing for your future in Radio-Television now while the time is ripe. If you are at all mechanically inclined—and have a grammar school education, RTS can teach you how to make good in Radio-Television.

GET THE FACTS

Send for FREE BOOK which tells you all about the RTS "time-tested" home-training plan, developed by technicians in the heart of the Radio-Television field. Fill out the form below—today—and your FREE book entitled "How To Make Good in Radio-Television" will go out to you at once. No Obligation. No salesman will call. Act now!

YOU KEEP ALL EQUIPMENT—It's Yours!

RADIO-TELEVISION TRAINING SCHOOL, DEPT. PR-2
5100 South Vermont Avenue, Los Angeles 37, Calif., U.S.A.
Send FREE Illustrated Book showing how I can make good in TELEVISION and Radio through training under the guidance of expert RTS Technicians. No obligation. (No salesman will call).

Name:

Age:

St. & No.:

City:

Zone:

State:
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INVENTORS

Before you make any effort to market your invention, you should take the first steps toward proceeding for patent protection.

The usual first step is to have a search of the U. S. patent records conducted, so that I can report to you on the question of patentability.

I shall be pleased to furnish you with information relative to patent procedure and also on the matter of trade-mark registration, upon request from you, and this will be without any obligation on your part.

PATRICK D. BEAVERS
(Formerly RANDOLPH & BEAVERS)
Registered Patent Attorney
934 Columbian Building Washington 1, D. C.

INVENTORS

IF YOU WISH TO PROTECT YOUR INVENTION, You should take steps to protect it by a U. S. Patent. Write me for "Record of Invention" form.

CARL MILLER
REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY
Woolworth Bldg., 35th Floor, Dept. 20A,
New York City

BE AN INVESTIGATOR
WORK HOME or TRAVEL. Experience unnecessary.
INVESTIGATOR Particulars FREE. Write to GEO. M. P. WAGNER, 125 W. 86th St., N. Y.

LEARN MOVIE PROJECTION
THEATRE MANAGEMENT
The Motion Picture Theatre Business offers big opportunities for trained men. Get into a fascinating field with a promising future. Train at home in spare time. Free Catalog. Established 20 years.
THEATRE SCHOOL, 370 Washington St., Elmira, New York

INVENTING

IF YOU HAVE AN INVENTIVE TURN OF MIND, write for free 28-page booklet explaining how the Institute of American Inventors is helping inventors pre-test the profit possibilities of proposed devices to fill today’s unparalleled demand for useful new inventions.
INSTITUTE of AMERICAN INVENTORS
Dept. 4, 1926 Eye St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

PATENTS PATENT LAWYER
TRADE MARKS ASSOCIATE EXAMINER
GUSTAVE MILLER U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1922-1929
20-PM WARNER BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

TRADE MARKS - COPYRIGHTS

PATENTS The Time to Contact a Patent Attorney is Promptly After You Have Finished Your Invention
Write for FREE "INVENTOR’S GUIDE" & "Record of Invention"
FRANK LEDERMAN REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY
154 Nassau St. • 20th Floor • New York 7, N. Y.

INVENTORS
Whether an invention is patentable can be substantially determined by a search of the U.S. Patent records. Without obligation, write for information explaining the steps you should take to secure a patent.
JOHN N. RANDOLPH
REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY
201 Columbian Building, Washington 1, D. C.

BE A NOTARY PUBLIC
Old legal—supply house, 32 cities, helps you get appointment by governor if you qualify, equips you fully. Pay after appointment. 2 payments $12.50 each. Respectable public office. You certify legal papers, use official seal made with your name, collect your fees. Easy, Inquire-
STATIONERS EXCHANGE
BOERNE 52, TEXAS

HIGHEST ROYALTIES ON CASH

FOR YOUR INVENTIONS

Write for FREE booklet without obligation
UNIVERSAL MARKETING CO.
354 S. SPRING ST. (Suite M) LOS ANGELES 13, CALIF.
"Why don't you try to put 
Some weight on?"

"Aw, I guess I was just 'naturally-born' skinny!"

BUNK!

NOBODY IS JUST "Naturally"

SKINNY!

Give Me 15 Minutes A Day And I'll
Give YOU A NEW BODY

Would you believe it? I "Dynamic Tension" is the easy,
was once a skinny 97-pound NATURAL method that you can
weakling. People used to 
laugh at my spindly build. I 
was ashamed to strip 
for sports or for a swim. 
Girls snickered at me 
behind my back. Folks 
said I was just "naturally-born skinny!"

Then I discovered my 
marvelous new muscle-
building system "Dyna-
mic Tension." And it 
turned me into such a 
complete specimen of 
MANHOOD that today I 
hold the title, "THE 
WORLD'S MOST PERFECT-
LY DEVELOPED MAN."

WHAT'S MY SECRET?

When you look in the mirror and 
see a healthy, husky, strapping 
fellow smiling back at you — then 
you'll be astonished at how fast 
"Dynamic Tension" GETS RE-
SULTS!

Are You
Skinny and run down?
Always tired?
Nervous?
Lacking in Confidence?
Constipated?
Suffering from bad breath?
Do you want to gain weight?
WHAT TO 
DO ABOUT 
IT? It's sold on this page!

FREE BOOK

Mail coupon now. 
I'll send my illus-
trated book, "Everlasting Health and 
Strength." Tells about my "Dynamic Ten-
sion" method. Shows photos of men I've made 
into Atlas Champions. It's a valuable book!

And it's FREE. Mail coupon to me person-
ally. CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 82, 115 East 
23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

Charles Atlas

Awarded 
the title 
of "The 
World's 
Most 
Perfectly 
Developed 
Man" in 
an interna-
tional 
contest.

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 82,
115 East 23rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

I want the proof that your system of "Dynamic Tension" will help make a New Man of me — give me 
a healthy, husky body and big muscular develop-
ment. Send me your free book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."

Name.   Age.  (Please print or write plainly)

Address

City.   State.
NOW—Get the INSIDE TRADE FACTS on

HOUSE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

Save Money and Time — Get Better Construction — with these Professional Methods

Here, at last, is an exact working guide on every detail of house construction from foundation to finish. Tells you dimensions, materials, processes, step-by-step working methods. Hundreds of scale drawings and photographs make every step easy to follow. Can be used for alterations in a set of stock plans, for making additions or changes in a building, or for complete construction of a dwelling. Conforms with modern practice and building regulations in all parts of the country. A book you will refer to for years! The professional guidance you get on even a single house construction detail can repay you a hundred times the small cost of this wonderful volume! Send for free-examination copy today. Mail coupon below.

Every Step in House Construction Explained and Illustrated:

Excavations • Footings and drainage • Foundation forms • Sills • Girders • Joists • Sub-flooring • Exterior wall framing • Interior wall framing • Ceiling joists • Gable roof • Hip roof • Gambrel roof • Dormers • Siding and shingling • Cornices • Porches • Exterior walls of wood • Exterior walls of brick • Interior walls finished in plaster, in plywood • Wall panels • Mouldings for interior trim • Stair construction • Windows • Sash details • Window framing details • Doors and door trim • Hardware used in dwellings • Closets, shelves, built-in equipment • Breakfast alcove • Sewing room • Flooring • Chimneys and fireplaces • Mantels and seats • Outdoor fireplaces • Scaffolds • Garages • Electric wiring • Insulation • Arches and gates • Lattice porch, lattice trellis • Garden benches, tables • Swings and other garden furniture • Picket fences • Log cabins, camps, cottages • Barns • Feeders and nests • Rabbit hutch • Septic tank • Painting and finishing • Heating systems • Air conditioning systems • Prefabricated houses • Useful information for home builders including architectural styles and data on modern building materials.

313 PAGES, SIZE 8½ x 11. FULLY INDEXED. 1500 ILLUSTRATIONS

MAIL THIS COUPON

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corp.
30 Church Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Send me for 10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION, "House Construction Details." I will either return it in 10 days and owe nothing, or send only $4.50 (plus shipping charges) in full payment.

Name
Address
City & State

SAVE! Send $4.50 with this coupon and we will pay postage. Same return and refund privilege.
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YOU can acquire

**LAW NIGHTS AT HOME!**

**L. L. B. DEGREE**

LaSalle’s famous Law Library—used as reference in many Law libraries and Law offices—has enabled thousands to master Law surprisingly fast, in spare hours at home, for business and professional advancement.

These 14 remarkable volumes, compiled by leading professors and lawyers, cover the whole basic field of Law in condensed, orderly, simplified manner.

You advance rapidly with this great library, plus special lectures furnished. We guide you step-by-step with personalized Problem Method of instruction... you learn by doing—handling legal problems—not by memorizing rules.

Send for two FREE 4-page booklets, “Law Training for Leadership,” and “Evidence,” answering questions about Law and its value to you, and telling how LaSalle Law graduates are winning rapid advancement in business and public life. Mail coupon below. No obligation.

**LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY**

A Correspondence Institution

417 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 264-L, Chicago 5, Ill.

Name........................................................................................................
Age..........................

Street......................................................................................................

City, Zone & State...................................................................................

---

**Ugly BLACKHEADS OUT IN SECONDS**

Keep your complexion free of Blackheads this new way—look attractive instantly!

Try VACUTEX

Blackhead-Remover

The amazing effective VACUTEX extracts Blackheads automatically—WITHOUT squeezing the skin or injuring tissues. Easy to use. To use with three fingers. It reaches Blackheads anywhere. Try it 10 c. 42-page booklet, and if not delighted, return VACUTEX and your money will be refunded.

**10 DAY TRIAL COUPON**

BALLYCO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. A-3202

19 West 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.

[] Enclosed find $1. Send pos. postcard.

[] Send C.O.D. 1 will pay postman $1 plus postage; $1 refund if not delighted.

SOMOTE NO C. O. D. O. S. OUTSIDE U.S. A.

---

**NEW AUTO WASHER**


**SAMPLIES FOR AGENTS**

Samples offered at nominal rate. Box your name at once. Hurry, postal card does.

SOLD NO MINIMUM—Just your name.

KRISTEE CO., 694 Bar St., Akron, Ohio

---

**HOMESITES $500 LOW TERMS**

In California’s loveliest Garden Spot, on scenic shores of beautiful Morro Bay. Enjoy future independence with excellent cold water, wonderful flowers, hunting, boating, bathing, etc. Grow fruits, vegetables, poultry. Perfect temperate climate. Community. Finest investment.

RICHARD S. OTTO

DEPT. M

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA

---

**ACCOUNTING BOOKKEEPING**

This nationally renowned school has demand for graduates in good salary positions thru National recognition and placement service. Write to Department PMI today for Big 32-page Success Booklet to be sent to you FREE.

**HILLS BUSINESS UNIVERSITY AND EXTENSION SCHOOL**

610 W. MAIN ST., OKLAHOMA CITY 2, OKLAHOMA

---

**EASY TO LEARN CODE**

Learn or increase speed with an Instructograph—The Radio-Teletype Code. Courses that show the place of an operator-instructor and enable anyone to master code without further assistance. Available tests from beginners’ alphabet to typists’ glossaries on all subjects. Write today for convenient rental and purchase plans.

**INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY**

4701-V Sheridan Road, Chicago 40, Illinois

---

**RUPTURE-EASER**

For Men, Women and Children

A strong, form-fitting, washable support. Back lacing adjustable. Stays up front. Adjustable leg strap. Soft, flat, grooved pad. No steel or leather bands. Unexcelled for comfort. Also used as after-operation support. Give measurement around the lowest part of the abdomen. Specify right or left side or double. We pay postages except on COD’s. Write for FREE BOOKLET. “Opportunities in Commercial Baking.”


---

**SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS**

**LEARN BAKING AT HOME**

Baking is one of America’s high industries in wages. Nearly depression-proof. Thorough basic home course lays sound foundation. If you are not satisfied, write for FREE BOOKLET, “Opportunities in Commercial Baking.”


---

**POPULAR MECHANICS**

42
Look at the powerful trends which influence your future in these fields.

Men specializing in Power become equipped to serve the electrical power industry, which must face an 80% expansion of its generating capacity by 1960.

Men specializing in Electronics enter a science of tremendous, growing value—in communications, radio, television, broadcasting, high-frequency heating, power system control, printing and other fields.

This 47-year-old Technical Institute and College offers important advantages to the young man preparing for these opportunities. You are invited to get the full facts on what they mean to your career.

The World-famous Course in Power covers 24 technical specialty subjects in Electrical Power, including 8 in Electrical Design. Students in the College of Electrical Engineering receive practical technical laboratory experience on modern equipment. This is integrated, in each successive term, with fundamental education in engineering and the humanities.

Write today for this free, helpful guidance literature. See how these 6 to 36-month courses can lead to a worthwhile career.

Milwaukee School of Engineering
Dept. PM-250—N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.
Without obligation, send:
□ 110-page Catalog
□ 48-page Pictorial bulletin 'Your Career'

I am interested in: Electrical Engineering —
□ Power  □ Electronics
□ Radio-Television  □ Electricity  □ Welding
□ Air Conditioning  □ Heating  □ Refrigeration

Name..................................................................... Age........
Address..................................................................

City.................................................................. Zone......State

Check if World War II Veteran
Do you want

→ to go to College?
→ or to enter a Profession?
→ or get an Office Position?

(Such as Accounting, Architecture, Nursing, Dentistry, Teaching, Social Work, Zoology, Beauty Culture, Optometry, Embalming, Chiropody, Law, Medicine, etc.)

High School Course at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

American School, Dept. H245, Drexel Ave. at 38th St., Chicago 37, Ill.

Gentlemen: Send me FREE information covering special training in subjects checked below. No obligation on my part. At your request, I will send you catalogs and information on any subject not included. Work at your own pace. Complete courses in advertised subjects carried on the accredited list of the American School.

High School Course

Architecture and Building
Automotive Engineering
Business Management
Electrical Engineering
Elec. and Gas Refrigeration
Air Conditioning
Roads

College Course

Diploma: Drafting and Design for Men & Women
Plastics
Mechanical Engineering
Aviation
Salesmanship
Radio

Name: ____________________________

Address: ________________________

NEW ELECTRIC LIBRARY

$1.50 A VOLUME

WHAT EVERY ELECTRICIAN WANTS TO KNOW!

It is easily found in NUC'S NEW ELECTRIC LIBRARY. Electricity made simple to ABC. Covers all electricity used in all electrical machines and appliances. Fully covered. All available at small cost. BOOK-A-MONTH service puts this new information in your hands for 40 a year. You can cancel your subscription at any time. Write today for free catalog and FREE TRIAL offer.

Theo. Audel & Co., 49 W. 23rd St., New York City

Write today for FREE book, "The Law-Trained Man," which shows how to learn law for business and the bar easily in spare time at home through the famous Blackstone professional law course compiled by 60 expert law authorities including law college dean, professors, lawyers, and Supreme Court judges. We furnish all necessary instruction material including big 18-volume Modern American Law Library, adopted by the courts of all states. M. B. H. degree conferred. Moderate tuition; low monthly terms. Money-back Agreement. Write today.

Blackstone College of Law
225 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. 52, Chicago 1, III.

A Correspondence Institution Founded in 1890

Write today for FREE book, "How to Raise Hamsters," which shows how to raise hamsters for hobby or business. Write today for FREE illustrated literature.

The Baronian School, Inc.
2116 Walnut St. (Dept. C) Phila. 3, Pa.

RAISE HAMSTERS

Free Catalog

Ready February 2

Fully illustrated, 92 pages, showing special fishing tackle, footware, clothing and forty-eight other leather and canvas specialties of our own manufacture.

L. L. Bean, Inc.
62 Main St.
Freeport, Maine

Business, Fishing and Camping Specialties

Speed and Power

Handbook

50 Chapter Library Edition

Build Fast Stock Cars, California Roadsters, 50 MPH Road Covers, Full Engine Overhauls, All Makes. Baking, Analyzing, Authentic - Direct from California

SAVE MANY DOLLARS


Includes "California Automobile Customizing" - How to build the Newest Ideas! Conversion! Car Top! Rebuilding all makes! Streamlining, Chopping, Changing Complete - $1.00 Postpaid.

Newhouse Automotive Industries
5800 East Beverly Blvd, Dept. 84
Los Angeles 22, Calif.
MAIL COUPON TO
VON SCHRADER MFG. CO., 210 PL, RACINE, WIS.

Put Your Future in Your Own Hands
Be an ARTIST

HERE'S THE AMAZING WAY WE TEACH YOU
STEP BY STEP TO DRAW AT HOME IN SPARE TIME

TWO BIG ART OUTFITS GIVEN
As soon as you enroll, we send you the first of the TWO complete Artists' Outfits. Later in the course you receive the second, advanced outfit...all at no extra cost.

Read What These Graduates Say:
FREE LANCE ARTIST—Gloria Bailey of New York City, sold, around 150 paintings ranging from $5 to $50. (10/49)
STAFF ARTIST AND CARTOONIST—G. W. Thomas, Los Angeles newspaper artist says: "W.S.A. is Number One School in U.S.A." (1/48)

WRITE FOR FREE BOOK
"ART FOR PLEASURE & PROFIT" Tells about our method of instruction and commercial opportunities for you...also about W.S.A. students, what our graduates say, and reproductions of their artwork.

LEARN TO DRAW FOR MONEY
Enroll now for a pleasant, profitable Art career. COMMERICAL ART, DESIGNING, CARTOONING—all in one complete modern home study course. Good-paying art positions available for qualified artists. You can become your own boss. Many students earn extra money while learning by designing posters, signs, lettering, etc. W.S.A. is now in its 36th successful year of training ambitious men and women. No previous art experience necessary, our practical, easy method prepares you for professional art jobs in advertising, television, newspaper and magazine publishing, department stores, printing, engraving, etc. Get the facts now. LOW COST—ONLY $5 MONTHLY.

FREE BOOK gives details
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115-15th St., N. W., Washington 5, D. C.

Please send me full information and your Free Book, "Art for Pleasure and Profit." (Please print)

Name:

Age:

Street:

City_ State

[ ] I am entitled to training under the G.I. Bill.

FEBRUARY 1950
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Here I am at work making good money as a draftsman. I'm glad I sent the coupon to Chicago Tech for that Free Trial Lesson and found out how easy it is to learn Drafting in spare time at home. Today I feel secure in my job because the draftsman's work comes first on any new project. And, in addition, draftsman can't be replaced with machines. What's more, I feel I'm slated for promotion and more pay, because I see so many draftsman advancing to high-pay jobs.

LEARN IN SPARE TIME—AT HOME! (at the College in Chicago)

A few hours of pleasant home study every week—that's all. No interference with your present job. All the tools you need; drawing outfit included. With Chicago Tech's help, you train yourself step by step. This tested method—developed over 45 years of C.T.C. progress—prepares men quickly for good positions in industry.

FREE INFORMATION—SEND COUPON

To prove to you how easy it is to learn Drafting at home by the Chicago Tech method, we will send you this FREE TRIAL LESSON. No charge for this lesson, nor later. Fill out and mail coupon, or send post card today.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE


Mail me FREE Lesson with information about big opportunities in DRAFTING.

Name: ___________________________ Age: ______

Address: _________________________

City: ___________________ Zone: _____ State: ______

AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED TO EVERY POULTRY RAISER

ABSOLUTELY FREE BOOK. My new Picture Tour Book telling all about one of America's largest and best Poultry Breeding Farms and Hatchery organizations. I know you'll enjoy it, and profit in your poultry work by reading it.

Tells latest methods of profitable chicken raising, feeding and especially about pure-breeds, cross-breds and hybrids. If you want to know about better and more profitable chickens, be sure to write me TODAY for your FREE copy. Just a postcard will bring it.

MRS. HARRY HAM, Route 56, Atchison, Kansas

SHORTHAND in 6 Weeks at Home

Famous Speedwriting system. No effort to synthesize no mechanical sizes. ARCT, learn to read; easy to write and transcribe. Low and simple—no training by mail. For business and Civil Service. Also typists, 35th year. Write for free booklet today.

Speedwriting

Dept. 1502-A, 55 W. 42 St., New York 16

AMERICAN JEWELRY MODELS, 62 W. 47th St., New York 17

CHEETAH ARCH SUPPORTS

Write for Free Booklet

“FOOT FACTS”

Save Your Feet

Thousands relieved from pain walk freely with HEEFNER ARCH SUPPORTS

HEEFNER ARCH SUPPORT CO., 672 Logan Blvd., Salem, Virginia

Play GUITAR in 10 DAYS

OR GET YOUR MONEY BACK!

Let Ed Sale teach you to play with his famous diagramming system. Book contains 53 photos, 45 diagrams showing exact finger positions, 380 tabs, plus 50 popular songs, words and music—all with complete tablature. Imagine your joy when you find after only two weeks you are playing a beautiful song! Amaze your friends! Be the life of the party!

SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman $1.95 plus postage

ED SALE. Dept. 6A. Point Pleasant, New Jersey

THE BOLAN ACADEMY, INC.

EMPIRE STATE BLDG., NEW YORK 1, N.Y.

I N T E R V E S T I G A T O R

JAMES S BOLAN, FORMER POLICE COMMISSIONER OF NEW YORK CITY offers MEN & WOMEN an attractive opportunity to prepare for a future in Investigation and Criminology by comprehensive Home Study Course. Free placement service assists graduates to obtain jobs. APPROVED UNDER G. I. BILL OF RIGHTS.

Write for Free Booklet P10

POPULAR MECHANICS
IMAGINE THEIR JOY

WHEN THEY FOUND
THEY COULD PLAY

This easy as A.B.C. way!

PLAYS ON RADIO
"As a proud student I can't keep from telling
you that as a result of my course I have a
good position playing from KUTS, Hot Springs,
Ark., every morning."

* J. S., Okla.

PLAYS AT DANCES
"I have completed your
course and your les-
sions have been most
satisfactory. I can
play all of the popular
songs. I have also
earned money playing
at dances."

* E. N. J.,
New York.

INVITED TO PARTIES
"I enjoyed taking this course and
I get a lot of pleasure out of it.
I have made much progress and
have many invitations to play at
parties. I owe you much for
making this possible."

* K. U., N. Y.

Thousands Have Learned to
Play Quickly, Easily at Home

WHAT instrument would you like to play? We'll show you how
you can learn to play it—quickly, easily, in spare time at home,
for only a FEW CENTS A DAY! Never mind if you don't know
one note of music from another—don't worry about "special talent."
The truth of the matter is that thousands now play who never
thought they could! Yes, men and women everywhere are enjoying
the thrilling satisfaction of playing the piano, violin, guitar, saxophone
or other favorite instrument. Some of them are playing in orchestras
and on the radio; others are teaching music, making money in
spare or full time. And thousands are playing for their own enjoyment
and the entertainment of their friends.

It all came about when they wrote to the U. S. School of Music for
the Free Booklet that shows you how EASY it is to learn music at
home this modern way. No tedious scales, no tedium exercises. You
learn to play by playing—start right in almost at once. Of a
simple tune! It takes only a few minutes a day and the cost is
 trifling; you save the expense of a private teacher. Does it sound too
good to be true? Mail the coupon and get the FREE PROOF! (Our
fifty-second year—Est. 1909) U. S. School of Music, 72 Brunswick
Bldg., New York 10, N. Y.

S E N D T O D A Y ★ ★ ★
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

You'll open your eyes when
you find how quickly and easily
you can learn to play your fa-
vorite instrument. Don't doubt:
let the fascinating illustrated booklet
that answers all your questions; let
the free Print and Picture Sample
show you how this method actually
works. If interested, mail the coupon NOW.

ACTUAL pupils' names on request.
Pictures by professional models.

NOTICE

Please don't con-
fuse our method
with any systems
claiming to teach
"without music" or
"by ear." We

teach you easily
and quickly to
play real music,
any music, by
standard notes
not by any
trick or number
system.

SEND TODAY ★ ★ ★
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

- You'll open your eyes when you
find how quickly and easily
you can learn to play your fa-
vorite instrument. Don't doubt:
let the fascinating illustrated booklet
that answers all your questions; let
the free Print and Picture Sample
show you how this method actually
works. If interested, mail the coupon NOW.

*Actual pupils' names on request.
Pictures by professional models.

FREE! Print and Picture Sample

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
72 Brunswick Bldg., New York 10, N. Y.
I am interested in music study, particularly in the instrument
checked below. Please send me your free illustrated booklet,
"How to Learn Music at Home."

Piano
Guitar
Hawaiian Guitar
Violin
Piano Accordion
Saxophone
Trumpet, Cornet, Clarinet
Reed Organ
Tenor Banjo
Mandolin
Modern Elementary
Harmony
Practical Finger
Control
Other Instrument

Have you instrument?

Mr.   Mrs.

Please Print

Address

City:     State:

NOTE: If you are under 16 years must sign coupon.
Save 2¢—Stick coupon on penny postcard.
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George Held earned $350 in one week with

**ELECTRIC UPHOLSTERY CLEANER**

- Here's YOUR chance to start a money-making, year-round business of your own and make the success you've dreamed about. R. O. Donley took in $40 in seven hours. O. W. Ware landed a $750 hotel job and made a fine profit. J. S. Corbit grossed $275.50 his first month. P. D. Ash cleaned 23 auto seats at $5 each in one week. And so it goes. Homes, hotels, offices, clubs, all places where furniture is used, offer you big profit possibilities. Auto seats and interiors, too.

**NO SHOP OR OFFICE NECESSARY**

You clean furniture on customers' premises. No hauling costs. No high rents. Supplies are inexpensive and you operate, at low cost, from your home. What you take in is mostly profit. Surely YOU will want to investigate an opportunity like that—right away. Own your own business. Be your own boss. If you are ambitious, honest and courteous, we will help you to start and succeed.

**FULL INFORMATION FREE MAIL COUPON TODAY**

Send the coupon or write for Furniture Cleaner Booklet. It tells all about this electric cleaner—how to start YOUR business—how to make a profitable success. Don't delay. It's your BIG opportunity.

---

**MAIL COUPON TO VON SCHRADER MFG. CO., 41B PI., RACINE, WIS.**

**I MADE**

$14 PER DAY
While still learning!

T. E. H.—WEST VIRGINIA

**I MADE**

$800 IN 3 MONTHS
While taking your course!

F. V.—NEW YORK

**Get into the ELECTRIC APPLIANCE REPAIR & SERVICE BUSINESS**

OPEN YOUR OWN SHOP
As soon as you enroll, I send you my New Book "How to Open Your Own Business" at no extra cost. PTS training is more than a home study course in electric appliance repair and service. It gives you the "know how" on the operation of your shop from a business standpoint: What to charge, how to get customers. Everything possible is done to start you on the road to success.

WE TEACH YOU:
- Electric motors, house wiring, refrigerator, auto ignition, automatic washers, garbage disposals, fluorescent lights, irons, cleaners, etc., at home.
- SPARE OR FULL TIME
- You can actually increase your income while still learning—spare or full time.

**MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY**

H. T. ARMSTRONG

Pacific Training School

Please send me, without obligation, your free booklet and details.

Name

Address

City Zone State

---

**FREE BOOK! MAIL COUPON**

VON SCHRADER MFG. CO.
41B PI., Racine, Wisconsin

Send at once (no obligation) your FREE booklet containing information about your Electric Upholstery Cleaner and how I can own my own permanent, profitable business.

Name

Address

City Zone State
Yes, DIESEL is BIG business in Oregon, Washington, and adjoining states where industries and populations are growing so incredibly fast.

DIESEL IS THE KING OF POWER . . . on our railroads, highways, waterways and in our industries.

MEN WHO ARE equipped with the thorough training they get at the ADCOX SCHOOL, are prepared for a splendid future in the great Northwest. A fine place to live and enjoy life.

NEWEST FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT. Advanced Instruction Methods by highly paid, Expert Instructors, combined with my 40 YEARS of trade school experience, enable me to turn out REAL DIESEL ENGINE TROUBLE SHOOTERS. When you receive your ADCOX Diploma you are ready to begin your career in Diesel.

DIESEL SCHOOL FREE CATALOG

L. L. ADCOX, President

ADCOX SCHOOL
237 N. E. Broadway, Portland 12, Oregon

Without obligation, send FREE Catalog No. PM.

Always write your name and full address clearly when answering advertisements
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BLUEPRINT
READING
AUDELS ANSWERS ON
BLUEPRINT READING
FOR MECHANICS
AND BUILDERS
By F.D. GRAY
JUST OUT—FOR THE MAN WHO
WORKS FROM BLUE PRINTS
"The Blue Print of Today is
the Machine of Tomorrow." AUDELS
ANSWERS ON BLUEPRINT READING
covers All Types of plan reading
including AIRCRAFT & SHIP
BUILDING — tells How to
Easily Understand Working Drawings.
What to look for first. Tells
what each Line and each Sym-
bol Means. The relation of one
part to another. How to Under-
stand Scales & Specifications.
How to Make a Sketch. How to
Make Blue Prints. A Key Book for Every
Mechanic, Builder & Draughtsman—352
pages—It's New, Comprehensive. Fully
Suggestion, Questions and Answers.
AKE TO SEE IT!
To get this assistance for yourself,
simply fill in and mail coupon today.

AUDELS, Publishers, 49 West 23rd St., New York.
Please mail AUDELS BLUEPRINT READING (Price $2). If satisfactory, I
will remit $2 on its safe arrival, otherwise I will return the book.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
Occupation __________________________
Company __________________________
Address __________________________

TIES SCARVES BLOUSES DRAPERIES LAMPSHADES UPHOLSTERY
FORMULABS PASADENA 1, CALIF.

NEW ENGLAND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
Established 1892
18-20 Lake St., Waltham, Mass

WHATEVER you are, and whatever your protective interests may be, you can
be assisted and advised by the advice of experts in the field of
Textile Painting at Home. For Fun or for Profit. For that reason, we
should be glad to send you a PROOF COPY of our new
publication, "Here's Everything You Need to Learn the New Art of
Textile Painting at Home For Fun or For Profit." This
new paint is a quick-drying paint, suitable for use in a variety of
different applications. It is easy to use and produces a
beautiful finish. Send $3.00 for a complete set of patterns
and instructions, including a complete list of materials and
techniques. For more information, please visit our website:
www.textilepaintingathome.com or call us at 1-800-TAPE-ART.
These Men are Getting PRACTICAL TRAINING

On Real TELEVISION SETS RADIO and F.M. RECEIVERS

IN THE GREAT SHOPS OF COYNE

Big opportunities are waiting for men who know the practical and technical side of Radio and Television. That's what you get at COYNE—besides practical Shop Training in Radio, Electronics and other branches of this giant field. Remember, Television is the fastest growing opportunity field today, and Radio is one of the biggest.

NOT "HOME STUDY" COURSES

All COYNE Training is given in our mammoth Chicago training shops. We do not teach by mail. You train on actual equipment, under friendly instructors. Previous experience unnecessary. Hundreds of firms employ COYNE trained men.

OLDEST, LARGEST, BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN AMERICA

Come to the Great Shops of COYNE in Chicago. Established 1899—now in our 51st Year. Fully approved for G.I. training. Finance plan for non-veterans.

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

Send today for big new book packed with large pictures taken in COYNE Shops. No obligation. No salesman will call. Get the facts now!

B. W. Cooke, President

COYNE ELECTRICAL, RADIO & TELEVISION SCHOOL

509 S. Paulina St., Dept. 20-3H
Chicago 12, Illinois

B. W. COOKE, Prop.

COYNE Electrical, Radio & Television School, 509 S. Paulina Street, Dept. 20-3H, Chicago 12, Ill.

Send FREE BOOK and full details on Radio-Television Course.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

FEBRUARY 1950
We'll establish you in
Your Own Business
and help finance you!

Ever said to yourself, "I don't like the idea of working for others. Someday I'd like to have my own business, and be my own boss." ... Here, then, is an opportunity made-to-order for you. We are NOW enlisting this 30 YEAR OLD, Nationwide chain of individually-owned Certified Service business. If you are dependable, honest and willing to work, we invite you to mail coupon below for details on how to become financially independent in a profitable, lifetime business of your own. We will establish you in your own business and arrange terms to help get you started. You use the proven successful methods of long established DURACLEAN Dealers. Here is truly a sound, steady, lifetime business. Dealerships grow from REPEAT and VOLUNTARY orders. Your gross profits (above materials and labor) are up to $20 per day's service on EACH of your service men. It's easy to learn . . . quickly established.

You Become an Expert
in cleaning and protecting
Rugs and Upholstery!

DURACLEAN cleans by absorption. An aerated foam, created by the patented electric Foamator, restores the natural lubrication of wool and other animal fibers in rugs and upholstery. Dirt, grease and many unsightly spots vanish as if by magic. Fabrics and floor coverings are cleaned with a new consideration for their life and beauty.

Cleaning is done right in the home! Fabrics dry in just a few hours. No inconvenience for customers. Rug pile again stands erect and even. Furnishings are left clean, fresh and enlivened.

Fabrics last longer because this modern, safe cleaning process avoids the use of strong soaps and harmful solvents that so often damage dyes or fabrics. . . . No machine scrubbing! This eliminates unnecessary wear on pile and the breaking of fibers.

DURAPROOF is another year round service rendered right in the home, office or institution — without removing furniture. It protects carpets, upholstery, furs, clothing, piano and automobile interiors against damage by moths, carpet beetles or mites. The U. S. Government says, "Moths are present in practically every household..." Section of the country seems free from such infestations..."

DURAPROOF not only kills moths and carpet beetles . . . but makes materials non-estable to both. To our knowledge, DURAPROOF is the only mothproof service backed by a National MONEY BACK, 4 YEAR WARRANTY.

Easy To Learn • No Overhead Expense

Start Full or Part Time
Repeat and Voluntary Orders
Two-Way Profit

No experience necessary! Some dealers establish shops or an office . . . others operate from their own homes. At the start you may want to render service yourself. Service may be rendered in homes, offices, hotels, theaters or institutions. Auto dealers buy your DURACLEAN Service to revive upholstery in used cars. Foamator converts to easy carrying case. Almost every building in your territory houses a potential customer needing one or both services.

FREE Booklet

Our first letter and 16 page illustrated booklet will explain everything— the two modern, urgently needed services, waiting market, how business grows, your large profit, easy terms and PROTECTED territory.

Send Coupon TODAY!

"OWN a Business" Coupon

DURACLEAN CO.
Division of HOME SERVICE CO.
D-162 Duraclean Bldg., Deerfield, Ills.

With no obligation to me, send booklet and letter giving full details. Tell me how I may OWN a growing business of my own built upon satisfied customers.

Name
Address
City, State

Dealer Comments:

R. Kimbrough: "Finished First White House of Confederacy and am to DURACLEAN Governor's Mansion."  
O. D. Heffley: "People who have seen the work have expressed amazement..."

E. Schalekahn: "Have on hand 5 orders totaling over $500.00... obtained from recommendations of customers."

EASY TERMS!

A moderate payment establishes your own business. Easy terms permit you to pay balance from your sales. We furnish a finance term schedule, introductions, sales literature, demonstrations and enough material to enable you to start in 30 YEAR OLD organization... Start today! You can have your business operating in a very few days. Mail coupon today! No obligation.

Copyright 1947 by D-162 Duraclean Bldg., Deerfield, Ill.
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AUTOMOBILES, MIDGET CARS

FROM SPEEDWAY to roadways! Track proven equipment, built for speed and performance by experts, now available for your passenger car! No special tools needed! Increase horsepower 25 to 35% in less than a weekend! For Illustrated catalog, Speedsport, 6215 P diversified, Chicago 7, Illinois.

ROLLS Royce sedan, like new, $1200.00, Indianapolis 2 man race car, perfect $175.00. Bud, 4th Maryland, Gary, Indiana.

WANTED Automobile magazine, catalogues, photographs, art, pictures, ads, 2000 Street, Chicago 12, Illinois.

DIRECT From California—The very latest in high performance equipment for your passenger car! All of the nation's leading racing accessory manufacturers represent their products in one catalogue! See and compare brands, specifications, costs! We ship 24 hours! Whole sale rates, ready to build speed equipment! California hot rods! Beautiful custom cars! 200 h.p. road, track, drift cars! All makes! Racing parts! Twin mufflers! Wheel balancers! Get super speed, mileage, acceleration, top racing performance from any car! Complete inventory of the very latest in accessories for all makes of engines, speed tuning, racing, customizing, etc. in one place! Lower prices, discounts! California hot rods! Roadster performance! Get the latest in high performance! California hot rods! Los Angeles 22.


NEW Ford Speed Manual. 128 pages full of cutaway construction drawings, photos, and understandable technical data. Includes complete data on installing V-8 engines! Get new accessories for any Ford, race car, and fast car info. New accessory catalogues for performance engines for speed, economy, rally cars! V-8, Ford, 6, 4, Zephyr, Model A. Guaranteed finest manual of its type published! Over 1000 pages! Send $1.00 to Newhouse Automotive Industries, 8805-87 East Beverly, Los Angeles 22.

HOLLYWOOD Deep throat mufflers—Straight through design increases efficiency. All makes, all models, all sizes! Cars $4.85. Finest V-8 $15.00. Satisfaction guaranteed. Speed equipment by Non-Professional Engineering, Milford, Connecticut.

SAVE Gasoline! Sensational Gas needs! Free trial. See page 285.

NEW Chevrolet Speed Manual! 99 pages of accurate information on how to increase speed and acceleration 1937 thru 1949. Chevrolet. How to install late engines in pre-1937 chassis. Full data on cam design, head design, fuel injection, supercharging, ignition, etc. Guaranteed good. You'll find that your Chevrolet can have superior power and speed! Send postpaid only $2.00. Call 1026, Box 640, Los Angeles 12, California.

NEW Catalog. Over 400 racing, hot rod, speed equipment, custom items! Pictures! Speed data! Customizing tips! Bargains on almost anything! Non-Professional Engineering & Mfg., Milford, Connecticut.

USE Toilet paper for oil filter cartridges. Saves on oil change.

JUST OUT! Get the largest auto accessory and parts catalog in the world. Over fifteen thousand items, including Hollywood accessories, bi-sport equipment, rebuilt engines: all parts and accessories for European and American makes. We have that hard-to-get-packet! Completely illustrated, jam-packed with bargains. F. W. Johnson, Manager, Classified Advertising, Popular Mechanics Magazine, 200 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois.

We Sell direct to customers. Speed parts manufactured by us, Ford, Studebaker, Chrysler, etc. For all makes of cars. Subaru Engines for race cars and boats. $1.00 for illustrated literature and price sheet. R. J. Miller, Branch, 5404 N. 20th St., Lincoln, Nebraska.

AUTO SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

LACHAFLEES Motor and motor fuel treatment (patented U.S. and foreign), largest in the world! Painted cars have a look of newness. Works like magic! Send for complete demonstration, not a cent needed! Guaranteed to save gasoline, 50c. 10c. 1223 F. E. Warren Ave., Fresno, California.

MADE YOU super devil, saves 50¢ gasoline guaranteed, purifies oil, planes $1.00. Bruce M.FREE TRADE, Offices 1201, 1203, 1205, 1207, 1209, 1211 South 5th, Minneapolis, Minn.

MAKE YOURSELF a super devil, saves 50c gasoline guaranteed, purifies oil, planes $1.00. Free mail order, Bath & Body Shop, 1201, 1203, 1205, 1207, 1209, 1211 South 5th, Minneapolis, Minn.

MOTORISTS! Save gasoline by Vacuum Merlin, the miracle medium that does for your car what no other medium can do! Just apply it, let it do its work. Your car will get better mileage, more power, less exhaust, less wear, less expense! Free samples and information. Automatic Ignition Booster, S. W. Waters, 515 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FEBRUARY 1950
AUTOTOYLER!

INDIAN And Harley, new and used parts catalog, $1.00, American Motorcycle Supply, 406 N. Harvard Ave., Oklahoma City, Okla.


TRAILER Mounted, stainless steel, house, boat, etc., Axles, chassis, hitches, windows, etc., complete, $5.00. Catalog only, 50c. Marine Mart, Buffalo 1-B, New York.

TRAILER Plans furnished on approval, $1.00. Catalog only, 50c. Marine Mart, Buffalo 1-B, New York.

RADIATOR: Save money. Building new, or repairing, or rebuilding, any radiator, any make, any size, any condition. One cent return, mailing your radiator in. Approximate sizes as per specifications for size or style. Mail orders only. Return postage paid. Price $1.00. Cylindrical radiator for any car, any size, any condition, any make, any style. Mail orders only. Return postage paid. Price $1.00.

BATTERIES, GENERATORS

BATTERIES, GENERATORS

BATTERIES, GENERATORS
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BATTERIES, GENERATORS
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BATTERIES, GENERATORS

BATTERIES, GENERATORS

BATTERIES, GENERATORS

BATTERIES, GENERATORS
SURPLUS—Electric drills, $1 45; 1 1/2 hp. 2-speed 1 hp. electrical portable hand saws with case $56.60. Send check or M.O. Money back guarantee. Byron Tool Company, 1609 Unionsport Road, Norwalk, Conn.


WAR Surplus in small tools for machine shop, Send stamped envelope to Franklin Tool Co., 104 F. 3 Court Square, Long Island City 1, N. Y.


SHEAR—Moderate duty power driven bend type, for light sheet metal. Literature, prices and catalogs. Kensington Tool Co., Box 1163, Cincinnati 1, Ohio. Dealers and jobbers invited.


The Improved Simplex saw jointer will please the fancy of the mechanic in any manufacturing Co., R., 1 Palestine, Texas.


DRILL. Grinder for twist drills, $2.95. See ad on page 274.

LAWN Mower repairmen, Free price list, butler's engine, W. J. Goddard, Mount Lakes 2, New Jersey.

HYDRAULIC Cylinder double acting, 2" stroke, 8" bore, 4 prungs, 500 lbs. lift, $36.50. Mostly new, used, average $3.30. Discount ten percent or more. Spencer Aircraft, 410 Dallas, Seattle, Wash.

FREE Catalog—Black and Decker, $5.00. B. & D. Power Tool Co., 1607 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 22, Ill.

FLOOR Sanders; rebuilt; $50.00 up. Mutual, Box 202, Kansas City, Mo.

CABINET 4"X 40"X 36" Universal; threaded 1 1/2",3"-8, 1"-10, 1 1/2", or with adapter recess. Other chucks to 18" diameter, $35.00 each. Satisfaction guaranteed. No obligation. Westcott Chuck Co., 300 Walnut, Outline, Iowa.

HOMEowners—Build your own attachments. Send for picture, sample of work and list of blueprints. It is the tablets or euch easy way. The Home Shop, 418 Raymond Ave., Glenfield, N. Y.

BOATS. OUTBOARD MOTORS

FREE! Work's most complete catalog listing, Boat kits, plans, patterns, marine engine supplies, sail-boards, sailboats, plywood, marine hardware, trailer parts. Marine Craft, Box 200, Buffalo 4, N. Y.

Get our big 234 page low-price marine hardware and boat equipment catalog for 1951! Send $1.00 to Marine Craft, 528 West 37th Street, New York 18, N. Y. Refundable with first order. Original price, $1.50.

FREE Circular, small boat hardware. H. & H. Martine, 96 Green, Kingston, N. Y.

NEW! This book shows 16 complete small boat designs—rowboats, sailboats, hydroplane, runabouts, Wyoming, 100, Atlantic, $5.00. Order details. Order only! Now $1.50. (Money back guaranteed.)

REBUILT Outboard motors—Late models. We specialize in new-used parts. Write for complete list of parts needed. Money back guarantee. Standby parts on most outboard motors. Outboard Motor Mart, 3098 Atlantic Avenue, Boston 10, Mass.

SAVEMoney on your own boat. Facts on Schneider speeders, rowboats, sailboats, hunting skis, in easy to assemble kits. Also boat plans and templates. Illustrated literature 25¢. Schneider Boats, 1113 V. Vile, Milwaukee 3, Wis.

FREE! PROFUSELY illustrated pages antique and modern pistol, sword, etc. vol. 5c. Robert Abels, A-606 Lexington Ave., New York 28, N. Y.

SHOTGUNS, Rifles, revolvers, over 500 modern, obsolete. Also cartriges. List 10c. Ed Hew, 82 Main, Coopers Mills, Maine.


TAXIDERY

"MODERN Taxidermist Magazine," Greenfield Center, N. Y. Devoted exclu-
sively to taxidermy. Two sample copies 25c.

BINOCULARS. TELESCOPES, MICROSCOPES. MAGNIFIERS

16X MAGNIFIER: Exceptional power, beautifully mounted. Factory direct Asachul Corporation, Building 13, Colonia, New Jersey.

DOLLAR brings four expertly mounted and stained microscopic slides. Two bac-
terial and two botanic sets, 25c each. Laboratory Labin, 671 Market Street, San Francisco 5, California.


70% OFF on new and used camera equipment. Write for free catalog. Book free, "How to Select Binoculars. Who Write today! Bushnell? Importers, 414-422 3rd. Green, Pasadena 1, California.

WAR Surplus bargains, binoculars, telescopes, sextants, millions of lenses, prisms, reticles, everything. Free information. Request free "Catalog CH." Send $1.00 for Stock B-16, lens kit and big illustrated booklet. Edmund Salvage Co., Barrington, N. J.

GIANT Astronomical telescope with 6 ft. tripod $15.00, f/0.5, factory 100 power, (10,000 area magnification). Clear vision, peer quality, excellent make. Use, Suffolk Science Service, Dept. BT, Riverhead, N. Y.

BINOCULARS, Telescopes, watches, guns. Buy, sell, trade. Schnee's, Donnelson, Iowa.


TELESCOPES, Binoculars, microscopes, big bargain catalog free. Brownstone Company, West 46th Street, New York 25, N. Y.

POWERFUL Astronomical telescopes easily made. Perfect lenses and instruc-
tions; $1.00. Illustrated Bulletin to $4.00. $1.00 100X, 250X and 400X $6.00. Full power, guaranteed precision. Send $1.00, Suffolk Science Service, Riverhead, N. Y.

PETS—DOGS. BIRDS RABBITS. HAMSTERS, ETC.

RAISE Guinea pigs, Make extra cash. Booklet free. Taylor, Box 492A, Hapeville, Georgia.

BABY Skunks, raccoons, minks, Bred females, Catalogue 25c. Shady Fur Farm, Sharon, Minnesota.

300 MONTHLY Raising Angoras for our market. Particulars free. Wilson, Stan-
ton, Calif.

CHINCHILLA rabbits! Real profits from breeders, marts, fur, laboratories. Markets supplied! Write today! Rockhill Ranch, Sellerville 15, Penn.

HAMSTERS, Pets—Select breeders. Low at wholesale. Out of Colorado Hamster Shop, Stewie, Pewaukee, Wisconsin.

SYRIAN hamsters, selected breeding pairs, expert care. Information on how to raise these clean, inexpensive to raise. Animals for sale. Write Route 1, Box 56A, Arlington Heights, Illinois.

GOLDEN Syrian hamsters, selected breeding pairs, expert care. Information on how to raise these clean, inexpensive to raise. Animals for sale. Write Route 1, Box 56A, Arlington Heights, Illinois.

GUSE Hamstery ad on page 44. Ships Best Hamsters.

RABBITS—New Zealand, Ringland Rabbity, 1726-30th, Des Moines 3, Iowa.

RABBITS—Texas. Little Oregon, Mink Ranch, Gravel Road, Webster, N. Y.

HAMSTERS—Finest pedigreed stock. Reasonably priced. Free literature. Mount Clemens Hamtery, 64 Church, Mount Clemens, Mich.

RABBITs. Four pound fryers in eight weeks. Ready market for meat, fur, wool, Illustrate your demand breeding, feeding, marketing. By America's largest rabbit association. American Rabbit Breeders Association and CBA Building, Pittsburgh 17, Penn.

$1.00 FOR Booklet "Canary. Its Care, Breeding, Cages. Everything about this cage-bird magazine. American Canary, Bloomfield, N. J., 38355 N. Halsted, Chicago 14, Ill.

FEBRUARY 1950
MINK raising information free. Complete, Lake Superior Mink Farm, Superior, Wis.

$400 MONTHLY Raising Angora rabbits. No experience required. Details free. White's Rabby, Newark, Ohio.


$500,000 YEARLY Raising Angora rabbits. We buy your output. Contracts particularly for Kie's Enterprises, St. Paul, Minn.

MAKE Extra cash. Raise Giant Chinese rabbits. Water Rabbit Farm, Glenville, N. Y.

INCREASE your income by raising domestic rabbits. Small space needed. Ready market. Self-feeding. Profit 100% in six months. Largest magazine in the industry tells you all about raising rabbits. No stam. Small Stock Magazine, Montauk, N. Y.

POULTRY, FARM SUPPLIES

GLADIOLIUS, List, 100 varieties, new, rare, and choice. Robbins, Sebastopol, California.

RAISE Your own trees and shrubs from seed for shade, windbreak, erosion control, and general landscaping. Our novelties are available in 10c to 25c Catalogs. S. L. Steven Seed Co., Norwalk, Ohio.

We sell on the installment plan. Best varieties peach and apple trees, low as 12c; garden roses and cherries; evergreens, berries and plants. Free catalog. Bennet, County Nursery, Box 542, Rogers, Arkansas.

FARM, FARMS, LANDS, REAL ESTATE


NEW Free spring catalog! Farm and country real estate bargains, good pictures, quality payment plans, man, equipped, deduced. For special service, send box, 1275, United Farm Agency, 1408-PM Consumers Bldg, Chicago, I L.

Obtain our free annual farm catalog. Over 250 outstanding bargains. Coast-to-coast, 32 states. Mail free, 606 Realty, 7 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

GOVERNMENT Lands $2.00 ac up. Information all states twenty-five cents. National Tax Service, 901-A Majestic Bldg, Detroit.

CANADIAN Tax sale lands for two dol-

BIDs. Two-day sale. July 25th, 10a.m. payable pay-
FREE! Foreign coin, banknote and coin collectors illustrated catalogue to approval service. Send 3c postage, Tantalum Co., PO Box 535, Cleveland, Ohio.

Get profit and pleasure in collecting old coins. Send 10c for 36 illustrated books. Includes 10 new B. Max Mehl, 37th Mehl & Bibb. Write for list of coin establishment in U. S. Established 50 years.

15 PAGE Catalogue of coins and Mexican 10 pesos all for 25c. Send to Book, PO Box 281, North Clark, Chicago, Illinois.

COINS wanted. Will pay up to $3000 for the Krugerrand, South Africa, 1/10 oz. gold coin. Write for list of 25c. Norman Shultz, Salt Lake City, Utah.

STAMP COLLECTING

UNITED STATES bargain. It sounds unbelievable, but it’s true! 60 different United States stamps ranging in age from 1850 to 1930, and in face value as high as 3c, all at very attractive and air mail included. Nothing else. Extra 2 Ja Occupation of Philippines, all at different rates. Get your stamp collection a boost. Please state whether approvals shall consist of stamps only or albums. Write to Globus Stamp Company, 268 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SENSESATIONAL! Each color has been chosen with the discerning collector in mind. Each catalogue contains over 500 stamps. Send 3c for catalogue 25c. New York, N. Y.

FINE! Stamps from Abyssinia to Zanzibar. Includes arts, odd shapes, bicentennials, etc. Free to approved applicants. With free approvals, A. Moumou, 740 Henry, N.Y., 56, New York.


FINE! Approvals for personal use. What countries do you prefer? I’ll send you the stamp of your choice. 638 Loub, Long Beach, Calif.


FREE! 26 different. Switzerland, with space for application. Carr, 208 Bower, Santa Fe, N. Mex.


FREE! 26 different. Switzerland, with space for application. Carr, 208 Bower, Santa Fe, N. Mex.


THICK Packet stamps. 10c with approval. Hough, 3750 Amelia, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

INSTANTLY Lists to dealers. 3c postage. Grossman, 100 West 42nd, New York 18.

TASMANIA Included! Stamps from for approval. Elks, Bowing, Green, Ohio.

TRIANGLE-Diamond packet! Free! Applications. Price, 10c, other stamps 5c, N. E. C.

1000 DIFFERENT World 80c. Martin Band, 4143 E. 39th Place, Sunnyside, Chicago.

SOUTHERN Rhodesia “Falls” set, 5c, approved. Howard Laquere, Camden 2, Iowa.

MADAGASCAR set, 5c, approved. Palmer, Detroit 2, Mich.

50 DIFFERENT Countries. Abyssinia-

Mohawk, Box 125, West Springfield, Mass.

37c Thirby in 1889,9c. For free money saving catalog, Stamps, albums, packets, supplies, free to approved applicants, 10c, other, 5c, N. E. C.

900 STAMPS Free with our 1000 different worldwide collection. 10¢, 50¢

50 DIFFERENT Countries. Abyssinia-

Mohawk, Box 125, West Springfield, Mass.

37c Thirby in 1889,9c. For free money saving catalog, Stamps, albums, packets, supplies, free to approved applicants, 10¢, 50¢
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Mohawk, Box 125, West Springfield, Mass.

37c Thirby in 1889,9c. For free money saving catalog, Stamps, albums, packets, supplies, free to approved applicants, 10¢, 50¢

50 DIFFERENT Countries. Abyssinia-

Mohawk, Box 125, West Springfield, Mass.

37c Thirby in 1889,9c. For free money saving catalog, Stamps, albums, packets, supplies, free to approved applica
YOUR Own plastic business at home. Produce costume jewelry, novelties, statuettes, perfumes, ornaments, and all kinds of plastic molds. Write for free book. American Trades, Box 1473-A, Cincinnati 1, Ohio.


DRAFTSMEN Investigate, worthwhile opportunities with the American Business Corporation. Washington, D.C.

WANT A business of your own? Make $200 to $500 per week! Send $5 for details. American Business Corp., 703-705 E. 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.


UNPAINTED Figurines. Free list. Arbo Products, P.O. Box 34, St. Paul 3, Minn.


FEAR! Adventure in selling by mail, plenty of orders. Your list of names. Supply limited. B. Service, 326 8th Ave., New York 1, N. Y.


"PROG Raising!" New book tells how! Profits from PROGRESSIVE. Box 7099, Box 7002, New Orleans 19, Louisiana.

BUSINESS Opportunities galore! Business in your own home. Free literature, if you request. Box 1473-A, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

FREE Mail selling opportunities galore! Free. Wehner, Box 142-A-3, Roxbury 19, Massachusetts.


ALLURING, eye catching, disappearing ad stairs, rope fire escapes, contractor's equipment. Wholesale; retail. Distributor: American, 429 Palisades Ave., Jersey City 8, N. J.

WHY Spend money for equipment? We'll elect G. E. for you. Foster's, 1520 Ardmore, Chicago 26.

MORE Money—Easier! Revolutionary methods make public bookkeeping easy, interesting, profitable. Earn to $50.00 hourly with freedom from unpleasant instructions. Full-time or part-time. Successful results. Aristotype Corporation, 3707 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

LOCATE Anywhere made in U.S.A. $100.00 Research, 497 Washington, Shreveport, Louisiana.

KITCHEN Odor killer made with 95% water for 12c pint assures unlimited profit. Big business. Write: 70 Center St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Baking powder—cathartic—not soporific. Two manufacturing formulas with source of supply $1, Mark Sauls, 3051 Juniper St., Los Angeles, Calif.


MAKE Men's and ladies' plastic wallets. Earn spare-time profit. Details free. Lakeshore Savings Dept. PM2, 534 Surf St., Chicago 14, I1l.

START Your own business selling new specialized product that gains fast Fcision. Send for free details today. Texas Chemical Co., Academy Street, Madison, Conn.


MAKE Perfume at home. Write Carey Laboratory, 1406 Chouteau, PM2, St. Louis 3, Missouri.

PROSPER With plating! Growing field! Easily learned business. Exceptional opportunities. No special equipment. No very small capital. Details free. Joseph Kushner, Electroplating Engineer, Stroudsburg 17m, Penna.


BUY It wholesale. Manufacturers, distributors offer 850,000 items. Literature free. Wall, 1411-A East Third St., Duluth, Minn.

MILLION Articles wholesale. Supply complete catalog. 10c. Publisher's Book, 1300 North Dearborn St., Detroit 1, Mich.


UNPAINTED Figurines. Free list. Arbo Products, P.O. Box 34, St. Paul 3, Minn.


FREE! Adventure in selling by mail, plenty of orders. Supply limited. B. Service, 326 8th Ave., New York 1, N. Y.


"PROG Raising!" New book tells how! Profits from PROGRESSIVE. Box 7099, Box 7002, New Orleans 19, Louisiana.

BUSINESS Opportunities galore! Business in your own home. Free literature, if you request. Box 1473-A, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

FREE Mail selling opportunities galore! Free. Wehner, Box 142-A-3, Roxbury 19, Massachusetts.


ALLURING, eye catching, disappearing ad stairs, rope fire escapes, contractor's equipment. Wholesale; retail. Distributor: American, 429 Palisades Ave., Jersey City 8, N. J.

WHY Spend money for equipment? We'll elect G. E. for you. Foster's, 1520 Ardmore, Chicago 26.

MORE Money—Easier! Revolutionary methods make public bookkeeping easy, interesting, profitable. Earn to $50.00 hourly with freedom from unpleasant instructions. Full-time or part-time. Successful results. Aristotype Corporation, 3707 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 11, Calif.

LOCATE Anywhere made in U.S.A. $100.00 Research, 497 Washington, Shreveport, Louisiana.

KITCHEN Odor killer made with 95% water for 12c pint assures unlimited profit. Big business. Write: 70 Center St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Baking powder—cathartic—not soporific. Two manufacturing formulas with source of supply $1, Mark Sauls, 3051 Juniper St., Los Angeles, Calif.


MAKE Men's and ladies' plastic wallets. Earn spare-time profit. Details free. Lakeshore Savings Dept. PM2, 534 Surf St., Chicago 14, I1l.

START Your own business selling new specialized product that gains fast Fcision. Send for free details today. Texas Chemical Co., Academy Street, Madison, Conn.


MAKE Perfume at home. Write Carey Laboratory, 1406 Chouteau, PM2, St. Louis 3, Missouri.

PROSPER With plating! Growing field! Easily learned business. Exceptional opportunities. No special equipment. No very small capital. Details free. Joseph Kushner, Electroplating Engineer, Stroudsburg 17m, Penna.

MANUFACTURERS getting rich with new post-war products, all lines. You can easily make them at big profit from guar- dance, packaging, making and analysing Literature free. Miller, Analytical Chemist.


Copied out flowers, vegetables, plants. Details free, Shifter Associates, Box 129, Millersburg, PA.

FURNITURE, and all supplies for Dres- 

desed pieces. Unpaid, many to choose from. Start a profitable business. Milly, Willy, send first order. Suiter Art Industries, 314 S. Madison Ave., Columbus, Ohio.


THE MAKE, CHANGE, design decorating greeting cards. We supply instructions. Powell, 511-E. Euclid, Cleveland 3, Ohio.


“SPECIALITY Manufacturing.” Big money business. Start on small capital with characteristic product. Send for free interesting booklet. Howard Robinson, Ph. G., 1306 S. South Street, Sedalia, MO.

RECAST Old batteries into new. Latest achievements. Battery Laboratories, Min- eapolis 3, Minn.

ENVELOPED Addressed accurately, rea- sonably. Fast service. We have capable experience in Envelope System. Lueb, Cleveland 3, Ohio.

I MAKE BIG money in the mail-order business. Send for free catalog, list of 5000 names. Send for free information. Ray, Box 130, collisions, Penna.


START a successful mail order business. The guide to sound, profitable mail merchandising. 25c. Manhattan Book Service, 422 So. 38th, St. Louis 16.

MAKE Tough, durable plastic—ic pound. Anyone with a little room, half a house, one-half of an inch can make a profit. Send for free illustrated booklet. Remington, Elgin, Ill.


MORE Rubber for hobbyists, indus- try, classroom projects! Flexible molds easily made from the best quick-drying white liquid latex. Get free book. 30c sample half-pint $1.00 prepaid parcel post. 301 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

LEARN Electrical appliance repair, plumbing, carpentry, refrigerators, lamps, auto ignition, etc., complete illustrated course. Tools furnished. 15c. South Broadway, Los Angeles 3, Calif.

SELL By mail. Good deal with nice people. Services, Box 1063-FM. Springfield, Mass.

WOULD you pay 3%—first $350 made? Sell maps. Unpaid, many to choose from. Send for free booklet. Work home. Expect something odd! Pacific, Oceanside, Calif.


WHERE to buy 500,000 articles whole- sale. Kruger, 3414A Wol- fanth, Chicago, Ill.

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES

HUGE Profits using easy to apply lumin- oseous products. Catalog, liberal samples. 25c. Gloerello, 475-B Fifth Ave., New York, NY.

SELL Books, followed by mail. Big profits. Everything furnished. Send dime for sample home use set-up. Quackenbush, Big Flats, N.Y.


OPERATE Concessions at carnivals, fairs, etc. Surprising details. Stamford, Westport, Conn.


ULANUM — Prospecting information from radioactive uranium, 337A Cleveland 30, Ohio.

HOME WORKERS, salesmen supplies. Circu- lists free. Lincoln, Box 449, Irwin 4, Penna.

WIN Cash, cars in prize contests! Write for copy with full details. Write for free list. Name and address. Kansas City, Mo.


EARN Money evenings, copying and dupli- cating comic cartoons for advertisers. Advertising Art, 3050-72nd Ave., Chicago, Ill.

DELIGHTFUL Plans! Australia, South America. Free book "372 Unusual World Travels" at the Book store at your home. 10c copy mailed. Wright Contest Digest, Dept. 14, B.O. Box 23, Street, World Travel, Calif.

EARN Money evenings, painting and dupli- cating comic cartoons for advertisers. Advertising Art, 3050-72nd Ave., Chicago, Ill.

DEEP SEE Plants! South America, South America. Free book "372 Unusual World Travels" at the Book store at your home. 10c copy mailed. Wright Contest Digest, Dept. 14, B.O. Box 23, Street, World Travel, Calif.

YOU could make over $1.00 per card. Start on small capital with our free booklet. 25c. Universal, Box 1076-A, Peoria, III.

FREE! Money-making ideas for you in your own kitchen by merely applying two solutions to common household articles. Make a transparent mirror and watch the fun begin. Details will tell you how to make your own. Send 10c to B. Howard, Box 2193, Garden City, Long Island, N.Y.

"WESTERN Advertiser" offers many worthwhile money-making opportunities. Send 25c to Mrs. Martin, 1405 E. 9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

INCOME And independence from a small part-time business. Send 50c to Thronton, 103 S. Highland, Kansas City, Mo.


INCOME And independence from a small part-time business. Send 50c to Thronton, 103 S. Highland, Kansas City, Mo.
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INCOME And independence from a small part-time business. Send 50c to Thronton, 103 S. Highland, Kansas City, Mo.


INCOME And independence from a small part-time business. Send 50c to Thronton, 103 S. Highland, Kansas City, Mo.


INCOME And independence from a small part-time business. Send 50c to Thronton, 103 S. Highland, Kansas City, Mo.


OVER 50% Profits. Complete fire control line. Every sales help, Red Ball Inc., Box 125, Chicago, I11.

RAT-SNAP 35c; 60c; $1.00 Size. Fertipets; lawn seeded soil. Allen Company, Fort Worth, Texas.

WHY Not try selling? Men have succeeded selling shoes who believed they couldn't. We want to give you a chance in our business. Sensational training in Chicago, along with a good commission. Writing Box 1019, Evansville, Ind.


HIGHLY trained salesmen! Keep books for small businesses, organize, manage, simplifying, double entry system and money saving. Complete school with operating instructions, retail for $10.00. Introductory system is yours for $7.50. Order today. 4153 Faculty Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.


HOT Prospect—100. $1.00. $1.00. $1.00. Zena, Madison, Wis.

MIAMI Postcards! Letters 25c each. McDowell 504 Pacific Building, Miami, Florida.

SPECIAL SERVICES

DRUG Products consultant advises about formulas, federal regulations, labeling, advertising. Beneke, Box 1050, Glenview, Ill.

CANADIAN Mailing, Kelowna, B. C. Postcard. Letters received. Israel, Box 333, each. Ritchie, Box 568, Kelowna, B. C., Canada.

MECHANICAL Design and drafting. Engines, tools, machines, patents. Bocky, 1210, 3rd Ave., New York, N. Y.

MAKE Your Chicago address your, for profit and prestige. Business or personal name, new in Cbicago. School of Heraldry, 3116 Seminary, Chicago, Ill.


CARTOONING, COMMERCIAL ART. SHOWCARD WRITING. SIGN PAINTING

SHOWCARD Writing pays big! Learn rapidly, artistic lettering quickly, easily. Our showcard writers are all our own. Free. Sherwood Publishing Co., Irvington 6, N. Y.

CAUTION Your way to success! Internationally known instructor. Ray Burns, will personally teach you to create salable, authoritative showcards. 100% successful lessons only $2.50. Send remittance with order and your home address to: Ray Burns, 38th St. and Kings Blvd., Chicago 11, Ill.

MAKE Your Chicago address your, for profit and prestige. Business or personal name, new in Chicago. School of Heraldry, 3116 Seminary, Chicago, Ill.

FREE Large cartoon market. Complete list $1.00. National Cartoons, Box 10213, Chicago.

BARGAIN! Unique landscape painting, poster art—writing, art lessons, catalog 10c, H. A. McFarland, 1210 Minnesota Ave., Des Moines, Iowa.

TALENT Test, information about, age. Art, Box 8066, Dallas 8, Texas.

SIGN Painting taught at home. Test lesson, 10c. Ben King, Box 1071, Grandville, S. C.

9 ALPHABET 3 Numerical pattern sets and a book of instructions, with distributors, P. O. Box 101, Mineola, N. Y.


ADVERTISING AGENCIES. LETTER WRITERS, FOR ADVERTISERS

MAILING Lists: $5.00—$1000 up. Write Dixie Service, King, N. C.

SUCCESSFUL Advertising, only $2.00. postpaid. Send name, address, Bennett, 114-35 K Street, N.W., Washington 16, D. C.


INVENTORS: Without obligation, write for information explaining the steps you should take in the process of invention. John N. Randolph, Registered Patent Attorney, 184 Nassau St., New York 7, N. Y.

INVENTORS. For Record of Invention, [State] and patented. Registered Patent Attorney, Woodburn Building, Chicago 3, Ill.

INVENTORS: The first step is to have a search of the U. S. Patents to determine the availability. Write, without obligation, Daniel C. S. Leffler, formerly Randolph & Beavers. Beavers Building, 396 Columbia Bldg., Washington 1, D. C.

INVENTORS WANTED

NEW Inventions wanted. Patented or pending only. Wish to buy outright or manufacture on royalty. Products to be of different materials, sizes, forms, or like. Write John D. Stramp, Stramp Mfg. Co., Western Bldg., Mitchell, S. Dak.

CASH—Royalty. We manufacture, distribute, advertise, promote, and sell. Write for order. C. W. Pres, Automotive-Household Products Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.

INVENTIONS wanted. Write for prices. Inventors are invited to discuss their plans with Dept. 324, Inventors-For-Industry Inc., 561, 1947 Broadway, New York 23, after obtaining free booklet.

INVENTIONS Promoted. Patented or unpatented. Inventors wanted. Fisher Company, 61 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

IMAGINEERING: A new name for successful inventions today. If you are inventive-minded, learn more by writing for the free booklet. Inventors-For-Industry Inc., 561, 1947 Broadway, New York 23.

INVENTORS—What have you, patented, pending to offer to manufacturers? Inventors-Made-Contacts, 11106-A2 Longwood, Chicago 3.

HIGHEST Royalties: Cash. Request free booklet. Write for your booklet. Tri-State Co., 1542 South Sprit St., Los Angeles 12, Calif.

INVENTORS. Hundreds of inventions ready for manufacture. Complete information free of charge. Invention Society of America, 40-19, 47th St., New York 1, N. Y.


INVENTORS Wanted. Patented or pending only. Inventors' Exchange-B, Hartford 1, Conn.
WATCHEs, OLD GOLD JEWELRY


SHELLS and finds. 10c per lb. by weight, 25c per lb. by weight. Mail order. D. L. Co. Minn.


LEATHER, Retail mail orders. catalog. Tools, Dyer, C. L., 2983 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.


special offer: box full size toy, novelty, and lawn ornament patterns only $1.00 postpaid. Lynds, Box 1931, Medway, Mass.

$46 from square foot plywood. Japen newspaper print. Solid Woodart, 338 Flag Street, Bridge- water, Mass.


JEWELRY Findings, rhinestones, pearls, sequins. canes, cownos. J & M Novelty, Box 464, Griffith, Ind.

MAKE IT YOURSELF

BARBEE Kit, unusual idea, new, different. Plans $1.00. General Sales, 3118 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

just off the press — 8-page fold- ing instructions. Make a beautiful gift. You can make it yourself. Supplies by mail. Write for full details. City Graphics, 23-25 38th Street, New York, N. Y.

MAKE YOUR OWN work bench, picnic table, shelves for garage, clothes racks, etc. So simple, just apply lumber and it's complete. Literature free. East Moline Metal Products Co., East Moline, III.

MAKE YOUR OWN 20 watt fluorescent lights for $1.00. Guaranteed plans $1.00 each. Plans included. Pacific Specialty Sales, Box 1086, Muncie, Ind.

WHEN House Free with 3 other patterns. Literature free. Free Supplies, Box 906, New York, N. Y.

GRANDFATHER Clock easily built. Big savings. See ad on page 276.

STREAMLINED, built-in kitchen cabi- nets, 2,000 plans, illustrated, describes designing and construction. All for $1.00. Thombert Company, Newton, Iowa.

SAVE 50%-75% Building our Zenith home is softer. Complete engineered plans $1.00. City Graphics, 23-25 38th Street, New York, N. Y.

THE SAVANNAH, the self-assembly, will soar hundreds of feet. Complete plans and parts $1.00. Grosser, 2854 Fairchilds Ave., Brookville, Conn.


BUILD your own "tractor". Plans, instructions, parts catalog, sewing machine, trunk. Illustrated, unlimited plans, describes designing and construction. All for $1.00. Thombert Company, Newton, Iowa.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN

SELL: Dresses to friends, neighbors. Stylish, beautiful materials. Year round profits. No experience needed. Free literature. Sue's Storrs Shop, Box 426, Gallup, N. M.

VENETIAN Blind and cord, any color, any size tape 38c yard; cord 7c yard. Willinger Breyer Company, 1417 Devon Ave., Chicago, III.


FOR THE HOME

BRONZE Horses, beautiful. Free pic- ture. Write: Box 2226, Portland 14, Ore.


DRESSES 10c: Coats 11c; blouses 35c. Free catalog. Moore, Box 212, Portland 2, Ore.


WANTED — MISCELLANEOUS

OLD Records wanted. Pay high prices for certain old phonograph records. We buy in large quantities. Send 10 cents (to cover handling) for our free catalog. R. H. Korp, Box 251, Des Moines, Ia.


PERSONAL


WIN Friends and influence people. Write for your Memory, Harrison Books, 726 N. 16th St., Waco, Texas.

LOANS By mail, $50 to $500. Quick, easy, confidential to employed men and women. No endorsers. Write for free information. State Finance Co., Dept. 48, Sioux City, Iowa.

"INTERESTING Mail" $2.50 keeps the mail leaping. Literature free. Details, mail orders to: J. M. B. Co., Dept. D P, Chalawa, Mississippi.

MEXICAN Mailing service. Your lettering for your friends. Photograph postcards 10c. Tilton's, Apartado 1405, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico.

GLOBAL Viewcard selection; worldwide remailing service. Write for literature. Traveler's Mailbox, Box 5435, Chicago, III.

MEXICAN Law General Practice At- torney, 1203 Arizona Street, El Paso, Tex.

O'FILS, Washable, comfortable, not an eye- liner. Guaranteed not to smudge, winter or summer, less housework, less. Oval, $1.90 postpaid. Eye Liner. (Descriptive literature free), Micropack, 11566 Circle Crispin, Philadelphia 36, Penna.

PHYSICIAN Mail orders for your pensive in 3 hours. Free proof. Ogment St, Los Angeles, Calif.


MISCELLANEOUS


PRIMITIVE Eskimo seal skin charmed mailed with polar-bear stamp. Send $1.00 for information. Frontenac, Minn.


ENTERTAIN Your friends. Be life of the party. For information and estimate: Novelli, Laurens. S. C.


PANNING Gold—Beginners booklet. 30 cents, catalogue, supplies, mining books. Where to Get Your Old Pro- pect, B-304, Dutch Flat, Calif.
FRUIT—Tree ripened grapefruit, oranges. Guaranteed, $2.50 bushel, you pay express. Fruit Basket, 1 Box 170, Bradenton, Florida.

INTERESTING Mills! $1.00 keeps your mail box full one year. 25c the month. Also receive free gift. James Williams, 437-B Princeton Ave., Brimingham, Ala.

GEIGER Counter plans plus prospecting manual $1.00. Satisfaction or refund. Box 496, Detroit 31, Michigan.

TREASURE, Mineral locators. Goldak now offers treasure locators for $75.00. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write the Goldak Co., 1542 West Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale 1, Calif.

VERMONT Maple syrup and sugar, 100% pure. Write Goldak Co., 1542 West Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale 1, Calif.

SQUARE Dance instructions. 40 dances, $1.00. Wesley Rader, 1222 Grant, Denver, Colorado.


TATTOOING Outfits, supplies, illustrated list free. Zeta, 728 Lesler, Rockford, Illinois.

TATTOOING Machines, outfits. Free catalogues, Jensen, 120 West 33rd Street, New York 10, N. Y.

SOAP Box Race: Fun to make. Build an exact duplicate of 1946 winner. Clear, easy-to-read blueprints, simple construction. $1.00, 11000, Popular Mechanics Press, 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, III.

Nelson Davis, Newspaper Route Man, Now Assistant Manager, Knew About "Big Opportunity"

"I had nothing to look forward to but hard, monotonous work, long hours, poor pay. Then I answered a Lewis advertisement and shortly afterwards enrolled. Soon after graduation, the Lewis School placed me in a fine Pennsylvania hotel. Later the manager asked me to go to New York for a similar position. Now Assistant Manager. Lewis Training did it all."

Step Into a Well-Paid Hotel Position FREE Book Gives Fascinating Facts Our Free Book, "Your Big Opportunity," explains how you can qualify for a well-paid position at home, in leisure time; tells how you are registered FREE of extra cost in the Lewis National Placement Service. Most important. It shows that you can be a Lewis Certified Manager, certified to "make good" when placed in a position. Mail the coupon NOW!

Course Approved for Veterans' Training

LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOL
Room 32-324, Washington 7, D. C.

Send me the Free Book, "Your Big Opportunity," without obligation. I wish to know how to qualify for a well-paid position at home, in my leisure time.

Name
Address
City
State

Check here if eligible under G.I. Bill of Rights.

Carpentry
Bricklaying
Approved for Veteran Training • Free Catalog
A LIFETIME FUTURE

Man or woman—young or old; YOU can earn a steady income in full or spare time as an independent Kendex dealer. Amazing and almost "impossible" earnings can become a reality for you. Herbert Armstrong of Tenn. earned $800 in 9 days. C. O. Watkins of Oregon sent 92 orders in one day. You have the same opportunity to duplicate these exceptional earnings. Over one million dollars will be earned in 1950 by Kendex dealers—why not let us establish you in your own business and get a share of these wonderful earnings?

KENDEX NYLONS REPLACED FREE . . .

If they run or snag within guarantee period up to three months! Impossible! It's true! No matter what the cause—hard use or deliberate abuse—whether it is fault of the hose or the wearer—Kendex nylons are replaced FREE if they run, snag or become unfit for wear within the guarantee period. How could any woman resist a positive guarantee of satisfaction when she can obtain it without paying any more than other standard advertised brands? Kendex nylons are NOT sold in stores, so you have no competition. Complete line includes everything from heavy 70 denier service weight to gossamer ultra sheer 15 denier 60 gauge. Proportioned sizes and lengths. Latest colors plus white.

LINGERIE - ROBES - HOUSECOATS - MEN'S HOSE

In addition to the sensational Kendex nylons, you will have a complete line of glamorous lingerie, beautiful robes and housecoats plus a complete line of Kentcraft men's hosiery guaranteed for one full year. Any pair or pairs of men's hose that does not give satisfactory wear within one year of purchase will be replaced FREE!

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Kendex will spend over $500,000.00 in 1950 to tell millions of readers of the advantages in buying from you. Almost every issue of Good Housekeeping, Saturday Evening Post, McCall's, Women's Home Companion and Ladies' Home Journal carry our advertising in addition to many others. Kendex has advertised in Life, Look, Collier's, etc. Awarded Good Housekeeping Seal. Thousands of orders are shipped daily from coast to coast.

EVERYTHING GIVEN FREE

Risk nothing! Mail coupon and we will send you, free and prepaid, complete money-making outfits including sample nylon stocking, samples of lingerie, robes, housecoats and men's hose fabrics and everything you need to immediately start making money. Complete outfits become your property even if you don't send any business. Simply write orders, we deliver and collect. Advance cash plus huge bonus.

KENDEX COMPANY
BABYLON 446, N.Y.

Mail coupon and today and you are under no obligation to order anything.
Here's How CREI Prepares You for a Professional Career with Industry-Recognized Training in a Minimum of Time

**TELEVISION RADIO-ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING**

Graduates of CREI residence school are preferred by industry because of their training and ability. This recognition is the reason that CREI men quickly find good jobs. With 23 years of practical teaching experience in these highly technical fields, CREI offers an outstanding faculty, modern and complete laboratories, shops and equipment.

New students are accepted twice monthly and each may advance as rapidly as he is capable. The basic course with one specialized course requires an average of 20 months to complete.

CREI is recognized as one of the country's leading technical institutes. Its work is of college level. It prepares the young man for a good job in industry in a minimum of time.

G. L. Approved

**CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE**

An Accredited Technical Institute Founded in 1927

Mail coupon for Free Catalog

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Dept. 172 & 16th & Park Road, N.W., Washington 10, D. C.

Please send me your residence school catalog and complete details. (If interested in Home Study check below.)

Name.
Age.
City.
State.

G I Approved

**AJAX WHITE GIANTS**

FAMOUS MEAT-EGG PRODUCERS


**GROW YOUR OWN . . .**

vegetables, flowers, house plants by hydroponics (without soil). It's easy, it's modern, it's smart, it's profit. Great for special occasions or outdoors. A clean pleasant way to grow any plant for your garden. FREE BOOK. GILBERT & COMPANY, 846X West Ivy, San Diego, California

**PAY RAISING**

Get the specialized help you need to qualify for top pay on present job, a better job, or business of your own—

from these practical books:

- AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE MANAGEMENT
- MODERN ELECTRIC AND GAS REFRIGERATION
- DYKE'S CARAVAN HANDBOOK
- MODERN ELECTRICAL AND GAS REPAIR
- AUTO BODY REPAIRS
- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
- ELECTRIC WIRING
- AUTO BODY REPAIRS
- ELECTRICAL AND GAS REPAIR
- AUTO BODY REPAIRS
- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Canadian Institute of Science & Technology, Ltd., 494 Century Building, 415, 3rd Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Special discounts for Servicemen

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

Canadian Institute of Science & Technology, Ltd., 494 Century Building, 415, 3rd Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C.

Please forward free of cost or obligation of any kind your 118-page handbook "Engineering Opportunities."
YES, you'll save a lot of money in fuel bills by insulating with new fireproof Gold Bond Rock Wool Batts or Sealed Blankets. Keeps you warmer in winter, cooler in summer. Light, easy-to-handle batts in 2 and 4 ft. lengths, and 8 ft. blankets. Both come in standard widths that slide right in between rafters or attic floor joists. Be sure they're Gold Bond and "full-thick" for maximum heat savings and fire protection. For free booklet on insulation, write Division Y, Dept. PM-2a.

Available at your local Gold Bond Lumber and Building Supply Dealer!

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
BUFFALO 2, N. Y.

DIESEL MECHANICS NEEDED
BIG PAY ... GOOD FUTURE

If you have no trade or profession that assures you steady employment and top pay through good times or bad, and regardless of whether you want to be a mechanic, technician, salesman, executive - or have your own profitable shop—you should investigate NOW this opportunity to enter world-famous Bailey Diesel Schools. Prepare yourself, this proven way, for an important place in the fast growing field of Diesel.

Why Gamble With Your Future?
Your future success depends largely on the reputation of the school you attend. Don't take chances! Train at Bailey's—America's foremost school of diesel training. Approved by Missouri State Board of Education. Approved, also, for G. I. Training. Full details FREE. Return coupon below NOW.

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG

BAILEY DIESEL SCHOOLS
1656 S. Grand Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Please Send Me Your FREE Catalog.

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

Town: ___________________________ State: ____________

☑ Veteran ☐ Non-Veteran

☐ Resident Training ☐ Home Study

SENSATIONAL NEW ADVERTISING SIGN

YES, MAKE $9.95 on 10-second demonstration to merchants. Write on glass with amazing magic crayon and presto—a 5-color advertising message takes fire and glows like a brilliant neon sign! Three sales a day and $29.85 profit is for "lazy" men. Workers can double to triple that amount. FREE SALES KIT. Don't wait. Rush your name and address on a penny postcard for full details and complete sales kit—ALL FREE. Write Today!

MAXILUME CO., 125 W. Hubbard St.
DEPT. L-81 CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS
Electrical Training

Intensive 32 weeks' residence course in fundamentals of industrial electrical engineering, including radio and electronics. Extensive laboratory, shop work, drafting. Prepares for electrical technician and engineering aides in communications, power, manufacturing, business machines, sales, service. G.I. approved. 57th year. Enter March 6, Sept. 5. Catalog. 7626 TAKOMA AVENUE, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.

We furnish complete equipment and supplies. Learn at home or in our modern, friendly APPROVED school in MISSOURI. Get into this big demand, high profit, high wage field. You can start your own profitable, full time or part time PHOTO-ENGRAVING business right in your own home.

THE AURORA SCHOOL OF PHOTO-ENGRAVING, DEPT. 9PM, TASOPE BLDG., AURORA, ILL.

LEXPINOR
WE THINK IN WORDS, THOUGHT IS POWER.
Let this New Science show you how to WIN WITH WORDS—rhetorically, socially, professionally. Develop a MASTERFUL VOCABULARY. Influence others, improve your personality, meet your highest destiny. You are judged and rated by every sentence you utter. Start using the power of LEXPINOR after the first lesson. Write now for free details about LEXPINOR. LEEXPINOR LESSON CLUB.

LEXIPINOR LESSON CLUB
217 L. W. Deming Place
Chicago 14, Illinois

Learn this Profitable Profession
IN 90 DAYS AT HOME
Money-Making Career Open to Men and Women, 18 to 50
Hundreds of men and women between 18 and 50 make $10 to $20 or more in a single day doing scientific Swedish Massage and Hydro-Therapy treatments. There is a big demand from doctors, hospitals, sanitoriums and clubs. Graduates earn large full-time incomes from these or in private practices in their own offices. Others make good money from home treatments given in spare time. Learn this interesting, money-making profession in your own home, through our home study course. Same instruction as in our nationally known resident schools. You can win independence and prepare for future security by qualifying for your diploma. Course can be completed in 3 to 4 months. Many earn well while they learn. Begin your training at once.

Anatomy Charts & Booklet FREE
Enroll now and we will include, at no extra cost, many needed supplies. Fit yourself to help meet growing demand for Scientific Swedish Massage. Send the coupon at once for complete details. Anatomy Charts and 32-Page Illustrated Booklet. FREE, postage.

THE COLLEGE OF SWEDISH MASSAGE
Dept. 064A, 41 E. Pearson, Chicago 11, Illinois

In Our Chicago Shops

AUTO MECHANICS WELDING—ARC and GAS
DIESEL MECHANICS MACHINIST
REFRIGERATION PIANO TUNING
BODY-FENDER

Above approved for G. I.'s and Civilians
One of America's Leading Practical Schools
Over 40,000 Successful Graduates
Reported Individual Instruction
Learn by Doing—Low Living Expenses
Established 1902—Day and Evening Classes

Also the following Home Study Courses
PLASTIC REFRIGERATION DIESEL

CALL IN PERSON OR MAIL THIS AD TO—

GREEN SHOP TRAINING
(Day 10) 460 South State St., Chicago 5, III.

Please send without obligation free information regarding trade, check off above. (Specify whether you are a Veteran or Civilian)

Name.
Address:
City.
State.
Here is Television at its finest!... brought to you by Midwest, for 30 years a leader in the field of radio and electronics. Immense 151-square-inch screen on new 16" metal-glass tube... clear, steady, bright pictures... Synchronized sound and picture that a child can tune in perfectly... Highest quality FM sound... Big 12" Electro-Dynamic Panasonic Speaker. Available in beautiful Consoles or in complete chassis as illustrated (not a kit, but a complete Television receiver ready to plug in and play) to place in your own cabinet. And you can buy Midwest Television at Low Factory Prices, with Low Down Payment and Long Easy Terms—and on 30 Days Trial!

**LOW FACTORY-TO-YOU PRICE**

**30 DAYS TRIAL**

...also a Magnificent Line of NEW 1950 MIDWEST RADIOS featuring the latest Improved FM Circuit and the New 3-SPEED RECORD PLAYER

Powerful new 1950 Series 10 and Series 12 AM-FM Radio in complete chassis. Also beautiful new Console models including the magnificent Symphony Grand Radio-Phonograph with latest FM circuit and new 3-Speed Automatic Record Player.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MIDWEST FACTORY and **SAVE**!

MIDWEST RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.

Dept. X257, 909 Broadway, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

SEND FOR FREE 32-Page Full Color CATALOG

Write in Name and Address (Please Print) on Coupon or 1c Postcard.

MIDWEST RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.
Dept. X257, 909 Broadway, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Please send me your new FREE 1950 Catalog.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ZONE STATE ____________________________

**NEW LOW Down Payment Long EASY TERMS**

Not a KIT...This is a Completely assembled Receiver

**FEBRUARY 1950**
Say You Saw It in Popular Mechanics

In California LEARN WATCHMAKING and REPAIRING

Have as your goal a STORE OF YOUR OWN

In California—intensive, practical training unsurpassed anywhere. Award of Graduation, West Coast University, School of Watchmaking. Accredited by United Horological Association of America. Approved for Veterans and Non-veterans. Part-time employment and housing assistance. Our catalog will interest you. Sent upon request. No obligation.

MAIL COUPON BELOW TODAY!

West Coast University, School of Watchmaking
5145 W. San Fernando Rd., Dept. PM-20
Los Angeles 26, California

Gentlemen: Please send me complete information about your training program.

NAME Age
STREET Zone
CITY State
Veteran Non-veteran

21st EDITION • Auto Library in ONE Book

WORLD'S GREATEST AUTO BOOK

New Material on Transmissions, Trucks, Tractors, Diesels, Aircraft and Auto Engines

Now, with millions of cars needing repairs and thousands of men needed to do the work, you need the famous DIXE AUTO BOOK more than ever before. 21st Edition covers all principles, construction, repair, adjustments, testing, troubles and remedies. Over a million copies of DIXE have been sold. Gives specifications of all makes and models of cars, present a biggest book value, $7.50.

MAIL COUPON—

Goodean-Wilcox Co., Dept. 110, 1321 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Send DIXE's Auto Book at once. □ C.O.D. □ $7.50 Enclosed. Payment refunded in 5 days if not pleased.

Name
Address
City State
Make $15 to $50 a Day
Every skilled workman will tell you Plumbers have the best of it. WINTER and SUMMER the Plumber is busy at top wages. No skilled Plumber is ever out of a job. Compare his opportunities with any trade. To the man with know how, Plumbing means profit. Investigate Universal Plumbing School. Not a "war born School" but a plumbing school developed and operated by plumbers since 1923.

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Have your own business and big profits with little other than training and a kit of tools.

JOURNEYMAN GETS GOOD SALARY
Master Plumbers own their own shop. A Journeyman works for a Master. With this training journeyman can depend on high wages.

BE A PLUMBER IN JUST 32 WEEKS
Learn With Tools—Not Books
No need ever serve an apprenticeship. Don't envy the plumbers big profits—enjoy them. Learn every trick of the trade—Leadwork—Blueprint for plan reading, etc. under Licensed Master Plumbers.

Over 7,000 Successful Plumbers Recommend This School
This system has made more than 7,000 plumbers. Investigate our past performance. If you like to work with tools this is your opportunity. Become a Plumber in America's largest and only school devoted exclusively to plumbing. Write today for FREE information.

G. I. Approved. Established 1923

UNIVERSAL PLUMBING SCHOOL
377 Holmes Street Kansas City, Mo.

AIR-CONDITIONING REFRIGERATION
Mastered by Mail

HOME STUDY COURSE
Teaches Air Conditioning and Refrigeration... the field of the future with a future. Get in now on the ground floor. Restaurants, taverns, stores, theaters, etc., all need and are installing air conditioning. Maintenance men will be needed for Big Pay Jobs. Learn at home in your spare time. Four week practical training period in our great modern shops in Baltimore included in course.

For Full Details—MAIL COUPON TODAY!

AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION INST.
110-114 Alpaca St., Dept. P.M.-2, Baltimore, Md.

Please send without obligation free information regarding Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Home Study Courses.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

CORTINAPHONE
makes it FUN to Learn

French-Spanish GERMAN-ITALIAN

Big Opportunities and Jobs await Americans who can speak a foreign language. Millions being spent by govt. and Industry in Europe, Latin America, Travel booming.

Only 15 Minutes a Day Listen to this Record! Speak French, Spanish, German or Italian like a native! CORTINAPHONE METHOD, famous for 67 years, teaches you—BY LISTENING, to CORTINA RECORDINGS. Right in your own home, relaxed and at ease.

Sent on 5 Days Approval
THOUSANDS have learned a second language this quick, easy way for PLEASURE and BUSINESS! FREE 32-page book describes this famous method; tells how you can try it at home for 5 days. NO COST IF NOT DELIGHTED. Send for free book NOW!

VETS! FRENCH OR SPANISH COURSE AVAILABLE UNDER G. I. BILL

CORTINA ACADEMY (Language Specialists for 68 Years)
Dept. 642, 165 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

Please send me—without obligation—your free book. I am interested in [check language interested in)

French
Spanish
German
Italian

Name.
Address.

Check here if you are a VETERAN

TRAVEL for "UNCLE SAM"

START as high as $3,450 Year

Prepare NOW for 1950 Examinations

VETERANS GET SPECIAL PREFERENCE

15,000 appointments each month

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
(Not Government Controlled)

Dept. A-85 Rochester, N. Y.

Rush to me, entirely free of charge, 40-page book with:
(1) A full description of U. S. Government jobs; (2) A list of U. S. Government jobs; (3) Tell me how to qualify for a job.

Mail Coupon today—SURE

Name.
Address.

Vet?
AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURER SEeks INVENTOR WITH PRACTICAL IDEA FOR NEW PRODUCT IN AUTO FIELD

Offers opportunity to convert that "good idea" into cash

Chicago, Jan. 15—One of America's pioneer producers of nationally advertised automotive products, with a background of 30 years in this profitable field, is looking for new product ideas among the mechanical-minded readers of this magazine.

"Here is a real opportunity," an official of the firm points out, "for the man who's keeping a good idea in the back of his head to turn that idea into cash royalties and help himself to future security."

Popular Mechanics readers with plans or ideas, patented or unpatented, for new products in the automotive line are asked to submit them by mail not later than March 31, 1950. All correspondence will be acknowledged promptly and will be treated in absolute confidence. In case two or more persons submit an identical unpatented idea, only the first letter received will be considered. All plans and ideas will be fairly and impartially judged in complete secrecy, and those not used will remain the private property of the senders.

Send your plan or idea to Department W, Room 1313, 307 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.

ANALYZE HANDWRITING

NEW, uncrowded, fascinating field. Gratifying earnings reported by graduates in Employment, Credit, Social Service, Police and Entertainment fields. Others have developed profitable private practice, full or part-time, as Personal and Vocational Counselors. Send today! FREE LESSON and PROOF book FREE. Write today!


LOCKSMITHING & Key Making

PRACTICAL UP-TO-DATE COURSE—ONLY $3.95

Easy-to-learn modern information for self-instruction. Here today, one hand, make master keys, repair, install, service, etc. For every handyman, home owner, garage, mechanic, hardware dealer, small business man. Handiest reference, deeply illustrated. FULL PRICE ONLY $3.95. SEND NO MONEY. Just pay postage. Or send $3.55 with order, and ship prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed or refund.

NELSON-HALL CO., 1139 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 8-2, Chicago 5, Ill.

New DIRECTION SIGNAL

Flashes Your Turns Electrically

No more winter window cranking for arm signals. The new AUTO-TURN DIRECTION SIGNAL fits any car. No parking and tail lights 60-60 times a minute. No interference with regular lights. No extra lights to mount for most vehicles. A late car. Smoothly operating featherlight control lever. Works similar to factory-installed models. All parts furnished — install it yourself. SPECIFY MAKE AND YEAR. For cars earlier than 1942, write for price. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

The LESTER COMPANY

Box M-2, 1743 North Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois
PRINTS and ILLUSTRATES

1¢ Post Cards
FREE
Learn how thousands of business men, in every line, are boosting sales in spite of conditions—with 1¢ messages—printed and circulated in a few minutes on gov't post cards—with amazing new patented CARDMASTER. Your "today's" ideas, read by your prospects next morning. Not a toy, but a sturdy advertising machine, built to last for years. Low price, sold direct. Guaranteed for five years. Send name today.
SEND NAME
making IDEAS for your business and complete, unique advertising plans. RUSH YOUR NAME TODAY.
CARDMASTER COMPANY
1920 SUNNYSIDE, Dept. 132, CHICAGO 40, ILL.

EIGHT SPARE TIME BUSINESSES YOU CAN START AT HOME

With an investment as low as $4.45

Send for your free copy of the fascinating book that tells of eight different businesses you can run from your home—every one of them fun—every one of them profitable. No courses to buy or study. No special experience needed. All directions given free, together with lists of equipment needed costing as little as $4.45. Here are "thumb-nail" descriptions of the businesses that are fully explained in the Free book.

How to Make Money with Felt Flocking. The popular new finish. Apply soft, suede-like felt flocking to book ends, picture frames, radios, lamps, and a score of other projects. A few pennies in materials brings dollars in profits.

How to turn Plaster Paris into Cash. Five cents a pound buys the material—yet the figures, plaques, statues, and art objects you can make are worth more to yourself brings you as high as Five Dollars a pound.

How to "Personalize" for Profit. Put gold initials or entire names on wallets, bill folds, key cases, book covers and all leather, cloth, or flexible materials. Everyone wants his possessions "personalized." Small material cost brings big prices.

How to Cash in on Laminating Plastic. Scores of needs for Plastic Laminating to protect cards, photos, stamps, autographs, souvenirs, etc. Stores are your agents. Do all work at home on a press weighing only two pounds.

How to Make and Sell Advertising Signs. A simple and wonderful outfit that enables any novice to make "letter-perfect" advertising signs for merchants, resorts, factories, and many others. Get high prices for your work.

How to Draw Anything You Can See. Yes, and make new figures or objects as lifelike as the work of skilled artists. Many uses for profit, and lots of fun as a hobby.

How to Carve Wood for Profit. Copy any carving in wood or plastic faithfully and accurately with an amazing carving machine. Many profit possibilities. Many uses in home and shop. Method and equipment completely described.

Make Money with Monograms. Genuine metal letters that can be attached permanently to cars, leather, marble, metal, fabrics, or wood. 30¢ brings $1.50.

Send for it—it's FREE! 44 pages of pictures, descriptions, instructions, and listings of equipment. Eight businesses you can start "on a shoestring" and run from your home—full or spare time. FREE. No charge, now or at any other time. Just send your name on a penny postcard, or use the coupon. You may find just what you've wanted in the way of spare time cash. Just ask for the "Book of Home Businesses."

Cuts costs, boosts output!

Delta®-Milwaukee
Saw-Joiner Combination

A big-capacity, precision-built unit that's portable! Move it anywhere in your shop — take it right to an outside job. You can easily load it on your truck.

Saves space, both 10" tilting-table saw and 6" jointer mounted on one steel stand and driven by the same motor. Saves the cost of an additional motor. Saves on power costs, too.

Use the machines singly or together — there's no interference between them. Cut 3¼" stock. Rip to center of 50" panel. Surface boards 6" wide. Rabbet ½" deep. Both tools have lubricated-for-life ball bearings. Saw table tilts 45° to right. Jointer fence tilts 45° to right or left.

See at first hand how you save space, time, and money with a Delta-Milwaukee Saw-Joiner Combination. Have your Delta dealer demonstrate it today.

For everybody who cuts wood!
Five Roads to Doomsday

By Richard F. Dempewolff

UNDER a star-studded dome of blue sky, people gazed upward uneasily. Something was wrong with the solar system. The friendly, familiar moon had ceased to be friendly. Slowly, it was moving closer and closer to earth until, finally, an unfamiliar moon, huge and terrible, filled half the sky.

There was no beauty in the awesome spectacle. With the moon’s advance, ocean tides grew into mountains of water, spilling over continents, obliterating cities. Molten matter from deep under the earth’s crust, spewed from every crater and crevasse. Oceans atomized with hissing roars. Cities crumbled and were engulfed in a sea of liquid fire.

At last, with an astronomical crash, the moon itself exploded, unable to stand the tremendous gravitational pull. Roar after roar filled a reddened sky as thousands of moon fragments broke into thousands more. Captured by the earth’s gravitational sphere, these moon bits circled the dying planet like a halo—a weirdly beautiful ring of moonlets.

Scare fiction? Not at all. For years astronomers have believed that some day, billions of years hence, the moon will be pulled back to the earth. When it is, the end of the world will be assured—provided we have not met with some other major calamity in the meantime.

At the Hayden Planetarium in New York recently, thousands of visitors gasped as they watched the big Zeiss star projector portray the five astronomical catastrophes that sky scientists now think may befall us. High on the vast blue planetarium sky-dome our own particular star—the sun—
Our earth is hurtling straight toward this star cluster at 12.5 miles per second. There's plenty of room for us to pass through, though. Right, spectograph attached to telescope analyzes star composition and movement.

Suddenly did what more than 30 stars in the firmament do each year. It "blew up," releasing incredible amounts of heat and energy, under which the earth shivered in sudden, hot death.

Spectators shivered under the second possibility as they watched a dying sun go into a long period of cooling until Arctic chill gripped an unfamiliar earth. Ice began a death march down the mountains to erase all vestiges of life on a planet whose eventual chill achieved the sublime frigidity of absolute zero, or about minus 459.4 degrees F.

The third great disaster from the thousand-eyed projector involved a hit-and-run star from space colliding with our own sun, resulting in a superatomic explosion that destroyed our entire solar system.

Similar was the approach of a wandering comet toward the earth. Across the celestial stage it came, fiery tail growing bigger and bigger, catapulting under terrific speed until—whooooom! It collided with terrific impact against a shuddering world.

The fifth calamity, of course, was the return of the moon.

Of all these five roads to doomsday, planetarium astronomers have found that people fear most a collision of the earth or sun with another star.

The planetesimal theory, explaining the formation of our solar system, is based on the idea that our sun, once much bigger than it is now, collided with or came too close to another star billions of years ago, and that we and our neighbor planets are the result.

Actually, such a collision is the most remote of all the probable ends of the world. Why? Astronomers merely point to the roominess of our universe.

The universe is made up of billions of wispy saucer-shaped spirals known as galaxies. There's quite a bit of vacuum between them—hundreds of thousands of light-years, in fact. It takes the light from the nearest one 750,000 years to reach us. If it disappeared from the sky 749,999 years ago we wouldn't know it until next year.

Each of those wispy galaxies is made up of billions of stars. We live in such a galaxy somewhere off the center of the saucer.

What we call the Milky Way is the edge of our saucer, made up of stars some of which would put our own sun to shame. There's one called Antares that's so big we could put our sun in the center of it, include all our planets in their orbits around it, and Mars still would stay inside the rim of Antares. That star is almost 2.5 billion miles in diameter.

So, you can readily see that the stars in our galaxy—and any other galaxy—have plenty of space to operate without colliding. The star nearest our sun is Proxima Centauri—about 4.2 light-years away, or 25 trillion miles. If you still think there's a remote possibility of collision then you still have no idea of the immensity of space.
Imagine a couple of ping-pong balls 500 miles apart crashing into each other. That's about the proper scale to use for the sun and Proxima.

So the remoteness of our sun or earth sideswiping another star is very remote indeed. Besides, there'd be plenty of warning.

With great modern telescopes trained on the heavens, astronomers keep pretty fair track of what's in the road. We'd have quite a few thousand years to get busy colonizing another solar system.

Old-time astronomers had to use crude triangulation to tell star distances and movements. Today's professional stargazers use the spectrograph, a prismatic instrument through which the light of a heavenly body is passed. Chemical elements of the star cause the light to break down into specific colors. The color lines shift depending on whether the star is coming or going. With this neat gadget, astronomers have discovered that most galaxies are going away from us at a good clip. The spectrograph informs our astronomers that right now our sun-taking us with it—is moving toward the star cluster Hercules at a rate of about 12½ miles per second. If the sun should pile into one of these big stars (a few billion years from now at that snail's pace) we'd never know what happened. Hot pieces of both suns would fly off in all directions. Earth and all the planets would vaporize under the tremendous heat energy released, or else the sun would lose its gravitational grip on us and we'd go flying off into space.

What are the chances of cracking into a Hercules star? Very poor.

Dr. Lloyd Motz, of Columbia University, points
out that if our whole solar system suddenly scooted off through space it might even travel through whole galaxies of stars without getting appreciably close to a collision course. But, it could happen. Maybe.

What about the comet collision? From time immemorial people who have seen these mysterious bearded wanderers from space sweep in toward the earth have wondered what could prevent them from becoming trapped in the earth's gravitational field, and being pulled in to wreak terrible destruction. "A head-on collision between the earth and a comet is possible, though not probable," says Gordon A. Atwater, chairman and curator of the planetarium. "Comets have been known to pass within 100,000 miles of the sun, so they naturally had to pass a point where the earth might have been at the time."

If a runaway comet should hit the earth, it would be the least disastrous of the possible calamities. Though the head of a comet may be as big as the earth, it's not as dense. There'd be a crash all right and, as one planetarium astronomer succinctly put it, "It would be moving day for a lot of people." But star experts know that such a collision would create only local destruction. The concussion would be terrific. The earth would shudder in a worldwide earthquake. Surface heat of the comet's head, caused by friction as the body zipped
through earth's atmosphere, might start huge fires. Cities in the vicinity would be wiped out, but a lot of the world would be left.

Less remote roads to doomsday than those requiring celestial collisions may be paved by the antics of the sun and moon, according to the planetarium experts. The business of the sun becoming a nova would purely finish us off. What is a nova?

Old-time astronomers often noticed bright stars suddenly appear in the heavens. Now with super telescopes like the ones at Palomar and Wilson, astronomers may watch an average of about 30 a year. They're not new stars. They are stars that suddenly for no accountable reason, blow up —release tremendous amounts of heat and energy, then simmer down again to a normal glitter. Sometimes, a supernova will blow up completely and disappear. That is what the astronomers say might happen to our own sun some day. By complicated mathematical formulas they have been able to calculate the normal surface temperature of the sun at something like 11,000 degrees F. Inside, it's estimated at around 70,000,000 degrees. If the sun became a nova, that inside heat is what we'd get. People on the dayside of the earth would fry to an instantaneous crisp. Those on the nightside would never know what happened, for within 8½ minutes the entire world — and all our other planets with it — would be turned into nothing but a thin gaseous vapor.

Many astronomers laugh at this possibility, however. "Nobody needs to worry about the sun becoming a nova," says Dr. Motz of Columbia, "for the only novae recorded have been limited to blue-white, or exceedingly hot

(Continued to page 238)
Revolving Rubber Heel

An ingenious Long Beach, Calif., inventor has come up with a revolving rubber heel. A large circular section can be separated from the rest of the heel. In the center of the circle is a hard-rubber button which fits into a socket in the base structure, forming a suction and pivot, allowing the heel to revolve.

Trigger Lock

Guns are locked to prevent accidental discharge or unauthorized use by a cover that slips over the gun’s trigger guard. The push lock works like the one on the glove compartment of your car and can be locked with a key or simply latched in place to prevent accidental discharge. Made of aluminum, it is lightweight and provides a sure method of preventing accidents when guns are carried through underbrush or over rough country.

Fly Tier

Fishermen are given a “third hand” in tying a leader to a fly by a holder that fastens to the rod like a guide. When a new fly is to be fastened to the leader, the hook is inserted into the holder. The leader then can be knotted properly without fumbling.

Arithmetic Jigsaw

Mathematics may now seem more a pleasure than a problem to the students of Arvil Davis, Wichita Falls, Tex., schoolteacher. Davis has devised a puzzle method for teaching arithmetic to elementary-school pupils which works on the theory of an ordinary jigsaw puzzle, but uses numerals instead of pictures. The pieces are shuffled and the students are required to put the puzzle back into form. If the addition board is used, the piece of cardboard bearing the numerals 10 plus 7 will fit only beside the piece marked 17. The same method is used with multiplication, division and subtraction.
“Liquid Stone” Table Tops

Ornamental table tops, hard as stone and smooth as satin, are made in a home in Southern Pines, Ga. Mr. and Mrs. Bill White fashion the table tops and trays from a formula they developed themselves. Water is added to dry ingredients, including a base of oxychloride cement, to produce a “liquid stone” which is poured into molds. When the cement is partially set, Mrs. White “paints” a design with a putty knife and colors. The decorating substance is a powerfully adhesive viscose material. Later the design is sealed in with a lacquer which is impervious to sun and water.

White blends the ingredients with a baker’s mixer. Then Mrs. White stirs design material with kitchen mixer.
These are the shapes of tomorrow, weird products of the new gas jet era. They are tail-end views of eight of America’s jet airplanes.

Above, fish or fowl? Neither, but instead a rear look at the U. S. Air Force’s first three-jet bomber, the Martin XB-51. Two of its engines are below the wing and forward, while the third power unit is in the tail.

Below, acclaimed as the “world’s most powerful bomber” when it first flew, Northrop’s YB-49 jet flying wing has the equivalent of 32,000 horsepower. The 100-ton sky dreadnought spans 172 feet between the wing tips.

Below, airmen blink when this emerges in mid-air from the bomb bay of a B-36. The McDonnell XF-85 “parasite” fighter, only 15 feet long and 21 feet across, is moved in and out of its aerial hangar on a “trapeze.”
Right, a new look in aquatic shapes is offered by the Convair XP5Y-1 flying boat. Four turboprop units give it a top speed near 400 m.p.h.

Below, folding wings add to the Phantom's odd rear-end appearance. They also cut the plane's "width" down from 40 to 16 feet for more compact stowage aboard carriers. The McDonnell-built craft tops 500 m.p.h.

Below, despite its trim, fighter-like lines, the North American B-45 is a heavy bomber by World War II standards. For ease of maintenance the four jet power plants are ahead of the leading edge of the wing, paired off in single nacelles.

Left, this is a view most flyers get as they trail in the wake of North American's F-86, holder of the world speed mark. Below, Northrop built the X-4 to help research behavior of tailless, swept-wing aircraft designs in the extremely high-speed zones.
Radioactive Atoms Aid Study of Mice and Plants

Atomic scientists, using the atom as a tool to increase our knowledge of plants and animals, are experimenting with "bull's-eye" farming and mice that live in glass houses. In the plant experiment, crops are laid out in rings around a bull's-eye where radio-cobalt, a source of radiation, is placed. The radioactivity of the plants is measured after harvest and the scientists learn how far radioactivity extends and what happens to plants as the amount of radiation decreases. The mouse, with less privacy than a goldfish, is sealed in an all-glass cage and is fed food "tagged" with radioactive carbon. The metabolism cage collects exhaled air and other body excretions so that scientists can learn new facts about body functions.

Internal Wrenches

Socket-head screws are tightened and loosened quicker and with less effort when you have an internal wrench which can be used with standard socket-wrench drivers. Hard-to-reach screws are easy to get at because of the long shaft of the wrench. The handle-type base of the wrench is knurled to provide a sure grip even with oily fingers. The wrenches come in sets of five of varying sizes.

Inboard-Outboard Runabout

Rough water won't bother an outboard runabout that has a motor well in the stern, allowing greater freeboard at high speeds. The propeller unit of the motor projects through a notch in the bottom. This notch is carried up into the outer transom to allow the motor to tilt normally when beaching. Air chambers on each side of the motor well provide enough buoyancy to support the weight of the outboard should the boat ever be swamped. Designed for use on large lakes and ocean bays, the boat is sold complete or in kit form.
Big Vacuum Cleaner Harvests Grass Seed

Grass seed now is harvested by a huge vacuum cleaner which sucks the kernels off the fields. The machine, built by Otto Bohnert of Central Point, Ore., is mounted on two trailers. One carries the motor and blower and the second acts as a receiving hopper for the straw and seed. A revolving brush loosens the straw, which then is picked up by the four individual nozzles of the vacuum cleaner. About two acres can be vacuum cleaned in an hour with the equipment. A treated field is free of any straw, and seed recovery is 90 to 95 percent complete, according to Bohnert.

Stars “On the Air” 24 Hours a Day

There are stars broadcasting on the radio waves 24 hours a day, day in and day out, but you’ve probably never heard of them. They’re real stars, too, stars high in the heavens which broadcast short-wave radio noises that are picked up with special antennas. British scientists, who have been listening to these stars broadcasting, believe they are dim stars, too faint to be seen by the naked eye, although they are about as large as most visible stars. Two major sources of the radio signals and 23 smaller ones have been discovered by the radio astronomers. Electrons in the signal-producing stars have a motion corresponding to at least 10-billion electron volts, suggesting the possibility that cosmic rays originate in them.

Flip-Flop Bait Box Fools the Worms

When fish worms are carried in a new bait box, they can’t hide from the angler. The two parts of the box are hinged on one side and fasten with a snap catch on the other. When the box has stood open for some time, the worms crawl to the bottom. The box is closed and flipped over. When it is reopened, the worms are on top.
When the minister arrived with his bride there was no home for them—so the congregation and community had a house-building bee

By Alden Stahr
Photos by the author

Rev. Clinton Rutherford carefully studies Popular Mechanics’ "how to build" house book with his wife

We Built the Popular Mechanics

"Plenty of room for the baby," was verdict of the Rutherfords as they went over plans for two-bedroom house
WHEN Clinton Rutherford, our young minister, got married, he was worried about finding a place to house his bride. Since he came from Kentucky and his wife from Kansas there was no moving in with the folks—both places are a long way from New Jersey.

One day, when we were talking about the difficulty of finding a place to live I said jokingly, "If the worst comes to worse you might move into our kennel house!"

"It has come to that already," he said. "I've looked everywhere and can't find a thing to rent and I haven't money to buy."

Our dog house at Basking Ridge, N. J., isn't quite as bad as it sounds. It's a 10 by 30-foot prefabricated building which my wife's folks had used for dachshunds. It had a coal range, hot and cold water, and we had put in a small bathroom. Soon the men and boys of the Wildwood Church had scrubbed, Sheetrocked, painted and trimmed the inside, and the ladies put up curtains and painted, too. Since we had stored surplus beds and bureaus in the building, furniture was no problem.

The arrival of little David a year later made the kennel house inadequate because babies have a way of taking up more space than their eight pounds might indicate. Clinton (everyone, young and old, calls him by his first name) thought long and hard about his new housing problem. His church is a tiny nondenominational chapel which holds only 75 persons and it had no manse nor the means to build one.

The solution to the problem was simply a projection of the work which had been done on the kennel house. If the men and women of the congregation could do that job so well, perhaps they could build a house. Everyone was willing to try so the project was begun last summer, following a set of Popular Mechanics plans.

The excavating was begun late in July on land at Mendham, N. J., given by a church member, and the foundation was put up by a local contractor because it was felt that this basic operation should be done professionally. Actually, this was the slowest part of the whole operation for it took a month before the foundation was ready. Then late in August a crew of amateurs assembled one Saturday morning to try to make a house out of the great piles of lumber which was trucked up from Kentucky at a saving of 25 percent.

That first day most of the first floor beams were set in place and many a blister and sore muscle reminded the men and women and children how unaccustomed they were to this kind of work. An electric saw saved a lot of pushing, but carrying beams and driving nails are still good hard labor. From

---

House for Our Minister

With a little professional help the congregation finished the house just before Christmas and the Rutherfords moved in. There are two unfinished rooms in the attic.
this time on almost all the work was done on Saturdays, the only time most of the congregation had free, and as many as 20 persons would be swarming over the building at one time. During the week, however, several of the ladies would show up to drive nails and carry lumber for Clinton, who worked on the house from early morning till bedtime when his other duties would permit. His wife, Bonnie, came down almost every day with little David, who lent urgency to the work.

It was a problem at times to find jobs for so many inexperienced hands. Several of the men had worked on their own homes so each of these would have a crew. At one time, for example, three boys were digging a water trench, girls were carrying rough floor boards, several women and a couple of men were nailing these down upstairs, three groups were working on the cedar side shingles and two groups were up on the roof putting on shingles. It was bedlam but everybody was happy and such activity is recommended to any congregation.

When the roof was on and winter approaching, a retired contractor in the neighborhood came to our rescue. He hired a plumber and an electrician and a man to finish the shingling. Clinton and an equally unskilled helper had built the chimney up to the roof in two days and our contractor friend got a mason to top off the chimney. He said he was doing this as a memorial to his wife.

Help came from other unexpected sources, too. The young people of the congregation voted to devote the Wednesday evening recreational program to helping with the house so they reported en masse week after week and worked with the aid of electric lights. The Church of Christ in New York City learned of the project and on many a Saturday five or six helpers from the city showed up for this labor of love. And members of a nearby Methodist church, too, volunteered to help.

Here five helpers are at work shingling the roof and working on the rear wall. More or less experienced men headed up the congregation's crews.
All these helpers made short work of putting up inside partitions and fitting and nailing up the lath, but we were deprived of the fun of dabbling in wet plaster. A real mason was hired to do the exacting job of plastering but he did it, sympathetically, for a reasonable fee.

The Rutherfords moved in just before Christmas and they and the helpers carried on with laying finished floor and hanging doors and putting on trim. The painting was done by the same amateurs and the first outside coat of white paint was applied with the permission of an unusually mild fall. The house is handsome and people have come for miles to admire its neat design and the "expert" craftsmanship with which it was put together. We were lucky to get it up with few mistakes and no accidents.

It's a light, capacious house with two bedrooms, bath, kitchen and living room on the first floor and expansion space for two more bedrooms upstairs. The big basement houses the car, heating system and plenty of room for workshop and laundry.

The Rutherford's house is a heartening example of what cooperation and the spirit of giving can accomplish and, as usual in such cases, those who gave, received as much in satisfaction and good fellowship as they contributed in time and labor. Clinton and Bonnie Rutherford, on their own behalf and for the church, have already thanked everyone concerned, both privately and publicly, but they asked me to express in this article, too, how grateful they are to all who helped.

The economic results were gratifying to everyone who had a part in the project. Several contractors have said that the $3000 cost is just half of what such a house would cost to build today by contract, and mortgages were obtained for the entire cost of construction and materials. Anybody got a house to build?
Partition Gives Submarine Effect

Spectators receive the illusion of looking directly into a group of small, beautiful submarine gardens when they view the collection of rare tropical fish owned by Fred Joerger, Hollywood motion-picture artist. All the glass tanks that hold the fish are concealed behind a partition of shaggy redwood bark and are viewed through irregular ports cut through the bark. The partition completely hides the wiring and plumbing required for maintaining the fish. Each tank is separately lighted from above. Hinged at one end, the partition may be swung out of the way to feed the fish, clean the tanks, and adjust water and air supplies.

Portable Saw Guide

Precision work can be turned out in less time and maximum safety with a new radial-arm saw guide. The guide is completely portable, making possible quicker job changes, and it is easily put into operation in less than five minutes. Among many other capacities, it crosscuts, bevel-crosscuts, miters, bevel-miters, rips, bevel-rips and notches. Using a saw with an abrasive disk, the guide will cut ceramics, marble or tile to all shapes and sizes without breakage. The maximum travel of the guide is 21 inches. It will cut any angle up to 180 degrees vertically and angles up to 60 degrees horizontally. The guide weighs 26 pounds without a saw and is available in many sizes.

Dirt and snow are kept out of the engine room of Electro-Motive’s latest diesel-electric locomotives by a system of forced filtered air that keeps the room under slight pressure.
IF YOU ARE emotionally normal, your favorite color likely is a particular shade of blue and your wife feels a strong attraction for magenta-red.

Your small children — given a choice — select bright-red toys. If you are a farmer, you prefer a great many colors other than grass green, but if you work in a steel mill, grass green likely is one of your favorites.

You may not realize it, but you probably find a strong-blue room depressing, a vivid-yellow room head-splitting, a bright-red room nerve-wracking and a leaf-green room boring.

These are just a few of the facts turned up by a recent spurt in color research. Surprisingly, the theory that colors have a profound influence on human beings hasn't been given broad recognition until the past few years. Now psychologists, probing colors and their relation to people, have discovered some facts that can make anyone's life happier and more useful.

Among the foremost of these pioneering authorities on color is Louis Cheskin, technical director of the Color Research Institute of America. He has tested the reactions of thousands of persons to thousands of colors. He's a plain-speaking young man who can tell your wife exactly what color her dress should be to flatter her figure. More important, he can tell you what colors to paint or paper your walls in order to tune them to your particular way of life.

Cheskin's research has demonstrated that each color has an individual personality. He feels it's extremely important that the personalities of colors in the home match the personality of the homeowner. Otherwise, a home can become a place to escape from instead of a haven of relaxation. Emotional stability depends mostly on environment, of which color is one of the most important elements.

The spectrum specialist points out that cool colors of the green-blue families are sedatives—they provide excellent relaxation for nervous persons. On the other hand, the warm colors of the red-yellow families provide stimulation for persons who tend to be melancholy and morose.

Once Cheskin painted two adjoining walls of a living room a cool green-blue. The two walls that formed the opposite
Only two main colors—complementaries—plus their tints, tones and shades are used in decorating each room of this small home. Color plan would fit high-spirited young couple. Below are drawings of same room decorated to fit three different couples.

corner he painted a warm peach. Except for color, he furnished each of the two corners with identical furniture. When preparations were completed, he invited a married couple to visit. The husband disliked social life and tended to withdraw into himself. The wife, on the other hand, was lively and full of fun.

When the husband and wife entered the test room, they walked about for a minute or two. Then like well-directed robots they walked to opposite corners and sat down, the husband in the corner decorated with warm colors and the wife in the shadow of the cool blue-green.

"See?" says Cheskin. "They subconsciously chose the colors that were good for them—colors that complemented their personalities."

In a series of tests in the room, nervous people inevitably chose the cool corner and quiet persons the warm corner.

Cheskin has made a science of determining color preferences. He uses a Holland graphometer, similar to a lie detector, to determine the reaction of an individual to a particular color. Flash a hue that the person dislikes in front of him and the pen on the graphometer will wave like a pendulum. One surprising fact that Cheskin has learned is that frequently people will think they like a certain color, whereas they actually may detest it subconsciously.

He once ran a preference test with 85 women. Cheskin showed them six different kerchiefs and asked them which color they preferred. A great majority—68 women—chose the same color. Later Cheskin diverted their minds from the kerchiefs, then at the end of the test told the 68 women to take home a kerchief as a reward. When the women had cleared out, a tally showed that only 9 of the 68 actually had

FEBRUARY 1950

These colors and furnishings are tailored to a middle-aged couple. Cool walls give them relaxation in evening. Circled colors are the hues used plus one tone. Family of complementaries always pleases

† Some room decorated and furnished this way would fit young people who do much entertaining. Red rug, draperies provide stimulation. Below, restful color scheme with cool blues fits an older couple.
chosen the color for which they had voted. The color expert will come right down to earth in discussing colors for the home. He points out that colors take up no room, and correct colors are no more expensive than inharmonious colors.

Before he’ll make any recommendations, he insists that everyone should know the meaning of certain confusing color phrases. Here are the basic definitions:

**Primary colors** of paint pigments are green-blue, magenta-red and yellow.

**Hues** are the primary colors and their mixtures.

**Tints** are hues plus white.

**Shades** are hues plus black.

**Tones** are hues plus both black and white.

Combining primaries in varying proportions, therefore, produces an infinite number of hues. Adding black, white or both to any hue produces an infinite number of shades, tints or tones. Cheskin has developed a popular color system which has 4800 colors based entirely on the three primaries plus white and black. Gradations finer than that number of colors, he says, can’t be differentiated by the human eye.

Anyone who learns the fundamentals will be able to decorate his home in colors that will be as pleasing as punch, according to Cheskin. His major rule is this: Use only two complementary colors in decorating a room.

He quickly points out that a room in which only two colors appear might become tiresome. But books, pictures and other furnishings will provide countless spots of color. Cheskin’s idea is that only two colors should predominate. For example, paint or paper your walls the complementary hue of the rug. Then use draperies, lamp shades, vases and other small items that are the hue of the rug, but lighter or darker.

Each hue, of course, not only has its mate
— the complementary — but it fathers an entire family. Every tint (the hue plus white), every shade (the hue plus black) and every tone (the hue plus black and white) will fit into this color scheme. If your rug is a shade of yellow (brown, tan or beige), make the walls blue; if the rug is a shade of red, make the walls green. But instead of putting brilliant colors on the walls, use a delicate tint, tone or shade.

“The ideal combination,” says Cheskin, “is a deep tone with a complementary light tone or tint—or a shade with a complementary light tone or tint.”

There’s a sound scientific reason why it is as natural for humans to like complementsaries as it is for them to walk upright. Any color absorbs part of the white light striking it and reflects the rest. It is this reflected light which determines the color we see. The complementary color reflects the remainder of the spectrum. The total effect is a complete reflection of white light in the room but not from one source. And because the eye is accustomed to see in white light, the result is pleasing.

Now Cheskin sounds one warning. Complementsaries provide the most vivid possible contrast, and in their purest tones will vibrate. Therefore, Cheskin recommends that the woodwork in the room be painted a white or off-white, which will provide a separation between the two. Complementsaries work as highly-efficient partners as long as there is a third, neutral person in the vicinity.

Providing some concrete suggestions, Cheskin recommends that the home dweller who is about to redecorate a room determine what is his most important and valuable furnishing—the one item he can’t afford to change or doesn’t want to change. Often this will be the rug. Color the walls in a complementary tone of that furnishing. Duplicate the color of that valuable piece, only in purer tones, in the upholstery, draperies and lamp shades. Such things as pictures and vases, in the purest tones, can provide bright spots of color.

Ceilings, he says, should be pure white to reflect the greatest amount of light.

Cheskin realizes it usually is too expensive to wipe the color slate clean by changing or eliminating many expensive furnishings. So he recommends that a family design a balanced diet of color for the entire home, and then gradually work toward
COLOR-TUNE YOUR LIVING ROOM

The 14 colors just beneath the questionnaire on page 100 are arranged in complementary pairs. Most of them are shades, tints or tones of pure hues.

1. Choose the color which is closest to the hue of your rug. Then start with its complementary, which is just above or below.
2. If your favorite color is the same as the rug, drop the complementary and use a tint, tone or shade of the rug. Make other furnishings complementary. But if the hue of the rug is not your favorite color, then retain the complementary for a moment.
3. If this complementary hue is disliked strongly, drop it and return to the hue of the rug. Otherwise retain it.
4. If any member of the family becomes easily depressed, take another look at the color you now have in mind. If it is a shade of green, blue or violet, then switch to its complementary to pep you up. Otherwise retain the same color.
5. If the color you have in mind is a shade of red, orange or yellow, and if any member of your family is exceptionally nervous, then switch to the complementary to provide relaxation. Otherwise retain the same color.
6. You now have determined a color that will look well on your walls. Use a tint, tone or shade of this hue. If your light is north, use a tint. If it’s south, use a shade. If east or west you can go either way.
7. If your room is small, add white to the final color. If it’s large, add a little black.

Chart shows colors which most men and women prefer. For example, more men will accept color at top left in their surroundings than any other color that master plan as a goal. New furnishings then can be bought with an eye toward the ideal color scheme.

At this point the personalities of the family members and the use for each room should be analyzed.

Consider the living room first. It should provide relaxation for the entire family, but at the same time should stimulate discussion and play. If your family is inclined to be quiet, to entertain little, Cheskin recommends a warm color to pep you up. Therefore, the walls of your living room could be a shade of any of the warm red-yellow colors such as peach or rose.

If, on the other hand, your family is creative even in its hours of relaxation, if some of the members are nervous and high-strung, Cheskin recommends any of the sedative colors of the green-blue family. Or, you can use the warmer colors but in very delicate tints or tones that won’t be overstimulating.

As the bedroom is a place of rest, it should be decorated in cool, serene colors that will not hinder the occupants’ desire for relaxation. Shades and tones of green, turquoise and blue are ideal, although shades of red may be satisfactory for younger people.

Kitchens, on the other hand, are designed for work and should stimulate the housewife. Cheskin guarantees any husband more cakes and pies if he’ll redecorate his kitchen in bright peach, yellow-orange, red, or any color with red in it. In the kitchen, of course, it is the linoleum, dishes, clocks and flowerpots that can provide the complementary color.

Tots aren’t impressed a bit by baby blues and delicate pinks. The child recognizes pure, bright hues first, and it is these colors that appeal most to him. As a possible color combination for the nursery, Cheskin suggests a deep peach for the large walls, a blue-green for the narrow walls, a peach, gray and blue-green rug, natural furniture and a toy chest in bright red.

North light (light which is not direct sunlight, such as that which comes in a north window) and fluorescent light will increase the depth of any color and make it appear slightly more blue. Direct sunlight, which contains much more orange and red, makes walls appear brighter and warmer. An incandescent bulb has a maximum of red and can change the color of the wall greatly.

Deep, warm tones always give the impression of nearness; light, cool tones seem distant. Therefore a long, narrow room can be made to appear shorter and wider by using a warm color on the narrow, distant walls and a cool tone on the side walls. For the same reason, a red-tinted room

POPULAR MECHANICS
Cheskin uses graphometer—similar to a lie detector—to check subject's reaction to hues flashed on a screen.

Cheskin has worked with a paint manufacturer to develop an entirely new paint system. It is based on Cheskin's development of three primary pigments, each of which reflects exactly two thirds of white light. Mix the three pigments in equal amounts and you'll get black.

Today, if you walk into this type of paint store, you will find only these three colors plus a large supply of white paint and some black on the shelves. You'll look over the color chart and choose the particular color you want. Then, the dealer will give you

Graph shows reactions of three people to six colors. Note strong reaction of normal person to yellow. Melancholic person has no violent reaction to any color. Nervous person is affected most by reds and yellows.

appears smaller than a blue-tinted room. Tints, in general, lend spaciousness. And you'll definitely feel cooler in a blue room, warmer in a red room.

A light rug with dark furniture or a deep-colored rug with light wood produces a dramatic effect which is pleasing.

He suggests that the family of average means depend on small, inexpensive objects to accomplish color harmony by providing a complementary hue. Low-cost yard goods, a new lamp shade, a vase in a prominent place can do wonders.
Cheskin's system permits anyone to mix paint to match a color chip. Just follow the recipe, adding measured amounts of pigments to white-paint base white paint plus one or more of the primaries. He'll also provide you with a recipe.

You take the paint home and read the recipe. It says to add a four-ounce can of yellow pigment and a four-ounce can of red pigment to a gallon of white paint. As six teaspoons equal one ounce, you easily can measure out any specific amount. Mix it well and you'll come up with exactly the same color of peach as the paint chip. Even a color-blind person can do it.

Now suppose six months later you want to paint a new bookcase the identical color of the walls. If you had mixed the paint by the old system of "adding pigment until it looks good," you'd never be able to duplicate the color exactly. Under the Cheskin system, all you do is take your color specification back to the paint store. The dealer again will provide the necessary ingredients. Stir up another batch and you'll find that you have produced a perfect twin for the color on the wall.

Cheskin sounds one last warning to the family planning to redecorate. Don't use any color which is disliked by any member of the family. Once a man came to Cheskin who had a violent dislike for deep blue and became almost speechless whenever he was near a man wearing a deep-blue suit.

A psychologist as well as a color expert, Cheskin asked the man a good many questions. Among them—"Were you ever in serious trouble as a child?"

"Well," said the patient, "the only time I ever caused any trouble was when a pal and I swiped some apples and were caught by a cop."

"What was the reaction of your family?" asked Cheskin.

"They were mortified. So embarrassed my father even considered leaving town."

"What did the policeman do to you?"

"Put us in jail for several hours." As the man recalled his experience, he became so nervous that he had difficulty speaking.

"Do you remember the color of the officer's uniform?"

"Deep blue," said the man. As soon as he spoke, he realized why deep blue made him so uncomfortable. Once he had discovered the reason for his aversion, he no longer felt uncomfortable in the presence of the color.

That, says Cheskin, is pretty good proof why anyone should follow his color recommendations only to a certain point.
"Litter Blisters"

Two patients are accommodated fore and one aft in "litter blisters" in a new Sikorsky helicopter used by Air Force rescue squadrons. The litters are placed crosswise in the pontoon-equipped aircraft, after loading through side hatches either by hand or by winch power. Only the two patients forward are accessible to the medical attendant, the only crewman aboard the craft other than the pilot.

Reducing Suits

Horses, as well as overweight humans, can trim off pounds by sunning in a plastic "silhouette" suit. Jockeys say it helps them reduce as much as five pounds in an hour.

Sources of available products described in this issue are listed on pages 10, 14 and 18. Sources of further information on other articles are listed in the WHERE-TO-FIND-IT INDEX, which is available without charge from Bureau of Information, Popular Mechanics, 200 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11
FOR a house-to-house canvass that will make all the brush salesmen in the world look like an army of pikers, wait until you see the one that gets under way April first. Yup, it's time for the 1950 decennial census, Uncle Sam's national inventory of noses—the biggest quiz show, most mammoth tabulating phenomenon and most accurate poll in history.

It's a job that has taxed the ingenuity of a harried Census Bureau every zero year since 1790. At that time 17 U. S. marshals and 600 assistants knocked on colonial doors, asked five questions of whoever answered, then tacked their lists on the walls of local taverns, so that people who'd been skipped could add their names or Xs when they dropped by for a flagon of ale. Results were mailed to the President.

The job has grown a little more complicated since 1790. This year, 140,000 hurried but polite "enumerators" will scour the country armed with pencils and paper forms measuring about two by three feet. They must ring some 45,000,000 doorbells, ask 60 or 70 questions and tally data on an estimated 150,000,000 people; all in two weeks.

To accomplish the staggering job, the Census Bureau has divided the country into 14 regions. Each region is divided and subdivided into about 14,000 "enumerating districts." Census supervisors will man about 450 field offices. It's going to take 90 mail cars to haul supplies to those offices, and when the quiz is over, completed schedules will go to Washington in 60,000 boxes.

This year, census takers will have some new tools to help them with their great American man hunt. For years, Air Force and Department of Agriculture planes have been zooming across the country taking vertical aerial photographs of every nook and cranny of the U.S.A. Already these maps have helped farmers with their contour plowing and reclamation work. Now they're going to help the census taker. For the first time in history, the roving statistician will have a real picture of his territory, showing every road, stream, shack and shanty in the area.

All last year, up in the darkroom of the census map division, geographers were busy preparing about a million of these and other diagrammatic maps for the field workers. Many of the aerial shots have been used to make diagrammatic maps of obscure places. Census geographers project the aerials through a monster machine to scale. An operator traces the projection,
It would take the lifetime of 500 persons to do the job this machine will accomplish during the census. It counts, classifies and edits dwelling, roads, waterways, bridges and boundaries. Out goes the finished sketch to blueprint machines, or an Ozalid printer that reels off duplicates at a rate of about 20 a minute.

The Ozalid's four-foot-wide ribbon of paper takes two maps across. For a while, men stood at the end of the machine with great shears, snipping the endless sheet up the middle, and across, as each pair of maps came out. They tore a lot of maps with their double-barreled snipping. Then one smart opera-

tor rigged a crossbar over the drums. In the center, he hung a razor blade on an arm. Now the boys just snip the sheet across; the razor slits it down the middle between the maps, as it reels off the drums.

Importance of maps to an enumerator cannot be underestimated. Boundaries change from year to year. Rivers change course each year—especially the Mississippi, which continually builds new islands and inundates old ones. Suddenly an island belongs to the state on
the other side of the river; both states claim it, or perhaps neither. If people live on it, the census takers never know what state they belong to, or which enumerator’s responsibility they are.

So, this year, each census taker will have a diagram map or aerial photo of his exact district. There will be no overlaps or misses. He may find some new houses and roads, but the hunt will be lots easier.

Even with good maps, the census-taker’s job is no dream. Temporary trailer cities spring up and disappear overnight. There’s a tremendous population of gypsy-minded Americans living in tin and box-board “jungles” who are here today and gone tomorrow. Grizzled prospectors in the desert won’t hold still for counting. Nor will the shepherds on the wind-chilled plateaus of the Rockies, hermits living in wilderness caves, or the hoboes on boxcars in remote sidings. Yet, the enumerators must get them all, and they will.

Ex-schoolteachers, retired businessmen, widows are the people who do the nose-counting. Whatever their civilian calling, they all must have a spirit of adventure. Ten years ago, months before the counting was to begin in the states, Bill Arends, assistant to the Alaska supervisor, set out across the frozen tundra by dog sled to count Eskimo noses in the bleak regions above the Arctic Circle. His job was completed by the time the 1940 census got under way in the U.S. proper. His counterpart for the 1950 census is already on his way and will have his job done by the time you read this.

Down in the Florida swamps and the Mississippi Delta country, enumerators will have to ferret out Indian villages and wandering muskrat trappers, deep in the jungle bogs. They’ll pole their way through tangled cypress roots in long, thin pirogues which, says one government pollster, “are just stable enough so that if you hold your cigarette square in the middle of your mouth, you may not tip over.”

Their tired cars will climb to the heart of wilderness mountains at 10,000 feet elevation, and steam across the parched floor of Death Valley, 200 feet below sea level. They’ll be battered by hurricanes, whipped by blizzards. They’ll bog down in swamps and blow tires miles from civilization. They’ll meet high adventure at every turn, like the fellow tabulating lumber camps in the Northwest. He was caught in a raging forest fire and had to sit neck deep in a creek for a whole day while searing flames swept over his head. Every time a good blast of flame came through, he’d duck his
Aerial maps are used to help census taker with his work. Maps are projected by this machine to scale.

Scaled aerial maps roll off duplicating machine in pairs. Razor blade on center arm slices the paper.

Holding clothes and papers aloft in one hand, census taker swims icy stream to reach old prospector head under, and keep it there for a spell.

Census takers have done some incredible things in the line of duty. To get across an impassable gorge and tabulate workers in an ore mine, one enumerator rode over to the tipple in a glorified breeches buoy, dangling from cables 1000 feet in the air. Another swam an icy river with one hand, holding his clothes and papers aloft in the other, to quiz an old prospector who was too busy panning gold to quit for a moment and row across in his boat. Then, there was a lady census taker who climbed a 70-foot chimney to question a steeplejack who whimsically refused to come down.

In the course of their rounds, some roving compilers will find themselves as did enumerators in 1940, serving as midwives in delivering babies. Others will stagger home in tatters from encounters with dogs, billy goats, angry bulls, bears and peculiar people who, in spite of this enlightened age, still think the census taker is something akin to a member of the OGPU, out to grab all their belongings for the "State."

A tough job? You haven't heard half of it. When the field reports are complete by April 15, the real work starts. In the big white Census Bureau building in Suitland, Md., thousands of people will spend two full years checking, editing, coding and tabulating data on the 150 million people in the United States. By December 31, 1952, the job will be finished and printed in more volumes than an encyclopedia. No one knows how many books will be filled by the 1950 census, but the last one came to 80 volumes, filling three five-foot bookshelves.

To help them, census employees have the fanciest collection of complicated machinery the mind of man has been able to devise. The mechanization started in 1890,

(Continued to page 260)
Low-Pressure Tunnel To Test Rockets

High-altitude flight conditions are simulated in a new faster-than-sound, low-pressure wind tunnel developed at the University of Michigan. The “ionic wind tunnel” will be used for experiments with high-speed rockets and other high-altitude apparatus. It produces a flow up to 10 times faster than sound by means of an electric arc generated between a copper cylinder and a surrounding copper ring.

Jeep and Elevator Fly With Liftmaster

Part of the standard equipment of the Douglas Liftmaster, a new commercial cargo transport, is a Jeep and an elevator. The 4000-pound-capacity power lift easily handles the 2175-pound vehicle and its driver. A special adapter enables the Jeep to be driven aboard the truck-bed level of the elevator. With a top flying weight of 100,000 pounds and a cruising speed over 300 miles an hour, the Liftmaster was developed from the DC-6 airliner.

Stick of Screws

Screws made in one-piece “sticks” can be installed as fast as the operator can aim the driver. The head end of each screw is joined to the thread end of the following screw, making a stick which is inserted in a pneumatic driver. As each screw is driven home, the joining neck breaks and the next screw is automatically advanced. The head of the driven screw is burnished by the next one to be driven. The screws are uniformly tightened because the size of each neck is the same. The screwsticks, available in various sizes, can also be used in electric, spiral or hand ratchet drivers.
You'll eat food from sawdust ...

You'll cook by solar heat, shop by television in the world just around the corner.

Drop in by rocket plane on Totten-ville, the sootless garden city where you'll live in scientific comfort in A.D. 2000.
IN THE NEXT FIFTY YEARS

By Waldemar Kaempffert
Science Editor, The New York Times

WHAT WILL the world be like in A.D. 2000? You can read the answer in your home, in the streets, in the trains and cars that carry you to your work, in the bargain basement of every department store. You don’t realize what is happening because it is a piecemeal process. The jet-propelled plane is one piece, the latest insect killer is another. Thousands of such pieces are automatically dropping into their places to form the pattern of tomorrow’s world.

The only obstacles to accurate prophecy are the vested interests, which may retard progress for economic reasons, tradition, conservatism, labor-union policies and legislation. If we confine ourselves to processes and inventions that are now being hatched in the laboratory, we shall not wander too far from reality.

The best way of visualizing the new world of A.D. 2000 is to introduce you to the Dobsons, who live in Tottenville, a hypothetical metropolitan suburb of 100,000. There are parks and playgrounds and green open spaces not only around detached houses but also around apartment houses. The heart of the town is the airport. Surrounding it are business houses, factories and hotels. In concentric circles beyond these lie the residential districts.

Tottenville is as clean as a whistle and quiet. It is a crime to burn raw coal and pollute air with smoke and soot. In the homes electricity is used to warm walls and to cook. Factories all burn gas, which is generated in sealed mines. The tars are removed and sold to the chemical industry for their values, and the gas thus laundered is piped to a thousand communities.

The highways that radiate from Tottenville are much like those of today, except that they are broader with hardly any curves. In some of the older cities, difficult to change because of the immense investment in real estate and buildings, the highways are double-decked. The upper deck is for fast nonstop traffic; the lower deck is much like our avenues, with brightly illuminated shops. Beneath the lower deck is the level reserved entirely for business vehicles.

Tottenville is illuminated by electric “suns” suspended from arms on steel towers 200 feet high. There are also lamps which are just as bright and varicolored as those that now dazzle us on every Main
Street. But the process of generating the light is more like that which occurs in the sun. Atoms are bombarded by electrons and other minute projectiles, electrically excited in this way and made to glow.

Power plants are not driven by atomic power as you might suppose. It was known as early as 1950 that an atomic power plant would have to be larger and much more expensive than a fuel-burning plant to be efficient. Atomic power proves its worth in Canada, South America and the Far East, but in tropical countries it cannot compete with solar power. It is as hopeless in 2000 as it was in 1950 to drive machinery directly by atomic energy. Engineers can do no more than utilize the heat generated by converting uranium into plutonium. The heat is used to drive engines, and the engines in turn drive electric generators. A good deal of thorium is used because uranium 235 is scarce.

Because of the heavy investment that has to be made in a uranium or thorium power plant, the United States government began seriously to consider the possibilities of solar radiation in 1949. Theoretically, 5000 horsepower in terms of solar heat fall on an acre of the earth's surface every day.

Because they sprawl over large surfaces, solar engines are profitable in 2000 only where land is cheap. They are found in deserts that can be made to bloom again, and in tropical lands where there is usually no coal or oil. Many farmhouses in the United States are heated by solar rays and some cooking is done by solar heat.

The first successful atomically driven liners began to run in 1970 after the U. S. Navy had carried on many expensive, large-scale secret experiments. Outwardly the liners are not much different from the Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth, but they have much more cargo and passenger space because it is no longer necessary to carry about 12,000 tons of fuel.

The metallurgical research that makes the gas turbines in the power plants and in the trans-Atlantic liners possible has influenced both civil engineering and architecture. Steel is used only
In 2000, rocket passengers may arch through space from New York to San Francisco in less than two hours.

for cutting tools and for massive machinery. The light metals have largely displaced it. Ways have been found to change the granular structure so that a metal is ultrastrong in a desired direction and weaker in other directions. As a result, the framework of an industrial or office building or apartment house is an almost lace-like lattice.

Thanks to these alloys, to plastics and to other artificial materials, houses differ from those of our own time. The Dobson house has light-metal walls only four inches thick. There is a sheet of insulating material an inch or two thick with a casing of sheet metal on both sides.

This Dobson air-conditioned house is not a prefabricated structure, though all its parts are mass-produced. Metal, sheets of plastic and aerated clay (clay filled with bubbles so that it resembles petrified sponge) are cut to size on the spot. In the center of this eight-room house is a unit that contains all the utilities—air-conditioning apparatus, plumbing, bathrooms, showers, electric range, electric outlets. Around this central unit the house has been pieced together. Some of it is poured plastic—the floors, for instance. By 2000, wood, brick and stone are ruled out because they are too expensive.

It is a cheap house. With all its furnishings, Joe Dobson paid only $5000 for it. Though it is galeproof and weatherproof, it is built to last only about 25 years. Nobody in 2000 sees any sense in building a house that will last a century.

Everything about the Dobson house is
synthetic in the best chemical sense of the term. When Joe Dobson awakens in the morning he uses a depilatory. No soap or safety razor for him. It takes him no longer than a minute to apply the chemical, wipe it off with the bristles and wash his face in plain water.

This Dobson house is not as highly mechanized as you may suppose, chiefly because of the progress made by the synthetic chemists. There are no dish-washing machines, for example, because dishes are thrown away after they have been used once, or rather put into a sink where they are dissolved by superheated water. Two dozen soluble plastic plates cost a dollar. They dissolve at about 250 degrees Fahrenheit, so that boiling-hot soup and stews can be served in them without inviting a catastrophe. The plastics are derived from such inexpensive raw materials as cottonseed hulls, oat hulls, Jerusalem artichokes, fruit pits, soy beans, bagasse, straw and wood pulp.

When Jane Dobson cleans house she simply turns the hose on everything. Why not? Furniture (upholstery included), rugs, draperies, unscratchable floors—all are made of synthetic fabric or waterproof plastic. After the water has run down a drain in the middle of the floor (later concealed by a rug of synthetic fiber) Jane turns on a blast of hot air and dries everything. A detergent in the water dissolves any resistant dirt. Tablecloths and napkins are made of woven paper yarn so fine that the untutored eye mistakes it for linen. Jane Dobson throws soiled “linen” into the incinerator. Bed sheets are of more substantial stuff, but Jane Dobson has only to hang them up and wash them down with a
are bought by chemical factories to be converted into candy.

Of course the Dobsons have a television set. But it is connected with the telephones as well as with the radio receiver, so that when Joe Dobson and a friend in a distant city talk over the telephone they also see each other. Businessmen have television conferences. Each man is surrounded by half a dozen television screens on which he sees those taking part in the discussion. Documents are held up for examination; samples of goods are displayed. In fact, Jane Dobson does much of her shopping by television. Department stores obligingly hold up for her inspection bolts of fabric or show her new styles of clothing.

Automatic electronic inventions that seem to have something like intelligence integrate industrial production so that all the machines in a factory work as units in what is actually a single, colossal organism. In the Orwell Helicopter Corporation's plant only a few trouble shooters are visible, and these respond to lights that flare up on a board whenever a vacuum tube burns out or there is a short circuit. By holes punched in a roll of paper, every operation necessary to produce a helicopter is indicated. The punched roll is fed into a machine that virtually gives orders to all the other machines in the plant. The holes in the paper indicate exactly how long a

Housewives in 50 years may wash dirty dishes—right down the drain! Cheap plastic would melt in hot water.

reamer is to smooth the inside of a cylinder, just when a stamping machine is to pass a sheet of aluminum along to its neighbor with orders to punch 22 holes in indicated places. There are mechanical wrenches that obediently turn nuts on bolts and stop all by themselves when the bolts are in place, shears that know exactly where to cut a sheet of metal for a perfect fit. Every

Inches-deep lake on roof already cools Southern homes and may become important air-conditioning method.
Because everything in her home is waterproof, the housewife of 2000 can do her daily cleaning with a hose operation in the plant is electronically and automatically controlled.

One of the more remarkable electronic machines of 2000 is a development of one on which hundreds of thousands of dollars had been spent in the middle years of the 20th century by Dr. Vladimir Zworykin and Dr. John von Neumann. The purpose of this improved Zworykin-Von Neumann automaton is to predict the weather with an accuracy unattainable before 1980. It is a combination of calculating machine and forecaster. The calculator solves thousands of separate equations in a minute; the automatic forecaster carries out the computer’s instructions and predicts the weather from hour to hour. In 1950, meteorologists had no time to deal with the 50-odd variables that should have been mathematically handled to predict the weather 24 hours in advance.

Following suggestions made by Zworykin and Von Neumann storms are more or less under control. It is easy enough to spot a budding hurricane in the doldrums off the coast of Africa. Before it has a chance to gather much strength and speed as it (Continued to page 264)
Plastic Umbrella
For Traffic Cop
Traffic officers in Rome, Italy, don't worry about rainstorms. They are equipped with a rainproof pedestal that is rolled out into the street intersection. A plastic umbrella keeps them dry on wet days and a shield, also plastic, around the base of the pedestal protects them from splash.

Motorcycle Skis
Motorcyclists now have a new sport—"ski cycling" over ice and snow. A broad, short ski fastens to each side of the motorcycle frame. It is held at the correct level by springs which absorb the shock as the ski runs over the snow surface. As the wheels are slightly lower than the skis, they still provide traction.

Mechanical Cow
Up in Whitehorse, the largest settlement in the Yukon Territory, children get their milk from a mechanical cow. Actually, the machinery works in reverse—it churns milk stock, pure water and butter back into rich milk. The water is heated to 100 degrees Fahrenheit and the milk stock added. Then the mixture is brought to a boil and butter mixed in at a temperature of 145 degrees. Electric heaters churn the mixture for a half hour, when it is homogenized and passed over the corrugations of the cooler where the temperature is dropped to 30 degrees. The result is a smooth and creamy milk. The mechanical cow produces milk at 30 cents a quart, compared to the former cost of 75 cents a quart for milk shipped to Whitehorse.

World production of commercial fertilizer has reached an all-time record high with 11,500,000 tons.

FEBRUARY 1950
World's Largest Airplane Service Dock at Miami

Quick, easy access to every inch of the biggest transports is afforded by the world's largest airplane service dock, now in use at Pan-American World Airways' Miami overhaul base. Fabricated in five major sections, the 75-ton dock is rolled into position around the plane after it has been towed into the hangar. The under-wing ramps, engine stands and lower parts of the four-story tail stand are mounted on retractable wheels. The upper sections and the catwalks fitting against either side of the fuselage are suspended on a monorail system in the roof girders. A nine-station "intercom" permits the foreman to contact workers at other levels and positions.
Skis for Navy's Arctic Plane

Aluminum skis, 16 feet long, are the newest additions to Navy P2V Neptunes, largest combat aircraft fully equipped for arctic operation. They fit over the wheels of the regular tricycle landing gear. Retractable in flight, the skis are tucked inside a fairing beneath the engines and at the nose to reduce in-flight drag. The plane also has special radio and radar for use near the magnetic poles.

Flexible Refrigerator Bag Carries Fisherman's Catch

Anglers can bring home their catch in good condition inside a flexible refrigerator bag which requires a minimum of storage space. When not in use, the bag folds small enough to fit into the glove compartment of a car. Made of waterproof fabric, it has a zipper opening for inserting ice and fish. A rubber tube leading from a drain in the bottom of the bag carries off water, keeping the contents as cold as possible at all times. The bag also can be used to carry beverages and foods for campers. It has a capacity of more than $2\frac{1}{4}$ cubic feet.

"Grass Skirt" for Fishing Plugs

More action from any treble-hook fishing lure is assured by a "hula skirt" that can be clipped instantly in place. The skirt has been permanently attached to several baits for years, but now is available as an accessory for other lures. Made of rubber, it has 20 individual tails and is manufactured in 11 colors.

According to scientific theory, the planet Jupiter consists of a core of metal and rock about 37,000 miles in diameter, surrounded by a layer of ice 17,000 miles deep.
By Alfred Eris

An Egyptian!" The FBI agent drew back, startled. "But, Doctor Stewart," he protested, "This hand was found in Oklahoma!" He waited for the slim, bespectacled Smithsonian scientist to switch his diagnosis.

Doctor Stewart just looked at him, quietly. "I know. Still, it's Egyptian!"

The Federal man stared hard at the shriveled hand partially wrapped in moldy fabric, then sighed. "Do you mind if we quote you?"

The scientist nodded assent.

The result was precisely what the FBI man anticipated. Midwestern newspapers had a field day gibing at the Smithsonian "expert" who confused the hand of an honest Oklahoman with the mitt of an ancient Egyptian. Eventually, the furore and hilarity came to the ears of a rural citizen who promptly claimed the mysterious hand and silenced the merriment by announcing that it was, without question, Egyptian. Furthermore, there was more than just a hand; there was all of the rest of a mummified Middle-Eastern gentleman—brought home by a family globe-trotter. Some playful children or household pets...
had probably dragged the appendage from an attic into the open, where it was brought to the attention of startled local sleuths, who hurriedly called in the FBI.

Episodes like this explain why FBI men call about once a month on Dr. T. Dale Stewart in his office at the near-by Smithsonian Institution. Formally known as curator of physical anthropology, Doctor Stewart is surrounded by more skeletons than any other man in America. Exactly how many, no one knows; the counting stopped when files bulged with over 20,000 separate specimens.

Day after day bones pour in from all over the nation, in paper bags or cardboard boxes, from the pit dug by a murderer or from Indian burial graves centuries old. Each bone is carefully lettered and neatly filed away in its appropriate group. Every bit of space in the offices of the physical anthropology section is so crammed that new arrivals now are stored in filing drawers stacked up some 10 feet high in the corridor.

From years of study of all these bones, Doctor Stewart has garnered a knowledge of our skeletal make-up rivaled by few. Given a few bones, he will quickly paint an astonishingly accurate portrait of the body that once surrounded them. Such data is invaluable to law-enforcement officers.

A few years ago, the federal men brought to Doctor Stewart some bones found in an abandoned well in Quantico, Va., by trembling workmen. After careful scrutiny, Doctor Stewart quietly announced that the body was that of a young, white man, 26 to 28 years old, five feet eight inches in height and of medium build. Then, he added casually that the victim had been suffering from pyorrhea and had been left-handed.

Investigators hurriedly went to work. Soon, in checking Marine Corps records at the giant Quantico base, they found that John Bradford Ellison, a left-handed Marine, had disappeared in 1928. Later, enough circumstantial evidence was gathered to convict Raymond "Scissors" Saunders for a murder committed 17 years previous to his arrest! Doctor Stewart, though, was far from elated; he was off a full ½ inch in his estimation.
of the Marine's height, and Ellison had been 29 instead of 26 to 28.

In appearance, Dr. T. Dale Stewart is a typical scientist, quiet-mannered, high-browed and with a slightly preoccupied air. It seems a bit farfetched to connect this mustached, soft-spoken, unassuming man with unsolved murders, grisly crimes and such. But the federal men have come to regard him as an important, if unsung, "aide." Time after time he has clinched cases for the state with his testimony.

One morning, in 1946, federal men drove over from Pennsylvania Avenue to the Smithsonian, carrying eight small fragments of charred bone found in Arkansas. If they were human, a murderer would hang. Several minutes after the bundle was deposited on Doctor Stewart's desk, the scientist looked up and nodded—"Yes, they're human."

"How can you tell?" the FBI agent asked. "You see this tiny bit of charred tissue clinging to this bit of bone?" Doctor Stewart pointed out. "Undeniably human." He indicated a suture of the joints on a bit of human skull. "These joints don't grow together until a person is over 35," he explained. "The victim was at least that age!" Incredible is the word for the lengths to which a murderer will go to conceal his crime. In this instance, Leon Merrow had, after killing his wife, put her body on a fire and stoked it for three days and three nights.

At the trial, the conviction hinged on Doctor Stewart's testimony as to whether or not the few bones found were those of an Indian, cremated decades ago, or those of the accused's wife. Stewart,
himself, had admitted that the bones resembled those he had seen taken from Indian funeral pyres. The courtroom was tense as the defense attorney tried to get the expert to testify that they were Indian. Doctor Stewart shook his head and pointed out that a small piece of tissue was still attached to one of the pieces of bone. The tissue was leathery and had obviously been subjected to great heat, but it would have disintegrated in time—and could not possibly have come from an old Indian grave. The defense collapsed.

This confusion of Indian remains with the victims of mayhem is a very frequent source of bother to Doctor Stewart. Only recently, a skull, complete with barnacles, was dredged from the mouth of the Mississippi by fishermen who were certain that here was genuine proof of a very foul deed on a dark night. Doctor Stewart took one look at the skull which he instantly recognized as that of a good Indian brave who went to the happy hunting grounds many years ago, and counseled—"Forget it."

Law-enforcement men have inquiring minds and Doctor Stewart marvels at the amount of chicken and duck bone they unearth and offer for his inspection. He must scrutinize said bones carefully, however, and decide on the few scraps available, whether the remains are those of a cow, sheep or a taxpayer.

At times, the relentless concentration of the police on human remains infects Doctor Stewart. When they brought in a few bones believed to be those from a human hand, the expert announced firmly that the hand could not be human. He suggested a chimpanzee or near-relation. Federal men went to the mammalogists, where they soon learned that their "hand" was really the tailbone of a horse!

As a scientist, Stewart welcomes police calls as another field for exploration. But, as a law-abiding citizen, he is shocked by the number of remains which never do seem to become finally identified. His reaction to modern crime is compounded of surprise and mild bewilderment. "There seem to be lots of bodies around," he says.

The young Mr. Stewart really didn't mean to stay very long when he first arrived at the Smithsonian in 1927 from York County, in Pennsylvania. He "substituted" for a sick friend who died. Now, after 20 years, it looks like a lifetime job.

Criminals and their doings take up only part of Doctor Stewart's time. Most of his mysteries are more complex. Among his most fascinating riddles: "Why do American Indians diminish in size according to their geographical location?" Anthropologists have found that an Illinois Indian

Tractor-Tire Remover

Stubborn tractor tires can be quickly removed from their wheels with a new leverage tool. The lever "breaks" the bead of the tire without injuring tire or tube. Attachments with the tool adapt it for use with wheels that have flat-base rims, disk wheels or drop-center rims. Tires can be removed when the wheel is either on or off the tractor.

Vest-Pocket Ash Tray

What can you do with cigarette ashes when there's no ash tray around? Dr. John H. Findlay, Westinghouse engineer, often was looking for a place to deposit ashes so his colleagues came up with an answer—a vest-pocket ash tray. They made it from part of an electronic tube and fastened on a clip that holds it to the user's pocket.

(Continued to page 256)
Fuel Tanks Lengthen Range of Boeing Bomber

Two droppable 700-gallon wing fuel tanks have stretched the new Boeing B-50's range to more than 6000 miles. The tank fittings, when not needed for extreme range, each may be used to carry a 4000-pound bomb, giving the airplane a total bomb capacity of 28,000 pounds. An earlier model of the bomber, Lucky Lady II, made the first nonstop flight around the world with the aid of midair refueling.

De-icing Fluid Clears Windshield

Sprayed over an ice-covered windshield, a de-icing fluid turns the ice into slush which is quickly cleared away by the wiper blades. The fluid is packaged in a flexible Bakelite container that acts as an atomizer when squeezed, spraying the fluid over the ice. The “bottle” is unbreakable and can be carried in the glove compartment.

Saw Setter and Filer

Teeth on a circular-saw blade are set and filed to correct height by a combination tool that assures a fast-cutting and absolutely round blade. Adjustable, the tool will firmly hold blades with diameters from 6 to 12 inches. Changing from jointer to saw set takes only a few seconds.

(Per capita aircraft ownership is highest in the sparsely populated states of Nevada, North Dakota, Montana and Wyoming.)
Air-to-Air Missile For U. S. Planes

First Air Force air-to-air guided missile is the 10-foot-long Ryan "Firebird," which can head off and destroy its objective in a matter of seconds. It is fired from a "mother" plane in single or multiple launchings. A booster rocket propels the missile until maximum speed is reached, then it is jettisoned by explosive charge and rockets in the remaining section carry on to the target. A self-contained radar navigation system guides the "bird." The warhead, preset to explode close to the objective, automatically detonates if the target is missed.

Sign Sticks to Glass Without Adhesive

Simply by pressing it in place, you can mount a new material on glass or other polished surface. As smooth as the glass to which it sticks, the material won't adhere to the fingers or to any surface except one that is highly polished. Advertising signs or other legends can be printed on the material in any desired colors. Ideal for showroom labels on automobiles or electrical appliances, the material is instantly removable and leaves no mark.

Bike With Extra Seats Carries Family of Six

How to provide inexpensive vacation transportation for a family of six is the problem solved by Lars Georg Swerin, a Swedish farm worker. The enterprising young man built two front seats and two back seats on a tandem bicycle. Then he and his wife pedaled down the highway while their four small children enjoyed the changing scenery from the extra seats.
TRIPLE-DUTY DINETTE, consisting of two benches and a table, also serves as a laundry aid and storage cabinet. One bench contains a built-in ironing board, the other holds linens or cutlery.

“FROST” PAINT for windows gives the same effect as ground glass. It can be sprayed or brushed on the pane.

STEAMER ON WHEELS rolls anywhere to direct a jet of steam on clothing, removing wrinkles and creases, softening shoes and refreshing felt nap.

DOUBLE-BLADE SPATULA firmly grasps food and prevents splashing of grease. Bottom, ALUMINUM FOIL slips into oven to eliminate soiled pots and pans.
PORTABLE DISHWASHER, right, folds down into a unit only 10 inches high when not in use. Tiny electric motor swishes 79 jets of water across dishes. The little washer cleans, rinses and dries full service for a family of four.

POCKET TOOL KIT has nine implements pivoted inside steel frame which serves as a handle. Tools include can opener, knife, awl, hammer, auger, saw.

BIGN VACUUM CUP holds fixtures to any smooth surface including side of the refrigerator. The vacuum is created by turning a screw in middle of cup.

WRINKLE CHOPPER cuts vegetables with wiggly edges. Potatoes cut this way can be French fried faster. Six-inch blade also will tenderize meat.

HOOK-ON BAR, bottom, clamps over the edges of most home doors to provide tie or towel rack. The bar itself is tightly coiled, rustproof spring.
GIANT FOOTPRINTS

Like a prehistoric dinosaur, a huge dragline left an interesting pattern of "footprints" as it "walked" across eastern Washington on its way to a new excavation job.

The giant machine, walking backwards for 30 miles, left a broad swath of ripples on the ground. No speedster, the machine moves only one mile a day. It will be used in the excavation of a new canal in the Columbia Basin irrigation project.
Campfire cooking is easy with a griddle that also can be used in the kitchen. Made of lightweight metal, the griddle measures 10\(\frac{1}{4}\) by 16 inches — large enough to cover two burners of a stove when used by the housewife. Two wire standards are pushed into the ground to support the griddle for use outdoors. A detachable aluminum handle slips into either end of the griddle, eliminating the need for pot holders. The housewife also can use the griddle inside the oven for baking biscuits and cookies.

Controller Supplies Power With Unwavering Voltage

Electrical measurements requiring a virtually unwavering power supply now are possible through a controller used by the National Bureau of Standards. The wide-range instrument is believed to be the most accurate of its kind ever built, maintaining electric power that varies no more than .05 percent, according to General Electric engineers. The voltage on an ordinary power supply may vary as much as 10 percent and therefore cannot be used in delicate measurements. The controller provides power from 500 to 50,000 volts.

Japanese Taxi

Built by a former general of the Japanese Air Force who is now in the taxi business in Tokyo, a two-seater taxicab is powered by a motorcycle. The cab driver rides behind the passengers on a standard motorbike frame. Two wheels support the cab and balance the cycle.

Cedar Paint for Closets

Cedar coating for closets and trunks now can be applied with a paintbrush. A new moth preventive in powder form is mixed with water to form a heavy paste, then brushed on closet walls to about the thickness of a penny. The product is made from wood grain and cedar oil mixed with a powdered plastic binder. It can be spread on wood, plaster, wallpaper and most other wall-covering materials. The resulting surface, which dries in 24 hours, gives off the odor of cedar wood, prevents moths and is fireproof. Nails will not crack the surface.
NEW DISCOVERIES OF THE DIAMOND CUTTERS

By John L. Kent

DIAMONDS — prize gems throughout man's history — now are pitching in to help him probe the secrets of radioactivity. Scientists at the National Bureau of Standards laboratories in Washington have come up with some modern methods of handling diamonds and sparkling new uses for these million-year-old pebbles.

First, they found that modern science could improve the age-old, time-consuming method of cutting the diamonds. Then they found that they could harness the inherent quality of diamonds to modern laboratory use of radioactivity.

Radioactivity studies at the bureau have shown that diamonds are highly sensitive to gamma rays and may be used to detect this radiation in the same way as a Geiger-Muller counter. Gamma rays, of short wave length, are used in medicine for treatment of disease and in industry for radiographic examination of metals.

To use a diamond as a counter, it is clamped between two small brass electrodes maintained at a difference in potential of about 1000 volts. When a
source of gamma radiation is brought within range of the diamond, pulses of current occur across the electrodes which can be amplified and counted by such indicating devices as an oscilloscope, a current meter or even a loudspeaker.

The pulse-producing property of the diamond is believed to be a result of its highly symmetric crystal-line structure. Because of the nature of its "oscillations," the diamond is a very "fast" counter, capable of indicating a much greater number of pulses per minute than is possible with the Geiger-Muller counter.

The diamond counter is longer-lasting, being almost indestructible, while the Geiger-Muller counter lasts only three months to two years.

The diamond-cutting improvement is of value in preparing diamonds which will be used as milady's precious gems.

Diamonds have always been stable currency in an unstable world. Because of their great value in relation to their small size, diamonds have figured prominently in history.

The Piggott diamond was a factor in the death of a sovereign. The big Koh-I-Noor — which carries a legend of hard luck to all male owners—is now in the crown of the Queen of England. The "jinxed" blue Hope diamond, owned by the late Evalyn Walsh McLean, is linked with several disasters.

During World War II the U. S. Army found itself in possession of many diamonds and gems belonging to royal families. The temptation of the glittering stones was too much for a few men. The postwar court-martial of Colonel Durant, for example, revolved around the Hesse jewels stolen from a German castle.
Almost every well-known diamond has a tragic history of robbery, treachery or violent death. Yet, the diamond was once such a dull little pebble that you wouldn't even stoop to pick it up.

Diamonds are found in deep, rootlike veins called blue ground, some of which extend more than two thirds of a mile straight down. The hard ground is blasted by dynamite, loaded into little cars and wheeled to the mine head. The "ore" is crushed, sieved and washed.

About 99 percent of the material is discarded. The one percent remaining is called the concentrate. At one time the diamond crystals were picked out of this concentrate by trained hands. Today, a vibrating table, the surface spread with a ⅛-inch layer of petroleum jelly, is used. A group of the natives mixes the concentrate with water and flushes it over the tables. The diamonds stick fast to the grease while the other material flows away.

Other workers now scrape the grease tables, melt down the Vaseline and retrieve the actual diamonds. These are sorted at long tables in north light. The sorters use tweezers or even pencils to push the stones into little piles according to color, size and clarity. Out of 4½ carats of diamonds, only one carat is fine enough to use in jewelry; the balance goes into tools and other industrial channels.

The gems are now placed in little white diamond papers. These look just like headache-powder envelopes but their fold is a little more intricate. The diamond slides into a groove at the bottom of the paper and cannot pop out when it is opened.

At the cutting plant, the first step in changing the rough diamond into a brilliant gem is study. The expert examines the stone through a little magnifying glass called a loupe. He must decide which way the grain runs, how the stone should be divided so as to eliminate flaws and still save the greatest possible amount of the precious material from loss in the process of cutting. He then marks the stone with India ink to show where it should be cleaved or sawed.

If the stone is to be cleaved, it is first set in a shellac mixture at the end of a holder. A small notch is then cut into the stone by means of another diamond which has been sharpened and set similarly in another holder. The notch must be cut in such a way that it guides the knife along the direction of the cleavage plane. The cleaver must know the structure of the stone, else the one blow may shatter it to chips!

When the rough diamond is a natural octahedron (like two pyramids base to base) it is usually sawed. The saw is a thin phosphor-bronze blade treated with diamond dust mixed with oil — because only a diamond will cut a diamond. This is a mechanical process taking up to several days on a large stone. It is here that the Bureau of Standards scientists stepped.
When the stone is to be cleaved instead of sawed, a notch is cut in exactly the right place. Then a light top of mallet splits gem along natural cleavage plane. Right, drawings show how standard 58-facet stone is cut.

in and found a short cut. They hooked the saw and the diamond together in a 5000-volt electric circuit. The high voltage had the effect of “softening” the hard diamond so that it could be sawed through in a matter of hours.

The octahedral stone has a deep slice taken off the top, leaving a piece somewhat larger than an exact pyramid. The corners are then removed from this in a process called rounding. One diamond is rubbed against another and the diamond dust resulting is saved and used in the next step—facet cutting. Grinding facets on the surface of the diamond at precise intervals allows light rays to enter to make the stone sparkle.

This is the most highly skilled and highly paid work. The cutting wheel for faceting is flat, like a phonograph record, made of porous iron coated with a mixture of diamond dust and oil. The disk whirls at high speed and the diamond is held in a “dop” (holder) against it. The angle must be changed for each facet of the stone.

The latest improvement is the adoption of the high-voltage cutting technique for the faceting operation. It speeds up this difficult job so that only a few hours instead of weeks or even months are required.

The most popular form of cutting is the “brilliant” which produces a round gem with 58 little facets or sides.

A few years ago three New York jewelry firms came out with their own patented ways of making diamonds with more than the standard 58 facets. One of these known as “King-Cut” provides 86 facets above and below the “girdle” or widest part. The upper part of the King-Cut has 12 instead of 8 facets. Another cut known as “Multi-Facet Cut,” has 98 facets. The extra 40 facets are cut into the edge of the girdle. Even this wasn’t enough, and the creators of “Magna-Cut” designed a cut with a total of 102 facets.

During the cutting, half the weight of the diamond is lost but its value is greatly increased. It begins to sparkle with the polishing of the first facets. When it has been finished and cleaned in acid, your eye catches the “fire” that never burns out even if you hold the gem under water.

It has been months now since the diamond was mined, and many weeks have gone into the cutting, but it still is a loose stone which nobody could wear. So the next step is the creation of a metal mounting to transform the gem into jewelry.

This may take from one to six months. In the case of an elaborate piece where large fancy-cut stones must be matched—perhaps in the diamond markets of Europe as well as in New York—a full year may be required. But the finished work-of-art is timeless.

The diamond itself is probably millions of years old when man discovers it. A few more centuries as a family heirloom are but a few days in its fabulous history.
18-Layer Suit Protects Firemen at 2000 Degrees

Aircraft crash firemen in a newly developed suit stay at a comparatively cool 130 degrees while working in a flaming inferno of gasoline and oil registering a sizzling 2000 degrees. Though only about 1/2 inch thick, the suit is made up of 18 layers of various kinds of glass fiber, cloth, aluminum and silver foil and nylon. A blanket of the same material shields victims being brought out through the flames. Developed by the Air Materiel Command, the suit's total weight is 29 pounds.

Nose Doors 12 Feet High In Globemaster

Clamshell doors almost 12 feet high allow wheeled vehicles to enter through the nose of the Air Force's new C-124 Globemasters. Weighing 175,000 pounds, they will be the largest production transports in military service. As a troop carrier, the C-124's interior can be double-decked for 200 men and their field equipment. As an airborne hospital, it can accommodate 136 stretcher patients and 52 attendants.
DOWN ON THE FARM the Yankee trick of making maple syrup "ain't what she used to be." The maple tree itself is still a mystery, challenging scientists who don't know why its sap is so sweet and flows so temperamentally. But sugaring has gone modern, using mechanized equipment and pipe lines to convert the maple's juice into fancy-priced nectar.

In its fundamentals, this odd type of farming remains unchanged. From a hard-maple tree, between 30 and 45 drops of sap produce one drop of syrup for the great American pancake. If you have the tree, all you need is a tap-hole, a spout, a can, fruit jar or pail for collecting sap, and a pan for boiling it until a few drops on a spoon will "sheet" like jelly. That's finished syrup. Anybody with maples in his yard has the makings of a worth-while springtime hobby. A dozen trees should net five gallons of syrup for pancakes, cake icings and candy, plus a few quarts to spare at Christmas.
Pouring the sap downhill is a lot easier than the old method of hauling it with oxen. There are six miles of pipe on this sugar farm. Each main line is numbered and the markers are set high so snow won't hide them.

Below, this is the end of the pipe line and the end of the sap, too, because here it is boiled down to syrup. There two sap houses produce 1000 gallons of syrup a year. Even the tree in the foreground has been tapped.
Large bucket screws to pipe to serve as a funnel. Perforated pail, left, slips inside to strain sap.

But to the commercial syrup maker, the drip-drip-drip of sap into metal buckets hung on thousands of maples is sweet music to the ears and dollars in the pocket. He hangs at least 4000 buckets and aims to get 1000 gallons of syrup worth $5000. It's all done in a hurry. Compared to other crops, syrup piles all the work into six weeks of hectic harvesting — there's no plowing, seeding or weeding necessary.

It takes a million drops of sap to make a gallon of syrup and that's why labor saving pays. A new device is the power tapper, replacing the breast drill and old-fashioned brace and bit for boring tapholes.

It's a portable gasoline motor equipped with shaft-driven bit that drills holes 3/4 inch in diameter and 1 1/2 inches deep. Most are homemade. Some, mounted on war-surplus rucksack frames, are parked on the back. Others are held over the chest by shoulder straps.

When Wilson Clark of Wells, Vt., built one for his father's farm, he used a motor from a washing machine and handle bars from an old sled. He made aluminum castings for the chuck and pulley. With the rig he can "tap out" for 800 sap buckets in six hours. It takes two men, driving spouts and hanging buckets, to keep up with him.

That's only the first step. Most of the work is in visiting a few thousand trees through snow and mud to empty the buckets daily during a sap run — then bring the "liquid sunshine" to the evaporator.

One canny farmer, Jay Gould of Middle Granville, N. Y., uses a tractor to pull the trailer carrying his collection tanks. He sticks to highway maples, usually higher in sugar content than woodland ones, over a route of several miles. For every dozen trees "rented," he returns a gallon of syrup to their owner and nets himself about eight gallons.

Most efficient method of horseless sugaring is the pipe line. Some operators have tried linking the sap hole right to the pipe by means of a gooseneck connection, but it hasn't worked as well as pouring sap into the line and letting gravity do the rest of the work. At Scott Nearing's mountain farm near Jamaica, Vt., six miles of pipe line — a fanning system of four main lines and their spurs — bring 35,000 gallons of sap down during a season.

Spaced 100 feet apart through the woods are standpipe Ts into which Nearing's men pour sap gathered from near-by trees. Buckets on the Ts serve as funnels.

Downhill, sap is boiled in two fireproof sugaring houses, each with a modern evaporator. A valve sends sap into either or both, when a big sap run is on.

Like other modern producers, Nearing doesn't allow sap to accumulate — that causes fermentation. Old-timers blamed bad sap on a swelling of the maple tree's buds. They called it "buddy sap." Scientists say it should really be called "buggy sap." The bacteria are not harmful to health, but cause a change in the sap's sugar composition, resulting in syrup that is too strong, and black instead of amber.

Holding late-afternoon sap for the next day's run caused much of this. Now, big operators have electrified sugar houses and they keep up their boiling into the night.

In a modern sugar house, much of the space is occupied by the evaporator — large ones are 5 by 16 feet. Sugaring has come a long way since the pioneers learned the art from the Iroquois Indians, who simply gashed a tree, caught sap in a hollow log and evaporated by throwing hot stones into the liquid.

The modern tin evaporator is a refined version of a shallow pan. It rests on a long, narrow furnace, called an "arch." In the firebox, a hungry fire devours cords of wood and it's a knack to know how hot the fire should be.

Unlike the mountain moonshiner who cooks corn mash and wants the alcohol in the vapor, the mountain syrup maker lets steam go up through a roof vent and cashes in on the residual liquid. Sap enters one
end, flows around several partitions of the pan, losing water as it moves.

A special hydrometer and thermometer record the finish point. Standard syrup weighs 11 pounds per gallon and boils seven degrees above water's boiling point. Many producers, however, admit they like to double-check by using the old sheeting method, too. Syrup is then strained through felt to remove mineral grit before it is graded according to color and stored in tins or barrels.

There is still room for improvements in the process and a fortune awaits the man who can figure out how to get rid of the water in the sap more quickly. Vacuum distillation has been tried. It boiled the sap quicker and at lower temperatures, but the resulting syrup had lost its famed maple flavor.

One improvement scientists are promising is a sweeter maple tree. Richer sap will mean less boiling to produce more syrup.

The tree most commonly tapped because of its superior sugar content is known as the sugar or hard maple. Its sap averages three percent sugar. Since pioneer days,
Roadside trees are rich in sugar content. This farmer drives his tractor on the highway, picking up his crop of sugar. It has been a wild tree. But the University of New Hampshire has begun a program to grow better ones. After a long hunt for outstanding specimens, UNH men found one just off their campus and promptly named her Sweet Sue. Her sap contains nine percent sugar—three times average. They are now rooting cuttings from that tree under fluorescent light. Their goal is to populate farm lands with lots of Sweet Sues which will be set out in orchards the way pedigreed fruit trees are planted.

Meanwhile, although the maple is one of the best known of trees, scientists still don't know just what goes on inside the tree itself. They want to know why one sap season is good and another bad and why sap flows well only on a sunny spring day after a freezing night.

There are many oddities in the picture. It's ordinary belief that sap flows up a tree. But during tapping season, twice as much comes down as goes up.

One experimenter, using an ordinary steam gauge mounted at a taphole, found it registering 25 pounds of sap pressure per square inch inside the tree at noon. That's as much pressure as you carry in your automobile tires. At night, the sap pressure turns into suction.

Even the log of a freshly cut maple tree will work like a sap pump. UNH experimenters got sap from branches, logs, posts and trees standing upside down in tubs of water. Every night, the "dead" wood sucked in water and every day it gave forth sap through the taphole.

Researchers at the University of Vermont have gone even further. They cut limbs from a maple tree in March and store them in refrigerators.

In July or November, they take out a branch. It wakes up and starts right in flowing with March sap.

Dr. Stuart Dunn, botanist at the University of New Hampshire, is raising maple trees with three times as much sugar as the average...
Huge Rotterdam Building Covers Two Blocks

Two blocks long and covering about twice the ground area of the R.C.A. Building in New York City, a Rotterdam building now under construction is said to be the largest in Europe. Located in the center of the city, the building, known as the Rotterdam Trade Center, will house 150 trade organizations which lost their offices and warehouses under German bombardment. Passageways and elevators are designed to permit trucks to go as high as the third floor of the seven-story building. In the building will be offices, warehouse space, garages, showrooms, stores, a bank, post office, restaurant and medical center. The construction was started in April 1948.

Telescope Walking Stick

Hikers can spot faraway objects as they tramp with a walking stick which has a built-in telescope. Made in Japan, the telescope can be fitted to any stick to form the handle. It is pivoted across the top of the stick and easily adjusted to see through.

Lead-Glass Gowns

Gowns made of a lead-glass fabric are protecting doctors and their assistants from injury by X-rays and the beta rays of atomic fission. The gowns were developed by Dr. Vincent W. Archer of the University of Virginia. They replace gowns made of lead and rubber, which have less flexibility and cover a smaller portion of the body.

Information not listed on articles in the index, starting on page 10, frequently is listed in the WHERE-TO-FIND-IT INDEX, available without charge from Bureau of Information, Popular Mechanics Magazine, 200 East Ontario St., Chicago 11
Cloud Analyzer

Clouds withhold no secrets from an electronic analyzer that is carried aloft by a weather balloon so it can transmit a running description by radio to a ground station as it passes through cloud formations. The balloon carries the analyzer upward at 1200 feet a minute until it reaches 75,000 feet where it bursts, allowing the equipment to descend by parachute. Should the analyzer be lost or damaged in the fall, the reports are not affected because they are automatically recorded by the ground station throughout the flight. Among the data transmitted are the height of the cloud at its base and summit, its density, temperature, air pressure and relative humidity. The airborne transmitter sends this data 120 times a minute during the flight. A piece of string, saturated with a salt solution through which an electric current is passed, forms the heart of the analyzer. As moisture in the air increases, the conductivity of the string increases in measurable amounts.

Rockets Get Atmosphere Samples at 230,000 Feet

Using rockets, University of Michigan scientists have obtained samples of the earth's atmosphere at 230,000 feet. It was the first collection ever made above 100,000 feet. Thin-walled steel bottles, like the breathing-oxygen type used by airplane crews, are sent aloft with rockets at the government's White Sands, N. Mex., rocket-testing range. On each is a mechanism that opens the evacuated sealed bottle after 80 seconds elapse, when the rocket is about 40 miles high. Then the bottle's intake tube is closed by a "mouse trap," an electrically operated double-headed hammer that smashes the tube together. At the same time, a small charge of powder in the hammer head is ignited, providing heat that melts the solder covering the inside of the tube. Fusing of the solder seals the bottle and prevents escape of the atmospheric sample. The bottles are recovered after the rocket crashes to earth.
Cement is mixed with clay waste. It is deposited in steel molds and pressed into shape. The complete blocks are lifted from the molds by suction.

Above, after cement is mixed with clay waste, it is deposited in steel molds and pressed into shape. The complete blocks are lifted from the molds by suction.

Right, before they can be used, blocks have to be stacked outdoors for a three-week drying period. The finished blocks are then trucked to construction sites.

Above, material from piles of china-clay residue in the background is washed down stream in foreground to factory for processing and molding.

HOMES of CHINA CLAY
WASTE from the Cornish china-clay industry, long heaped in great piles that have become a regular feature of the landscape near St. Austell, is helping to solve Britain's housing shortage. The residue is mixed with cement, molded into blocks, dried for three weeks and used to form double-walled unit homes. The various-sized blocks, easily fitted together by semiskilled workers, are strong and permanently waterproof. Their edges are placed in grooves along the sides of upright posts, erected securely at intervals on a substantial plinth. Four-man teams, two masons and two laborers, build the homes. Originally intended to meet a serious housing shortage for Cornwall workers, they are now used all over Britain.

Above, the blocks forming the walls of these trim homes for Cornwall workers were made from residue once heaped in mounds like those in the background.

Below, left, workmen fitting blocks into the grooves on the sides of upright posts. The Cornish factory makes enough blocks each day to build six houses.

Below, right, unit-constructed part of a house nears completion. Two layers of blocks, with an air cavity between for extra insulation, provide a sturdy wall.
Assault Transport

Combat troops and supplies are carried into front-line, unprepared fields and then supported by a new assault transport, the Chase XC-123. The plane is powered by two 2400-horsepower Pratt & Whitney engines mounted in special nacelles which can be quickly removed from the wings for engine change. Wingspan of the transport is 110 feet and it is 77 feet long. The cargo hold is about 36 feet long.

Jet Sailplane

French sailplanes equipped with 190-pound jet engines enable a pilot to get home if he runs out of thermal currents. The engine is capable of propelling a plane at speeds up to 160 miles per hour. Not only a boon to the sailplane pilot, the engine also enables the ground crew to relax and watch the flying instead of dragging equipment over the countryside to find the house from which the pilot phoned after landing.

Airplane Pilots Spin Wheel to Get Navigational Data

Pilots who want navigational data for flights from Medford, Ore., to other airports in the West get it quickly from a drum-type chart developed by CAA employees. Simply by spinning the drum to the desired destination, the pilot reads through a slot in the housing the following information: distance, magnetic course, field elevation, runway length and type, and terrain characteristics en route.
Above, featuring a clean-cut, streamlined design, this electric locomotive of the French National Railways has a top speed of 100 miles an hour. Left, the engineer has unrestricted visibility from the cab.

**Fast French Locomotive**

With a top speed of 100 miles an hour, a new French electric locomotive was recently put into service between Paris and Tours. Establishing a record for the 362-mile run between the two cities, the locomotive made the trip with an average speed of 71.3 miles an hour. It is said to be the fastest electric locomotive in Europe.

**Portable Machine For Shape-Cutting**

Light enough to be carried around the shop by two men, a portable oxy-acetylene shape-cutting machine cuts steel up to 8 inches thick at speeds from 3 to 30 inches a minute. Any shape can be cut within a 32 by 54-inch area. The machine also handles straight-line, circle and bevel cutting with a high degree of accuracy. The complete unit packs in a carrying case that can be stored in a small space and its total weight is only 110 pounds.
That favorite whopper of Alaskan sourdoughs—glacier worms—is absolutely true. It’s also true that glaciers have built-in plumbing and talk constantly to themselves, say scientists who are peeking inside these mountains of ice.

Flow lines, formed by gravel and dirt at the convergence of separate ice streams, draw a striking pattern on Barnard Glacier. Seismic recording equipment, hauled across the ice on a sled, is set up to measure the depth of firm and ice of the glacier.
TWO EXPEDITIONS to Alaska last summer literally dusted off a few of that territory’s glaciers and then settled down to study these creeping mountains of ice.

The scientists probed 200 feet beneath the surface with a gigantic hot needle. They penetrated a 50-foot layer of fresh snow to lay bare the real skin of the glacier. They exploded black powder charges in and above the snow, listened with seismographs and shot radar beams hundreds of feet through the ancient ice. They tooted in supplies and carried out notebooks crammed with facts on the lives of these glaciers.

Their purpose? Little has been known about what goes on inside glaciers. Yet they dot the earth to form one of the few living clues to the history of the world’s weather during the last century. When the growth of a glacier can be compared to its rate of dissipation, it may be possible to forecast a glacier’s future. A mass of such information from all parts of the world may explain how glaciers were born and make it possible to forecast the general trend of the world’s climate for a century or more. Sort of a worldwide weather prediction for our great-grandchildren.

In addition, the armed services are vitally interested in all kinds of arctic conditions. The Office of Naval Research supported both these expeditions to Alaska as part of a vast program of research. Cold facts learned now could save servicemen’s lives in the future.

The scientists turned up some interesting lore on glaciers. For example, an easy way to get lots of water from some of them is merely to dig a well. The zone where a glacier gets its moisture is called its generation area. In such an area, the glacier contains a great deal of water. You may have to pump it out mighty fast in winter time to prevent its freezing before it reaches the surface, but it’s there.

That favorite fiction of Alaska sourdoughs—glacier worms—is not a whopper after all. Thousands of living black worms

Right, snow forms a natural bridge which hides a portion of the crevasse. Studies of the crevasse walls yield much information on the annual snow deposit

Dynamite blasts the surface of Seward ice field. Sound wave of the explosion will bounce back from bottom of glacier, recording depth of river of ice
about an inch long have been found on glacier ice and snow, presumably feeding on pink algae that also live there.

Glaciers have annual rings comparable to tree rings and by measuring these layers and their densities scientists can calculate the annual precipitation for as many as 10 years back. This phenomenon occurs in the generation area where each year's deposit of fresh snow rests on a film of dust that was blown across the old crust during the summer.

Glaciers are "talking" all the time though not always loud enough for their voices to be heard by human ears. Sensitive geophones that are buried 10 or 20 feet in the new snow at a glacier's upper end often pick up an occasional sound similar to the drip of a leaky faucet. Embedded in the wall of an ice grotto the geophones reveal occasional creakings much like those made by a rusty door hinge. When placed at greater depths, the instruments pick up a steady sizzling noise punctuated by pops or bursts of louder crackling. All these sounds are caused by the gradual settlement of new snow, called firn, during its change into ice.

Most glaciers are shrinking because of the warm climate but at least one of them is advancing at about two feet per day. Some of them, with huge upper ice fields that must squeeze through narrow mountain passes before spreading out again, flow at speeds of approximately 100 feet
Trees and brush grow in dirt that covers part of the Malaspina Glacier. The cliff in background is solid ice per day through the constricting “funnels.”

Each of the two groups of scientists is to return to the North to continue its studies this summer. Among other things, the glaciologists are learning a great deal about the depths of glaciers, how they are formed and how they maintain themselves.

Contrary to general belief, no more than 30,000 square miles of continental North America are covered with permanent ice. All the continent’s icy regions added together are smaller than the state of Maine. Two thirds of these ice-covered lands are found in southern Alaska, mostly in the vicinity of the Gulf of Alaska. The rest of the northland gets bitter cold, to be sure, but especially in the interior the climate is too arid to permit formation of glacial ice.

Thus, when scientists want to study glaciers they usually make their headquarters at Juneau or some near-by spot. The expedition of the American Geographical Society made its base at Juneau and studied the Juneau ice field, in particular the 25-mile-long Taku Glacier.

During the same months a group sponsored by the Arctic Institute of North America and headed by Walter A. Wood operated out of Yakutat, about 200 miles northwest. The expedition probed the huge Seward ice field that consists of a generation area about 35 miles long and 10 to 20 miles wide, the outflowing 20-mile-long Seward Glacier and the vast Malaspina Glacier, 25 by 40 miles in area, that is fed by the Seward Glacier.

Included in the Arctic Institute’s group were Dr. Henri Bader of the University of Minnesota, formerly of the Swiss Snow and Avalanche Commission, and a team from the California Institute of Technology.

Each expedition was flown to a smooth...
In Poulter system, charges explode above glacier. Geophones pick up reflected wave to record glacier's depth

landing area on the upper end of its chosen ice field. From there the members hauled their equipment and supplies to the selected site on sleds and on their backs. They marked sled trails through the tumbled snow and ice on the Juneau ice field by chopping and cleaning arrow designs into the veneer of summer dust that lay on the surface. The cleaned ice melted less rapidly than did the surrounding dust-covered ice. In a few days the “carved” arrows were raised and gleaming, an inch or so above their surroundings.

Similarly, the ice and snow under the tents melted less rapidly under the summer sun. Within several weeks the tents stood on well-drained pedestals 20 inches high.

A typical glacier has its beginnings in a high mountain snow field and flows downhill until it melts or reaches the ocean. It is literally a river of plastic ice.

(Continued to page 252)
Sky Spear

Mounted on the nose of high-speed research aircraft, a slender, needle-nosed spear probes the atmosphere ahead of the plane as it zooms through the skies at supersonic speeds. Crowded into the restricted space of the tube are instruments which give instant readings of air speed, yaw, angle of attack and temperature. An altitude indicator also can be installed. The spear is said to be the first all-electric instrument mast for high-speed research planes.

Prune Picker

Powered by the operator’s feet, a new machine rolls along the ground to speed the harvesting of prunes and other ground crops. A platform supports the operator in a prone position above his work. He flips the prunes off the ground into a hopper. A conveyor then carries them to a receiving box. When he wants to move the machine, he shoves two pedals with his feet. The inventor estimates one picker on the machine can do the work of three to five using ordinary methods.

Pneumatic Quonset

Something new in Arctic housing—an inflatable Quonset-type hut—has been developed by the Air Materiel Command and the U.S. Rubber Company. The hut, which can be inflated in three minutes with hand pumps, is designed as an emergency home for airmen stranded in cold zones. Four feet high, seven feet wide and nine feet long, the little building will comfortably house four men. It is made of inch-thick, two-layer cotton fabric coated with a synthetic rubber that will withstand severe cold. The air space between the two layers provides excellent insulation. A 10-foot-long air duct attached to a sidewall is snaked along the ground outside the hut to provide good ventilation without drafts.
Elmer Lever's workshop roof is studded with unusual weather vanes, each handmade by the 86-year-old craftsman who has been working with metal for 70 years and still loves his work.

Below, the country doctor in his buggy is Lever's favorite design. Here, he uses gold paint to satisfy a customer, although he prefers black which shows up best against the sky.

Motorists passing through Red Bank, N. J., stop to gape at a workshop roof top thickly populated with dogs and horses, sailing ships and golfers—each with an arrow pointing into the wind.

The roof top is the advertising billboard of Elmer Lever, the weather-vane man. Eighty-six years old, he has been fashioning weather vanes for 70 years.

Lever began as an apprentice ornamental iron worker in Philadelphia in 1880, but only in recent years devoted full time to creating copper and brass vanes for customers around the country, most of his designs following drawings or photographs furnished by the customer.

Transferring the design to the metal by means of carbon paper, Lever cuts out the figure with a circular hand shear. Compass-point letters, in gothic type, are snipped out with a tinsmith's shear as are the arrow point and feather. Arms and supports are made of copper tubing and the vane rotates on a steel ball bearing. This bearing is the only part of the vane that is not either copper or brass.

The vanes are always painted a
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dull black, a finish which provides the best visibility against the sky. Some customers ask for colors, but Lever usually persuades them that black is the best.

Weather vanes are not his only product. He also creates decorative figures and picturesque signs for homes and estates, usually duplicating drawings or photographs provided by the customer.

Recently a Kentuckian, attracted by the roof-top display, asked him if he could make a sign that would be representative of his business, horse breeding. He showed Lever a photograph of a thoroughbred and several Colts grazing in a wooded pasture. That was all the craftsman needed. He had the small photo enlarged to the size he planned to make the sign and traced the outlines on a copper sheet. With a circular shear, he cut out the horses, foliage and other features. In tight spots, he used chisels and punches. Two name plates, about four inches high, were chiseled out and a sheet of white enamel sandwiched between them so the name could be read from either side. A brass strip formed a frame around the completed sign, which was a sheet-metal version of the photograph. Total cost of the materials was $10. Lever sold the sign for $150, realizing a good profit for his work.

Lever, being a man whose work and hobby are the same, can't turn down any metalwork that calls for imagination and skill. He makes copper window boxes, flower boxes, brackets and decorative figures for walls and doors. He has even made metal grave markers, one of them being a lifesize image of a pet cocker spaniel, hammered from lead.

The octogenarian loves his work and he likes to talk about it to strangers. But you have to talk to him while he is working, he's too busy to stop for a long chat. In fact, although his roof is covered with weather vanes, most of the time he's too busy to step outside to find out which way the wind is blowing!
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Truck Keeps Plane "Alive" on Ground

When a giant airliner comes down to earth and cuts its engines, it is dependent on an earth-bound power truck for electricity to run its many accessories and, when ready to leave, to start its powerful engines. Such accessories as the scores of instruments, air-conditioning system, galley, heaters, interior and exterior lights and the radar and communications equipment are all dependent upon electricity. In flight, the giant motors drive generators which provide the necessary current, but when the plane comes down it has to call upon a mobile power unit. A new unit, designed for such planes as the Stratocruiser, has its own 140-horsepower gasoline engine that drives two generators, one 50-kilowatt, d.c., the other 15-kilowatt, a.c. In addition, the truck contains floodlights and emergency fire-fighting equipment.

Pop-Up Lighter for Table Plugs Into Electric Outlet

Push down on a new table cigarette lighter and a moment later it will pop back up ready for use. The electric lighter operates on the same principle as most car lighters. It can be plugged into any 110-volt outlet and has the advantage of requiring no flints or fuel. The anodized-aluminum finish is available in several color combinations.

Lighter operates from any 110-volt outlet, pops up when ready for use. The base serves as an attractive desk accessory.
Youngsters' Personal Car Is Battery-Powered

There may be prouder youngsters in the world than the two MacFarland boys of Atlantic City, but that is hard to believe once you've seen them driving around in their personal car! The tiny vehicle, built by their father, is powered by an old 12-volt Dodge generator and two storage batteries. With its full load of two youngsters, the car travels at a top speed of five miles an hour. The single rear wheel is chain-driven and the tires are pneumatic. Recharged every three days, the two batteries have been found to last more than 18 months even though used daily.

Homemade Convertible Will Go 100 M. P. H.

Discouraged by the high price of convertibles, Russell Kmiecik of Peshtigo, Wis., built his own for $300. The 55-horsepower engine was made from Ford parts ranging in age from 1914 to 1949. The sleek body was formed from white ash and tempered hardboard. Kmiecik's innovations include placing of central wiring and all vital parts directly under the hood, a heavily padded crash panel in front of driver and passengers, a back-to-back twin radiator and power-controlled brakes. There are two Model-T fenders, a Model-T front axle and a 1934 V-8 rear axle.

Poison Gases Make Blood Transfusions Safer

Nitrogen-mustard war gases, designed to kill enemy soldiers, soon may be used to make blood-plasma transfusions safer. The gases have the power to destroy the virus which causes jaundice. Pooled plasma, which comes from the blood of many donors, sometimes is contaminated with jaundice virus by a donor who did not know his blood contained the virus. From four to ten out of every 100 persons who receive pooled plasma are attacked by jaundice. Scientists at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit discovered that nitrogen mustard could be used to sterilize the plasma.
1—Here you see eels climbing to the top of a plywood trap. Finding no place to go from there, they flop into the netting on either side of the board.

2—Once in the netting the eels have no way of securing a suction so they wiggle snakelike down the netting into a flume filled with fast-running water.

3—The fast-water flume carries the befuddled eels into a scow where they are loaded into barrels to be hauled away. It takes 500 eels to fill a barrel.

4—This is a close-up of the end of the flume and shows eels dropping into the scow. In one season, traps like this netted 110 tons of eels for market.

5—Hardest job is dipping eels into barrels. This trap was perfected by Lee Critchlow of Oregon City, Ore. Many like it are used in the Willamette River.
A killer from the sea is slaughtering our lake trout and whitefish at an enormous rate. U. S. and Canadian wildlife scientists have joined forces in a war on this new enemy—the lamprey

By Cleland van Dresser

An UNDERWATER BATTLE is now raging in the Great Lakes that may mean life or death to the nation’s greatest fresh-water fish resources. Allied on one side are the scientists and technicians of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the conservation departments of the eight lake states and Canada. They are pitted against the sea lamprey, an eel-like killer from the Atlantic Ocean, which is slaughtering the fish population of the Great Lakes at a rate never before experienced in history. On the outcome of this life-and-death struggle depends the future of the game and commercial fish of the Great Lakes.

At present, sea lampreys are killing lake trout at an appalling rate. Trout, the principal catch of Lake Huron up to a few years ago, is practically nonexistent today in that body of water. The annual catch on that lake has dropped from almost 2,000,000 pounds to about 5000 pounds. The situation in Lake Michigan is almost as bad—23,000 pounds caught last May, as contrasted to 350,000 pounds during the corresponding month of 1948. Other species of fish—the famed whitefish, pike, sucker, chub—all are beginning to show declines from depredations of the sea lamprey and all are threatened with potential extinction.

As far as the contestants in this war of survival are concerned, the conflict has just started. The sea lamprey has the edge at present for it has recently sneaked in and got a foothold in the Great Lakes where science never dreamed it could establish itself on a permanent basis.

Seemingly going against all natural laws, the sea lamprey, a hideous creature from
the salt waters of the ocean, has decided to live out its life span in the Great Lakes and dine sumptuously on the fish therein.

Heretofore, this marine denizen had spawned in tributary waters of Lake Ontario, and after the eggs had hatched and the resultant larvae had emerged into the young adult stage, they migrated back to the ocean via the St. Lawrence to live out most of their lives in salt water.

Until recently, the lampreys pursued this migratory life cycle: the adults spawning and dying in water of the Lake Ontario area; the larvae existing up to five years in mud bottoms of streams and rivers; the young adults, after emerging from the larval stage, migrating to the Atlantic to live for three more years; and finally returning again up the St. Lawrence to fresh water to spawn and die. This entire process of minor evolution took approximately eight years. At no time during that period did sea lampreys in any form prey noticeably on freshwater fish.

During the last few years, and for no reason as yet discovered by science, the sea lamprey is changing its habits and is living its entire life span in the Great Lakes, the last three years of which is devoted to devouring fish, mostly lake trout. It has traveled westward through the Welland and Sault Ste. Marie canals until it is now spread throughout all of the Great Lakes. Even Lake Superior fishermen, who never
before have seen sea lampreys in that body of water, now report that last year the killers put in an appearance there.

The effect on the fishing industry of the lake states and Canada is one of the gravest apprehension, and immediate steps are being taken to exterminate the underwater murderer before it exterminates the fish.

In appearance, the sea lamprey resembles an eel with a suction disk, a head equipped with sharp teeth and rasplike tongue. It attaches itself to the body of a fish, cuts through its scales and feeds on the blood and juices of its victim. Such an attack lasts from several hours to upward of a week, usually resulting in the death of the fish. Apparently, few trout escape attack. Even with the drastically reduced catches today, the vast majority of the fish caught bear scars from lamprey attacks.

The lamprey attains an average full adult length of slightly under two feet, but specimens of 40 inches have been caught. The female lays up to more than 100,000 eggs at a spawning in streams and rivers that empty into the Great Lakes, and if conditions were entirely favorable, its rate of increase would be astronomical.

With a request for federal funds to equip and man a floating laboratory, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service plans to make a thorough survey of the Great Lakes and its tributary streams and rivers in a grim effort to find some means, biological, chemical or mechanical, to wipe out this scourge. Joining forces with the service is the technical personnel of the Great Lakes Sea Lamprey Committee, comprised of the conservation departments of Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and the Province of Ontario. The committee has headquarters at Ann Arbor, Mich., and is headed by Dr. John Van Oosten. The campaign is being conducted by W. F. Carbine, who is Chief of the Inland Fisheries Division, Washington, D. C.

One phase of the sea-lamprey's life cycle is in favor of the conservation scientists. They have learned that if lampreys cannot find suitable spawning beds in rivers and streams, they will die before laying their eggs. Already the Fish and Wildlife Service has located and charted several such spawning beds and is trapping and destroying the underwater killers as they approach them. One trap on the Ocqueoc River in Michigan has yielded some 9000 adult lampreys so far this year. Two more have just been erected by the Michigan Department of Conservation, and additional structures planned as new spawning beds are located throughout the Great Lakes area.

The use of "electric screens" will also come into play. This mechanical device emits a shock that is sufficient to deter any aquatic animal from entering a stream or river across which it is erected. The idea is to locate these screens across the mouths of streams which harbor known lamprey spawning beds.

The main trouble with this system is that the screens will also prevent all fish

(Continued to page 244)
Giant Circuit Breaker

Protecting the power line from Grand Coulee Dam is a gigantic circuit breaker, said to be the world's largest, that can interrupt an electrical fault of 10-million kilovolt-amperes. Exceedingly fast despite its massiveness, the breaker can clear transmission-line trouble in $\frac{1}{50}$ second. It automatically re-establishes the flow of power in $\frac{1}{2}$ second. The disconnect switches are motor-operated. Twelve similar breakers will be installed in the new east switch yard of the Grand Coulee Dam.

Probing Tool Removes Pebbles From Tire Cuts

Pebbles and other foreign objects embedded in tire cuts can be quickly and easily removed with a probing tool. After the probes are inserted in the cut, pressure on the handles spreads the jaws apart to expose the embedded object. The pebble then can be picked out with a pointed instrument or gripped with the serrated jaws of the probing tool and lifted out. With this tool, it is unnecessary to remove the tire or wheel as long as the car is jacked up. The tool is six inches long and is made of steel with a rustproof finish.

Even at a standstill, the Westinghouse jet engine on the Navy's Banshee fighter "breathes" 100 tons of air an hour, sucking air in the front end at 250 miles an hour and spitting it out the jet nozzle at the rear at 1200 miles an hour.
“Baby” Jet Unit Boosts Light Plane Into Air

Slightly larger than a picnic jug, the Jato Junior rocket engine develops 250 pounds of thrust for 12 seconds to assist pilots on steep take-offs from small high-altitude fields surrounded by obstacles. Developed by the Aerojet Engineering Corporation, the motor was mounted beneath the cabin of a Ryan Navion for the tests. Assisted by the Jato engine, this plane was able to clear a 50-foot obstacle in only 300 feet, whereas it normally required 875 feet to climb over the obstacle. The engine was designed and developed for the commercial market, but as yet is not available because of restrictions by the U. S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics.

Either Power or Pedal Drives “Bombo” Boat

Made from a salvaged B-29 drop tank, the first of a series of “Bombo” boats that can be propelled either by power or pedal has been completed by a Californian. A 1½-horsepower engine, operating on a V-belt drive, moves the craft along at a seven-knot speed. The boat has a 10-inch, three-blade propeller. Emergency power is provided by a bicycle pedal drive, with a simple gear arrangement for either forward or reverse directions. A scissor jack used to tighten the V-belt also serves as clutch for instant transfer of power from engine to pedal, or vice versa. Two 32-inch inner-tube “pon-toons” are attached to the sides of the boat near the center as an added safety factor, though the craft’s low center of gravity makes it difficult to capsize.
FROM A BLOCK AWAY you hear that sickening sound of tires braked hard against pavement, then an explosive crash. Ahead of you, automobiles pull to the side of the street. You, too, swing over and park. You see men running, a crowd already forming. Then you hear sirens.

Surely—you say to yourself—whatever help you could give won't be needed now. There are plenty of hands, and the police are here.

But in your car, you have a camera.

You can help—if you will—by taking pictures.

Pictures taken at the scene of a traffic accident are evidence of what happened. In court they can be used to bring punishment upon a law-breaking, negligent driver, or to protect an accused driver from unjust punishment. They can help to bring fair settlement of damage claims.

Good photographs can be the best evidence obtained at the scene to show what really happened, so that judge or jury can reach a fair decision. And you will not be expected to donate your pictures; law-enforcement agencies, insurance companies and attorneys will pay reasonable prices for pictures that "tell the story."

What kind of pictures should you take? What should they show?

In almost every traffic accident, there has been a violation of right-of-way or a turn from a wrong lane of traffic. One party, or the other, or both, violated one or more rules for safe driving. The court problem in either criminal or civil trial is to determine what happened.

To tell what happened, your pictures must show many things—more things than a hurry-up snapshot will show. If you know what those are, your work will be more effective.

Your pictures must define the location.

By Richard W. Emery

Photos by the Author

FOCUS ON THE

Excellent accident shot shows witnesses who may be found later if case comes to court
They must show the general layout of the scene, revealing whether there were traffic signals, road stripes or marks and other signs. They should make clear the nature of the area, whether business district or residential.

Your pictures should indicate weather conditions and their effect on road surface and visibility, and in at least a general way should show about what time the accident happened.

They should show the presence or absence of any marks indicating the paths traversed by vehicles just before the collision occurred.

They should show what damage was done to each vehicle.

They should show license numbers, makes of vehicles, names of streets involved and permanent landmarks on either side of the accident scene.

They should show the face of at least one person who can be identified and located long afterward—perhaps a year or two later—to identify the pictures in court.

All those requirements sound like a big

Photo records exact place of accident by showing railroad signal, edge of pavement, telephone pole

One driver was killed in this accident. Photo shows that one of the automobiles was struck broadside.
order. But those are the things which help to show who was at fault and who wasn't, and may determine who pays the bills.

If there are injured persons still present when you arrive with your camera, you should first make a picture showing them and the vehicles involved. This picture times your arrival.

That first picture, the close-up of injured, is the typical news photo. In court its value is limited because the picture shows only a very small area and probably does not locate the scene in relation to permanent landmarks.

In making that first photo, take care not to impede urgent work being done by police and ambulance men. Experienced traffic officers know that photographic evidence may be needed later; they probably will let you move about the scene to take pictures if you don't get in the way. Ask them if there is any picture they want you to shoot.

Many big cities equip their traffic investigators with cameras. "On the scene" photos are excellent evidence for prosecution in accidents involving hit-and-run, drunken driving and other serious offenses. A picture showing a driver at the scene of a wreck has been used in court to help prove that it was he who was driving, not someone else using his driver's license.

Your next photos should be made from farther back, to show relative positions of the vehicles involved. Set your camera carefully for enough exposure to show skid or abrasion marks on the pavement. Get far enough back to include landmarks in foreground and background—such immovable things as buildings, poles, curbs, trees and fire plugs.

If you can climb to a high spot overlooking the scene, you can make a panoramic view. Perhaps you can stand atop an automobile, or on a porch or fire escape. A high shot reveals respective distances better than a street-level picture.

For additional photos, get long shots indicating the view each driver had of the road ahead, some 200 feet before the crash. These pictures may show whether his vision was obstructed, and whether signals were present.

Keep in mind that your pictures may be used to prove that something was not there. Absence of skid marks may indicate one driver was inattentive or asleep.

Absence of traffic signs, road marks, wiggles or other warning signals at the time of the accident may be an important point

Panoramic photos of this type may be bought by insurance companies to help prove their case during trial.
in court. Your long shots may be used to prove that the big billboard on the corner lot was not there when the accident happened—it was erected several days later.

Close-ups of damage to vehicles may help experts to determine what happened in the split second before the crash. Dents made by a pair of headlights in the side of a second car have been used as court evidence to show that a driver did not swerve his car, an indication he was either asleep or otherwise inattentive. In shooting such pictures, stay far enough back to show license plates or other identification marks.

Close-ups of windshield damage may help to determine that a passenger was pitched headfirst into the glass. Dents or

(Continued to page 246)

Here one car was in the wrong lane. The location of the center line on highway makes this photo valuable
Straw Chopper Stops Road Erosion
Highway builders have found a new use for a farm implement. A chopping machine, used on farms for chopping hay, straw and silage corn, now is distributing straw evenly over the dirt shoulders of new highways to prevent erosion while grass seedings are getting a start. Ordinarily, men scatter the straw with pitchforks. Now two men feed the chopper baled straw while two others aim the long flexible tube to scatter the straw across the dirt.

Calking for Cars
Calking material of a putty type which can be rolled in the hands to any shape is useful as an autobody sealer. It is packaged in a solid bar 10 inches long and 2½ inches in diameter and is wrapped in an oil-resistant paper inside a foil-lined sleeve. The sealer is designed for use on seams between roof and side panels, between floor and side panels, over dust holes, under clip moldings and other areas which are not in contact with occupants or materials carried in the car. It requires no application equipment and will not shrink or harden.

Hymns in Color
Using fluorescent chalk and black light, N. R. Swartwout of Evanston, Ill., draws two pictures on the same board and, with an ingenious lighting system, fades one picture out as the other is faded in. Swartwout developed the lighting system to illustrate hymns during church talks.

British doctors have successfully replaced an eight-inch section of a diseased thighbone in the leg of a 10-year-old boy with a substitute “bone” which was carved from polyethylene plastic.
Fire-Fighting Gun Shoots Foam 190 Feet

Fire-extinguishing foam is squirted 190 feet through the air by a gun invented by M/Sgt. Valton Allen, Jr., of the Air Force. Sergeant Allen is fire chief of the Air Force base at Furstenfeldbruck, Germany, and his gun is used on every large base in Europe. Three jets feed a mixture of water and foam into the gun, where air pressure swirls it into the smothering agent found to be the most effective for fighting gas and oil fires. A high-pressure pump forces the foam through the long nozzle. Properly mounted, the gun discharges 500 gallons of the foam in 3 minutes and 22 seconds.

Deepest Hole Ever Drilled

Drilling at ever increasing depths into the earth for oil, one company recently set a new record of 20,251 feet — nearly four miles. This operation, which turned out to be a dry hole, was in Sublette County, Wyo., and is reputed to have cost the Superior Oil Company around three million dollars. The temperature at the bottom of the hole exceeded 300 degrees Fahrenheit. Drill pipe used to reach the 20,000-foot depth weighed 300,000 pounds and it had to be withdrawn every time the bit was changed. Deep drilling has increased rapidly over the last 15 years. In 1934 the depth of 10,000 feet was reached for the first time. The 15,000-foot mark was passed in 1938 and early this year a well was abandoned in California as a dry hole at 18,734 feet.

Miniature Bandsaw Complete in Case

Weighing only 30 pounds, a midget bandsaw can be carried from job to job. The bandsaw case holds the belt, pulleys and motor. Blade tension is adjusted by turning a knob on the top of the saw frame. The little saw also can be used as a shaper. Rotary files in the base cut sharp contours. A double pulley permits speed changes.
Auctioneer harangues inquisitive crowd. It’s as much fun as a county fair.

17-ACRE BARGAIN COUNTER

Wanna buy a duck, a 1914-model coffee grinder or a slightly used swimming pool? Everything’s for sale at the Auction City dreamed up by three U.S. Army officers while on European duty

By Weldon D. Woodson

WHO EVER HEARD of an auction sale that went broke?” asked young Albert G. Jeffries. He was speaking to two Army buddies in Europe, Charles W. Harris and Ernest Kleiner. The three officers were figuring angles for their careers after the war was over.

Harris and Kleiner thought about auctions for a moment. Then Harris said, “Might work.”

“But we’d have to enlarge and improve upon auctions,” commented Kleiner.

By the time the three turned in they had worked out a basic idea for a novel postwar business enterprise.

Two weeks before the European phase of World War II ended, however, Jeffries got shot up. For 2½ years he was confined to a hospital. When Harris was released from the Army, he became an insurance salesman. Kleiner waited for a while, hoping that the three would get together, then enlisted in the Army for a three-year hitch. When his enlistment was up he planned to join his partners.

Finally Jeffries was dismissed from the hospital. He and Harris still were convinced that a gigantic auction, week in and week out, was their chosen occupation. To attract attention, they realized, the auction must be gigantic. Their home, the southern part of California, is accustomed to large enterprises. Therefore, they would create in California a super-auction, the biggest
in the world, an “Auction City” where anything could be bought or sold.

They searched for a place to establish it. Not all communities permit auctions, so when looking over an area they first learned whether it was legal. They decided upon 17 acres of level land 1 1/2 miles east of the small town of Downey, or approximately 15 miles southeast of downtown Los Angeles. It fronts Firestone Boulevard, over which an incessant stream of traffic flows. Tens of thousands each day would see the “city.” They in turn would tell others. Newspaper, magazine and radio advertising helps, but a locality adjacent to a busy highway is a necessity for an auction sale gone “big time.”

To buy the land, erect the buildings and promote it would require money. When in Europe, the three began to save a portion of their officer’s pay each month. In all, they managed to pool about $3000. Not much, but enough to carry out their idea.

“In fact,” confides Harris, “we even had 17 cents left over when we were ready to hang up our sign.”

Going! Going! Gone! And sold to the highest bidder was this 1914-vintage coffee grinder. That’s Jeffries himself swinging the gavel and no one asks a buyer what he’ll do with the stuff. Below, typical western zoo appeals to visiting kids and most of their parents, too.
Already, a lawyer friend had advised them to form a corporation. They had to obtain an option on the 17 acres; plan the buildings to the minutest details; draw up a program of public relations. Moreover, they determined the exact nature of their contemplated business. They not only were well versed in the good points of their dream, but could—without the least hesitation—offer sound answers to any possible objections. Too many persons, it is true, launch an enterprise without thinking it through and appraising it from every angle. Under Auction City, Inc., and with Jeffries as President, Harris, Secretary-Treasurer, they placed the stock on the market. It all was purchased the first day.

On July 25, 1948, they held their first auction—or auctions, for actually as many as 14 may be going at once. So large is the main building that the sign “Auction City,” painted across the entire length of the roof, can be seen from the air. That initial day, more than 75,000 persons milled from one auction gallery to another. Three and a half acres had been marked off for parking, but this was not sufficient. As far as the eye could see, cars were parked on both sides of Firestone Boulevard.

There was only one flaw during the day—30 children lost their parents, or their parents lost them, depending upon whether you look at it from the child’s or the adult’s standpoint. At any rate, by closing time the stray children had been matched with the stray parents and everybody—including Jeffries and Harris as they totaled their day’s receipts—called the opening a tremendous success.

Since then, they never have worried about crowds. The weekly attendance averages over 50,000 persons. Sunday (morning, afternoon and evening) is their best day, but Wednesday and Friday evenings—the other auction days—see a great turnout. So far, the opening day holds the record, but another approached it. They held a charity auction for the benefit of the Los Angeles Orthopedic Foundation, a hospital for crippled children. It brought in $2000 for the hospital.

The coffers of Auction City, Inc.,
are enriched in many ways. Of the 14 auction galleries, the corporation reserves only one for itself. It employs an auctioneer to handle it. Some of the remaining 13 are rented outright for various periods of time; others leased on a commission basis. Each operates independently.

In addition, Jeffries and Harris will auction off, for a percentage, anything you bring to them, from last year's Easter bonnet to—as happened in one case—a baby coyote. Throughout the Los Angeles area folks periodically ransack their own homes to see what, if anything, can be disposed of at "The City," as it is referred to. If there are no bidders, your material will be returned to you without charge.

Especially do mechanically minded persons come here to buy every gadget imaginable. Ready buyers were found for two auto tires on wheels, a set of fog lights and a rubberized electric cord with wire guard around the globe. Also without effort, they sold air horns used on large trucks and transcontinental busses. The new owners rigged them up on family jalopies. Easily disposed of are

(Continued to page 244)
Huge "Vacuum Cleaner" For Land of Cotton

Like a gigantic vacuum cleaner, a new semimechanical cotton picker sucks the cotton bolls from the plants, speeding the harvesting of the Dixie crop. Mounted on a tractor, the picker has eight suction tubes and will harvest up to 3200 pounds of the fluffy fiber each day. It was demonstrated on a cotton field near West Memphis, Ark.

Converted Tire Chains Go on Wheels Quickly

You don't have to jack up your car, move it or even crawl around behind the wheel to put on a set of tire chains that are equipped with a new hook-up device. The device, which can be installed on any set of chains, even makes it possible to mount the chains while the car is bogged down on a steep hill. It consists of an extension of one end section of the chain so that it is long enough to be pulled behind the wheel, then crossed over the tread to serve as a cross chain and finally locked on the shorter end section on the outside of the wheel. To mount the chains, you merely drape them over the tire and toss the end-section extension behind the wheel so that you can reach it from the rear. Then by pulling it across the tread, through a pair of bottle links, you are ready to hook it to the other end section. Two clamps on the extension hold the chain in place should a cross-chain link break during use.
Fluorescent Street Lights

Fluorescent street lights, developed by General Electric, provide glareless illumination which means better visibility, especially when pavements are wet. The new light consists of a long, slender aluminum tube in which two pairs of eight-foot fluorescent lamps are mounted. Two reflectors, mounted back to back, direct the light downward through plastic windows. Well suited for tunnels, the lights may be used eventually on open roadways.

Gasket Cutter

Cutting all types of gasket materials, a new cutter not only cuts circular gaskets quickly and accurately, but also can be used for freehand cutting of irregular shapes. The cutter, made of plastic, has a slot in one end for the blade, which can be adjusted for depth of cut. An adjustable center post, locked in position by a knob, serves as a pivot when cutting circles. The scale on the pivot post permits quick setting of the desired radius. For cutting straight lines or irregular shapes, the center post is removed and the cutter guided by hand. The cutter, which comes with four blades, works equally well on aluminum foil, asbestos, canvas, cork, leather and other gasket materials. It can also be used for cutting designs in linoleum, rubber tile and wallboard.

Coast Guard photographic airplanes "counted" 40,232 icebergs during the 1949 iceberg census conducted over the Baffin Bay region near Greenland.
In the world's largest supersonic wind tunnel, at Cleveland, engineers are getting their first opportunity to study turbo and ram jet engines operating at speeds twice that of sound. Equipment in the six by eight-foot test section is run under temperature and pressure conditions similar to that at 35,000 feet. At maximum speed, as much as two million cubic feet of air per minute—weighing almost 75 tons—are drawn into the tunnel. The process, used to keep the air dry, to prevent condensation and velocity disturbances, removes as much as a ton of water a minute on a hot day. The test area's size is controlled by flexing its stainless-steel side plates, 35 feet long and 8 feet high, with 14 hydraulically operated screw jacks. The tunnel is part of the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.

Largest Supersonic Wind Tunnel

Car "Crashes" Wall
24 Hours a Day

Motorists driving on Route 78 near Escondido, Calif., are startled momentarily by the sight of a car "crashing" into a restaurant. A closer look reassures them, however, since the car is really only half a car and the "crash" is painted on. The restaurant is located on a sharp curve, thus heightening the effect.
The CRAFTSMAN

★ No special skill or practice is required to lay linoleum. It's so simple to do that you can expect a good floor the first time you try if you carefully follow a few easy-to-understand directions. A story on page 194 pictures and describes the procedure in detail.

★ If you're a home craftsman, sooner or later you'll be called on to drill holes in glass. It's easy when you use special drill bits made from old files. Just turn to page 224 for full instructions.

★ Nowadays farmers can ease the back-breaking job of loading baled hay onto a truck or trailer by building a bale loader which handles the job automatically. The construction details are outlined on page 217.

★ Readers have asked, "How do finishers produce that satin-smooth finish I see on fine furniture?" On page 202 one of the experts lets us in on a few tricks of his trade.
HERE ARE TWO quickie projects that utilize transparent plastic to the best advantage. The circular candy plate, Fig. 1, is entirely of plastic and features an unusual frosted design, while the jewel box, Fig. 6, is an attractive combination of clear plastic and pieces of select hardwood.

To make the candy plate, cut a 7-in. disk from 1/8-in. plastic, leaving the protective paper covering intact. Lay out the design on the paper covering according to the squared pattern, Fig. 3, and cut through the paper around the outline of the design with the point of a knife. Peel off the paper
to expose the areas to be frosted. Use a small flat-bottomed burr to frost the design, Fig. 2, and after frosting, vein the leaves with a fine grinding tool or a dentist's drill. The plastic is dished with the aid of a two-piece wooden form as in Fig. 5. The bottom of the form consists of a 6½-in. disk, one face of which has been rounded in the lathe. The top makes use of the waste stock from which the disk was jigsawed and is used to press the edges of the plastic over the form. To soften the plastic, remove the protective paper and heat the disk until pliable in an oven set at 250 deg. F. The two leg units are cut out as shown in Fig. 3. Be sure that the radius along the top edge of the legs matches the curvature of the plate. The legs are half-lapped and cemented to the underside of the plate.

Begin making the jewel box by cutting the ends and bottom from ¼-in. hardwood. The ends are disks with the lower portion cut off as in the left-hand detail, Fig. 4. The sides and the lid of the box are cut from ½-in. plastic and the lower edges of the sides are beveled so they are flush with the bottom of the box. One side of the box is slotted for plastic hinges. The parts are heated and shaped by bending around the box ends, Fig. 7. It is best to protect the hands with cotton gloves or cloth when doing this. After the sides have been cemented to the ends and bottom, the hinges are bent to fit through the slots, Fig. 8, and cemented to the lid. With the lid in the closed position, the latch is formed so it serves as a friction catch against the front side of the box, and it is then cemented to the center of the lid, the lower portion overhanging the front edge as in Fig. 6.
Metal Shingle-Nail Dispenser

Hooks on Trouser Belt

When shingling a roof there is nothing like having a good supply of nails where you can reach them easily, and the answer to this problem is a sheet-metal nail dispenser hung from your belt. The metal is cut and soldered to form a four-sided box. The back of the box is T-shaped and is bent over and riveted to form a belt loop. The nails drop into a slot which runs the full length of the bottom of the box. These are pulled through a notch in the end of the box one or more at a time, as desired. A piece of spring steel screwed to the box covers the notch to keep the nails from sliding out when the box is tilted.

Buttons Improvised From Beads

If buttons of the desired color are not available, use wooden or glass beads as a substitute. These are obtainable in a variety of colors and sizes and are sewed to the fabric as shown.

Removing Candle Drippings

To remove unsightly candle drippings from a tablecloth or scarf, place several layers of blotting paper both over and un-
der the spotted portions of the cloth. Then heat the blotting paper with an iron so that the wax will be melted and absorbed by the paper.—Helen Lemberger, Chicago.

Pen Modified for Drawing Ink

Should you have occasion to use drawing ink to make sketches or special place cards for a party, there is no need to buy a special pen for the purpose. The ink capacity of an ordinary writing pen can be increased sufficiently by pressing a straight pin into the lower end of the penholder. The head of the pin should rest against the inner surface of the pen.

Edward A. Lakso, Glendale, Calif.

Towel Rack Holds Iced Doughnuts

After icing doughnuts on both sides, it is often a problem to find a spot to set them while the icing hardens. Next time, try slipping the doughnuts over the arms of a folding towel rack. This allows the icing to dry uniformly on both sides of the doughnuts.—Benj. Nielsen, Aurora, Neb.

Block Aids Fastening Tire Chains

Attaching a tire chain is done faster and with less effort if the wheel of the car is raised with a small block of wood. Cut the block from a 2 x 4 or use half of a brick. Lay the chain flat on the ground and place the block in one of the sections of the chain. Then, just back up the car until the wheel rests on the block, pull the ends of the chain up around the tire and fasten them. By using two blocks both wheels can be raised simultaneously. As the blocks require little storage space, they can be carried in the trunk along with the chains.

Charles Herbst, Dallastown, Pa.
FIREPLACE HOOD

Made of gleaming burnished copper, this attractive hood adds a Western touch to the front of a plain brick fireplace. Installation of the hood makes the opening appear lower and therefore wider, resulting in a more pleasing over-all appearance. Sheet copper is cut to the dimensions given in the detail. Note, however, that the length of the hood is not listed, as this must be determined by adding 16 in. to the width of the fireplace opening. The sheet is drilled for rivets and lag screws and then bent along the dotted lines. The top edge is rounded at the corners by brazing pieces of scrap copper to fill the notches opposite the bends, and then a \( \frac{1}{2} \times 1 \)-in. brass strip is riveted to the bottom edge. The completed unit is mounted on the fireplace by driving lag screws into lead shields inserted in the mortar joints as in the center detail. If desired, copper pilasters may be attached to the corners of the fireplace opening.
**SOLVING HOME PROBLEMS**

**CLEANING A KITCHEN RANGE** is simplified by using a toothbrush to get into the cracks and crevices around handles, burners and vents. Dip the toothbrush first in warm water and then in a cleanser.

**TO PREVENT UNRAVELING** of fabric when cutting out patterns, trace around the edge of the paper pattern with a wax crayon and cut along the line made by the crayon. The cut edges will not fray.

**WHEN CHOPPING NUT MEATS,** keep the pieces from flying all around by using a guard made from a coffee can. Cut the bottom from the can and place the metal cylinder around nut meats.

**SAGGING DRAPERY CRANES** can be leveled by supporting them with wire coat hooks turned into the window casing near the outer ends of the cranes. The draperies will conceal the hooks.

**IF THE AROMA OF THE WOOD** in an old cedar chest has lessened noticeably because of age, gently rub the interior of the chest with very fine sandpaper to restore the odor to its original intensity.
POLISH IS REMOVED from a shoebrush by soaking the bristles in a solution of paintbrush cleaner and washing soda. Suspend the brush as shown and soak overnight. Then rinse in water and allow to dry.

A MUFFIN TIN forms an excellent serving tray for cold beverages. If the glasses are a close fit in the depressions of the tray, there is no danger of their sliding while the tray is being carried.

BEDSIDE POCKETS for slippers, tissues and other items are had by inserting one end of an 8 or 12-pocket shoe bag between the mattress and spring of the bed. Allow several pockets to hang over the side.

SECTIONAL-SOFA UNITS won’t separate if they are coupled with screen-door hooks attached to underside of the frame. Combinations can be varied if hooks are located similarly on each unit.

DARNING THE FINGER TIPS of woolen gloves is facilitated by using an ordinary glass marble to provide a miniature darning egg. Just drop the marble into the glove finger in need of repair.
Repairing Rotted Fence Posts By Reinforcing With Pipe

If wooden fence posts have rotted below ground and the upper portion is still in good condition, a long-lasting and inexpensive repair can be made by reinforcing them with lengths of discarded water pipe. Cut a length of 3/4 or 1-in. galvanized pipe for each post so it is long enough to extend at least 3 ft. into the ground when its upper end is even with the top of the post. Then fasten the pipe loosely to one side of the post with three or more pipe straps and drive the pipe into the ground. The straps serve as guides for driving the pipe and are tightened after the pipe has been driven.

Charles Doescher, Waterbury, Conn.

Inexpensive Gluing Clamps Made From Turnbuckles

Enough gluing clamps to handle all your projects from comparatively small novelties to large pieces of furniture can be had at little cost by making them from turnbuckles, rod and flat iron. The original eyebolts of the turnbuckle can be pried open to form the linkage between the turnbuckle and the flat-iron hooks, or L-shaped links can be made by bending and threading lengths of rod. The hooks are bent from flat iron and a series of holes is drilled in each one to permit attaching to the linkage. The capacity of the clamps is determined by the length of the rods or hooks and by the number of holes drilled in the hooks. When gluing flat work, the hooks are inverted from the position shown.

W. W. Cary, St. Paul, Minn.

Pulley Holds Dowel Upright To Facilitate Drilling End

It's considerably easier to drill accurate holes in the ends of short lengths of dowel if a jig is used to hold the work upright on the drill-press table. An extra pulley is just the thing to provide a steady base to aid in centering the work under the bit. Insert the opposite end of the dowel in the hub of the pulley and tighten the setscrews to lock the dowel in place.

Roland Cueva, Heyburn, Idaho.

Squeezing Pulp-Free Lemon Juice

By squeezing lemon juice through small slits cut in the rind, pulp-free juice can be had even though a strainer is not available. Make two slits through the rind, one on each side of the navel and parallel to the other. The juice will flow from the slits while the pulp and seeds are retained inside the lemon. Do not apply pressure to the lemon too suddenly, as it may result in breaking the rind and releasing the pulp.

Repairing Holes in Linoleum

A long-lasting repair for small holes in linoleum is had by filling the holes with a paste consisting of finely chopped cork and shellac. Allow the paste to harden in the hole, smooth carefully with sandpaper and then touch up with paint to match the surrounding area.

R. F. Donovan, Jersey City, N. J.

Melted ski wax provides an excellent waterproofer for leather footwear.

By Thomas A. Dickinson

LIKE THE BRONZING of baby shoes, here's an idea that can be turned into a profitable spare-time business—casting book ends from human hands. But whether it's done for profit or just for fun, it costs little and your friends are sure to be intrigued by a life-size reproduction of their own hands, supporting their favorite books.

Producing a pair of these personalized book ends consists of making a "splash" plaster mold directly from the person's hand. To do this, the hand is first coated with Vaseline, Fig. 1, which prevents the plaster from sticking. Then the hand is rested palm down on wax paper on a flat surface and covered to the wrist with a mixture of casting plaster, Fig. 2. This splash coating should be at least ½ in. thick all over. After allowing the plaster to harden for about 30 minutes, the hand is turned over and worked free by gently wiggling the fingers, Fig. 3. This usually can be done without damaging the mold, but any small chips or flaws that might occur can be easily corrected later in the master pattern.

Next, the hand impression in the splash mold is coated with two or more applications of lacquer, Fig. 4, to seal the pores in the plaster and to produce a glossy finish. This is followed with a coat of paste wax to prevent the master pattern from sticking. The master pattern is made by merely filling the splash mold with plaster, the open end of the cavity being blocked off as in Fig. 5. As the splash mold is no longer needed, the
When this is done, a base is added to the hand. Using a tin can as a form, plaster is poured into the can to a depth of 1 in., and while the plaster is still wet the master pattern is placed upright in the can and embedded in the soft plaster, Fig. 8. Small holes due to air bubbles and other irregularities in the master casting can be corrected by sanding and patching where necessary. A handy tool for cleaning up the pattern is a small hand grinder, Fig. 7. The portion of the base projecting on the flat side of the hand is carefully sawed off flush with the surface. Next, the master pattern is coated with lacquer, followed, when dry, with linseed-oil soap, consisting of equal parts of linseed oil, water and laundry soap. This is applied to keep the pattern from sticking to the flexible mold.

Material for the flexible mold is compounded by mixing together 4½ lbs. of flake gelatin, 4½ pts. of water, 9 lbs. of glycerin, 1 lb. of glucose and 1 oz. of denatured alcohol in the following order: Add the water to the gelatin and cover the container with a damp cloth to prevent evaporation. Stir the water-and-gelatin mixture every 10 min., replacing the cloth each time until the gelatin is thoroughly softened. Drain off any surplus water in the mixture and then place the gelatin in a double boiler, Fig. 9. Next, warm the glycerin and add it to the melted gelatin,
and then warm and add the glucose. When thoroughly “cooked,” remove the mixture from the double boiler and stir in the alcohol, Fig. 10. The mixture is now ready to be poured over the master pattern. A mold for the pattern can be made by removing both ends from a large can or by wrapping cardboard into a tube, Fig. 12. The form should clear the pattern at least 1 in. all around. After pouring, the flexible mold is allowed to stand for about 12 hrs. before separating it from the pattern.

Preparatory to making the finished casting, the flexible mold is dusted on the inside with talcum powder and left for an hour to allow any moisture in the mold to evaporate. If the casting material used requires a melting point of more than 100 deg. F., the mold cavity should be treated with a strong solution of alum, which is made by heating 1 lb. of alum in 1 qt. of water. This is applied cold to the mold and allowed to dry. If any alum residue remains in the mold, remove it by tapping.

Low-melting materials that may be used to make finished castings include a metal called Cerrolow, thermo-setting plastics, regular casting plaster and other compounds which do not require heating the mold beyond 150 deg. F. Before each casting is made, the mold cavity should be brushed with a mixture of 7 parts of kerosene and 5 parts of stearic acid. In addition to cleaning the mold surface, this mixture serves as a parting agent. In filling the mold, care should be used to pour the liquid down the side of the mold so that the lowest parts of the mold will be filled first, forcing any air bubbles to the top. Pouring should be done steadily without splashing. When the flexible mold has served its purpose, it can be melted and the material used again.

Finishing the book ends can be done with pastel enamels or bronzing powders. A glaze-like finish in shiny black makes an attractive pottery-type job. If plain plaster is used to cast the hand, it should be sized with shellac before painting to seal the porous surfaces. Apply several coats of paint to build up a smooth heavy finish.
Colorful Window-Shade Pulls
Utilize Spools and Beads

Two wooden beads, an empty thread spool and a length of cord can be combined to provide an attractive shade pull. Select beads and cord of the desired color and paint the spool to match or contrast to suit your taste. Wind the cord around the spool, tucking the ends under a few turns to hold them tight. Then tie a knot in the end of another length of matching cord, string one of the beads, the spool and the other bead on the cord and tie another knot to hold the parts securely together. Then, simply tie the cord to the shade. If you don't wish to paint the spool, it can be wound and then the exposed ends colored with crayon.

Metal Loop on Receptacle Plate
Snubs Appliance Cord

Attached to the plate of a wall receptacle, this metal loop anchors the plug of a portable tool or vacuum cleaner so that it is not pulled from the receptacle whenever the slightest tension is exerted on the cord. The loop is bent from \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. rod, one end being flattened and drilled to receive the mounting screw of the receptacle plate. The hole is countersunk for the head of the screw. Note that the space between the ends of the loop must be sufficient to permit passage of the appliance cord. If necessary, extension cords from both outlets can be snubbed simultaneously with the metal loop.

Arthur Trauffer, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Neckties Carried in Suitcase Protected by Magazine

When taking a couple of spare neckties on a trip, use a magazine to protect them from becoming wrinkled in the suitcase. Lay the ties flat between the pages of the magazine as shown.

Floating Jackshaft for Wood Lathe Facilitates Shifting V-Belts

To make it easier to shift the V-belt on my wood lathe when changing speeds, I made this floating jackshaft. The jackshaft maintains tension on the belt and also increases its life, as the belt does not have to be forced over the edges of the pulleys when making changes. The shaft assembly is mounted on a floating hardwood base which slides back and forth on steel rods fastened with nuts between angle-iron mounting brackets. A compression spring on each rod maintains tension on the V-belt, and this is relieved for shifting the belt by pulling the lever shown in the detail. Note that oilholes are drilled through the base to permit lubricating the sliding mechanism, and also that the jackshaft must be driven from below. If the jackshaft handle is fitted with a hold-down to lock it in the forward position, the lathe can be stopped for frequently checking the work without turning off the motor.

Decorative Candleholder Has Clear Plastic Base Surmounted by Polished-Aluminum Leaf Design

Used individually as a centerpiece for the small table or in pairs on a buffet or larger table, these plastic and aluminum candleholders will add a touch of elegance to your dining room. The base of the candleholder is a block of transparent plastic approximately 1 in. thick x 3 in. square. After a 1-in.-dia. hole has been bored through the center of the base, the latter is polished to a high luster. Then a 3-in. length of 1-in.-o.d. polished aluminum tubing is pressed into the hole in the base. The hole should be slightly undersize so the tubing is a snug fit. The leaf design is laid out on a sheet of paper according to the full pattern and the paper is cemented temporarily to a sheet of .064-ga. soft aluminum. The sheet metal is cut out roughly, drilling holes at the center ring and also at the small radii to facilitate cutting. After roughing out, the edges are finished to exact shape with fine files. The leaves can be veined by tapping a dull screwdriver blade along lines penciled on the sheet metal. The metal is polished and the leaves curved gracefully, the stems being bent upward as shown in the detail. When the leaves are finished, the center ring is slipped over the aluminum tubing and fastened to the plastic base with roundheaded screws driven into undersize holes in the plastic.

Simple Decoy for Crow Hunters Easily Shaped From a Wire Coat Hanger

A wire frame bent to the profile of a crow and covered with black cloth results in a quickly made decoy that will lure flocks of crows within shotgun range. Bend the frame from a wire coat hanger, straighten the hook and sharpen the end. Then, cover the frame with a piece of black cloth or a black stocking and press the pointed end of the wire into the top of a fence post or stump. The decoy will bring flocks of crows within range and their excited cawing will lure other crows to the vicinity.

R. A. Jenkins, St. Louis, Mo.

To restore the appearance of parchment-paper shades, first remove dirt with wall-paper cleaner and then rebind the edges of the shades with ribbon or gummed tape.
As favors at a children's party, these comic heads will bring squeals of delight—and they're so simple that a child can make them. Using the same general idea, a clever adult can fashion hilarious caricatures of friends to provide entertaining place cards.

By W. A. Simpson

Using ordinary school drawing paper and coloring with crayon or water color, a number of these original party favors can be turned out in a short time. Making them also affords an entertaining pastime for the youngsters who, after once getting the knack of it, can give free rein to their imaginations and artistic abilities. The first step is to mark off a sheet of paper in squares of the desired size as shown on the opposite page. Use a pencil and mark lightly so the lines can be erased later without difficulty. Then draw the eyes, ears, nose, etc. with pen and ink or directly with color and completely color the design. Cut the head from the sheet as indicated by the solid vertical line and then cut out around the hair and ears. The ears are cut along the solid lines and folded forward along the dotted lines. Cut the necessary slots in the head and cut out the nose and accessories. Assemble and glue the ends of the head to form a cylinder.

CUT ON LINES AND BENT FORWARD

METHOD OF ASSEMBLY

EARS CUT OUT AND BENT FORWARD ON DOTTED LINE

BROWN ON EARS AND SPACE AROUND EYES

COLLAR INSERTED IN SLOTS

GREEN TAB INSERTED IN SLOT

BENT UNDER AND GLUED INSIDE NOSE

YELLOW BUCKLE

COLORED WHILE FLAT, THEN CUT OUT. REAR EDGE LAPPED 1/4" AND GLUED.
Vertical Shoe Rack Conserves Closet Space When Mounted in Convenient Spot on Wall

You won't stumble over shoes lying on the closet floor if you install this handy wall rack which holds 10 or more pairs of shoes. The rack is only 10 in. wide and projects 12 1/2 in. from the wall. The height of the lower shelf is 7 in. for high-heel or work shoes and the remaining shelves are 4 in. high. These dimensions, of course, may be varied to suit the style of shoes commonly worn by members of the household. The curved mounting bracket and shelves are made of 1/2-in. stock or plywood, and three strips of lattice stock on each side hold the unit intact. The mounting bracket is screwed to the wall just above the baseboard, and the top of the unit is simply nailed to the wall or fastened with steel angle irons.—A. J. Price, Canandaigua, N. Y.

Sawdust Sprinkled Evenly Over Wet Varnish Provides Nonslip Boat Deck

The slippery deck of a sailboat or shell-type iceboat can be given a nonslip surface by coating the dangerous areas with sawdust embedded in wet varnish. If the deck has been newly finished, allow the varnish to dry completely. Then, apply a second coat of varnish to the areas where a nonslip surface is desired. Sprinkle sawdust or coarse sand evenly over the wet varnish and allow to dry thoroughly before using.

Toolbox Handle Serves as Reel For Winding Extension Cord

To keep an extension cord from becoming tangled and sometimes buried under an assortment of tools when stored loosely in a toolbox, one man made the center partition of his toolbox into a combination handle and reel. The partition is jigsawed from one piece in the shape shown, a handhole being cut in the top.

Foot Switch Operates Saw

In order to facilitate starting and stopping his bench saw, when both hands are used to hold the work, one craftsman utilizes a high-low dimmer switch from a car to provide a foot switch. The switch is wired in series with the saw motor, one side being "open" and the other "closed."—Leonard Reed, Natick, Mass.
Novel decorative effects are attained by cutting spiral grooves in lengths of dowel. Actually, doing this is easier than you might think, as the job can be done on a circular saw with the simple addition of a wooden fence on the miter gauge. Use a fine-toothed saw and set the miter gauge at an angle, moving the gauge forward so the saw will cut a groove to the desired depth and locking it in place with a C-clamp. Setting the miter gauge at an angle of 75 deg permits cutting 1/8-in.-deep grooves 7/8 in. apart in a 1-in. dowel. An angle of 45 deg. with a 1-in. dowel will result in a spiral about 3/8 in. wide and the grooves spaced 3/4 in. apart. The appearance of these two spirals is illustrated in the photo. However, various spirals on different sizes of dowel can be determined by experiment. To cut the spiral, hold the dowel against the fence and feed it into the saw, turning it slowly in a clockwise direction. When the spiral has been cut one full turn around the dowel, stop the saw and drive a finishing nail into the fence, as shown, so it will ride in the groove. When the saw is turned on and the work fed into it as before, the nail will keep the spacing of the grooves even. After being cut, the grooves can be smoothed with a file and finished with sandpaper, the corners left sharp or rounded as desired.

Dick Hutchinson, El Monte, Calif.

Washer Facilitates Scroll Layout

When laying out a scroll cutout design, the distance between the lines can be kept uniform throughout by using a washer as shown in the photograph. After the first line is drawn in with a curve, the latter is left in place while the second line is drawn. Washers of different sizes can be used to suit various requirements.
**TOOLS**

- Linoleum knife
- Dividers
- Trowel
- Toothed style
- Homemade spreader
- Cement spreaders

**LINOLEUM**

*STANDARD SIZES AND TYPES OF BASES*

- Plain-felt base should be applied “loose-lay.” No liner is used... Should not be cemented.
- Duplex-felt base is a double type of backing and is intended for direct cementing to floor.
- Burlap base is cemented to a felt liner.

**FIRST POINTERS IN LAYING**

- Linoleum is usually extended halfway through doorways.
- Seams should fall across joints in wood floor whenever practical.
- The smoothness of your job depends on a smooth floor, take time to plane and nail.

**METHODS OF LAYING**

- Wall-to-wall
- Simple border
- Border and feature strip
- Personalized designs (make your own)
Lay Your Own LINOLEUM

By Sam Brown

Part 1

LAYING your own linoleum is one of the most satisfying of all homecraft jobs because definite results can be accomplished in a comparatively short time. The money saved makes it well worth-while to do the work yourself and the approved procedures are so easy to apply that, by following a few simple directions, you can expect a good floor, even on the first job.

Types of linoleum: First of all, study the sketches on the opposite page which cover the fundamental procedure. Then decide what kind of linoleum you want. The cheapest material has a plain felt base and the pattern is usually a printed enamel. This type of floor covering must always be applied “loose-lay,” that is, not cemented or tacked to the floor, because it must be free to expand. A better grade comes with a duplex felt back and can be applied either loose-lay or cemented directly to the floor. The best grade of linoleum is built up on a burlap base and is always cemented over a lining felt. All linoleum is stiff and brittle when cold and should not be unrolled until warmed to a temperature of 70 deg. for at least 24 hours. When it is practical to do so, it also is a good idea to allow the linoleum to lie flat for another 24 hrs. after unrolling. In this way, all danger of breaks in the surface of the linoleum will be avoided.

Laying wall-to-wall: This is the most common application and is illustrated by the details on the following page, which also explain the basic operation of scribing. Scribing simply means marking the linoleum to a shape and size to fit the room in which it is to be laid. It is done with a pair of dividers of the type used in woodworking, or with special dividers made for linoleum work. The latter tool is called an overscriber. In laying linoleum floor covering wall-to-wall, begin by removing the shoe mold at the bottom of the baseboard. If the floor is rough, with offsets at the joints, it should either be sanded or planed smooth. Then, cut the first sheet of linoleum about 4 in. larger than needed and fit it in place against one wall, letting the ends ride up on the baseboard. Follow through with the procedure pictured in Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive, which show the methods of scribing quite clearly. A close fit against the baseboards is not advisable in ordinary wall-to-wall installation. It is best to allow at least 3/8 in., or better, 1/2 in., all around. The gap will be covered when the shoe mold is replaced. Most wall-to-wall jobs will require fitting the linoleum into at least one doorway. If the doorway is of the arched type or if it is fitted with a swinging door, it is common practice to extend the linoleum halfway through. Otherwise, the linoleum is ended at the
SCRIBING IS BASIC OPERATION ON ALL JOBS

Cut linoleum 4 in. over required length. Lay on the floor with one side about 1 in. from wall and let both ends ride over baseboard. Set dividers at the required opening (Fig. 2) and, with one point of the dividers in contact with baseboard, scribe the line.

When scribing to fit a doorway, metal edge molding can be temporarily fastened in place with two screws to serve as a guide. Shoe mold will cover the cut at A, so linoleum can be cut from 1/8 to 1/4 in. beyond the scribed-to-wall mark, making piece easy to fit.

Shift the linoleum lengthwise until it clears one end wall. Set dividers to the exact distance between the key marks and scribe the end wall at this setting.

Measure width needed for second sheet and cut linoleum over the required width. Place about 1 in. from wall and scribe as before, using the method in Fig. 2 when doorway is involved. This method is not used on patterned goods as it will destroy pattern register.
The edge should be protected with a metal molding of the type shown in the upper detail, Fig. 2. This can be fitted before or after laying the linoleum, as desired. As suggested in Fig. 1, fasten the mold with two screws and then scribe to it. If required, it then can be shifted easily.

Laying second sheet: The second sheet is fitted as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. When rough trimming the second sheet, be sure to scribe and make the cut parallel with the opposite edge. When fitted in place, the edge at the seam should be parallel with the wall. After fitting the second sheet, there will be an overlap where the two pieces come together, Fig. 6. A neat butt joint, or seam, is made by double cutting as in Fig. 5. A recommended alternate method involves the use of a special tool called an under-scriber, Fig. 7. This tool speeds the scribing job and assures accuracy. When the under-scriber is pulled along with the round boss riding against the edge of the under sheet, the pointer scribes a mark on the top sheet directly above the edge of the under sheet. The top sheet is then cut on the scribed line for a perfect fit. The seam-cutting method used will affect the manner of applying the cement. If the seam is made by double cutting, both edges are left uncemented for a distance of about 4 in. from the edges. After cutting, cement is spread under the projections to complete the job. If an under-scriber is used, the first sheet is cemented to the edge as in Fig. 7. When using either method of cutting, avoid fitting the seam too tightly. It is better to leave them a little loose to prevent ridging or buckling. Then, after cleaning up the surplus cement with a damp cloth, press the edges down to a perfect fit by rubbing with a hammer head covered with a soft cloth.
Fitting with paper pattern: Sometimes you will run into a job that is difficult or impractical to scribe by ordinary methods. In this case, use of a paper pattern probably will be the solution. To build up the pattern, cut and paste pieces of heavy paper or cardboard together to form the exact shape you want the linoleum to be. Then apply rubber cement or linoleum cement to the face of the pattern and roll the linoleum onto it so that the two stick together firmly, Fig. 8. Then turn the linoleum over and you have the required cutting pattern cemented to the back. This method also works out well when fitting linoleum having a figure or design imprinted or inlaid. In this case, you cannot cut to form a seam in the usual way as this may destroy the design register. Using the paper pattern, the linoleum is cut a little over the required width, the second sheet is butted against the first sheet and then rolled to the wall where it picks up the paper pattern.

Fitting simple border: In nearly all border jobs, you have the choice of laying either the field or the border first. Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show the border laid first. Chalk a line all around the room an equal distance from the walls. Use either the scribing or paper-pattern method for marking the border pieces at doorways. After the pieces have been cut out, place them in position and check for fit. Then remove the pieces, one at a time, and spread cement under each one out to the chalk line. Replace all pieces and double-cut the corner seams, using either a miter or plain butt
joint at the corners. Although the miter joint wastes more material, it is by far the neatest and most attractive. After the border has been cemented down, clean up all excess cement and then rough-cut the field material 1 to 2 in. oversize, except, if desired, one factory edge, which can be butted to the border. On the remaining edges use the under-scriber, Fig. 10, to mark a line for the cut above the border. Cut on the scribed lines and finish cementing at the edges of the field. Clean up with a damp cloth and then rub down all joints with a hammer head.

**Border and feature strip:** This attractive style, Fig. 17, requires only a little more time to lay than does the simple border. The method pictured in Figs. 15 to 20 inclusive calls for laying the field first, a procedure which many workers prefer for this installation. Chalk a line around the room a distance from the walls equal to the combined width of the border and strip. Butt one factory edge of the field to the line and trim the other edges about 1 in. oversize. Roll the material back and spread the cement, first on one half of the floor, then on the other, Fig. 12. Be sure to keep the cement inside the line. Bed the linoleum in the cement, pick up the chalk marks with a straightedge and cut the field to the required net size, Fig. 13. Then sand-bag the field and clamp the edges with wooden strips nailed to the floor, Fig. 19. Allow to stand for 24 hrs. Border pieces are now trimmed to a width of about 1/2 in. less than the distance between the edge of the field and the wall, Fig. 18. Set the scribe (dividers) to the width of the feature strip, Fig. 14, and, with the border pressed tightly against the field, scribe as in Fig. 20. If all measurements have been made correctly, the border and feature strip will fit neatly into the opening as in Fig. 16. It should be noted that in border work, the border itself is scribed net to the wall without a gap. The slight pressure fit thus obtained helps to get a good, tight joint between the border and feature strip and between the strip and the field. In some jobs involving a border of the same pattern and color as the field, the linoleum is laid wall-to-wall and the feature strip is cut in. This procedure is sometimes advantageous, depending on the size of the room and the distance from the wall to the strip. Make suitable allowances at the baseboard.

*(To be continued)*
Turning Dowels on Disk Sander

You don't need a lathe to turn tenons and lengths of dowel if your shop is equipped with a disk sander. Just use a board and cleat clamped to the sander table to aid in holding the square stock against the sanding disk. Tack the cleat close enough to the face of the disk to serve as a rest for roughing off the corners of the work, feeding the work from one side, as pictured, and turning it slowly. Then move the cleat to within $\frac{1}{2}$ in. of the size of dowel required and run the work through again. The work can be finished smooth with fine sandpaper.

Horseshoe Provides Ceiling Hanger

Bolted or welded to flat-iron extensions, a pair of horseshoes can be suspended from a garage ceiling to provide a convenient hanger for an extension ladder. They also can be used to form a rack for clothes poles, pipe and other hard-to-store items. One arm of the horseshoe is cut off, as shown, and the flat iron is fastened to a joist or rafter.

O. H. Hampsch, Oak Park, Ill.

Brush a dust mop well with a whisk broom after using it and it will be preserved in excellent condition.

Dress Snap Holds Fabric Samples

A number of small pieces of lightweight fabric can be fastened together with a large dress snap. This lessens the possibility of trimmings being mislaid and facilitates carrying cloth samples.

Keeping Fingernails Clean

Especially for the office worker or salesman whose hands must look well groomed, here is a way to keep the underside of the fingernails clean while tinkering with the car or working in the basement shop. Before starting the job, wash the hands and clean the fingernails. Then scratch the nails across a bar of soap until the space under the tips of the nails is completely filled with soap. When the job is finished, wash up in the usual way and remove the soap from under the fingernails by brushing or with a nail file. The nails which have been protected by the soap will be left clean.—George L. Elston, Kirkwood, Mo.

Sag Removed From Folding Cot By Straps at Rail Hinges

Installing a leather strap on each side of a folding cot permits spreading its center legs to remove the uncomfortable sag usually found at the center of the canvas. After the cot is set up, the straps are simply drawn tight and buckled to hold the canvas taut. Each end of the strap is fitted with a sheet-metal tab. The lower tab is screwed to the wooden cot leg and the upper one is soldered or brazed to the metal rail hinge.

Louis H. Keding, La Grange, Ill.
**Wall-Bracket Ivy Holder Made of Aluminum**

Filled with real or artificial ivy, this aluminum plant holder is just the thing to enliven a vacant-looking spot on the wall. The bed of the holder is made from a length of 2½-in. aluminum tubing which is cut in half lengthwise. If the aluminum is the type that can be welded, half disks of sheet aluminum may be used to enclose the ends of the bed. Otherwise, pieces of hardwood fastened with escutcheon pins will serve the purpose. The wall brackets are cut and bent from .040 or .064-ga. aluminum and then drilled for two cross braces. The brackets are bent simply by clamping them one at a time between two hardwood blocks and hammering down the edge with a rawhide mallet. Each cross brace consists of two lengths of aluminum tubing. One length, having a ¼ in. o.d., is a press fit in the holes in the brackets and the other length, ⅛ in. o.d. and ⅛ in. i.d., slips over it to provide a spacer. The inner lengths should project about ¼ in. from both sides of the brackets. The holder is finished with fine steel wool and oil and then waxed.

R. J. DeCristoforo, New York City.

**Vacuum Cleaner Plugged Into Dead Outlet Facilitates Replacing Fuse**

If the basement lights are not on the same circuit as those in the main part of the house, it sometimes is difficult to tell when a blown fuse has been replaced without going back upstairs to check. To avoid this extra trouble, plug the vacuum cleaner into one of the dead outlets. Then, by listening for the cleaner to turn on, you will know when you have replaced the right fuse.—Linda Larsen, Ludington, Mich.

**Ink-Bottle Stand Includes Handy Utility Tray Which Forms Nontip Base**

When placed on a desk or clipped to the edge of a drawing board, the wide base of this novel holder prevents accidentally tipping a bottle of drawing ink. The base also serves as a tray for holding paper clips, thumbtacks and spare pens. A large cover from a potato-chip or syrup can forms the base, or tray, and the upper portion of a small can is soldered to the center of the base to provide the container for the ink bottle. The cover which fits snugly over the bottle container is made from the bottom portion of a slightly larger can. Note that a hole is cut in the center of the cover so that it fits over the top of the ink bottle. A suitable clip for attaching the holder to a drawing board can be made by soldering a strip of spring brass to the underside of the base and bending it to fit over the edge of the board.

Robert Scott, Saltsburg, Pa.

Dress snaps are not damaged if they are fastened before garment is washed.
BEFORE RUBBING

AFTER RUBBING

Pour abrasive powder into a glass tumbler about two thirds full of water and allow to settle. Then pour off most of the water and mix to a creamy paste.

Pouring the powder into the tumbler:

Before rubbing:

After rubbing:

Pouring off the water and mixing:

The final touch of the craftsman is best expressed in a hand-rubbed finish.

By Rollin H. Wampler

That glass-smooth satiny finish you see on high-grade furniture is still done by skillful hand-rubbing with powdered abrasives. What happens to the surface of the finish during the rubbing process is shown graphically in Fig. 1. Rubbing the dry finish removes brush marks, orange peel (the wavy effect caused by spraying lacquers without the proper retarders), dust specks, and bubbles. All are common defects and are almost impossible to avoid in some degree unless the finish can be applied under ideal conditions of dust-free air and rigid temperature control. The first rubbing removes defects and levels the finish, giving it a dull, flat appearance. Then the surface is brought to varying degrees of sheen, or gloss, with a flour-fine abrasive and a final polishing. In current practice the finish is left dull flat on antiques. For period furniture a semigloss is preferred but on modern designs the finish usually is rubbed to a high satin polish.

Although rubbing may be done with a cloth pad, a thick felt pad is best. Felt has just enough "give" to follow slight irregularities without danger of cutting through the finish. Powdered pumice, FFF grade or finer, is commonly used for the first rubbing. Pour the powder into a tumbler of water as in Fig. 2 and allow it to settle before pouring off the water. Mix the sediment to a creamy paste. Some finishers...
Use a felt rubbing pad for polishing flat surfaces with the grain and make sure that the pad is clean.

Turnings can be polished with a clean cloth charged with abrasive cream. Use only light polishing pressure.

Above, paint small carvings with abrasive cream and polish with a toothbrush. Below, some finishers apply wax with a cloth pad to get a uniform coating.

Above, be careful not to cut through finish when sanding or rubbing corners and edges. Below, some finishers prefer to apply paste wax with a steel-wool pad.
prefer rubbing oil instead of water. In either case, mix the powder and liquid to a creamy paste and pour or brush it on the surface to be rubbed, Fig. 3. In rubbing with the abrasive-charged felt pad, use a long sweeping stroke, Fig. 4, each stroke overlapping the previous one about half the width of the pad. Always rub with the grain on straight-grained woods and the long way of the surface on panels or tops having a burled or butt graining. Be especially careful when working near the edge, Fig. 7, allowing the pad to overlap the edge on only one or two strokes at the most. Otherwise the abrasive may cut through the finish and expose a narrow line of bare wood. Check the progress of the work occasionally by wiping a spot clear of abrasive and examining it carefully in a good light. An easy way to determine the uniformity of the surface is to look across it obliquely. Small areas that are still rough or untouched are easily spotted in this way. When the surface is uniformly flat and feels smooth to the touch of a finger, it is ready for final polishing.

Turned legs, pressed or carved moldings and both overlay and relief carvings require a different treatment. Turnings are rubbed by means of an abrasive-charged muslin cloth as in Fig. 5, special care being taken not to rub the finish off the high places. Small carvings are rubbed with an old toothbrush after painting the surface with the abrasive cream. On large carvings a worn scrubbing brush is often used to advantage. In finishing carvings be careful to brush as much as possible lengthwise of the high places, not across them. This often will require brushing in several directions. As a rule, carvings and the short-radius portions of turnings are left in a dull-gloss finish, rather than high luster. Much the same procedure is used in polishing except that a finer abrasive is used. On some types of work, such as colonial designs, a high-gloss wax finish is appropriate. When wax is used, the final abrasive polishing is omitted. Most finishers apply a paste wax with a soft cloth pad as in Fig. 8, but others use a pad of fine steel wool, 0000 grade, as in Fig. 9. By continuous rubbing with the steel-wool pad a fairly heavy film of wax is built up to a uniform thickness. This can be polished to a very high gloss if desired. Before polishing certain types of work, some finishers go over it with 8/0 wet-or-dry sandpaper backed with a felt pad as in Fig. 10. Rubbing oil is applied to the surface as a lubricant and to prevent the fine abrasive paper from clogging. This treatment cuts down any high spots that may have been left by the first rubbing, and gives a flat surface of even greater uniformity. Then the surface is polished by applying a creamy paste of rottenstone and oil with a cloth pad and rubbing with long, uniform strokes. In this final step the finish can be brought to any desired sheen from dull flat to high gloss. The trick is to stop at just the right point. To do this, the finisher must check on the progress of the work at frequent intervals.

After completing one step, the work must be thoroughly cleaned in preparation for the next. Surfaces that have been rubbed or polished with an oil-abrasive mixture must be cleaned with a mild solvent to avoid the discolorations known to finishers as “blushing,” or “blooming.” Be sure that the finish to be rubbed is thoroughly dry. Most lacquers will require only 24 to 36 hrs. For the rubbing varnishes, 10 days to 2 weeks generally will suffice.
Wooden Turn Button on Tool-Chest Lid Supports Doors for Planing

Needing a quick method of supporting doors and window sash on edge for planing, one craftsman in remodeling his home found that a wooden turn button fastened to the lid of his heavy tool chest would do the trick. If necessary, regular table-leg braces can be used to hold the chest lid in the vertical position and the weight of the chest will keep the door from slipping. Should the chest have a tendency to slide, rubber feet tacked to the corners will help to hold it stationary.

Polishing Plastics Quickly

To obtain a high gloss on plastic without the usual buffing, use a paste consisting of a fine abrasive, such as flour of pumice, mixed with a light lubricating oil. Apply the paste with a soft cloth, rubbing until all scratches are removed. Then rub the surface briskly with a clean, soft rag moistened with liquid metal polish. The result will be a brilliantly polished surface.

S. S. Palestrant, Bronx, N. Y.

Novel Metal Piggy Bank Assembled

Made entirely of scrap parts, this all-metal piggy bank will please the craft-minded youngster. The round body of the pig is made from a flush-tank float and the head from a small oilcan. Cut a hole slightly smaller than the base of the oilcan in one end of the float. Then remove the bottom from the oilcan and, later, solder the can.

From Flush-Tank Float and Oilcan

over the opening in the float. Cut one or two coin slots in the top of the bank, depending on whether or not a partition separates the float into two parts. To cut the slot, drill a 1/8-in. hole at each of its ends, make double saw cuts between the holes and file the slot smooth. Lengths of metal tubing twisted spirally and soldered to the flush-tank float form the four legs and the tail. The eyes of the pig are cut from two roundheaded screws, the shank and threads being cut off so there is just a slight projection of the shank below the head. The screwheads are pressed in undersize holes drilled in the oilcan. The spout is cut from the can cover and a copper disk is fastened over the hole in the cover with sheet-metal screws, the screwheads forming the nostrils of the pig. The ears are cut and bent from sheet copper and soldered to the oilcan. Sheet-metal screws can be used to hold them in place while soldering and do not have to be removed, as when the ears are bent forward the screws will be inconspicuous. Coins are removed from the bank by unscrewing the oilcan cover. However, if the float is divided, coins will have to be removed from the rear compartment with typical piggy-bank-robbing technique, or just one coin slot can be cut and the rear section of the bank not used.

Doris Aller, San Francisco, Calif.

Stale bread soaked in linseed oil is an excellent bait for rattraps.
BY KEEPING in mind a few simple tricks, you can bring home as many pan fish during the winter months as the best catches you've had throughout the summer. One of the first things to remember about ice-fishing, however, is to dress for it. To keep your feet warm on the ice, fit two or three inner soles cut from an old felt hat, into each boot. Wear two pairs of lightweight woolen socks, as these are warmer than a single heavy pair, and take along several pairs of woolen gloves or mittens so you will always have a dry pair. Waterproofed leather choppers' mitts worn over the wool gloves afford added protection when handling cold, wet lines and fish.

In winter, the location of the fish and whether or not they are biting cannot be judged by the usual rules, such as wind, barometric pressure, or water temperature. The fish seem to show the most action between 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M., but this is not a hard-and-fast rule. If the water is shallow, the fish will take to the deepest holes they can find. Other good fishing spots are near weeds in 6 to 20 ft. of water, off rocky points, in sheltered coves, over sand bars and around spring holes in the lake bottom. An excellent location for catching pike and walleyes is frequently found off the mouth of a stream that flows into the main body of water.

An efficient and inexpensive tool for chopping holes through the ice is made by welding a wide chisel blade to a length of pipe, Fig. 1. A hole is drilled at the top end of the pipe for attaching a leather thong or strong cord, and a loop tied in the end of the thong is slipped over the wrist so the tool will not fall through the hole if it is dropped. Make the holes in the ice about 15 in. in dia. and flare out the edges on the underside so the sharp ice will not fray the line. After cutting the hole, use an old tea strainer to skim the pieces of ice from the water as shown in Fig. 4.

Pan fish bite daintily during the winter, usually nibbling only at the head or tail of a worm. To outsmart the nibblers, fasten a pan-fish hook to each end of an 8-in. nylon leader and knot the center of the leader to form a loop for tying to the line. Then simply impale the ends of the worm on the hooks as in Fig. 2.

In some lakes and rivers fishing through the ice is best after dark. To attract the fish to the bait, lower a tightly capped fruit jar containing a small, lighted flashlight into the water and fish around the light, Fig. 3. Use stones to weight the jar so it
THROUGH ICE

will sink and tie a line around the rim of the jar or tie it to a screw eye soldered to the jar cover. Another way to attract fish at night or in deep water during the daytime is to tie a small perfume vial to each line just above the baited hook, Fig. 5. The inside of the vial is coated with luminous paint and the vial is capped tightly. The glow of the paint will bring curious fish to the vicinity of the bait. To attract fish to your bait in the daytime, drop a handful of crushed oystersHELLs through a hole in the ice. The shells will glitter on the lake bottom and lure the fish to the location of your bait. These shells usually are available at poultry-supply dealers.

Although bait minnows can be trapped as easily in winter as in summer, most wire and plastic traps freeze under the ice. A serviceable trap can be made from a large fruit jar and the upper half of a quart milk bottle as shown in Fig. 6. Set the trap in shallow channels where the current is swift, anchoring it between two large stones so it is not washed away. The mouth of the trap should face downstream. Several of these traps baited with raw oatmeal or bread crumbs will keep you well supplied with minnows all winter long.

While worms and minnows are the most widely used baits, they are not necessarily the best for pan-fishing through ice. Here are some bait suggestions for sure-fire results. When fish won’t take any other bait, use winter-killed honeybees which can be obtained from a local beekeeper. Or, if you can find a wasp nest in the woods, the cold dormant wasps will work as well as bees. Another bait that will give satisfactory results is the meal worm which you can obtain from almost any feed store or grain elevator. Leeches are an excellent bait for game and pan fish and may be purchased from drug-supply houses. One of the best winter baits is had by using small bullheads with the sharp spines and fins snipped off. Game fish are attracted by the blood and quickly notice the lack of sharp spines, attacking at once. As a bait for large pike and walleyes, there is little better than a 4 or 5-in. sucker, chub or perch, and one or two small, red glass beads slipped onto a No. 12 or 14 gold-plated hook will often take pan fish in the winter.

To keep bait worms from freezing in zero weather, carry them in a woolen sock which is half-filled with dry sawdust. Keep the top of the sock closed tightly with a rubber band. Fishlines can be prevented from becoming coated with ice by rubbing them with linseed oil or kerosene before putting them in the water.
Locking Pliers Form Bench Vise

Attaching a pair of locking pliers to a C-clamp and mounting it on the edge of a workbench provides a neat quick-acting bench vise for holding small work. This setup is particularly useful for holding knives and tool blades for sharpening. The rivet on which the pliers jaws pivot is replaced with a stove bolt and wing nut. The latter hold the pliers between two pieces of sheet steel which are welded to the C-clamp to form a yoke. Two additional pieces of sheet steel are welded to the inside surfaces of the pliers jaws to increase their width. By loosening the wing nut, the pliers can be adjusted to the most convenient working angle.

W. G. Waggoner, Sacramento, Calif.

Paper Aids Drying Wet Shoes

As soon as wet shoes are removed, stuff them tightly with wadded newspaper or tissue paper. This will keep the leather from shrinking and also speed drying. When dry, a leather preservative should be applied to the tops and soles of the shoes.

Handle for Vacuum Bottle

A length of cord tied to two sheet-metal clips forms a convenient handle for carrying a vacuum bottle. The clips can be cut from a tin can and are bent as shown in the detail, the edges being folded over to make them smooth. Paint or other covering is removed from the sides of the bottle at the points where the clips are to be attached, and then the latter are soldered to the metal case. The glass bottle should be removed from the case before soldering. Braided metal cable or a length of strong cord will serve as a handle. However, if the cord is used, it is best to braid it with a series of slipknots for added strength.
Owners of box-type cameras equipped with a built-in flash attachment are not restricted to ordinary flat frontal lighting if this little auxiliary flash adapter is at hand. It permits the flash attachment to be removed from the camera, Fig. 2, and flashed at arm's length to produce more interesting side-lighted shots. An open-and-shut technique is used in taking the picture in subdued light; the shutter is opened, the bulb fired and the shutter closed. The adapter has a push-button switch which is depressed to fire the bulb in the manner illustrated in Fig. 1. A safety catch is installed as in Fig. 3 to prevent accidental premature firing of the bulb when loading. In locked position, the catch fits under the head of the push button. Assembly of the adapter, detailed in Fig. 4, is self-explanatory. A recess is routed in the wooden block for the sheet-brass sockets and contacts. A furniture nail forms a head for the push button. E. Peter Smith, Los Angeles, Calif.
When a regular darkroom is not available, processing photos at home is sometimes extremely inconvenient. It's usually a case of having to work either in the bathroom or kitchen with more time devoted to getting ready and, afterward, putting things away than the actual time spent in enjoying the hobby of making your own pictures. When I moved into a studio apartment I found it necessary for the kitchen to serve as both a quick-change darkroom and a place to cook and eat. So here is what I did:

Typical overhead wall cabinets were located above the sink, and this meant that there was insufficient clearance to permit using my enlarger on a small cabinet located next to the sink. To overcome this problem, I sacrificed the storage space of one of the overhead cabinets, removing the bottom to take the column of the enlarger and allow the lamp house to be extended to its full height. Thus, when the cabinet door is closed the enlarger is inconspicuous and the arrangement contributes considerably to the quick-changeover idea.

Now, the question of what to do for a work counter for my large developing trays. Limited space meant that whatever I used would have to serve a double purpose and also be located conveniently to the sink. A cabinet that could be rolled out of the way seemed to be the answer. Luckily, a movable work cabinet was already installed along an adjacent wall of the kitchen. Being 5 ft. long and having a linoleum top, it was just the thing. All I had to do was to fit it with rubber-tired casters.
so it could be rolled easily into working position and back against the wall when not in use. Part of the cabinet is used for storing equipment and a towel bar attached at one end also serves as a handle. Placed at right angles to the sink, the cabinet is convenient to a safelight mounted above the sink, running water and the enlarger, as shown in Fig. 2.

If you have a kitchen arrangement where a work counter could be pushed out of the way, you can build a similar cabinet by following the details in Fig. 1. Or, a standard cabinet remodeled a little and painted to match other units in the room will serve the purpose. The cabinet shown makes use of common lumberyard stock and plywood, the top being covered with linoleum and metal edging. One end is devoted to tray storage, and although designed for three doors, one of the compartments can be fitted with drawers for storing small items. Note that only one end of the cabinet is fitted with casters so it will not roll.

Refrigeration of Stock Print Developer Results in Brilliant Negatives

Negatives with a greater range of contrast are easily attained by using your kitchen refrigerator as an aid to developing. First store a bottle of standard print developer (D-72) in the refrigerator until cold and then load the developing tank, pouring in the cold stock solution. Set the tank in the refrigerator overnight. No developing action takes place at this time, but the film emulsion absorbs the amount of solution required to develop the image. In the morning, pour out the solution, unload the tank and hang up the negatives in total darkness so they can develop at room temperature. After an hour or so, fix and wash them. You will be pleasantly surprised with the crystal brilliance of the negatives. As this is achieved at the expense of grain fineness, negatives intended for extreme enlargement should not be processed in this way. However, with care in drying the negatives, normal degrees of enlargement will be successful.

Martin S. Dworkin, New York City.
Safelight Mounted on Gooseneck Permits Using Brighter Lamp

One photographer mounted his safelight on a gooseneck desk lamp to permit using a brighter light than usual and thus facilitate judging the quality of prints in the developer solution. With this arrangement, the light may be swung over the tray momentarily to check the print and then moved to one side so the print will not be fogged. As most lamps of this type have holes drilled through the base, it is a simple matter to screw them to a shelf or wall.

Virginia Hanson, Santa Monica, Calif.

Solution Bottles Washed After Use To Prevent Chemical Dust

Chemical dust floating in the darkroom air is liable to cause small spots or pinholes on negatives. The dust, which is the dried residue of photo solutions, results in either clear or black spots depending on whether it comes from hypo or developer. For this reason, it is a worth-while practice to wash down the outside of every photo-solution bottle before putting it away, as the water will remove any droplets of solution which would otherwise dry on the glass and form the troublesome dust particles.

Photos Marked With Credit Line By Using Flashlight Printer

Helpful advertising can be gained from your commercial photos by using a flashlight to print an inconspicuous but legible credit line in the corner of each photograph. Place a copy negative of the credit line over the lens of the flashlight so it reads from right to left. Then, cut a piece of opaque black paper to fit over the lens and cut a section from the paper just large enough to expose the credit line. Lay the paper over the negative so the credit line is completely visible and clamp the parts together with the lens retainer. The credit line is printed by pressing the negative tightly to the photo paper and turning on the flashlight. An exposure of approximately 10 seconds is necessary on contact paper and about 2 seconds on enlarging paper. Because light usually is concentrated at the center of a flashlight lens, it may be necessary to use a little dye on the portions of the negative to print uniformly.

Ken Sellers, Columbia, Mo.

Timer Made From Alarm Clock

When a darkroom timer is not available, a suitable one can be improvised in a few minutes by using an alarm clock. Remove the glass from the face of the clock and slip a rubber band over the clock so it stretches across the face. Set the minute hand and position the rubber band so the space between them is equal to the desired elapsed time. Then, the time to remove the film from the developer can be checked in total darkness simply by feeling when the minute hand passes under the rubber band.—John H. Jones, Cove, Ark.
MAKE YOUR OWN TRANSFORMER

By Harold P. Strand

PART I—DESIGNING

DESIGNING and making small single-phase transformers, such as the electrical experimenter and radio technician require, is an interesting and educational project. Although transformers of standard voltage rating can be purchased, it is often necessary to obtain special voltages for experimental work or new apparatus. It is far more economical to make the transformer yourself than to have one built to order.

An elementary transformer consists of a laminated iron core on which a coil of insulated wire is wound. The coil may be a single winding with taps, such as an auto transformer, or one with two separate coils as in Figs. 1 and 5. The latter, being the most widely used, will be discussed in this article. As indicated in Fig. 5, one of the coils is called the primary and is connected to the current input. The other coil, from which current is taken, may have more or fewer turns than the primary and is called the secondary. The core must be built up, or laminated, from thin sheets of silicon steel, because the constant reversal of the alternating-current flux sets up eddy currents in a solid iron core. Therefore, the use of a solid core would result in excessive heating of the transformer. Laminating tends to break up these eddy currents.

Briefly, the theory of transformer operation is as follows: The line voltage sends a current through the primary coil, setting up a magnetic flux—invisible lines of force—in the iron core. As the core also encircles the secondary coil, the flux, which rises and falls in step with the alternating current, cuts through the turns of the secondary and, by the laws of magnetic induction, induces a voltage in this winding. If the secondary circuit is closed by adding a load, a current will flow in the secondary. The voltage induced in the secondary is in direct proportion to the number of turns in that winding as compared to the number of turns in the primary, except for a slight loss which will be explained later. For example, with 100 turns in the primary coil and 200 in the secondary and with 100 volts
applied to the primary, 200 volts are delivered at the secondary. The transformer also automatically controls itself. When the line voltage is applied to the primary, a counter E.M.F. (electro-motive force), or voltage, is induced in that winding, which is practically equal to the line voltage at no load. With the secondary open, this back voltage prevents all but a very small amount of current from flowing in the primary. Thus, at no load a properly designed transformer draws practically nothing from the line. This current is called the exciting current and serves to produce the flux in the core.

When a load is placed on the secondary, the current flowing in that coil must, in accordance with Lenz’s law, flow in such a direction as to oppose the flux in the core. This opposition tends to reduce the value of the flux which, in turn, causes the back E.M.F. to be reduced. As it is due to the latter that the current is held in check, it is obvious that more current will be allowed to flow in the primary to satisfy the demands of increased load on the secondary. Thus, a transformer acts much like an automatic regulating valve.

The first step to consider when designing a transformer is the core size and its relation to some value of volt-amperes or size rating. For the benefit of the amateur designer, the table, Fig. 4, can be used as a general guide. This does not mean that the table must be followed to an exact degree because, when less iron is used in the core, more primary turns are put on to offset it. Note in the formula, Fig. 6, that the relationship of core area to turns is maintained so that a safe flux density is kept in the core. However, it is not good practice to use an excessive amount of either iron or copper, if losses and efficiency are to be considered. Although transformer cores can be made from straight strips of silicon steel, standard E-type laminations, Fig. 3, which may be purchased or salvaged from a discarded power transformer, are more convenient to use. The principal core dimensions important to any transformer design are the height of the stacked laminations, measured as in Fig. 2, the width of the center leg, A, Fig. 3, and the area of the window space.

The problem that usually confronts the amateur is the number of turns and size of wire required for use with a core on hand to produce a certain voltage output. Suppose, for example, that the width of the center leg of the laminations on hand measures 1¼ in., a window opening to one side of this leg measures ¾ x 1¾ in. and also that there are enough laminations to stack tightly to a height of 1½ in. The area of the core is the width of the center leg
(1.25 in.) multiplied by the height of the stack of laminations (1.75 in.), A and B, Figs. 3 and 5, which equals 2.19 sq. in. Using the table, Fig. 4, we find that this falls in a class of about 125 volt-amperes at 60 cycles, the current input required. Were the transformer to be used on a 115-volt line and required to deliver 230 volts at .5 amperes at the secondary leads, we would multiply 230 x .5. This gives 115 volt-amperes which is well within the range of the 125 volt-ampere rating for the core.

To find the correct number of turns for the primary winding, the formula, Fig. 6, is used. Substituting the proper values, the problem condenses to:

\[
\frac{10^8 \times 115}{4.44 \times 60 \times 2.19 \times 65,000} = 303 \text{ turns}
\]

In the above, 10^8 is taken for 100,000,000
115 is the primary voltage
4.44 is a factor
60 is the frequency
2.19 is the core area
65,000 is lines per sq. in. of flux density

The result, 303 turns, can be made an even 300. The next step is to divide 300 by the line volts (115) to get the turns per volt. This will be about 2.61. The secondary turns for any output voltage desired are figured by multiplying 2.61 by the desired voltage. In this case, 230 volts are wanted, so 230 x 2.61 = 600 turns.

Iron and copper losses both enter the picture, but the addition of about 4 percent in turns will take care of them. Regulation, or the condition which affects output voltage from no load to full load must also be considered. Usually, about 2 percent more in turns will take care of this condition. So, by adding 6 percent to the 600 turns calculated or a total of 636 turns, the full 230 volts should be obtainable with a .5-ampere load.

The table, Fig. 7, shows the cross-sectional area of copper wires. If the decimal point in the column of circular mils is moved three places to the left, it is possible to quickly determine the ampere capacity of each size. The secondary is to carry .5 amperes and from the table, No. 22 wire at 509 circular mils is the nearest size. To determine the current in the primary, divide the volt-ampere rating, 115, by the primary volts, 115, which gives 1 ampere. Since transformers never run at 100 percent efficiency, an addition of 10 percent or a total of 1.1 amperes is a good estimate. No. 19 wire at 1288 circular mils is the nearest larger size.

(To be continued)
Drilling True Burr-Free Holes In Thin Sheet Metal

Radio servicemen and tinsmiths will find that a twist drill ground as shown is especially helpful where it is necessary to drill holes to exact diameter in thin sheet metal. As will be seen from the details, the cutting edges are ground square across at right angles to the axis of the drill. The radius of the grinding wheel automatically gives the necessary back clearance to each lip. Ordinary drills up to 1 in. dia. can be ground in this way and all sizes will cut clean, true holes without leaving a burr on the bottom edge. Prick-punch the work lightly to start the drill.

J. Vincent Smith, Silver Spring, Md.

Nail Perforates Heavy Directory To Permit Hanging on Wall

To prepare a telephone directory or heavy catalogue for hanging from a wall rack, it is not necessary to make a hole at the corner by perforating a few pages at a time. Just take a hammer and drive a nail of suitable length through the corner of the volume.—Leon Henry, Tacoma, Wash.

Labeling Transformer Leads

Leads and terminals on transformers and other electrical equipment can be labeled for quick identification by attaching paper tabs with cellulose tape. Print the information on the paper tab, press the tab face down on the adhesive side of a piece of cellulose tape, and then wrap the tape around the lead or press it against the surface of the part. The label will remain legible indefinitely, but can be removed easily when desired.

Walter E. Burton, Akron, Ohio.

Filing Corners of Square Bolt Head Adapts It for Hex Socket Wrench

If a square-headed bolt must be driven in a hard-to-reach place, a hex socket wrench may be used by filing or grinding down opposite corners of the bolt head. After this is done, the bolt head will fit in the hex socket as shown in the left-hand detail. A 12-point socket wrench also will do the trick if the fit is snug and pressure is applied lightly.

Charles H. Hardy, Los Angeles, Calif.

Farm Gate Offset From Highway Affords Safe Parking Area

Stopping a truck or car on a busy highway to open the gate to the farm lane is dangerous, especially if the gateway is on a curve of the road or on a hill. One farmer solved this problem by building an offset in the fence deep enough to permit driving his truck off the highway before stopping to open the gate. The offset is formed by building wings at an angle to the fence line as shown in the sketch. The gate, of course, is hinged to swing either way.
This bale loader is constructed almost entirely of discarded car parts and stock sizes of both angle iron and sheet metal.

BUILT BY Lem Shaw and George Hammersechmidt, California ranchers, this efficient bale loader, coupled to the side of a truck, picks up individual bales from the field and elevates them high enough to enable one man to build a six-tier load on either a truck or trailer platform.

Fig. 1 pictures the offset hitch by means of which the loader is coupled to the side of the truck. The manner in which the loader is towed to and from the field behind the truck or trailer is shown in Fig. 2. Figs. 3 to 15, inclusive, detail the construction and assembly of the unit. First, note in the top view, Fig. 4, that the loader axle is offset to bring the loader as close as possible to the truck. The offset hitch is shown assembled for attachment to the side of the truck.

Above, an adjustable offset hitch of special design couples the loader to the side of the truck frame. Below, the loader coupled behind truck for transport.

The neat, trim lines of the bale loader, shown above in operation, will appeal to every farmer who likes to build efficient, labor-saving equipment in his shop.
Lugs on the pickup chain are curved slightly to release bale. Those on the elevator chain are straight.

Frame. The parallel spacing bars are adjustable so that the loader can be located to suit the width of the truck platform. The long member of the hitch, top detail in Fig. 3 and also Fig. 11, serves the dual purpose of tow bar when the loader is towed on the road and that of push bar when the hitch is assembled for operation of the loader in the field. The three views of the drive mechanism, Figs. 13, 14 and 15, show the assembly of the drive unit. Note that the offset axle brings the drive sprocket, Fig. 14, in the center of the elevator bed. This position lines up the sprocket with the channel for the elevator chain, Figs. 4 and 5.

Two Ford Model-A rear axles are assembled to form the drive as in Figs. 13, 14, 18 and 21. One axle, with the housings removed, is mounted on the end of the torque tube of the second axle which is used intact, including the radius rods, Fig. 15. The open ends of the upper differential housing are closed with steel plates, welded on. One plate extends to form a mounting bracket, Fig. 13, and is bored and slotted for mounting bolts and for the drive-sprocket shaft. The throwout clutch mounted on the end of the torque tube between the two differentials is assembled from stock parts as in Fig. 12. In addition to the large drive sprocket, Fig. 14, five small sprockets of 3½-in. pitch diameter are required to carry the elevating chain and the pickup chains. The pickup chains travel in steel channels welded into the lower end of the elevator bed as in Fig. 5. The pickup sprocket assembly, with fixed and adjustable bearings, is detailed in Fig. 7, and is also pictured in Figs. 16, 17 and 19.

The bottom of the elevator bed, or "flight," is covered with galvanized sheet metal and the sides are built up and braced as in Figs.
Sheet metal forms the floor of the bale platform at the top of the elevator bed, Fig. 20. The sheet-metal guide, or fender, which forms one side and the end of the bale platform, is curved to turn the bale as it slides onto the platform. A layout pattern for cutting the sheet-metal part to correct size is shown in Fig. 8, and the detailed pattern for the bottom of the platform is shown in Fig. 4. Note that a “beading” of 1/4-in. pipe is welded to the top edge of the platform fender, Fig. 15. The wings, or gatherers, Fig. 16, are made up for both right and left sides as in Fig. 6. A shoe is welded to the bottom of each wing to carry the lower end of the elevator. It is important that each shoe be welded parallel with the line of travel, otherwise it will wear rapidly and may cause side draft.

The lugs, or dogs, welded to the elevator chain are straight while those on the short pickup chains are curved back as in Fig. 3. This backward curve is important as it permits the lugs to disengage freely from the bale as they pass downward over the idler sprockets. Tension on the pickup chains should be sufficient to prevent buckling. Chain tension can be changed by adjusting the idler sprockets, Fig. 7.

After the frame and elevator assembly has been completed, the axle assembly is trial-fitted in the frame and mounting lugs are welded onto the axle housings as in Fig. 15. Bolts passing through holes drilled in the lugs and the horizontal members of the frame hold it firmly in position. The upper end of the drive unit is bolted to a lug welded to the platform frame. Slots in the differential lug, or plate, Fig. 13, permit adjustment of the drive sprocket to the proper height with relation to the chain channel. The elevator chain need not run tightly as the weight of the chain ordinarily will give sufficient tension to prevent buckling. Note in Fig. 15 that the tires specified are of the airplane type and are mounted on 16-in. wheels. While tires of this type are satisfactory under ordinary field conditions, it may be necessary at times to use tire chains or casings with high-traction lugs in order to prevent slippage. The truck, or tractor pulling a trailer, should be driven at uniformly slow speed and the unit guided so that the pickup chains engage the end of the bale. To save time, bales which are dropped from the baler crosswise of the line of travel should be straightened before being picked up by the loader. As designed, the loader will pick up the standard size bale either flat or edgewise, depending on how it is dropped. If the larger, three-wire bales are handled, the elevator flight should be made correspondingly wider. Keep the drum and clutch units well lubricated to prevent undue wear on the parts.
Floor-Model Drill Press Improvised From Hand Drill and Pipe Fittings

From Hand Drill and Pipe Fittings

Continuous-Flowing Poultry Fountain Is Supplied by Elevated Water Tank

Desiring a means of providing his flock with a continuous supply of fresh, cool water, a California poultryman came up with this novel drinking fountain. It is supplied from an elevated tank and consists of a horizontal run of \( \frac{1}{2} \times 12 \)-in. pipe nipples joined to tees. The nipples are screwed into each of the tees and an elbow is turned onto the end of the last nipple in the run. Then short nipples are screwed into the tees and into the elbow. Individual drinking cups are formed by screwing \( \frac{1}{2} \times 2 \)-in. reducers onto the short nipples as in the detail. By cracking a valve installed in the pipe line, the individual drinking cups fill and overflow continuously. A raised wire floor is placed under the fountain and directly over a sloping slab of concrete leading to a drain. Thus, the overflow is drained away continuously, preventing the spread of waste water and also the incidence of diseases due to dampness. If desired, the fountain can be located at the side of the poultry house and fitted with a hinged cover which can be lowered in stormy weather.

Hi Sibley, Nuevo, Calif.

Stool Utilizes Cultivator Disk

Mounted on legs of \( \frac{1}{2} \)-in. pipe, an old cultivator disk provides an all-purpose stool for use on the farm or in the shop. The legs are welded to the convex side of the disk and are braced with two lengths of \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. rod, as shown.
Large Fruit-Juice Cans Provide Electrode Carrier

Three large fruit-juice cans bolted to a pipe handle form a handy carrier for an assortment of welding rods. The carrier is lightweight and may be set on the ground or hung by the bowed handle from most any convenient projection. Holes are punched or drilled through the sides of the three fruit-juice cans, using the dimensions given in the detail. Then the two parts of the handle are cut from %-in. pipe and welded together. Note that the lower end of the handle is drilled with staggered holes at 120-deg. intervals to register with the holes in the sides of the cans. This allows clearance for the %-in. stove bolts which are used to attach the cans to the handle. If the holes are carefully located, the bottom of the cans will form a flat base for the carrier.—Evan Wright, Topeka, Kans.

Spring Holder for Threading Tool Results in Mirror-Bright Finish

This spring threading-tool holder will meet the requirements of the critical machinist who is satisfied with nothing less than a mirror-bright finish on his work. A spring holder of this type is practically chatterproof, making it especially useful when cutting Acme threads or when using the angular thread-cutting method with a side-cutting tool. Form the body of the holder and the clamp lug either by milling or by sawing and filing the stock to shape. Drill, tap and slot the body and lug as shown. Use a fillister-head machine screw for convenience in tightening the clamping lug. The spacer which is placed between the lug and the body of the holder should be of the same size as the cutting tool. When using a holder of this type, take up backlash in the cross-feed and compound screws and be sure that the compound slides are gibbed up snugly. These precautions will prevent the tool from digging in and spoiling the thread during the finishing cuts.—H. Bergstrom, Evanston, Ill.

Portable Welding Torch Cuts Tie Wires to Speed Removing Wall Forms

To facilitate removing the wooden forms from poured concrete walls, one contractor uses a portable arc welder to cut the tie wires. This does the job in a fraction of the time necessary when using a hacksaw or wire cutters. The ground lead from the welder is clamped to the wire to be cut and a %-in. welding rod, which serves as an electrode, is simply touched to the wire at the point where it emerges from the form. A man working on the opposite side of the wall can quickly move the electrode from wire to wire. After the form boards are taken down, the cutting process is repeated to cut off the protruding ends of the wires flush with the surface of the concrete wall. — C. A. Lewis, Saskatoon, Sask., Can.
A reservoir squared 3"2 on A forms pentine ring touching a needlelike or putty is camphor handy to brought one placed around the reservoir and lubricating agent. Turpentine or camphor oil can be used and you'll find an oil can is handy for keeping the reservoir filled.

Sounds difficult, but like most jobs it's all in knowing how. Ralph E. Moore takes you through the steps in drilling both small and large holes and lets you in on the tricks of the trade that make it so easy.

DRILLING holes in glass sounds like a job strictly for the local glass shop. But in most cases, the tools used are common ones to be found in the average home shop. It's all in how the tools are handled that makes the difference. Drilling holes up to \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. in diameter does not require a special glass drill. In fact, the cutting tool is made from nothing more than a common three-cornered file. The file, of course, must be properly ground and extreme care used to avoid drawing the temper. This requires that the grinding be done on a slow-speed wheel, rotating in a water bath to prevent burning the tip of the file. The speed of the wheel should be about 300 r.p.m. and it should rotate in the direction indicated in Fig. 5. A sponge rubbing against the wheel will keep it wet and prevent splattering. In grinding the file, hold it lightly against the wheel and start grinding about 2 in. from the end. Use a sort of stroking motion, pulling the file toward you each time. This is done to each of the three flat faces and will gradually bring the tip to a needle-sharp point. After this, the point is squared off by deftly touching one corner of the file to the wheel. Note the arrow in Fig. 3. The squared tip should not be less than \( \frac{1}{16} \) or more than \( \frac{3}{8} \) in. wide. If the tip of the file discolors during grinding, it should be broken off at least \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. from the end and reground. Otherwise, the temper will be drawn and the tip will not cut. A long taper point, as shown in Fig. 2, provides faster cutting and permits better control in enlarging the hole to the desired size.
Now, let's test the cutting ability of the file. Take a piece of ¼-in. plate glass and place it on a flat surface. Holding the file vertically, press down with about 10 or 15 lbs. pressure and twist. If the tip breaks through the polished surface of the glass and makes a gritting sound, it's a good sign that the file has not lost its temper. However, if the point merely wears down without cutting, it must be reground. A file when properly ground will cut 15 to 20 holes before it needs resharpening. Where the job calls for a countersunk hole for a flat-headed wood screw, a tool is made by breaking a large-size file at the center and grinding the end according to Fig. 4. Turpentine or camphor oil is used to lubricate the file when cutting a hole. To retain the liquid, a small dam is formed of putty and placed around the hole to be drilled. Chuck the file in a regular auger brace and start rotating the brace with a firm but light downward pressure. When the drill point pierces the surface of the glass, add the turpentine, Fig. 1. An oilcan is excellent for this purpose. Rotate the brace using about 5 lbs. pressure, swinging it by the top with one hand. The needle point of the file will finally pierce the underside of the glass and when this happens use less pressure and rotate the brace more slowly. Let the glass overhang the edge of the table and continue through. If the point is allowed to embed in the table, you are apt to chip the glass on the underside. Some glaziers recommend finishing the hole from the reverse side as soon as the point of the file breaks through.

Thin glass, such as single and double-strength window glass, should be placed on a heavier piece of glass to provide a good flat surface and drilled with a minimum of pressure, little more than the mere weight of the brace. This is especially necessary when the point of the file is about to break through the work and when a hole is being drilled close to the edge of the glass.

Drilling large holes in glass requires a different technique and tools. The cutting tool required is homemade, Fig. 6, consisting of a length of brass tubing with teeth formed at one end and fitted with an acutely centered shaft for chucking it in an electric hand drill or drill press. The notches are formed with a hacksaw, the pieces are broken out with pliers and then squared up with a fine file. In using this cutter, the glass is clamped between two wooden guides, Fig. 8. A hole the same size as the cutter is made in the top piece, while the hole in the bottom piece is made larger as shown. In addition to guiding the cutter, the top hole serves as a well which is filled with two tablespoonfuls of silicon carbide or emery dust and enough water to nearly fill the hole. The drill is held vertically as in Fig. 7, using from 5 to 10 lbs. pressure, and the cutter is lifted about ½ in. every few seconds so that the emery dust has a chance to work under the teeth of the cutter. As the cutter advances, less pressure is applied. The same cutting agent is used when a drill press is employed to cut the hole, but the wooden guide is dispensed with and a dam of putty is substituted as before to retain the emery compound. A speed of 1500 r.p.m. is recommended for holes 5/8 to 1½ in. in diameter, while a slower speed of 800 to 1000 r.p.m. is required for holes of larger size. The teeth of the cutter will dull slightly in use and require touching up occasionally with a file.
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Silage Truck With Flanged Wheels
Rolls on Elevated Track

Four flanged wheels found in the junk yard were put to good use by one farmer in making a novel feed truck to run on an elevated track built on top of the feed bunks, which are placed end to end in the feed lot near the silo. The truck box, or hopper, can be any convenient size for holding measured portions of bulky, dry feeds. An adjustable slide covers an opening cut in the bottom of the hopper. By adjusting the slide, the size of the opening is varied to assure even distribution of the feed as the cart is rolled along the track over the bunks. The track is made from 2 x 2s spiked to the tops of the bunks and must be spaced to a uniform gauge throughout its length. The wheels turn free on full-length axles and are held in place with washers and cotter pins.

Board Tied to Neck Tames Buck

Having purchased a buck that had lost his fear of man and had become unruly, one farmer controlled him by hanging a piece of 2 x 6 from the animal's neck. A length of rope knotted at one end is passed through a hole drilled in the center of the board, and then the rope is tied around the buck's neck. The rope is just long enough so the board rests on the ground when the animal stands normally, but when he runs, it interferes with his front legs, slowing him down without harming him.—Kenneth R. Imig, Watseka, Ill.

Funnel Prevents Spilling Powder When Filling Bottles

Waste is held to a minimum when pouring powdered chemicals into bottles if a wide-mouth funnel is used. The powder is either shaken through the funnel spout or worked through with a glass stirring rod.

Index Plate for Wood Lathe

Requiring an indexing plate for an older-model wood lathe not fitted with this handy built-in accessory, one craftsman turned out a simple one-piece pattern from wood and had a special plate cast in aluminum. The casting has a raised section, or boss, which fits into the recess in the large step of the lathe cone pulley. The outer face of the plate is indexed with one row of 32 holes and another of 8 holes. Both rows of holes are equally spaced on 360-deg. circles scribed on the surface of the plate. The plate is fastened with four machine screws which are passed through body-size holes drilled in the bottom of the V-groove of the largest step of the cone pulley. The screws turn into tapped holes in the boss as shown in the sectional detail. The index pin is mounted on a spring bracket attached to the lathe headstock with a small bolt.

Herbert E. Pott, Victoria, B.C., Can.
POWER-TOOL STANDS

IF YOU want to economize on the cost of power tools by making your own machine stands, here are two sturdy ones that cost little and are simple to build. The one detailed above is particularly suitable for a tilting-arbor saw, the open front providing a handy shelf on which to place the miter gauge or the fence whenever one or the other is not being used. However, if the stand is made to support a tilting-table saw, a belt slot can be cut in the top for driving the machine from below. The legs are lengths of angle iron which are bolted to a thick wooden top and made exceptionally rigid by plywood panels on three sides. Note how the upper ends of the angle iron are drilled, cut and bent for attaching.

The legs and lower framework of the stand at the right consist of 3/4-in. pipe, the legs being flared at the bottom for added stability and welded at the top to an angle-iron framework covered with plywood. This particular stand is made to order for a tilting-table saw with a hinged motor mount being employed. A lower shelf provides a place to lay accessories, and rubber crutch tips fitted over the ends of the legs reduce vibration. The angle-iron frame supporting the plywood top is formed from one piece, a V-cut being made at three corners to permit making 90-deg. bends.
Trick Faucet Is Interesting Display

Seeking a means of attracting prospective customers to a special window display, one hardware dealer devised this novel attention-getter. He suspended a water faucet in the window by means of fine threads and directly under this he placed a box. The latter houses a small motor-driven centrifugal pump and supports a metal pan containing water. Holes are drilled through the bottom of the pan and the top of the box and two glass tubes are cemented in the holes to form the inlet and outlet to the pump. Both tubes project about 2 in. below the bottom of the pan and they are connected to the pump with rubber tubing. The glass outlet tube extends from the bottom of the container upward into the faucet spout as shown. When the container is filled with water and the pump turned on, water is drawn through the inlet tube to the pump where it is forced upward through the long tube into the faucet spout. From there it gushes back into the pan in a most realistic fashion. The descending stream of water completely conceals the glass tube when the unit is in operation.

Fred Barnes, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Estimating Number of Wall Studs

When it is necessary to estimate the number of studs required for a wall, I use this simple formula. Divide the length of wall in feet by five and multiply the answer by four. Add extra studs needed at the corners and you have a close estimate, providing, of course, the studs are 16 in. on centers.—Ward Skeen, Larned, Kans.

Bottoming Short Bolt in Acorn Nut

In cases where an acorn nut is used to lock a wheel or other movable part on a bolt or threaded shaft, the nut will soon work loose if the bolt is too short to bear tightly against the bottom of the nut. This can be remedied by placing BB shot in the hole in the nut. Then, as the nut is tightened, the shot will be mashed, holding the nut in place. If there is insufficient play for the movable part when the nut is tight, add BB shot until the proper clearance is attained.

Audible Brooder Warning System Signals Temperature Drop

Requiring a low-temperature, audible warning signal on an older-type coal-fired chick brooder, one poultryman devised a simple warning system using a temperature regulator from an old incubator as the actuating unit. The regulator, which consists of a “wafer” thermostat with contacts arranged in a frame as shown, is mounted on a low stand at the edge of the hover and wired to dry cells and a buzzer, or doorbell unit. The latter is located in the house to give warning at any time, day or night, should the fire in the brooder stove burn low or go out. The contact points are carefully adjusted to make contact and ring the warning buzzer, or bell, when the temperature falls below 75 degrees.
TV PICTURES PROJECTED ON HOME MOVIE SCREEN

THROWING a 3 by 4-ft. image through a lens in the front of the chair-side cabinet to the screen, this Protelgram-equipped television set, shown in photo A, is one of several big-picture sets now available. The set controls are conveniently placed to be handled from your chair.

Component parts of this television system are illustrated in photo B. The high-voltage power unit is at left; the projection-tube assembly with its focusing coils in the center; the "optical box" with its mirror and lens assembly is at extreme right. This system employs a cathode-ray TV projection tube with a face diameter of only 2½ in., no larger than the compact held by the young lady in photo C.

Diagram D shows how this projection system provides large images that may be thrown on a viewing screen or wall. The picture on the 2½-in. face of the projection tube is reflected from the concave mirror to the plane mirror, then to the cabinet mirror and, finally, to the screen.
PHONE TRANSMITTER FOR

By Stan Johnson WØLBV

PART I

BEFORE the war the 160-meter phone band was one of the busiest amateur bands of all, mainly because it was ideal for contacts up to 1000 miles or so, with a reasonable amount of power and a rather simple antenna. This band has been recently reopened for amateur use, a fact which caught many an old-timer, as well as newcomers, with no gear that would work on the band. To provide a practical way to get on 160 meters with a rig which is easy to build, yet operates at 120 watts input, the transmitter illustrated and described was designed. It is assembled on four standard-size chassis bases, and can be installed in a simple wooden rack, as shown in photos A and D.

The construction of the R.F. transmitter and modulator units is complete in Part 1 of this article; the separate power-supply units will be described and illustrated in Part 2 in the March issue. Although built on a metal chassis base only 3 x 7 x 15 inches, the transmitter is a full three-stage unit, with a Pierce oscillator, buffer and final amplifier. For the last stage, a pair of 1625 tubes was chosen as this is a type of tube that many hams have in their junk boxes since they have been widely available from surplus at very low prices. However, they are identical with the 807 tubes except for the tube-base arrangement and

FIG. 1
the filament voltage, requiring 12.6 volts. If desired, the builder can substitute 807 tubes in both the R.F. transmitter and modulator units with no circuit changes, by merely changing to five-prong sockets and lowering the heater voltage to 6.3 volts.

Thanks to the use of the Pierce oscillator, the transmitter has only two tuning controls. The first tunes the plate circuit of the 6L6 buffer; the condenser and coil combination used in this tuning circuit (see Fig. 1) is such that the buffer can be tuned to both 160 meters and 80 meters simply by rotating the variable condenser. This makes it possible to shift to 80 meters simply by changing the plate coil in the final amplifier. To obtain a reasonable "Q" in the amplifier tank circuit, a split-stator variable is used, and the coil so arranged that for 160 meters the two halves of the condenser are connected in parallel across the coil. For 80 meters, only one half need be used; the other half "floating."

(Continued to page 234)
Radio and Television Today

A—All-glass rectangular television bulb designed to receive 100 percent of the transmitted TV picture. It parallels the picture shape of modern motion-picture film; relation of width to height, 4 to 3

B—Twin-stylus variable-reluctance phonograph cartridge capable of playing conventional and micro-groove records. Changing from one stylus to the other is done by depressing and turning the knob

C—Truly a dual-purpose radio, this a.c.-d.c. five-tube set has a built-in antenna and will serve in any room in the home as a table model. Then for personalized listening, it may be mounted on the head of your bed and the speaker may be removed from the cabinet as shown and placed under your pillow

D—Television "juke box" permits customers in booths to see 3 minutes of television for 5 cents. Each booth set is a "slave" unit operating from a master set

E—Twin-lead lightning arrester protects television receiver. It can be installed either inside or outside as shown, without wire stripping or cutting

F—Portable prospecting unit detects and measures both beta and gamma rays emitted by uranium and other radioactive ores, instead of gamma rays alone

G—Valceraser renews dictating-machine records. Disks may be "erased" and used as many as 50 times
Less than $50...a fine Kodak Enlarger

THE NEW KODAK "HOBBYIST"

"Cold light" protection for your negatives—at the touch of a button, the circline fluorescent lamp flashes on. "Integrating-sphere" type lamp house and its special inside coating give uniform light distribution.

"Squeeze action" control smoothly elevates or lowers the enlarger head. You can enlarge negative areas up to 7 times.

Enlarging is swell fun ... ask anyone who does his own work. So see the new Kodak Hobbyist Enlarger at your Kodak dealer's now. It's a great performer at a modest price.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY • ROCHESTER 4, N.Y

As for focusing, what could be quicker than a turn of the lens. The Kodak Enlarging Ektanon f/6.3 89mm. Lens, with click stops, is velvet-smooth—accurate to a degree.

New negative carrier simplifies loading—for negative sizes through 2½ x 3½ inches. Kodak Combination Negative Carrier A, masks, and roll-film cups are available accessories.
Care and Feeding of Engines

WHY CLEAN RING GROOVES?
A ring set is like a football team. If a tackle lets the opposing guard come through to tackle the halfback before he gets a pass away, the whole offense bogs down. If the top compression ring gets stuck in a dirty groove, it can't seal off the combustion chamber. Gases go past and tackle the second ring. This means compression lost, power lost, high temperatures and rapid wear.

With that kind of a strain, the second ring is likely to get stuck in its groove, and away goes your old ball game. Cleaning oil ring grooves, of course, is just as important—particularly the oil holes. You must provide for a full flow of oil through these holes.

DON'T LET IT HAPPEN!
Rings must slide smoothly and freely in clean grooves. All the carbon deposits, all the sticky, lacquer-like substance known as "varnish" must be cleaned out before fitting new rings.

Figure 1 shows a ring groove cleaner in use. This is the way to clean the bottom of a groove. It won't do a thorough job on the sides. For the sides, the best tool you can use is a piece of an old, broken compression ring. Use the square end and scrape both sides of the groove all the way around, twisting the piece of steel to get close contact.

CHECK CLEARANCE
After cleaning grooves, check clearance with a feeler gauge (Fig. 2). If there is less than .0015" rub ring on emery cloth laid on a face plate to reduce thickness. Clearance should not be more than .004. Special caution! Sealed Power Piston Rings are the best rings made. Sealed Power MD-50 Steel Oil Ring, the only ring with the full-flow spring, does the world's finest job of oil control, even in badly tapered and out-of-round bores. It gives you double the drainage with half the drag. Your dealer has Sealed Power rings or can get them for you.

Phone Transmitter
(Continued from page 231)

The coil L1 used in the final is homemade, being wound on a 2-½-in. ribbed form. Coil L2 is wound on a 2-¾-in. form. The turns are glued together with china cement and the form removed. If a complete manufactured 150-watt coil is used instead, it should be a type with a variable end link. Enough turns should be removed from the coil so that the amplifier tunes with the condenser fairly well "in." Because the transmitter will probably be used at most stations as an auxiliary to other equipment, no meters are built in. However, meter jacks are provided as will be noted in photo C. J1 is for measuring the 6L6 buffer cathode current; J2 for the amplifier grid current and J3 for amplifier cathode. The latter serves for most of the metering, as it is roughly equivalent to a plate metering spot (includes screen and grid current, of course).

Photos B and C show rear and front views of the transmitter unit. All parts are specified individually for this transmitter unit in diagram Fig. 1 and its resistor chart; the bottom view appears in photo G. Chokes R.F.C.-1 consist of 17 turns of No. 20 d.c.c. wire wound on 1-megohm, 1-watt resistors. Because the 1625 tubes, like the 807 tubes, are easily overdriven, a variable condenser is used to provide excitation control. This condenser, C7, is operated with the knob on top of the chassis, and when once set to give maximum output it can be left alone. The frequencies which are available in the 160-meter band are different in certain parts of the United States. Therefore, be certain that you know which apply to your part of the country before buying crystals. In operation, the transmitter should be loaded until the cathode milliammeter shows about 220 ma. The 1625 or 807 tubes will take this input with ease. Photo A shows

(Continued to page 236)
SALESMEN!

SALES GOING CRAZY!

Work hard for 7 months...then LOAF the rest of the year!

AMAZING Underground SPRINKLER SYSTEM-

Retails for ONLY...$49.50

...SWEEPING SALESMEN INTO THE BIGGEST MONEY OF THEIR LIVES! "GOLD MINÉ" FOR DISTRIBUTORS!

Last year, EVERSPLAY created a nationwide sensation — poured spectacular profits into the laps of salesmen everywhere.

This year, the NEW, Improved EVERSPLAY is going to make last year's earnings look like small change! Because this year, we offer Salesmen TWO spectacular order getters until now unheard of in the history of Direct Selling.

1. A COMPLETE DEMONSTRATOR you carry right in your pocket.
2. An Everspray SYSTEM complete in every detail that you can spread out on a prospect's lawn and have in full operation IN LESS THAN 10 MINUTES!

This year — right before a prospect's very eye — you can show him exactly how his Everspray Underground Sprinkler System is going to work when it's installed in his lawn!

With either one of these two amazing demonstrations you clinch a sale 9 times out of 10. Every home owner who takes a speck of pride in his lawn will want to install an Everspray as quick as it can be delivered to his door!

CUSTOMER INSTALS IN FEW HOURS without damage to lawn!

Now, for the first time in history, any home owner — anywhere — can get an Underground Sprinkler System at a price he can afford. Now his lawn can be sprinkled like a million-dollar estate. And look! Everspray is all solid brass and copper. Nothing to rust or wear out. No pipe furring to do. No plumber's bills to pay. No repairs. No inspection. No maintenance. No freezing because Everspray drains itself — automatically — every time it's shut off. No wonder home owners by the thousands are rushing to buy Eversplay!

No wonder Ray J. Eckenrode says: "EVERSPRAY works like a charm. On the strength of this installation, a neighbor asked me to purchase the same layout for him."

EVERHOT PRODUCTS CO. (Everspray Division)
2001 Carroll Avenue, Dept. 2-B, Chicago 12, Illinois

FEBRUARY 1950
use of a loop and flashlight bulb for tuning the final.

Undoubtedly, some hams will use this R.F. transmitter with modulation equipment that they already have. Others will build the simple and highly efficient 120-watt modulator unit illustrated in photos E, F and H. The complete modulator-unit circuit with individually identified and specified parts appears in diagram Fig. 2. Self-powered except for 400 volts from a separate well-regulated power-supply unit, this modulator will furnish about 60 watts of audio which is plenty to modulate the transmitter. However, it is so designed that by simply increasing the plate voltage to 750 watts it can be used to modulate a 240-watt rig. A little care is advised in wiring the first two audio stages to make certain that the microphone jack is completely shielded, and shielded wire is used for the “hot” leads of the stages—or a.c. hum may be a problem. A small metal can is used for shielding the “mike” jack as will be noted in photo H. Any unused leads in the power transformer should be carefully taped to avoid accidental shorts. The chassis base for the modulator unit is 3 x 11 x 17 in.

The class-B modulation transformer should be a 125-watt adjustable type for

(Continued to page 248)

Remember Weldwood Glue when you need dependable wood-to-wood bonds. Quick and easy to mix with cold water... tremendously strong... stain-free... rot-proof... and permanent. At paint, hardware, variety stores and lumber yards. 15¢, 35¢, 65¢, 95¢ and larger sizes.

WELDWOOD PLASTIC RESIN GLUE

United States Plywood Corporation, New York 18, N. Y.
Showoff acceleration proves nothing and is extremely wasteful of gas. Normally this type of driver has to slow down a moment later. Drive steadily—you will arrive at your destination safe and sound.

Gas mileage goes down drastically as speeds go up. Table above is based on actual tests of six-cylinder medium-priced cars. Make a habit of driving at conservative legal speeds because it pays.

Have your spark plugs tested, cleaned, adjusted regularly, replaced every 10,000 miles. One missing plug in a set of six wastes up to one-sixth of your gas—to say nothing of impairing starting, performance and dependability. You can rely on your Champion dealer for dependable service.

A Champion driver cultivates driving habits that will increase the pleasure, the performance and the economy of his car throughout its useful life. As one of the most important investments you have, it deserves the best in service and equipment. When you need spark plugs, follow the experts—race drivers, master mechanics, airline and fleet maintenance men, who insist on dependable Champion Spark Plugs . . .

**FOLLOW THE EXPERTS—**

Guy Lombardo, famous for "the sweetest music this side of Heaven" and equally noted as a motorboat racing champion says, "I always use dependable Champion Spark Plugs to get the sweetest music out of my engines."

**CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY, TOLEDO 1, OHIO**

*Listen to the CHAMPION ROLL CALL . . . Harry Wismer's fast sportscast every Friday night, over the ABC network*
Five Roads to Doomsday

(Continued from page 85)

stars and, as we know, the sun is not one of these. Furthermore, we have learned by keeping our eyes glued to telescopes that the same stars become novae again and again. If our sun were going to blow up, it would have done it already. It has had some 3 billion years to make up its mind.

Of all the possible doomsdays, two are bound to happen because they depend on the running down of the universe—a one-way, inexorable process. The earth is slowing down at a rate of $\frac{1}{3000}$ second per century as a result of friction. As it loses motion, the sun gains rotational motion, and the moon moves out from the earth. Eventually, the length of each day will be increased to a month, and about that time the moon will begin to return earthward.

You’ve already seen what’s liable to happen when that occurs. The chances are that no one will be around to witness it. Way before days become a month long, everyone will be well charred from overdoses of sun, or dead of exhaustion from running around the world to avoid it.

Incidentally, the moon can never crash into the earth, so don’t give that another thought. The barrier is known as Roche’s limit. It’s about 10,000 miles above the earth’s surface, and is the point at which gravitational forces will be so great that the moon will be torn asunder by them.

More certain than anything, according to planetarium astronomers, is that the sun will burn out. It’s bound to, since its energy is being burned up daily. This, of course, will be a gradual process. An ice age will freeze everything solid, and perpetual snows will drift across a forlorn world.

But here again, scientists know, there probably won’t be anyone around to witness the interesting change. In his book, “The Birth and Death of the Sun,” astronomer George Gamow has spoiled the dream of anyone with hopes of freezing to death due to the sun’s demise.

Instead of being frozen, he says, life on earth will probably burn up anyway, since all stars that burn out give one last burst before they go, and the sun at that stage will leap 20,000 or 30,000 degrees.

When will all this happen? Well, barring collisions, the sun is good for another 20 billion years at least. Planetarium officials love to recall the aged woman spectator who, after hearing this, came up to the narrator when the show was over and asked, “Did you say 20 million years?”

“Twenty billion,” replied the narrator.

“Oh,” said the woman with a sigh of huge relief. “I thought you said 20 million.”
- Brawny power under finger-tip control ... new maneuverability, operating convenience, handling ease ... sharply advanced performance that brings new thrills to boating ... with these sparkling new models Evinrude again makes outboard history!

**FLEETWIN WITH DUO-CLUTCH:** You start the motor in Neutral ... "idle" whenever you like, at dock or fishing spot ... press the control button and you're in Forward. Full Pivot Reverse and 360° steering for complete maneuverability. Safti-Grip Propeller Drive for trouble-free operation in shoal water. 7.5 certified horsepower* ... low trolling speed ... and exhilarating top throttle performance that "brings out the best" in typical family and fishing boats!

**FASTWIN WITH GEARSHIFT:** 14 horsepower* for thrilling speeds, heavy loads ... with Gearshift that lets you reverse, idle and maneuver with motor car ease of control! And to give you broad cruising range the Fastwin comes with separate 6-gallon Cruis-a-Day Tank. You stow the tank anywhere in the boat ... and "hook-up" the fuel line to the motor as easily as plugging in a lamp socket!

**SEE YOUR EVINRUDE DEALER:** He will gladly show you the complete line of Evinrude models for 1950 ... the 1.5 H.P.* Sportman and 3.3 H.P.* Sportsman, both with exclusive Fisherman Drive that "lets you go anywhere there's water to float your boat." For largest, fastest boats, the 22.5 H.P.* Speedtwin and the 33.4 H.P. four-cylinder Speedtwin, Look for your dealer's name under "Outboard Motors" in the yellow pages of your phone directory.

**CATALOG FREE!** Write today for full-color catalog of the 1950 Evinrude line.

EVINRUDE MOTORS, 4404 N. 27th Street, Milwaukee 9, Wis.

In Canada:
Evinrude Motors, Peterboro, Ontario
Pella Rolscreens are easily installed on your present windows. No fitting or cutting necessary. A touch of the finger and Rolscreens roll up automatically onto hidden rollers. Inconspicuous. They improve appearance of your home. Make rooms lighter. Keep windows and draperies cleaner. Insect tight. Made of rust-resistant, clear-vision, Aluminum wire cloth. 10-Year Guarantee. Over 2,000,000 in use. Send for interesting FREE Booklet containing easy directions for measuring. Use handy coupon below.

**Pella**

**ROLScreens**

casement windows • venetian blinds

Rolscreen Co., Dept. B-9, Pella, Iowa

Please send FREE Booklet on Rolscreens. Also Pella literature on Casement Windows □. Venetian Blinds □. I am building □. I am remodeling □.

Name........................................................................................................................................

Address........................................................................................................................................

City..............................................................................................................................State.....

Say You Saw It in Popular Mechanics

**KING MIDGET**

home assembled auto

WORLD'S LOWEST PRICED AUTOMOBILE!

80-90 M. PER GAL.—45-50 M. PER HR.

Drive for as low as 50¢ per week. Precision built parts direct from factory with beautiful all steel body. Send the facts on this amazing small auto—send 25¢ for detailed circular with large picture, 4观点 drawings and price of all parts, or send $1 (refundable) for this plus actual assembly book with 42 photos, drawings, blueprints of snow, ice conversions, information on mini-midget racing, etc.

MIDGET MOTORS MFG. CO., ATHENS, OHIO

---

**Clinic**

for Homemakers

As a service to our readers in solving the hundreds of problems pertaining to a home—inside or out—the editors of Popular Mechanics invite you to present your problems to The Clinic Editor for help and advice. Address your questions to The Clinic Editor, Popular Mechanics Magazine, 200 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Ill.

**Trimming Grapevine**

Q— I have an old, neglected grapevine growing on an arbor which has deteriorated to the point where it must be replaced completely. I can rebuild the arbor easily as it is located in the open, but how can I prune the vine without injuring it? Some of the branches are 15 to 20 ft. long.

D.R., St. Louis, Mo.

A—The first step in reclaiming an old, neglected vine for ornamental purposes is to remove all the dead branches and the small weak shoots with dead tips. Do not cut any of the main branches near the trunk unless they are dead. Remove long, slender branches which make a few canes near the ends. Then reduce the number of medium and large branches, taking out only those which have the least number of canes. Finally, shorten the length of all the branches left by at least 25 percent. This procedure is only general and applies exclusively to ornamental vines trained on large arbors. Arbor training of a neglected vine should proceed over a period of several seasons. It is not advisable to remove more wood than outlined in the above procedure the first season. When too much wood is removed from an old vine it may produce a great number of weak new shoots from adventitious buds (buds which form at random on the trunk and larger main branches). The vine may be pruned at any time during the dormant period but perhaps the best time is in the late winter or early spring before the sap rises. Never prune the vine during the growing season.

**Painting Stained Shingles**

Q—My house is covered with wooden shingles stained a dark brown. I do not know, but I assume this was a creosote stain. At any rate it must have been applied some years ago, as the lower edges of the shingles are beginning to weather. I would like to paint the house white but I'm told that the stain will cause discoloration of the paint. If this is true, is there a sealer available that will prevent this trouble?—J. P., Springfield, Mass.

A—Bleeding of the stain through the oil paint is quite likely even though the stain is old. It is generally safer to seal the surface by using any of the various sealers made especially for this purpose.

(Continued to page 242)
For Values like this, you've got to come to SEARS!

Bench Saw
(loss extensions)
Jointer-Planer
and Bench only.

JUST $9 DOWN
and $8 monthly on Sears Easy Terms

$86.50 Cash
(Prices slightly higher west of Mississippi River)

FREE!

SEARS new 1950 Power Tool and Mechanics’ Tool Catalogs...free! Get yours NOW, at the Hardware Dept. of your nearest SEARS Retail Store!

We know of NO finer Saw and Jointer Combination in America...so complete...so accurate...so low priced!

NOW...a bench saw and jointer-planer combination at a price that makes it a cinch for you to own! Big DUNLAP 8-in. Bench Saw with side-table extensions has 23%-x16-3/16-in. working surface, 2-3/4-in. depth of cut. Table tilts 0 to 45°. With 8-in. combination rip and crosscut blade, accurate miter gauge, rip fence, adjustable guard and splitter. CRAFTSMAN ball bearing Jointer-Planer planes wood 4-3/4-in. wide; rabber cuts 3/8-in. deep. Removable guard; rip fence tilts 0 to 45°. CRAFTSMAN 1/2-H.P. 1750 R.P.M. ball bearing capacitor motor (110-120 volt 60-cycle A.C.) has 1/2-in. double-end shaft; 8-ft. cord; plug. New CRAFTSMAN steel Power Tool Bench, 30 in. long, 16-3/4 in. wide; height adjusts 22 to 32 in.; with slide-rail supports and 2 jointer mounting plates. Complete with 3-in. motor pulleys and 2 V-belts. Compare this power tool combination with any you've seen...and you'll KNOW what an unbeatable value it really is at SEARS amazing low price!

See this combination at your nearest Sears Retail Store TODAY!
Buy the tools you need NOW...pay on Sears Easy Terms as you use them!

CRAFTSMAN and DUNLAP Tools by SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO.
Famous for fine quality...precision performance...low price!
ARISTOCRAT OF HAMMERS

The nail hammer any tool user will take pride in owning. Fine alloy steel head is forged, scientifically heat-treated and polished. Distinctive octagon neck handle is selected hickory, "Evertite" processed for permanent tightness. Exceptional design provides extra power. Perfectly balanced ... makes work easier. Use the finest hammer made, Stanley 100 Plus.

Early American Design Project Plans

Set of 15 Plans 25c

Series A: Cricket, spice cabinet & mirror, knife & fork box, match box, miniature blanket chest, nutmeg box, wall rack, napkin holder, colonial mirror, desk box, miniature cradle, mirror, shelf & drawer, tray, pipe & match box, candle stand. Series B: Miniature cradle tray, trinket box, miniature chest of drawers, spice chest, spice box, corner candle stand, coffee table, book shelf, spice cabinet, salt box, string box, shoe shine cabinet, foot stool, kindling box, treasure box.

THE TOOL BOX OF THE WORLD
Hardware • Hand Tools
Electric Tools • Steel Stamping

SEND FOR PLANS...NOW!

Stanley Tools, 120 Elm St., New Britain, Conn.
(In Canada: Send to Stanley Tool Co. of Canada, Ltd., Roxton Pond, Quebec.)

Please send me Series A () and Series B () of the Early American project plans. I enclose 25c for each set.

Name: ____________________________________________
Street: ____________________________________________
City and State: ____________________________________

In applying any sealer, follow the manufacturer's instructions in all details, as the sealer cannot be fully effective unless it is properly applied. Although we could not recommend it as being better than many prepared sealers, aluminum paint also will serve this purpose. One coat would probably be sufficient if it can be applied uniformly to cover all the surface to be painted. If the shell is rough and badly weathered in places, the sealer would probably be best.

Basement Flooring

Q—Would you like to lay a wooden floor over a concrete floor in a part of my basement. I've been advised by a friend that: to do this because moisture will collect under the wooden floor, rotting the wood and causing dampness. How about it? Should I forget it, or can the job be done?

E.Z., Seattle, Wash.

A—Although a wooden floor installed over concrete in the average basement cannot be considered permanent, the wooden floor can be made to give several years of satisfactory service if it is properly laid. The concrete should first be coated with hot tar and then 2 x 2-in. nailing strips (sleepers) are attached to the floor with lag screws turned into masonry fasteners which are set into holes star-dilled in the concrete. Level the strips with a straightedge and jointer plane. The nailing strips are placed about 10 in. apart and should have 1/2-in. holes drilled through each piece about 12-in. apart to permit air circulation under the floor. It's a good idea to coat the strips with tar. Next, lay a subfloor, using tongue-and-groove pine flooring stock. Coat the back of each board with tar as it is laid. Finally, lay a waterproof building paper over the subfloor and nail the top floor over this. Be sure to leave openings at the edges where the wooden floor meets the basement walls. Finish the top floor with varnish or paint. If an automatic dehumidifier is used during the summer months, a floor built in this way will last for many years.

Peeling Paint

Q—I live in a frame house about 25 years old, and two years ago I had it insulated and painted. Now I notice that the paint is cracking and peeling on the outside window casings. What causes the other painted surfaces to be affected? What causes the paint to peal only on the casings?

W.W., Madison, Wis.

A—Probably the most likely cause of the trouble you describe is condensation of moisture in the window-weight pockets at each side of the window frames. The moisture comes from the inside of the house, not from the outside. In older house construction there usually is a crack between the inner casing and the plaster and also between the plaster and the pulley stile. Moisture enters the weight pockets through these cracks and condenses somewhere on the bare surfaces of the boards, where it is absorbed by the wood. It also can enter under the apron beneath the window stool and thus find its way into the space under the sill. Eventually it will penetrate to the back of the paint film on the outside casings. Presence of moisture at this point will loosen the bond of the paint to the wood, causing the paint to crack and peel as you describe. One practical way to minimize this trouble is to reduce the humidity in the house. Sealing the space between the inside casing and the plaster with caulking compound or a prepared crack filler also will help to cure the trouble. Scrap off the peeling paint to the bare wood, and then reprime and repaint.
MOTO-TOOL
GRINDS, ROUTS, DRILLS, POLISHES, ETC.
Moto-Tools, Kits and Accessories should not be confused with "bargain offers." Compare Dremel Products, feature for feature, with other similar equipment. If ours are not superior in quality, design and performance, we don't want you to buy.

LOOK AT THESE MOTO-TOOL FEATURES
- Dynamically balanced armature eliminates vibration
- Durable outboard ball bearings
- Patented automatic clutch lock pin
- Mouse-type sliding switch
- Cord protector
- On-off switch
- Shockproof bakelite housing
- Dust-proof air-cyclone system
- Weighs 12 oz.
- Backed up over 15 years use in plants of General Electric, Ford, Remington Arms, Navo-Electric, etc.
- Includes a money-back Guarantee if not delighted after 5 days' trial.

This 12" high, precision drill press is ideal for model making, wood carving, routing, etc. Utilizes No. 2 Moto-Tool.

Portable Drill Press

DREMEL MFG. CO., Dept. 110-B, Racine, Wis.

DREMEL Electric Sander Polisher-Massager

Say goodbye to hand sanding and polishing! This miracle machine is so easy to handle, a child can use it. Crafts men and housewives find (1) As a sander, it takes the effort out of sanding walls, woodwork, furniture, workshop projects, etc. Its straight-line, non-rotary action will not burn or scratch surfaces. (2) As a polisher, it does a professional job on waxed surfaces of cars, furniture, etc. (3) As a massager, it's ideal for tired or sore muscles.

LOOK AT THESE DREMEL FEATURES

Dremel Sander delivers 1,400 strokes per minute, weighs only 2 1/2 lbs. It's foolproof (has only two moving parts...never needs oiling). Dremel Sander operates on 110-120 Volt AC. Hundreds and thousands of satisfied users prove its value.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Dremel Sander comes complete with 6 sheets assorted grade Garnet Paper for sanding, plus felt pad and sheepskin for polishing. If your dealer cannot supply you, use coupon to order direct from factory. Money back if not delighted after 5 days' trial.

DREMEL MFG. CO., Dept. 110-B, Racine, Wis.

If Your Dealer Cannot Supply You

USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM

DREMEL MFG. CO., Dept. 110-B, Racine, Wisconsin

Enclose and $________ (check or money order) in full payment for items checked below.

- Enclose full $2. Ship items checked below C. O. D.
- Dremel
- Dremel Sander $14.85
- Moto-Tool $23.50
- Drill $16.50
- Kit No. 2 $18.95
- Press $9.95

Name:

Address:

City________ Zone________ State________

FEBRUARY 1950
from entering the streams to spawn. The service wants the food fish to have free access to spawning areas, but not the lampreys. How this difficulty will be solved is yet to be learned.

In addition, scientists are worried that lampreys, if prevented from entering spawning streams, may lay their eggs on the lake bottoms. That hasn't occurred yet, as far as is known, but adult lampreys have been caught more than 500 feet below the surface in Lake Michigan. If the killers can adapt themselves to life in fresh water after living in the adult stage for centuries in the ocean, what's to prevent them from changing their spawning habits? And as an additional headache, up to now scientists can't tell the difference between the eggs of a sea lamprey and those of the harmless local species.

Of extreme importance in this underwater war will be the discovery of some natural enemy of the sea lamprey. So far, none has been found.

Chemicals or combinations thereof have been discovered that will kill injurious insects without harming the plants upon which they feed. Along that line scientists and research technicians of the Fish and Wildlife Service are not overlooking the possibility of turning up a poison that will ring down the curtain on lampreys yet will not harm the fish. Efforts will also be made to discover some biological parasite which will have the same effect.

Science is determined to win this war. If the slaughter by sea lampreys isn't halted, our vast inland seas soon may be as devoid of fish life as the Mojave Desert and lake trout may become specimens in aquariums.

17-Acre Bargain Counter
(Continued from page 173)

old bed springs, but not for sleeping. Cowboys of Arizona wire them together to make fences.

Other items that have gone to the highest bidder include stovepipes, an alcohol blowtorch, an Erector set, precision instruments for surveyors, a complete set of plumber's cutting dies, a canvas swimming pool used by a movie company and two magic lanterns in vogue around 1900, with slides of Niagara Falls and other scenes that appealed to the young ladies of that day. Auctioned off was a coffee grinder of 1914 vintage, the kind once seen in country stores.

Some mechanical contrivances have not (Continued to page 246)
The finest low-priced drill presses in America are ready for your inspection! New improvements, added to the known quality and performance features, make Atlas drill presses better than ever.

FREE CATALOG—Write Today!

ATLAS PRESS COMPANY
243 N. Pitcher St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Please send Atlas Drill Press catalog.
Literature about Atlas woodworking tools.

Name.
Address.
City, State.

The new Atlas is a perfect tool to add new work range to your shop. With low-cost attachments it drills, taps, sands, carves, mortises, shapes... gives you clean, precision workmanship on metals, woods, and plastics... makes your workshop hours more productive than ever.

Three sizes are available: 12 3/4" bench model, and 15" in bench or floor models. Send the coupon today. See all of the exclusive and special features of the Atlas before you select the drill press for your shop this year.

ATLAS PRESS COMPANY
243 N. Pitcher St. • Kalamazoo, Mich.

MATCHED PRECISION TOOLS FOR WOODWORKING AND METALWORKING

You’ll always value these BIG Atlas woodworking tools

BIG in capacities— for any size job you want to undertake—BIG in value—with many unique performance and construction features—and built to industrial quality standards, these are the tools for commercial quality workmanship in your home shop. Use coupon for latest literature.
Stake your claim now to a money-making future—get started in a good, respectable, solid business of your own as a floor surfacing contractor!

This is not difficult—no schooling—no experience needed. Sanders are easy to operate—and you can start making money the first day your machines arrive! Earnings of $25 and more a day are not uncommon! Hundreds of prospects everywhere in your community—new and old homes. Original investment small—no large overhead—you need no elaborate offices, workshop, storeroom or heavy trucking equipment. Many men operate from their own homes and use regular passenger car to transport equipment from job to job. Pleasant indoor work—steady year 'round—a real opportunity to MAKE MONEY and be your own boss! Send for "money-making" booklet entitled "Opportunities in Floor Surfacing"—use coupon and enclose 25c in coin or stamps to cover handling.

Focus on the Crash!
(Continued from page 167)

brush marks on an automobile which has struck a pedestrian may indicate whether the pedestrian was thrown from the point of impact to where he landed many feet away—or whether he was carried by the car. Debris on the pavement—mud or dirt from fenders, or pieces of metal and glass, or skid marks—usually marks the point of impact.

Night photos of traffic accidents can be made best with flash equipment. Because background will be lost in darkness, your night photos won’t tell as much of the story, but they’ll be much more valuable as evidence than no photos at all. You may be
Choose the motorcycle of the champions, the favorite mount of the racing stars! Experience for yourself the unequalled thrills of champion performance... acceleration that shoots you ahead like a rocket... power that makes steepest hills seem like straightaways... comfort that lets you ride all day without tiring... quality that gives you years of service. Fascinating fun and friends are yours at exciting race meets, hillclimbs, gypsy tours, club events and parties. There’s no sport like motorcycling, no motorcycle like the world-champion Harley-Davidson! And you can own one on easy terms! See your dealer today. Mail the coupon now.
able to round out your set by taking pictures of the location by daylight next day, showing some details which can be seen also in the night photos.

If your pictures go to court, you may or may not be called to identify them. Before pictures can be admitted to evidence, they must be identified. If entry of the pictures is unopposed, such identifying is simple—the attorneys stipulate that the pictures correctly show the state of things at the accident scene at a certain time.

If entry of the pictures is opposed, however, a foundation of sworn testimony must be laid to establish facts about the pictures. You, the man with the camera who took the pictures, probably will be called to testify.

You must be able to prove the photograph is not in any way a fraud—a "doctored" picture or some other kind of fake. The original negative must not be in any way retouched or changed; if retouching is necessary to bring out faint details, such retouching must be done on a copy negative or on a print.

It is common practice in courts for a police officer who was present at the accident to identify pictures offered in evidence. For that reason, you should take care to include the investigating officers in one or more of your pictures. The officers can be located and identified long after the accident; their names will be signed to the investigation report. Asked to identify one of your photographs plainly showing them at work at the accident scene, the officers can prove they were present at the time the pictures were made and can testify that the pictures correctly represent the scene at that time.

Phone Transmitter

(Continued from page 236)

different modulator and R.F. loads. To provide the proper load for 1625 tubes operating at 400 volts, the transformer should be set up to give a 3200-ohm load plate to plate on the tubes. Of course, for 120 watts input with 600 volts, at 200 mils, the R.F. load is 3000 ohms. The bias resistor R11 should be adjusted to provide—25 volts, as measured at the center tap of the driver transformer when the plate supply for the modulator is 400 volts. Fixed condensers C8 and C9 may require modification to give the best "communication quality." Their purpose is to limit the band of frequencies passed by the modulator. The antenna design is optional with the builder. Detailed student material list R-386 for the complete phone transmitter is available from our Radio and Electronics department, upon receipt of ordinary letter postage.
Sore Muscles?

When muscles are stiff and sore from unusual exercise or strain, use HEET®, the liniment that's strong yet does not burn the skin. Wonderful relief from muscular soreness comes as comforting HEET quickly starts to penetrate. Just brush it on with the applicator. HEET starts at once to ease muscular pain and keeps on working for hours, warms and soothes the painful area.

Fast Starting Horsepower

No Matter How Cold!

- No more grind, grind, grind on cold winter mornings—your car starts instantly with Casite.

Casite in the crankcase retards congealing of oil, lets your motor spin over, and start, even in sub-zero temperatures. Casite through the air intake conditions your engine for winter operation, frees sticky valves.

Eases New Car Break-In, Too

Casite speeds oil to tight spots, protects engine during critical break-in period.

THE CASITE CORPORATION • HASTINGS, MICHIGAN
Casite Division, Hastings Ltd., Toronto

Quick Starting
-IN COLDEST WEATHER

75¢ a pint
At Garages
Car Dealers
Service Stations
Everywhere

OR DOUBLE-YOUR-MONEY-BACK
SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS
Rugged, Multi-Purpose SHOPSMITH is complete power workshop in one compact unit

51,000 SHOPSMITH owners wholeheartedly agree—you can’t beat SHOPSMITH for accuracy, capacity, all-around utility. It does the work of five heavy-duty single-purpose tools—actually does it better.

SHOPSMITH has precision features found only in highest priced saws, drill presses, lathes and sanders. Four grease-sealed ball bearings in headstock. Induction hardened spindle tip. Centerless ground steel ways. Built-in quality through and through. So compact it fits any 2’ x 5’ space. So ingeniously engineered you can convert from tool to tool in less than 60 seconds.

Takes all standard accessories including shaper cutters, drum sander, jointer fence and cutter, flexible shaft, dado heads, etc. See SHOPSMITH demonstrated at any Montgomery Ward, leading hardware or department store. And write for free 16-page booklet.

$169.50
complete except for motor.
With special 1/2-hp., ball-bearing, capacitor-type motor
(shown) $199.50

NEW
JIGSAW for SHOPSMITH
1. **8” CIRCULAR SAW**

SHOPSMITH saw has capacity and performance equal to or greater than most cabinet shop models. Can cut to center of 8’ plywood panels. Effective table width up to 56”. Depth of cut 2½”. Sturdy tilting table with ball-crank raiser for precise settings. Precision-tooled miter gauge and self-aligning rip fence.

2. **12” DISC Sander**

With extendable quill, 12” cast-aluminum disc can be fed into workpiece for safety and accuracy. Extra-large adjustable table measures 14½” x 17”. Use miter gauge for accurate squaring and mitering; rip fence for super-smooth jointing; tilting table for compound-angle sanding. Operator can face work or work from side.

3. **33” WOOD LATHE**

Greater capacity than most other heavy-duty lathes. 15” swing, 33” between centers. 4” quill feed. Swivel-arm tool rest always parallel to ways—no need for constant adjusting.

4. **VERTICAL DRILL PRESS**

SHOPSMITH drills to center of 15” circle, has a maximum clearance table to chuck of 27”, floor to chuck of 57”. Jacobs key chuck takes straight shank drills from 5/64” to 3/4” diameter.

Rugged, 6-spline spindle floats on 4 lifelong, grease-sealed ball bearings. 4” quill feed. Lever fits either side of driving head for right- or left-hand operation. Speeds from 875 to 3500 rpm. Use with or without fence.

5. **HORIZONTAL DRILL**

Extremely useful operation possible only with SHOPSMITH. Quill feed up to 4” with adjustable stops. Permits large, heavy pieces to be drilled or mortised quickly, accurately. Handy, too, for doweling tops for tables. Miter gauge and fence eliminate need for jigs. 36” effective table support. Length of work limited only by size of room.

**SHOPSMITH TAKES ALL STANDARD ACCESSORIES**

Fact-packed, 16-page illustrated booklet. Send for it!

Address:

SHOPSMITH, Dept. 111-B, at factory nearest you:

12819 Colt Rd., Cleveland 8, Ohio, OR

417 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif.

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City Zone State ________________________________
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Probing the Secrets of the Glaciers

(Continued from page 152)

that is constantly replenished from above and constantly dissipated at its terminus. The ice is plastic because the bulk of it is under pressure at melting temperature, just about at the freezing point. Water in a glacier is at the same temperature as the ice. The temperatures inside a glacier seem to remain the same all through the year. Sub-zero winter temperatures penetrate only 40 or 50 feet into the mass.

Some of this information has been known for a long time, some has been mere theory. All of it was confirmed by the Caltech group.

The scientists took the interior temperature of the glacier with electric resistance thermometers that they lowered into holes as deep as 200 feet. To create the holes they used an electric hot point, similar to a soldering iron, attached to the end of an aluminum pipe. Additional lengths of pipe were added as the hole grew deeper. Electricity for the hot point was supplied by a gasoline-driven generator.

Most studies of Alaskan glaciers have been confined to the terminal areas because these have been the easiest to reach. With aircraft, however, the generating or feeding areas between 5000 and 7000 feet in elevation can now be studied. Here the depths of the annual top layers of snow and firn can be carefully measured.

Last year 14½ feet of new snow was found on top of the previous summer’s dust layer on the Seward ice field. This was equal to precipitation of about 80 inches of water. “Last year was a very good year for the Seward ice field,” Dr. Robert P. Sharp and Laurence Nobles, Caltech glaciologists, agree. “The glaciers are in a very healthy condition.”

Expedition members spent days of study clinging to the walls of 80 and 90-foot crevasses. They dug a 50-foot pit through the firn and created much deeper holes with their hot point.

One of the things that they observed about the transition of partly consolidated snow into ice is that the mass gradually builds its own plumbing system—an interior structure of icy bands and pipes. This happens because the melting of surface snow produces water which percolates down through channels into the snow pack. At various levels it spreads out horizontally and freezes, as does the melt water that stands in the percolation holes.

Some parts of Malaspina Glacier are estimated to be almost half a mile thick but accurate measurements won’t be possible
It's here—biggest buy of all. First tool of this type and today's finest. The "Cadillac" of small power tools—choice of mechanics and home-crafters everywhere. Make costume jewelry, train and plane models, puppets, tool leather, initial tumblers, internally curve plastics, etc.

A FINE GIFT
Handee with 51 accessories in new steel case...........
Handee with 7 accessories $19.95

Here's smooth, controlled power at your fingertips. Handee has 7-bar armature and is perfectly balanced. 25,000 r.p.m. AC or DC. Wt. 12 oz. Order today postpaid on money-back guarantee or write for catalog. Chicago Wheel & Mfg. Co. 1101 W. Monroe St., Dept. PM, Chicago 7, Ill.

FREE Bargain Book
Packed with hundreds of sensational bargains—new and used—in still and movie photo equipment and accessories. Write for your free copy today to Central Camera Co. Dept. BB, 730 S. Wabash, Chicago 4, Ill.

OTTAWA Buzz Master
7 MODELS—$99.00 up
Greatest offer made in our 46 years of manufacturing. A model to fit your needs and your pocketbook. Free details.
OTTAWA MFG. CO., 2-027 Brush St., Ottawa, Kans.

SHIP MODELS for Everyone!
AUTHENTIC KITS FOR BOTH NOVICE AND EXPERIENCED BUILDERS
New "Clipper-Blit" kits at only $3.05 each have carved balsa hulls, die-cut wood parts, tapered masts, highest quality fittings and simple plans. Send for your kit today. Select behavior, slipper, barque or all 3. $3.05 ea.
Any kit described over 30 beautiful ship models, 600 fittings and several authentic, fascinating plan models. All unique. MAITRE MARINE MODEL CO., Dept. G, Halesie, Long Island, N.Y.

A TOOL... NOT A BRUSH
PAINTERS' STRIPING TOOL
Easy to use as a pencil. Draws parallel lines, straights, curves, circles, half circles, round, oval, square, lesi, by stretching on stock, furniture, toys, bikes, etc. Any kind of car can be restored to new. Any board look like tile. Painters, craftsmen, today's trend. "St. Martin Painters' Striping Tool complete w/ tip for $1.00. Other tools complete $1.00. Other tools complete with following tips: 1/16", 1/8", 3/32", 3/64", 5/96", 2/32", 1/16", $1.50 extra. Extra tips $1.50 each. Entire kit with tools and $7.00 post. (60c postage added.) Dealers write!

WENDELL MFG. CO.
4234-B Lincoln Ave., Chicago 18, Illinois

When you use pliers...

There are lots of "fussy fix-it" jobs around the house that Dad, Mom or the kids can easily do when Channellock pliers are handy. No matter what—electrical, automotive, plumbing, battery, or anything mechanical—you need Channellock pliers.

Channellock's patented tongue and groove joint gives you these "plus" features: Greater Strength, Longer Wearing, Self-Cleaning, Closely-spaced Adjustments, Visible Adjustment, No Wear on Joint Bolt.

CHAMPION DEARMENT TOOL CO.
MEADVILLE, PA.

You need CHANNELLOCK

Send for Catalog C-14 today.

Only CHAMPION DEARMENT MAKES
CHAN-NEL-Lock
until a helicopter is used to carry men and equipment to sites on its top. Malaspina is too rough for landings by ordinary planes.

Each expedition used a different seismic technique for taking depth measurements at the upper end of its glacier. Radar looked promising as a way of probing into the ice but the experiments were inconclusive.

The standard seismic method employed in underground mapping was used on the Seward ice field, geophones being used to pick up echoes of gunpowder explosions from the ice-rock interface. The time that elapses between the original explosion and reception of the reflected wave is translated directly into depth. To overcome the absorptive effect of the firn mantle, it was necessary to melt shot holes as deep as 75 feet into the firn. The seismic measurements showed that in its generation area the ice field was as deep as 1975 feet. Correlated with and partly confirmed by gravimeter measurements, the figures permitted drawing of cross sections of the rock floor.

The American Geographical expedition on Taku Glacier used a new technique that was developed by Dr. Thomas C. Poulter, associate director of Stanford Research Institute, during the time he was a member of the second Byrd expedition to the Antarctic. Instead of burying the explosive charges, Doctor Poulter suspend them in the air a few feet above the ice of firn. Random waves and "background" reflections are materially reduced, permitting accurate measurements of the depths of interfaces of even about the same densities. Taku Glacier was found to be from 800 to 1500 feet deep in portions of its generation area.

Examination and study of glaciers is only one sub-branch of a vast program of arctic research that is underway. The Office of Naval Research has established a permanent arctic research laboratory at Point Barrow where numerous other subjects are being investigated. Often a trivial subject can have important implications.

Why can the arctic tern stand on the ice for long periods without freezing its feet? If a tern is placed in a warmer environment for a time it loses this immunity to cold. Its feet freeze when it is placed on ice again. Similarly, how does a polar bear withstand frigid weather? It has a heavy hair coat, to be sure, but very little if any good warm fur. Hair is hardly an adequate protection.

Presumably some natural chemical process helps arctic animals and birds to adapt themselves to extremely low temperatures. If the secret of this natural process can be learned there is a chance that man will be able to take advantage of it. Then he could live in the North without taking the elaborate precautions he must observe now.
MIRACLE TOMATO
Yields 2 BUSHELS
To a Vine

Now—You can grow the world's most amazing Tomato right in your own garden and get from 2 to 3 bushels of delicious, ripe tomatoes from every vine.

BURGESS CLIMBING
TRIP-L-CROP
TOMATO grows 16 to 20 feet high. Flage, meaty, solid fruit, wonder-
ful flavor. Some weigh as much as 2 pounds each. Unsurpassed for canning and slicing. Bight free—drought and disease-re-
sistant. Grows in any garden.

TRIAL PACKET OF PELLETED BETTER GROWING SEEDS ONLY
10c—1 FOR 25¢ POSTPAID.
ORDER TODAY.
Write for FREE complete Catalog listing many unusual Seeds, Plants and Bulbs.

MONEY for MEN ALL FREE
THE PLASTEX Indurite sheets, manufactured on small scale and for big production of Labe and Chick Wooden Arts and Novelty items in Plastex and Marvlex imitation. Experience unnecessary. Use material makes regular live store selling, finished marble furnished for speed production. Small investment brings good re-

turn. Big chain stores now using patented. Ambi-
tuous men have chance for real prosperity. Our Free booklet will interest and bound you.
PLASTEX INDUSTRIES, Dept. A
3400 Third Ave. New York 56, N. Y.

NU-WAY HEAVY DUTY CUTTING UNIT
with Timken Roller Bearings

PRICE
$16.50
WHY PAY MORE

Write for Free Circular—We Supply Cutting Unit Complete
TRACTOR-LITE MFG. CO., Spirit Lake, Iowa

ARC WELDING
FOR PROFIT OR PLEASURE

BUILD YOUR OWN
HEAVY DUTY WELDER

All parts Ready-Made and easy to assemble. You can do all around welding on steel, cast iron and other metals after only a few hours practice. Illustrated instruction manual included. Sold on 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee!

FREE: Write today for FREE: Pamphlet P-2
ATOMIC ARC WELDER CO. 1037 So. 10th St. OMAHA, NEBR.

Even hardwoods seem to melt away under the crisp, even bite of a Nichol-

You can get these top-quality rasps at any good hardware store. And while you’re at it, look over your dealer’s selection of files for every purpose.

FREE BOOK, “FILE PHILOSOPHY”
—the “a, b, c” of file kinds, use and care ...
48 interesting illustrated pages. Post-card request brings you your free copy.

NICHOLSON FILE CO.
22 Acorn Street
Providence 1, R. I.
(In Canada, Port Hope, Ont.)

NICHOLSON FILES FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Bone Detective
(Continued from page 125)

skeleton is usually larger than that of a
Texan Indian and that the skeletons of the
Mexican tribes will be smaller still. During
one of Doctor Stewart's jaunts to South
America, he discovered that his 12-year-
old daughter, with him, was as tall as any
Guatemalan Indian.

The condition of Indians' teeth is another
puzzler to the scientists. Does a diet of
corn mean good teeth, or bad? Are shell-
fish superior to corn as a staple item in In-
Indians' diet? These questions, in turn, are
linked to the vital issue of soil quality.
Fresh soil, all agree, produces more nutri-
tious food, while depleted earth will yield
considerably less valuable foods.

Every GI who has done a stint in the
United Kingdom has noted how much
shorter the average Scot, Welsh or English
citizen is by comparison with Americans.
Yet, these same peoples, emigrating to
Australia, Canada, New Zealand or the
United States, will produce progeny ap-
preciably taller than their forefathers. Doc-
tor Stewart finds these items more difficult
to solve than the cases the law officers
regularly turn over to him.

Doctor Stewart refuses to admit to rival-
ing the famed Sherlock Holmes even with
his impressive record. Ever cautious, he
will admit only that if he has a number of
bones, and if the skull is available, his guess
will be "90 percent correct." Before FBI
men can receive his nod, they must satisfy
his most conservative and scholarly in-
stincts. In Iowa, recently, another killer
went to extremes to dispose of the evi-
dence. He broke all the bones and scattered
them over a field. The investigators found
some bones without a great deal of trouble,
but they were returned with the notation
that positive identification was impossible.
Doctor Stewart kept them at their task,
digging and scratching at the earth, until
they had literally sifted the field. Finally,
enough bits were found to satisfy the
Smithsonian's judge. Receiving his assur-
ance that the fragments were human, they
confronted the accused with the bones and
with Doctor Stewart's report. He broke
down, confessed—and another killer went
behind bars.

One of the first questions the federal men
often ask Doctor Stewart is—"how long
has the victim been dead?" This is, again,
a very difficult problem, Doctor Stewart
points out. Much depends on the condition
of the ground, its moisture content, the
acidity of the soil, the temperature, etc.
Not very long ago, two bodies, presumed

(Continued to page 258)
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LEWIS MANUFACTURING CO., 1202 Lafayette Ave., Bay City, Mich.

STOP AUTO ACCIDENTS

with new STOP LIGHT FLASHER!

FREE OFFER TO YOU! The "Stop-It" warning light for your car, makes your stop light flash on & off, on & off! Completely automatic, acts instantly when you

STOP OFFER

FREE NOW for free introductory offer—no obligation. Order your "Stop-It" for your car at no cost to you! Dealers, salesman wanted.

MACK & CO., Dept. MB, 927 Larkin St., San Francisco 9, Calif.

KEEPS BASEMENT PIPES DRY

NO SWEAT

Just wrap "NO SWEAT" insulation around water pipes and seal with special vapor seal material. Your pipes will stay dry even in hot, humid weather. Workshop and basement stay dry and mild without the bother of trying to supply. No mess. No sticky tape. No tools required. Next clean, attractive installation, saved $1,000 for enough to protect 20 feet of 1/2" pipe. Full instructions included. We mail postpaid. MON.

STOP OFFER

FREE NOW for free introductory offer—no obligation. Order your "Stop-It" for your car at no cost to you! Dealers, salesman wanted.

JOHNSON'S NEW MODEL TN


Mister, this is IT! Neutral is now yours in the outboard motor that is renowned for its performance, its DEPENDability—the famous 5 horsepower* Johnson.

Start in neutral. Flip the lever — you're on your way. Stop, with the motor running. Jockey easily in and out of tight places. Johnson Neutral Clutch brings new convenience, new thrills to outboard motoring!

Prices are lower. Get set early for a full season of boating and fishing fun. See your Johnson dealer now. Look for his name under "Outboard Motors" in your classified telephone book.

FREE HANDY CHART

Describes all 5 models for 1950, including the 10 h.p.* Model QD with Gear Shift Control, Mile-Master Fuel Tank ... Write today!

JOHNSON MOTORS
400 Pershing Road, Waukegan, Illinois
Johnson Motors of Canada, Peterboro, Canada

If it's not a Sea-Horse, Johnson did NOT make it

JOHNSON
SEA-HORSES FOR DEPENDABILITY
Last Year's Profit
$3,000!

with a

FOLEY automatic SAW FILER

"Last year's profit amounted to $3000. Not so bad for a one-man outfit"—from Charles C. Hough. From Ohio James B. Williams wrote us—"I made $765 last year filing saws, and it sure comes in handy. I do this work in my spare time." Men in communities of all sizes make up to $2 or $3 an hour with the Foley Saw Filer working full time or part time. That extra money comes in mighty handy in these days of rising prices.

It's no trick to take care of the saw filing for your neighborhood hardware or lumber dealer—plus looking after the saws for farmers, townpeople, manual training departments and factories. The Foley files all hand saws, also bend and cross-cut circular saws. It's a cash business, no canvassing, no eyestrain and no experience needed.

FREE BOOK
Shows How to Start

INDEPENDENCE AFTER 40 shows just how you can start at home in your spare time—work in your basement or garage. It's an immediate cash business that can develop into a full-time repair shop.

Send For FREE BOOK

FOLEY MFG. CO., 216-O Foley Bldg.
Minneapolis 18, Minn.
Send me free book "INDEPENDENCE AFTER 40."

Name
Address
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POPULAR MECHANICS
GREAT WATCH VALUE—U.S.A.

17 JEWEL
Military style WRIST WATCH

BRAND NEW
GEN. INCABLOC
WATERPROOF
SHOCKPROOF

Non-magnetic, radium dial, sweep second hand, stainless steel case, complete with leather strap. Guaranteed Swiss-17
Jewel movement. A truly remarkable value. Add 11c post.

$19.95 plus 10% fed. tax

SALE! 200 cases
NEW NAVY
CUSHION SOLES

NEW. Navy
Cushion soles.

50% wool. White.

POSTAGE .39.

SIZING SPECIALS

ARMY STYLE
6 COMBAT BOOTS

NEW. For sports
men and outdoor
wear. 100% high
performance, full
full naval
soles, with compu-

49c

NAVY
T-SHIRTS

WHITE

3-5-7-9

59c

NEW.

Combed cotton.

Small, medium

and large.

25c postage

per pair.

8-15 Style FLIGHT JACKET

NEW. $1.50 value.

flannel, leather

and twill inserts.

Less worth 5c.

Add 25c postage

per pair.
when the business of counting and classifying people already had grown beyond the ability of simple humans to handle. It was almost time to start the 1890 decennial, and the boys hadn’t finished the 1880 tallies. A bureau statistician, Dr. Herman Hollerith, came up with the idea of punching holes in various places in cards, to represent facts such as “male,” “three children,” “farm family,” etc. Then he rigged a machine that the cards could go through and automatically be counted and classified according to where the holes were. Today, the same basic system is in use—only now it’s almost all electronic, with new and more complex machines appearing all the time. Rows of workers will peck away at 2500 card-punch machines, each one completing the 60 or 70 basic-fact holes in 1000 cards a day. From there the cards go to the sorters and tabulators, which automatically classify and count them according to location of their holes.

These machines are masterpieces of ingenuity. Down in the shops of the Census Bureau there’s a man named Tony Berrinsky, who is busily at work making them more ingenious. "When we finally get a machine to handle 40 columns of facts or "holes" in a card," he says, "those guys upstairs had to go think of 20 more questions they wanted to ask on the next census—so everything is obsolete. This time I'm rebuilding the multi-column sorters to combine the sorting and tabulating operations. They'll handle 80 columns of facts. I hope it holds 'em for a while. It probably won’t, though," he adds soberly.

The inside of Tony's multi-column sorter looks like a vat full of wet, black spaghetti. Basically, the principle is simple enough. The cards move across the top on rollers, pass under a row of 80 microscopic metal brushes, which make contact with the metal roll beneath the card every time they come to a hole. Each contact sets up an impulse which is relayed through a battery of thyrotron tubes where the information is "stored." High-speed relays set off the proper electromagnets, depending on what information has been received. A magnetic trip drops and the card is routed to its proper slot. For instance, if 1500 out of 5000 cards going through the mill represent people who live in two-story houses, and you want that information, then the 1500 cards of two-story people will all land in one slot once the relays are set up. Simple? Tony explains that his reconditioned sorter has more than 10,000 wire connections. He should know; he connected them all.

(Continued to page 262)
Best Jig Saw Buy

...any way you look at it...

You'll rate this improved 15" Duro Jig Saw a "best buy" by any comparison you make!

Extra Capacity at Lowest Cost. . . . cuts to the center of a 30" circle . . . cuts material up to 2 1/4" thick . . . needs only 1/4 H. P. motor.

Smother Cutting in all kinds of wood. Cam-activated blade action . . . sealed oil bath for drive mechanism assures "like new" performance year after year.

Husky Streamlined Frame of cored cast iron adds rigidity without extra weight.

Accurate Table Tilting to 45° on double trunnions . . . quick, easy table locking with one front handle . . . tilt gauge.

Longer Blade Life results from longer blade stroke . . . blade guide . . . heat treated blade clamping blocks.

Other Features include: air pump to keep work free from sawdust, handy oil cup for spindle lubrication and many more exclusive Duro advantages.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG describing this low cost Duro Jig Saw . . . plus the complete 1950 line of Duro Power Tools. Fill in the coupon and mail it today sure!

DURO POWER TOOLS
Duro Metal Products Co.
2656 N. KILDARE AVE. CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

How To Get MULTIPLE UTILITY
When You Buy a SMALL GRINDER

BUY THE FOREDOM MODEL 100
FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINE

the choice of tens of thousands because—
Pencil-size handpiece provides positive, sen-
sitive, finger-tip control. Works in hard-to-
reach places. Your work always looks well in View.
Precision construction and silencer-equipped flexible shaft assures smooth-running per-
formance. Motor not dwarfed to fit the hand,
hence more power, longer motor life. Price
only $16.95. Foot rheostat $4.95 extra.

USE IT TO GRIND, POLISH, DRILL, SAW,
SAND, CARVE, MILL, CLEAN, ETCH, ENGRAVE,
etc. on all metals, wood, plastics, glass,
leather, linoleum, etc.

35" FLEXIBLE SHAFT
$16.95
COMPLETE WITH MOTOR

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL—
For $4.95 extra get Foredom's new
DRILL PRESS ATTACHMENT. Magi-
cally and quickly converts machine into a
power drill press.

AND FOR ONLY $3.50 EXTRA
there's Foredom's new B-R-S ATTACH-
MENT. Makes machine serve 3 EXTRA
FUNCTIONS—Bench Grinder with an-
gular adjustment. Router with detach-
able guide for borders, and SHAPER.

NEW ACCESSO-RAK Mount on wall or
back of bench and hang machine. Comes
with 40 highly useful accessories, all at
your finger tips, sensational value, only $4.95.

ORDER TODAY. Send check or money order
for items above or send C.O.D. plus postage. Sold
on 10 day money back TRIAL.

Write Today for FREE CATALOG No. 1126-E

FOREDOM ELECTRIC, Dept. 1126-E, 27 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

FOREDOM—Used by INDUSTRY—Preferred by HOBBYISTS!

SET THE PACE WITH THE

Powell P-81!

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Powell Manufacturing Company
DEPT. PM250 • COMPTON, CALIF.
Besides sorting, the machine will reject cards with mistakes on them. “If the little ‘feelers’ register opposing facts,” Tony explains, “—for example, if a card says a certain male is two years old, and another hole indicates he has six children—the circuits won’t take it. The card is routed to the reject slot. Similarly, if a farmer’s card has a hole punched to indicate he got something ridiculous like $35 a bushel for his wheat, the circuits won’t take that either.”

Coming up are census machines that will make the others seem like box kites beside jet flying wings. One such electronic nightmare, being developed for Census through the National Bureau of Standards, is a 10,000-tube affair styled after the Eniac computer which was used during the war to calculate the trajectory of missiles while they were still in the air. This fantastic apparatus has a memory, among other things. Instead of taking data from punched cards, it will work by magnetic impulse from a tape which has been magnetically inscribed with the data to be tallied or computed. If there is an error on the tape, the machine will quit working on that problem, but will go right ahead with the rest. When the mistake has been corrected, the machine will pick up the abandoned computation where it left off, and finish it. The uncanny brain works at such a speed that no way has ever been devised to feed data into it fast enough to tax its capacity. This monster will be ready on a test basis to gobble figures in its maw in time for the 1950 census.

Not quite ready yet, but available for the 1960 census, is another electronic marvel that may well simplify census taking so that final figures will be out in months instead of years. It will eliminate manual card punching. The census taker will carry cards, just the right size for the machines, instead of the huge paper form he now totes. As he asks questions, he will mark the card with a metallic ink. Back in Washington, the metallic marks will be “sensed” by the new machine, and automatically punched in all the right places at once.

The manufacturer of the machine is still experimenting with the ink and trying to solve several problems. Likewise the materials from which the cards are to be made are still under test. The cards, which must all be perfectly shaped and edged to go through all the necessary machines, bent, shrunk or stretched due to weather when conventional paper stock was used. Little by little these things are being straightened out. The ink is better now, and new plastics are being tried for the cards.

Meanwhile, the Bureau of Census will be too busy to dream about the wonders of

(Continued to page 264)
**You Can Have Local Manufacturing Rights**

Here’s an outstanding manufacturing opportunity for men with vision, energy and a little capital. Brikcrete is sweeping the country because it has beauty, long life and ultra comfort. Truly the world’s most modern masonry. Distinctively different. Yet costs less than lumber because it is locally manufactured of local materials by local labor for local building needs.

**100%-150% Mark-Up on Costs**

You can be one of a national chain of local plants. High income potentials. Can be started on moderate investment. Wide-open market. Requires no experience; no skilled labor. We supply all equipment. Easy terms, if necessary. We work with you to put it across. Write for Brikcrete Book No. 2 today...free.
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**CARTWRIGHT'S**

**TRU-CUT TIN SNIPS**

Prompt Delivery

$4.95 Postpaid

**CHECK THESE 10 TRU-CUT FEATURES**

1-Cuts perfect circle, right or left. 2-Cuts square points, either right or left. 3-Hands always above metal. 4-Cuts the hand, well balanced. Light weight. 5-Forward stop prevents punched fingers. 6-Guaranteed against mechanical defect. 7-Special “Cup Tension Washer” retains tight fit. 8-Faster, Easier cutting. 9-Stay sharp longer. 10-Will cut up to 18 gauge sheet metal.

IF DEALER CAN’T SUPPLY, ORDER DIRECT FROM US

J. CARTWRIGHT & SON
MALAGA, Dept. P.M., CALIF.

---

**Outboard News**

**Why Row?**

With a Scott-Atwater Shift motor, you can start in Neutral, while still tied up at the dock. Then shift to Reverse and back away like a cabin cruiser. The Shift is simple, sturdy, foolproof...adds little to motor weight!

**Our motors even turn on their own GAS**

All Scott-Atwater Shift models with conventional gas tank (1-14, 1-16, 1-20) have automatic gas line and air vent control. When you move the speed control lever to the "start" position, the gas is turned on, the vent opened. When you stop the motor, gas and vent are closed automatically. Never before have outboards been so simple to run.

- "Now I use Neutral and Reverse like a taxi driver. My Scott-Atwater Shift motor is a honey...don’t see how it could be improved!"—Joe Alexander, Madison 5, Wis.

**SHIFT!**

Scott-Atwater announces amazing new Model 1-30...now offers 4 SHIFT models

America’s most advanced outboard—with 1-to-30 m.p.h. performance, the Shift, more ball-and-roller bearings than any outboard its size, separate 5-gallon "stowaway" gas tank, exclusive steering-handle control of spark and throttle!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-30 Shift TWIN OVER 15 HP</th>
<th>$349.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-30 MPH TWIN</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-20 Shift 7 1/2 HP TWIN</td>
<td>$799.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-16 Shift 5 HP TWIN</td>
<td>$1199.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-12 NON-SHIFT 3.5 HP SINGLE</td>
<td>$699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-14 Shift 4 HP SINGLE</td>
<td>$849.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-16 Shift 5 HP TWIN</td>
<td>$1499.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTCOAST PRICE SLIGHTLY HIGHER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OBC CERTIFIED @ 4200 RPM **OBC CERTIFIED @ 4000 RPM

**SHIFT**

to Scott-Atwater

Dept. 35, Scott-Atwater Mfg. Co., Inc., Minneapolis 13, Minn.

---

**Say You Saw It in Popular Mechanics**

Do a Better Job WITH ONE OF THESE EMPIRE LEVELS

Smallest, most EMPIRE TORPEDO LEVEL handy and accurate Level made, "Cigar shaped"—no sharp corners to tear pocket. Aluminum stock. Only 3 oz. wtg. 9” long. Hos Level, Plumb, 45° Vials.

No. 26........................................ $2.00

ALUMINUM LEVEL — No. 151

Cast and Machined, a Beautiful Tool, with Patented, Removable Level and Vial:

With 2 Plumb, 2 Levels, 2—45° Vials. 10"...............$4.60

24........................................ $6.80

Order EMPIRE LEVELS from your local dealer.

Write direct for literature.

EMPIRE LEVEL MFG. CO.
BOX 97, DEPT. P-256 MILWAUKEE 13, WISCONSIN
Experienced Craftsmen say:

"YOU CAN'T FINISH WITH A DISC SANDER!"

The disc sander is excellent for roughing, hugging off, removing paint, and for other course sanding. But any experienced craftsman will tell you that these same characteristics prohibit its use for finishing, because of swirling, scratching, gouging and other blemishes caused by the disc sander's high speed.

OSCILLATING MOTION IS THE ONLY MOTION FOR A PERFECT FINISH!

THE DU-FAST* SANDER and POLISHER produces quick, easy, perfect finishes at low cost. It requires no special skill or knack. You get an industrial type finish on wood, metal, plastics, plaster and composition materials the first time and every time you use DU-FAST! USE DU-FAST TO REMOVE DISC SWIRLS.

Model BOHU 1 attaches in seconds to either the Home Utility 1/4" Electric Drill or the Home Utility 5/32" Disc Sander-Polisher. (Products of Black & Decker Mfg. Co.) Model SKC fits the Skill Home Shop 1/4" Electric Drill manufactured by Skilstore, Inc.

ONLY

$14.95

Manufactured by

DU-FAST, INC.

32 EAST FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

BOAT KIT AT DOWN-TO-WATER PRICE

- Assemble this handy 8-footer yourself and save half the price of a ready-made boat! Light (65 lbs.) for easy carrying, rowing, towing. Yet, the HAGERTY SEA SHELL is ruggedly built to give you years of fun. Carry on your car top to beach or lake. Holds three adults in safety. Takes a small outboard. Ideal for all-around use. Over 15,000 in service.

SEA SHELL EASY TO ASSEMBLE

Only ordinary household tools needed. The whole family can have lots of fun assembling the HAGERTY SEA SHELL in a few pleasant evenings. Kit includes pre-cut waterproof plywood and wood parts, screws, oarlocks, cable compound, easy-to-follow instructions. Beam 4 ft., depth 16 ins. Fully guaranteed. Additional kit converts SEA SHELL into lively performing sailboat.

HAGERTY, 112 Front Street, Cohasset, Mass.

□ Please send FREE booklet, name of nearest dealer.
□ Please send SEA SHELL kit, freight collect. Enclosed is $35.

Name

Address

City

State

1960. They've got plenty of calculating to do. Already they know, from preliminary surveys, what the 1950 round-up of Americans will show. We will have grown in number by a solid 20 million in the last 10 years—30 years ahead of schedule, due to war babies. Women will outnumber the men by a glorious million for the first time in history. The trend is still Westward, and California will top the 10-million mark in population, which puts her up with New York and Pennsylvania and gives her seven more congressmen. Ten percent of the farmers have deserted their farms to move cityward. And we will find that we're not the homebodies we used to be. Some 70 million of us have moved our dwellings in the first seven years of the decade. Most stayed in the same county—but 25 million got clear out of the county or state.

How does the Census Bureau know all this? Because the job never stops. In between decennial jobs, the bureau is taking surveys of housing, business, agriculture. There's never a dull moment at Suitland. What started out in 1790 as a simple population count has snowballed into the world's biggest continual statistical operation. And the big job every zero year is just one more headache.

Miracles You'll See

In Next Fifty Years

(Continued from page 118)

travels westward toward Florida, oil is spread over the sea and ignited. There is an updraft. Air from the surrounding region, which includes the developing hurricane, rushes in to fill the void. The rising air condenses so that some of the water in the whirling mass falls as rain.

With storms diverted where they do no harm, aerial travel is never interrupted. And the Dobsons, like everybody else in Tottenville, travel much more than we do in 1950—that is, to foreign countries.

By 2000, supersonic planes cover a thousand miles an hour, but the consumption of fuel is such that high fares have to be charged. In one of these supersonic planes the Atlantic is crossed in three hours. Nobody has yet circumnavigated the moon in a rocket space ship, but the idea is not laughed down.

Corporation presidents, bankers, ambassadors and rich people in a hurry use the 1000-mile-an-hour rocket planes and think nothing of paying a fare of $5000 between Chicago and Paris. The Dobsons take the cheaper jet planes.

This extension of aerial transportation

(Continued to page 266)
WAR SURPLUS SURPLUSSURPLUS BARGAINS

SHOP by MAIL - SAVE at GRÖBAN'S

LOGAN HEAVY DUTY

GEAR TYPE ALL MANGANESE BRONZE INSECTICIDE PUMP

For Serving 0.075, 2.4-9, Sulphur Compounds, etc. BRAND NEW. contouring, 15 gals. per minute at 2200 to 2700 lbs. per sq. in. or 600 lbs. per minute at 1000 lbs. per sq. in. Mounting brackets. Weight 21 lb. Includes connector. Complete. Size 3 x 4. (

ITEM (250)

15.00

Chicago

FREE instructions and performance data with each pump.

HYDRAULIC CONTROL VALVE

BRAND NEW control valve with built-in adjustable relief valve, will operate one double-acting hydraulic cylinder or two cylinders as one or two reversible hydraulic motors. Valves handle loaded in neutral position. Made of rugged cast iron. Fully adjustable at will. Open center, operate the pump in neutral position. Throttle control allows operator to regulate speed of movement of the hydraulic cylinder or motor. Has removable mounting brackets with 4 bolt holes. 3 1/2" x 5 1/2". (ITEM 237)

21.95

Logan

FREE: NEW 1950 CATALOG

FREE: NEW 1950 CATALOG

WATEROUS PUMP

Rated 500 gal- tons per minute at 120 lbs. per sq. in. high efficiency pump. Designed for front and main water fills at both ends of cylinder. Snafldia, 4 1/4". Foot mounting. 600 lbs. pressure at 1050 lbs. per sq. in. Overall length 149 1/2". COMPLETE. With full accessory kit including suction and pressure gauges, priming pump, and instruction book. Ship. Weight 163 lbs. Gov't acquisition cost 149.50

LOGAN HEAVY DUTY

HYDRAULIC PUMP

Brand new... for operating hydraulic cylinders or as motors on tractors, trucks, construction machines, and other industrial applications. hydraulic pump, Logra 6.5GPM at 1000 lbs. per sq. in. 14" H.P. 2300 rpm, 15 HP. The unique built to exacting Internal parts specifications, are the answer to your lighting needs! (ITEM 259)

15.00

FREE: NEW 1950 CATALOG

ALL ITEMS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
Walworth
Genuine
Stillson

Zinc Plated
Perfectly Balanced
Long Life
Latest Metallurgical
Improvements
Low Price

— Standard of Quality for Farm...
Home... and Industrial Use Since 1869

Get a Walworth Genuine Stillson. You'll feel the difference immediately. The angle of the teeth and pivoting frame action gives the wrench tremendous gripping strength. Discover the perfect heft (balance) that has made the Genuine Stillson such a popular tool since 1869.

Made of steel that must be up to Walworth metallurgical standards, Genuine Stillsons are given the most exacting tests to insure perfection in strength and uniformity in quality.

The inherent strength and toughness in the Genuine Stillson is an extremely important safety factor.

But discover for yourself why more people use the Walworth Genuine Stillson than any other—get one from your local hardware store today!

No shop is complete without
Genuine Stillson Wrenches
— The Stillson Diamond Trademark identifies the
Walworth Genuine Stillson

WALWORTH
New York, N.Y.
VALVES... PIPE FITTINGS... WRENCHES

Proton microscope under construction in France probably will magnify objects up to one million times

has had the effect of distributing the population. People find it more satisfactory to live in a suburb like Tottenville, if suburb it can be called, than in a metropolis like New York, Chicago or Los Angeles. Cities have grown into regions, and it is sometimes hard to tell where one city ends and another begins. Instead of driving from Tottenville to California in their car—teardrop in shape and driven from the rear by a high-compression engine that burns cheap denatured alcohol—the Dobsons use the family helicopter, which is kept on the roof. The car is used chiefly for shopping and for journeys of not more than 20 miles.

The railways are just as necessary in 2000 as they are in 1950. They haul chiefly freight too heavy or too bulky for air cargo carriers. Passenger travel by rail is a mere trickle. Even commuters go to the city, a hundred miles away, in huge aerial-busses that hold 200 passengers. Hundreds of thousands make such journeys twice a day in their own helicopters.

Fast jet and rocket-propelled mail planes made it so hard for telegraph companies all over the world to compete with the postal service that dormant facsimile-transmission systems had to be revived. It takes no more than a minute to transmit and receive in facsimile a five-page letter on paper of the usual business size. Cost? Five cents. In Tottenville the clerks in telegraph offices

(Continued to page 270)
She'll enjoy your shop and the money you'll save with SHOPMASTER woodworking tools

You can start your home workshop with a Shopmaster Saber Saw, like the one pictured above. The cost is less than $16.00. With it you can cross cut, rip, and do many other complicated sawing operations.

You can add to your shop at any time. All Shopmaster Tools are independent and designed to do specific work. Independent tools are always ready, and require little adjusting. Just flip the switch and you are ready to go. These uniform precision-built tools can be mounted together and powered with one motor if you wish, or can be independently powered.

There is a size of tool for every shop, so make yours a Shopmaster shop.

Send me your new full color catalog giving full details on the complete line of SHOPMASTER "Uniform Precision" Tools, and shop layout sheet.

Name
Address
City & State

*Zone 2, less motor.
TOMORROW'S TOOLS ... TODAY!

At Your Dealer or Order Direct

1. DRILL PRESS WOODSHEAPER. MODEL #50. For intermittent shaping; makes more than 100 different cuts. Blade can't come out; set screw holds it securely. Complete, as pictured, with 6 pair blades...

$8.95

2. DRILL PRESS WOODSHEAPER. MODEL #80. Heavy-duty shaper. Exclusive pilot bearing eliminates side thrust, chatter, vibration—assures smooth cutting action. Complete, as pictured, with 6 pair blades...

$12.95

3. CIRCLE SAW WOODSHEAPER. MODEL #SA-10. Solid steel. Absolutely safe—blades locked in position with screws all the way through. In ordering, state diameter of your circle saw shaft. Complete, as pictured, with 6 pair blades and tool rack...

$14.95

4. ALADDIN COLLETS. Special collets convert your spindle shaper so you can use low-cost Aladdin wood-turning blades. (For blades, see photo 11, this page.) As pictured...

$3.00

5. THREE-IN-ONE DRUM SANDER. 1", 2", and 3" drum sander all in one. "Telescoping" diameters easy to change. Pilot bearing eliminates side thrust, chatter, vibration. Complete with sandpaper sleeve...

$6.95

6. ALADDIN LATHEMASTER. Foolproof factory method of wood-turning, adapted and priced for the home workshop for the first time! Even beginners can't go wrong because Lathemaster measures as it cuts. Now one wood-turning tool does everything—comes with standard chisel blades as well as a new form cutters. Hardwood handle, chrome-plated shank, interchangeable blades of shaper steel. Complete, as pictured, mounted on attractive wood tool rack...

$9.95

7. ALADDIN DA-DALL. Now, thanks to Da-Dall's new micromatic adjustment feature, you can change the pitch of your circle saw blade in a matter of seconds and make accurate ornamental and dado cuts. When ordering, state diameter of circle saw shaft.

As pictured...

$4.95

8. MORTISING FENCE & HOLD-DOWN. AND CHISEL HOLDER. Fence and hold-down (right) make drill-press mortising safer and easier.

Chisel holder (left) eliminates necessity of removing chuck when mortising. No special adapter necessary. Fence and hold-down alone...

$3.50

As shown above...

$6.00

9. MORTISING CHISELS AND BITS. For use with your mortising tools, or with Bull Mortising Adapter (see opposite page). 3/4", 5/8", or 1/2" chisels with bits...

$6.00 each. Chisels only (3/4", 5/8", or 1/2"") $4.00 each. Bits only (for 3/4", 5/8", or 1/2"") $2.40 each.

$10. ALADDIN TAPER ADAPTERS. Use in place of drill press chuck for routing, mortising and shaping—wherever side thrust is involved. #1A Morris taper adapter...

$2.00. #3A Jacobs taper adapter...

$1.50

11. ALADDIN WOODSHAPING BLADES. Specially selected shaper steel brought to correct hardness to hold keen edges indefinitely. Exclusive money-saving feature: Aladdin blades are double-ground so you can make two standard cuts with each blade. Note that woodshaping tools...

$50. 60.

#SA-10 and Lathemaster come only with blades pictured with each tool. Use order form for extra blades, order by blade number. All blades shown $1.00 each, ($2.00 per pair) except B-$5 ($7.50 ea.). Ready-hardened blank blade you can grind to shape desired.

All Aladdin Tools are Guaranteed

At your dealer or send cash, check, or money order for prepaid shipment to ALADDIN D. MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
3121 MAIN STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Dealers—Write today for new 1950 catalog.
TOMORROW'S TOOLS... TODAY!

At Your Dealer or Order Direct

1. BULL DRUM SANDER. Cut your own strips and save—this 2" drum sander uses ordinary sandpaper! Fits any electric drill or drill press. No wedges or screws—a finger-flick and your strip is on or off. $2.50

2. BULL BUFFER. Handy polisher—sander fits any electric drill or drill press! Exclusive swivel action and gear reduction. Powerful... popular—more than 100,000 in use. Complete, with sheepskin bonnet and 2 sanding discs... $9.95

3. BULL ARROW SAW. Your 1/4" electric drill becomes a powerful, portable saw! One-hand operation; exclusive safety yoke; aluminum casting. Complete, with 1 1/2" blades... $9.95

4. BULL HOLE SAW. 1"., 1 1/2", 2" holes—with one hole saw! Fits any electric drill or drill press. Cuts cleanly through any 1/4" stock—wood, metal or plastic. Complete, with 4 blades... $4.95

5. BULL DRIVER. Drives screws home in wood or metal in seconds with any electric drill or drill press or flexible shaft. Automatically centers on screw groove; automatic release. (Left) Model A—for screws up to 1/4". (Center) Model B—for small machine screws. (Right) Model C—hand-centering model with long blade for countersunk jobs. All models available in Standard or Phillips head. Specify model when ordering. $6.95

6. BULL MORTISING ADAPTER. Your 1/4" electric drill becomes a powerful, portable mortising tool that makes the chips fly! Large end of Bull Mortising Adapter chucks into any 1/4" electric drill or any drill press—small end fits any standard 5/8" shank chisel. As pictured... $23.90

7. BULL MORTISING KIT. Complete kit for on-the-job mortising with your drill or drill press! Includes Bull Mortising Adapter and 1/4", 5/8" and 1 1/4" chisels with corresponding bits. As pictured... $29.95

8. SHOPCHIEF BELT SANDER. Convert your electric drill into a powerful belt sander! Handles like a plane. Interchangeable pressure plates and sanding belts do all the work from roughing to finishing. Big, rugged—almost 19 sq. inches of sanding surface! Complete, with 3 sanding belts... $19.95

9. BULL ECONOMY KIT. A bargain—beautifully made! Use your own drill to polish and sand by direct drive with new low-cost kit that includes direct drive adapter. Top quality 3-inch flexible rubber disc, finest sheepskin bonnet and 2 aluminum-oxide sanding discs—all for only... $2.25

10. UTILITY ACCESSORIES. Make your drill more useful with these handy accessories—1/4" Arbor for 1/4" electric drill $0.98 ea... steel wire brush that removes paint, rust and scale $0.98 ea... grindstone $0.95 ea. Complete kit as pictured... $5.95

11. BULL BUFFER HOME KIT. In one kit, everything you need to polish, sand and drill like a professional! Choice of speeds—polish at 600 r.p.m. drill at 1600 r.p.m., sand at 3200 r.p.m. Kit includes (1) 1600 r.p.m. Bull Drill with Jacobs geared chuck (2) Bull Buffer, polisher-sander with gear reduction (3) adapter set for sanding at twice drill speed (4) sheepskin bonnet and 2 sanding discs. As pictured... $29.95

12. ANGLE-HEAD DRILLING ATTACHMENT. Now you can drill at right angles in close places... increases your 1/4" drill to 1/2" capacity. Complete as pictured, with angle-head and Jacobs 1/2" hex key $12.95

All Bull Tools are Guaranteed

3121 MAIN STREET
Dealers—Write today for new 1950 catalog

KANSAS CITY, MO.

FEBRUARY 1950
no longer print out illegible words. Everything is transmitted by phototelegraphy exactly as it is written—illegible spelling, blots, smudges and all. Mistakes are the sender's, never the telegraph company's.

When the Dobsons are sick they go to the doctor, in a hospital, where he has only to push a button to command all the assistance he needs.

In the middle of the 20th century, doctors talked much of such antibiotics as penicillin, streptomycin, aureomycin and about 50 others that had been extracted from soil and other molds. It was the beginning of what was even then known as chemotherapy—cure by chemical means. By 2000, physicians have several hundred of these chemical agents or antibiotics at their command. Tuberculosis in all of its forms is cured as easily as pneumonia was cured at mid-century.

It no longer is necessary in 2000 to administer the purified extracts of molds to cope with bacterial infections. The antibiotics are all synthesized in chemical factories. It is possible to modify their molecular structure, so that they acquire new and useful properties.

Even in 1950 physicians did not know exactly how a piece of beefsteak is converted by the body into muscle and energy—the process technically known as metabolism. The physician of 2000 knows just what diet is best for a patient. This knowledge, coupled with his knowledge of hormones, enables him to treat old age as a degenerative disease. Men and women of

(Continued to page 272)
70 in A.D. 2000 look as if they were 40. Wrinkles, sagging cheeks, leathery skins are curiosities or signs of neglect. The span of life has been lengthened to 85.

In 1950 little was known about a virus beyond the fact that it could slip through a filter so fine that it would hold back any microorganism visible in the optical microscope. The electron microscope, which magnifies from 30,000 to 100,000 times and which substitutes a beam of electrons for a beam of light, has changed all this. In the viruses, little bodies have been detected with this instrument. They are virtually protein molecules. By tying together what chemists have discovered about the structure of protein and what the pathologists see in the electron microscope, such virus diseases as influenza, the common cold, poliomyelitis and a dozen others are cured with ease.

Even in the 20th century hospitals were packed with instruments and machines. The hospitals of 2000 have even more. Instead of taking electrocardiographs, doctors place heart patients in front of a fluorooscopic screen, turn on the X-rays and then, with the aid of a photoelectric cell, examine every section of the heart.

Cancer is not yet curable in 2000. But physicians optimistically predict that the time is not far off when it will be cured.

The nervous diseases are linked up with electrochemical processes in 2000 in a way that is impossible in our time. Such afflictions as multiple sclerosis or palsy are no longer regarded as incurable. There are electrochemical methods of stimulating and reactivating nerves, so that victims of Parkinson's disease are no longer objects of pity. But these sufferers from damaged or degenerate nerves are somewhat like our diabetics who must take insulin regularly to remain alive. A little battery-driven apparatus must be carried in the pocket to provide the stimulus the nerves need.

Any marked departure from what Joe Dobson and his fellow citizens wear and eat and how they amuse themselves will arouse comment. If old Mrs. Underwood, who lives around the corner from the Dobsons and who was born in 1920 insists on sleeping under an old-fashioned comforter instead of an aerogel blanket of glass puffed with air so that it is as light as thistledown, she must expect people to talk about her "queerness." It is astonishing how easily the great majority of us fall into step with our neighbors. And after all, is the standardization of life to be deplored if we can have a house like Joe Dobson's, a standardized helicopter, luxurious standardized household appointments, and food that was out of the reach of any Roman emperor?
**The Aladdin Readi-Cut System of Construction enables you to save 18% lumber waste and up to 30% labor costs, and guarantees you will receive the highest quality dry lumber and a COMPLETE house as specified. You can buy YOUR COMPLETE HOUSE, ALL IN ONE SHIPMENT, direct from our mills and save the in-between profits.**

**HOW TO BEAT THE HIGH COST OF BUILDING**

Every hour you can put in on the construction of your Aladdin home means a saving to you of from $2.00 to $3.00 per hour on its cost. That means a SAVING of from $15.00 to $18.00 for every day you work on it**** Depending on the size of the house, the carpenter work sums up to from three hundred hours to twelve hundred hours.**WITH MOST**

**OF THE SKILLED LABOR ALREADY PERFORMED**

when you receive your Aladdin Readi-Cut, what an opportunity you have to bring down the cost of your new home to practically a pre-war level. Our drawings and instructions cover everything from the foundation up, so you can save any part, or even all labor costs.

**IMMEDIATE DELIVERY**

**PAY YOURSELF THOSE HIGH WAGES**

SEND 25 CENTS TODAY
FOR NEW 1950 CATALOG No. M-5
IN 4 COLORS. ADDRESS NEAREST MILL.

**THE ALADDIN CO.**
**BAY CITY, MICH.**
or **WILMINGTON, N. C.**

**WHAT YOU GET WITH YOUR ALADDIN**

You get all the lumber cut to fit by fast machinery-production line method—marked and numbered, ready to erect practically without the use of a saw; also sidings, flooring, trim, all millwork, doors, windows, moldings, glass, hardware, nails, roofing, paint and complete drawings with instructions. Many Aladdin home buyers erect their own houses.

**ALADDIN HOUSES ARE NOT PREFABRICATED**

Don't deny yourself the joys and opportunities of life. Your friends, family, business associates want you to hear. Let a home trial of the new, modern sensation-price Zenith "Miniature" Radionic Hearing Aid prove you can even hear a whisper. Only $75.00 complete, ready to wear. Needs no "fitting." Weighs only 6¾ oz. See what you save! If any $200 Hearing Aid outperforms the Zenith in efficiency or economy, your money back—under our 10-Day Return Privilege. For authorized Zenith Hearing Aid Dealer in your locality, consult your classified telephone book; or write for complete coast-to-coast list of dealers.

Free descriptive literature and full details on request. Address:
Zenith Radio Corporation, Hearing Aid Division, Dept. 291, 5801 W. Dickens Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

Makers of World Famous Zenith Radio, FM and Television Sets
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Stop Engine KNOCKS

Before they dent Your Pocketbook

Add BARDAHL to Your Crankcase Oil

Quicker that motor by furnishing an extra-tough lubrication cushion! Simply add one quart of BARDAHL to regular oil.

When ordinary oil breaks down under heat and pressure, let BARDAHL come to the rescue. BARDAHL penetrates metal surfaces of engine, relieves critical friction, and holds lubrication in place.

Plenty of knocks and pings disappear with the BARDAHL treatment. You pay fewer repair bills, too.

Ask the best mechanic in town about BARDAHL. He's been using it for years!

BARDAHL OIL
Reduces Friction to a Fraction
BARDAHL OIL COMPANY
Seattle * St. Louis

Chronographs!

MOST VERSATILE WATCH EVER MADE
Plus 10% Fed. Tax. Send $6.55
- ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
- A STOP WATCH
- A TELEMETRER
- A TACHOMETER
- A WRIST WATCH
- SWEEP 2nd. HAND
- LUMINOUS DIAL
- SHOCK RESISTANT
- UNBREAKABLE CRYSTAL SHOWN
- LOWEST PRICE IN U.S.A.

LEONARD DIX CO.
1104 W. Burnside, Dept. PM-130. Portland 9, Ore.

5 BIG POWER TOOLS in ONE

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DRILL PRESS - 30" LATHE AND GRINDER

FACTORY TO YOU $59.95

SUPER SHOP the PRECISION BUILT WORKSHOP Lifetime lubricated BALL BEARINGS. All running parts precision GROUNDED. Compare finest production tools. BIG capacity. Amazing VALUE. Write for FREE catalog, full details, trial plans.

POWER TOOLS, INC.
108 YATES AVENUE
BELOIT, WISCONSIN

NONE BETTER! SUPER DRILL GRINDER

Sharpen round shank drills from 3/32" to 1/2" in diameter, up to 6" long. Grinds old drills like new in 4 different point angles, using hand or power grinding wheels. Money-back guarantee.

Price only $2.95
At Dealers or Postpaid
CRANDALL MFG. CO. 1512 W. Sleater Ave., Dept. FA-46, Los Angeles 44, Calif.

REAL ESTATE
BE A BROKER

PAYS BIG! SEND FOR FREE, BIG, ILLUSTRATED CATALOG NOW! No obligation. Graduates report making substantial incomes. Start and run your own business quickly. Men, women of all ages, learn easily. Course covers Sales, Property Management, Appraising, Loans, Mortgages, and related subjects. STUDY AT HOME or in our classrooms in big cities. Diplomas awarded, G. Supervised, Nationally known.

WEAVER SCHOOL OF REAL ESTATE (Est. 1936)
15 E. Pershing Rd., Dept. P8B. Kansas City, Mo.

55% SAVING IN MAN-HOURS
BY USING DAKE 70H PRESS

Here Dake's 70H Hydraulic stamps designs on steel molds for manufacturing rubber bath mats. Results: Time saving of 5 hrs. per plate, no worker fatigue, improved precision, work quality.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN ON THIS JOB
70H is compact, speedy for pressing, straightening, many assembly jobs.

DAKE
Urban and hydraulic PRESSES
Grand Haven Michigan

POPULAR MECHANICS
FISHERMAN'S FLY AND BAIT MAKING KIT

GENIE HANDCRAFT TOOL KITS
An amazing array of fine handcraft tools for carving, cutting, polishing, drilling, sawing, filing; etc., in wood, plastic, soft metal, leather, cloth, cardboard, etc. Each set includes one or two tool holders with positive grip clave chucks, plus an assortment of tools. Small set includes 4 assorted cutting tools. Set No. 44 includes 2 cutting blades. Punch and saw. Large set includes all knives, saws, spin drills and hole opencers. Sets are attractively boxed in solid wood box.

STOCK NO. 441
Beginners set...$2.95
Advanced...$6.50
GIRL HANDCRAFT TOOL KITS.......

CLINOMETER SHOWS DEGREE OF INCLINE
The pendulum clinometer measures right and left inclines. The pendulum with adjustable axis may be used for measuring the degree of inclination of a plastic body. 12 x 8 inches. Weight: 1 lb. Stock No. 361. Each only...

AMERICAN preserver

DECORATIVE FRAME

U.S. GOVT. BOLO KNIFE

G. I. PISTOL BELTS

OXYGEN TANK

BELL AND SHOULDER HOLSTER

SATCHEL POUCH

SINGED OPTICAL PRISMS

ARMY SLIDE RULE

ELECTRIC MOTOR

BAYONET BLADE

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD

Stark's

509 So. State St.
CHICAGO 5, ILL.

FEBRUARY 1950
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EASY PROFIT IN PAINT SPRAYING

Paint walls, ceilings, screens, furniture and machinery faster, better. All complete as shown less motor. Carry anywhere. Fully guaranteed. Could be used with 1/4 H.P. motor or less. Price $35.00 less motor F.O.B. Chicago, $5.00 deposit balance C.O.D. or see your dealer. With motor $55.00.

IDEAL AUTOMATIC PUMP CO., Dept.P.M.B
801 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago 7, Ill.

SPIEGLER SINCE 1865

MEN! SEND FOR THIS BIG CATALOG NOW!
SHOP BY MAIL! SAVE ON ALL YOUR NEEDS!

Spiegel 632 page Catalog for Spring and Summer 1950 is just packed with things for men ... all at LOW mail order prices that really save money.

FOR MEN ONLY—you'll find wide choice of hobby supplies, tools for the handy man, prints, roofing, mill work and fencing ... as well as electrical and plumbing supplies and a complete line of auto tires, batteries, supplies and accessories.

Shoes and clothing for dress, sport and work. Page after page of hunting and fishing equipment ... photographic supplies and jewelry.

In addition, you'll find wide selections of home and family needs. All available on the CASH—30-DAY CHARGE or MONTHLY PAYMENT plan.

PIN A DOLLAR TO THIS COUPON

Spiegel, Inc., Chicago 9, Illinois. I am enclosing a DOLLAR DEPOSIT. Please send me a copy of the new Spiegel Catalog. I understand my dollar will be returned in the form of a Merchandise Certificate good on any Spiegel Mail Order of $10 or more.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
Town ____________________________ State ... 

POPLAR MECHANICS
Folks who need help in keeping regular should look to herbs and roots—for the help provided by Nature.

10 such herbs and roots, scientifically compounded, are found in Nature’s Remedy, N Tablet. Countless thousands of folk have found an M at night the best way to assure regularity in the morning. So gentle—no gripping. It is wonderful—leaves you feeling refreshed, invigorated.

Try M on our expense. 25 tablets 25c. Buy a box at any drug store and try it. If you are not completely satisfied, return the box and unused tablets to us. We will refund your money plus postage.

PLAIN OR CANDY COATED

Nature’s Remedy
NR-Tablets-NR®

BUILD YOUR OWN
FAST FREEZER

It’s easy to build this household appliance with LeJay Plans. Made from new or used parts. Save up to 75%. No expert knowledge needed. Plans show 5 sizes and are easy to follow. All details clearly explained. Enjoy making one of these freezers. Mail $1 for set of plans and catalog. LEJAY MFG. CO., 447 LeJay Bldg., Minneapolis 8, Minnesota.

AMAZING NEW WOOD-TURNING TOOLS
SHARPEN ONCE IN 12 YEARS! (UNDER NORMAL USE)

These remarkable tools tipped with TUNGSTEN CARBIDE will astound you with their performance. They work FREE HAND equally well on steel, plastic or soft metals—and at the same time hold their razor-like edge almost indefinitely. Tests show that they will turn wood at least 100% faster than conventional tools for days and days CONTINUOUSLY without showing any signs of dulling. These are the finest tools available at any price. Beautifully finished 5" tapers—bush ground, polished tip—stainless brass tube ferrule—g hardwood handle—over all length 14"—25 tools to choose from. Write for free literature. JOHN MFG. CO., DUNELLEN 5, N. J.

MYSTERIOUS DEVICE
WELDS, BRAZES, SOLDERS, CUTS
quickly, easily

The FOUR-WAY PORTABLE ARC-WELDER
COMPLETE ONLY 10 DAY TRIAL $9.95 F.O.B.

YOU’LL BE AMAZED by the work you can do on your first job! Plug into any convenient property wired 110 volt A.C. or D.C. line. Follow simple directions and work on iron, steel, bronze, brass, aluminum and other metals. Save money doing your own repairs. Make money repairing for others. Thousands of enthusiastic users among maintenance and repair men, farmers, tinsmiths, engineers, home and auto owners, etc. Pays for itself over and over. Order on ten-day trial or send for details.

FOUR-WAY WELDER CO., Dept. PMF-25 2326 So. Michigan Avenue • Chicago 16, Illinois

FREE Full Details SEND TODAY


☐ Four-Way Welder on 10-day trial, I enclose $9.95, or I enclose $_____ as a deposit. Ship C.O.D. for balance.

☐ Illustrated and described details on Four-Way Welder.

NAME.
ADDRESS.
STATE.

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

Handy Hank says:
"Try these slick tricks with PLASTIC WOOD"

Fill cracks in chairs—
Makes loose joints firm, sands to a smooth finish!

Reset loose hinges—
Replaces rotted wood, tightens loose screws... easy to apply!

Repairs broken toys—
Mend cracks, nicks! Smooth finish!

Also useful in filling cracks in floors, nail and screw holes, repairing loose tiles. Handles like putty... hardens into wood!
New features—new action—new low prices of True Temper Rapier Steel Rods and Baits are described in this beautiful 4-color Condensed Catalog. It illustrates the most popular and effective rod for each kind of fishing—made from finest rapier steel and clock-spring tempered for unequalled power—speed action. True Temper is the Rod of Champions—proved by results in the world's greatest fishing contest. True Temper Baits, as preferred by experts, fully illustrated.

Be prepared for fishing fun. Write for free copy today.

**True Temper**
**FOR 25 YEARS**
**The Rod of Champions**

---

**For Exciting News, Mail This Coupon Today**

TRUE TEMPER CORPORATION
Sporting Goods Division, Dept. 28, Geneva, Ohio

Please send your new Condensed Rod and Bait Catalog to—

Name:________________________

Street:________________________

City:__________________________

State:________________________

---

**Thompson**
**BEATS the World on BOATS**

Safe Boats With Full Length Spray Rails

Keep passengers perfectly dry—even at high speeds.

Catalog also shows two new models of "Take-Along" Boats. Two big factories—save you freight.

**CATALOG FREE**

Write for your copy. Write kind of boat to which you are interested.

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT MFG. CO. (163) 213 Ann St. (Write to) 113 Elm St.

CORTLAND, N.Y.

---

**PRESTO! ANYONE CAN**
**MASTER GLAZE**

Car Owners! Meet Master Glaze—the sensationally different finish for new and used cars! Not a wax—not an oil polish—not a paint!—nothing that "smears" over the surface.

**MASTER GLAZE**

**AGENTS**
An unusual opportunity! Quick, flashy demonstrator. Big profits. Good territory. Write today!

**FREE SAMPLE**
Just send your name and address to:

MASTER GLAZE CO., 7720-681 W. Harwood Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

---

**Hobbyist Catalog**

WE PAY POSTAGE!

SHIP MODELS . . . TRAINS . . . PLANES
U.S.A. and Canada Grocers Only.

**10¢**

write

Braun-Craft

1232 ETOWAH, DEPT. 946, Royal Oak, Mich.

---

**Gerstner TOOL CHEST**

MACHINISTS—TOOLMAKERS
Don't worry about your tools. Keep them safely in a Gerstner chest. Free Catalog.

GERSTNER TOOL CHESTS
450 Columbia St., Dayton 7, Ohio

**Seen the**
**NEW**
**Crosman CO2 PISTOL & RIFLE?**

They're sensational...a revolutionary, new idea in "power without powder" guns that is sweeping the country. Ask your Crosman dealer to demonstrate their many exclusive features. Write for literature.

Crosman Arms Co., Inc. • Rochester 3, N.Y.

**Our Guarantee**

OUR TIRES must make good or WE WILL

**Tube Given With Each Tire**

EVERYONE TAKE 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL TIRES

Be Wise—Read this Before You Buy! OUR EXPERIENCE ASSURES YOU THE BEST BUY IN GOOD USED TIRES.

GOOD USED TIRES

BUY IN CONFIDENCE—

selected POPULAR BRANDS—

positively NOT Re-caps or Re-molds.

---

**Standard**
**834 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.**
THE BIGGEST ON THE MARKET DIRECT FACTORY TO YOU

DOES WELDING, BRAZING, SOLDERING, CUTTING

This is one of the finest scientifically designed and precision-built genuine heavy duty transformer-welders on the market today! Made by an old established firm. High efficiency, heavy-duty output does work you’d expect from costlier machines, it’s EASY TO OPERATE. Do expect work in a jiffy by following the simplified instructions furnished. Works on iron, steel, brass, bronze, aluminum or any metals. OPERATES from any convenient properly wired 110 VOLT A. C. line. SAVE TIME AND MONEY … build or repair your own auto, home, farm, or shop equipment and appliances, etc. Make big money doing work for others in spare or full time, OVER $10,000 SATISFIED USERS all over the country, hobbyists, maintenance and repair men, farmers, tinsmiths, engineers, home and auto owners. Order today on 10-day trial or send coupon for full details.

WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF THE NEW KRW HYDRAULIC PRESS BOOK

Describes all manner of Production and Shop Work on KRW Hydraulic and Bench Type Presses. Illustrates the new KRW Hand-operated, Electric-operated and Air-operated Hydraulic Presses. 25 to 100-ton capacities. Write for your copy today.

NEW POWER FOR YOUR CAR ENGINE!

BY CONSTANT BALANCE OF LUBRICATING OIL SUPPLY

Give Your Car this Tonic—Add Power, Rep and Performance

MARVEL INVERSE OILER

Here’s the famous, low cost, auxiliary lubricating system that meters MARVEL MYSTERY OIL to critical upper cylinder engine parts, precisely in accordance with engine load. The compact INVERSE OILER functions inversely to manifold vacuum, retarding feed visibly when throttle is closed or at engine idle, an exclusive MARVEL feature! You can keep ring, piston and valve wear down and performance way UP this winter with the sensational MARVEL INVERSE OILER.

Learn about MARVEL MYSTERY OIL too—the famous oil improving Additive for YOUR motor oil that produces a slow idle, faster engine pick-up and an even, power pull. Thousands of car owners are using it in increased volume this winter for engine protection and to keep starts summer quick in cold weather and in ALL gear greases—it flows at 70° below zero!

The MARVEL INVERSE OILER Is Easily Installed on Most Engines

EMEROL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
242 West 69th Street (Dept. P. M.), New York 23, N. Y.
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**FREE!**

That GLOWS IN THE DARK!

An Easy Way To MAKE BIG MONEY

Be the first to sell sensational luminous house numbers, light switch plates, wall protectors, cord pulls, novelties, etc. Also luminous pictures, ashtrays, keyholders, statues, decals, religious, novelty items, that GLOW IN THE DARK, SELL ON SIGHT. Get into this new and growing industry. ENSIGIOUS DEMAND... NO COMPETITION... BIG PROFITS. Represent a large manufacturer, established over 50 years. Write today for liberal MONEY-MAKING offer and FREE sample to show you HOW THEY GLOW IN THE DARK.

Madison Mills, 303 Fourth Avenue
DEPT. F-4
NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

**Make your own Gems**

All necessary lapidary equipment is furnished, including a super-charged diamond blade for sawing, and all wheels for grinding, shaping and polishing also complete instructions. The complete equipment as shown, less motor and belt, for only $29.50. C.O.D. Burlington, Wisconsin. Write today for information and literature.

B&I MANUFACTURING CO.
DEPT. S
Burlington, Wis.

**WOODWORKERS**

Get this

**CONSTATE MFST MASTER MANUAL**

Get the Most Fun From Your Hobby Indispensable to woodworkers. Seventh, biggest edition, more pages, more color, helpful hints and do-it-yourself articles, 500 pages, only 25c. Send 25c today and we will include FREE: FULL YRS. SUBSCRIPTION TO CHIPS and THE WOODCRAFTSMAN. For your up-to-date information on everything in woodworking, offers big money-saving bargains. Send name and address to:

ALBERT CONSTATE & SON, INC.
791 E. 122nd Street, New York 54, N.Y.

**BRUSH PLATING OUTFITS**

- for re-plating articles in the home and shop. No tanks necessary. Free particulars.

GUNMETAL CO.
AVE. M.
DECATURE, ILLINOIS

**POWER HACKSAW**

$47.25

- LESS NO.

F. O. B. BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN


EXCEL MACHINE TOOLS
DEPT. PM-20

**FLASH Your Turns**

ELIMINATE HAND SIGNALING
ENJOY SAFE... COMFORTABLE WINTER DRIVING
WITH THE

**SIMPLEX DIRECTIONAL SWITCH**

Here is a safe and comfortable way of signaling your intention to make a left or right turn. Flashes from 60 to 80 times per minute.

Kit furnished with all necessary material for perfect installation. No outside mounting of any kind. Uses your present parking and tail lights.投保 of over 100 models fit most cars from 1942 to 1949.

A PRACTICAL GIFT FOR
MOTORISTS!

Specify year and make of car. Money back guarantee. Tested and approved to meet SAE requirements.

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

**SIMPLEX SALES COMPANY**
1303 W. Jackson Blvd.
DEPT. A-3, Chicago 7, Illinois
Here it is -
the all-new IDEAL LAWNMOWER SHARPENER

A Complete Lawnmower Shop in One Machine

Here it is, after four years of research and development, the COMPLETELY NEW IDEAL LAWNMOWER SHARPENER. Designed and built to sharpen post-war and pre-war hand and power lawnmowers with precision and speed, the NEW IDEAL SHARPENER includes a tapered-cup grinding wheel for sharpening bed knives and a "lapping-in" reconditioner as standard equipment. Power mowers need not be dis-assembled, engines and handles remain in place during sharpening. Chain hoists or ropes are not needed to support heavy mowers, the IDEAL supports the entire weight of the mower within its rugged cast-iron frame. The IDEAL SHARPENER is a complete lawnmower shop all in one machine. Send for the IDEAL CATALOG describing the new Model 300 IDEAL LAWNMOWER SHARPENER and the other machines we manufacture for the lawnmower serviceman.

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO.

ONAN Portable ELECTRIC PLANTS

FOR CABINS, TRAILERS, CONTRACTORS, BOATS

Light weight, compact, air-cooled engine-driven. Furnish regular city-type A.C. electricity for lights, appliances, radios, etc. Can be carried by hand. Fit trunk of car. Plug-in receptacles on plant. Larger models for farms, homes, businesses beyond highlines. Catalog shows over hundred models. 140 to 38,000 watts.

Gasoline or Diesel Powered

WRITE FOR CATALOG

D. W. ONAN & SONS INC. 5830 Royalton Ave., Minneapolis 5, Minn.

MAGIC HOOK NO NAILS, SCREWS SELF-ATTACHING BUT NOT A SUCTION CUP UP IN ONE MINUTE-- PERMANENTLY!

About 1/4 actual size
On any surface — tile, glass, metal, paint, plaster, wood; etc.

HOLDS UP TO 30 LBS., 100 HOME USES

Special solvent capsule reactivates powerful, lasting, plastic adhesive. Then just press hook to wall. Accepted by government agencies, leading laboratories. Prompt prepaid delivery. Money back guarantee. Send today!

S in lovely pastel gray...........................................$1.00
S in handsome chromium....................................$2.00

TON, 801 ROCHELLE PARK, N. J.
Klean-Strip Remover Peels Off Paint

Throw away messy, dangerous solvents! Klean-Strip, the new-type remover, needs no after-wash, will neither burn nor explode. Just apply with brush, or spray gun...then slide off the loose film. That's all there is to it!

Klean-Strip actually breaks the bond between wood or metal and the finish you want to remove. Peels off any paint, enamel, varnish, synthetic or lacquer. Works fast, leaves the surface clean, smooth and dry, ready for a perfect refinish job.

The next time you buy paint, get a can of Klean-Strip, too! Available at better-paint, hardware, and department stores everywhere.

W. M. BARR & CO.
2354 S. Lauderdale
Memphis, Tenn.

Klean-Strip

Clean - No-Wash
Non-Inflammable

AMBROID

Stays stuck!

When you build or mend with Ambroid—it really sticks. Ready to use, quick drying, waterproof, flexible, transparent, a Hercules for extra strength. Heat and corrosion resistant, too.

Invaluable for assembling or repairing. Leading favorite among hobbyists since 1910. So reliable it is specified for countless uses in big industry.

Keep a tube of Ambroid handy. Ask your dealer—or send 25c for big 2 oz. tube postpaid. Complete satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

Also 50c 4 oz. tube, Pts., Qt.s., Gals., for industrial use. Build it—Fix it with Ambroid!

AMBROID CO.

ACE TOOLS

Be permanently tumbled-up for every operation on your Metal Cutting Lathe.

No. 5-A. Ace Tool Set for 9" and 10" Swing Lathe—shank size 3/4 x 3/4 includes Turning, Cutting-off, Boring, Knurling and Threading. Tools with high speed cutters, blades and wrenches, 6 complete tools in fitted case—all else to buy. See your local dealer or order direct.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.
526 W. Armstrong Ave., Chicago 30, III.

$24.25

BURIED TREASURE. MINERALS
AMAZING NEW GOLDAK LOCATORS

SENSATIONAL NEW MODEL!
ONLY 11 pounds weight! One hand operation! Money-Back Guarantee of Superiority. Write for full details.

THE GOLDAK CO.
1542 WEST GLENDALE BLVD.
GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA

NEW QUICK-CLAMP 30" BRAKE

Forms angles, bends, soams. Bends 20 gauge steel. Copper and aluminum. Cam locking. Portable. Can be clamped to edge of table. All steel. Will 82 lbs. Express Delivery...$24.00 30" size...$29.00

12" BRAKE. Fits in vise or form difficult compound bends, up to 20 gauge steel...$12.50 P.

CUTTER. Cuts 18 gauge steel any length and width, $12.50 P.

METAL PLIERS. 24" wide, $2.00; 3", $3.00.

IRON BENDER. Forms hooks, braces, eyelets. Bends 1/4x2, $15.00

Immediate delivery. Order direct, cash or C.O.D., or send for folder.

VISE BRAKE MFG. CO., P1116 So. 27th St., Omaha 5, Nebr.

OTTAWA LOG SAW


OTTAWA MFG. CO., 2-027 Pine Street, Ottawa, Kansas

UPHOLSTERING SUPPLIES

tools, foam rubber, furniture frames, imitation leather, springs, webbing, etc. — direct from wholesaler.

Send for free price list

The Tycon Co. Dept. 2M Chalfont, Pa.

NEVERSIP PULLEY

Transmits more power with less belt wear, unaffected by weather. No pulley covering, no belt dressing required. Replace troublesome pulleys with NEVERSIPs. All sizes. Money-back guarantee. Ask for NEVERSIP Pulleys on ALL power machinery you buy. Write for folder and price list.

POSSIBLY THE LARGEST PIT TUCKER CO.
Box 10
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

POWERFUL!

ECONOMY TRACTOR

Eighty-weight, low-priced; big capacity for all jobs; ideal for small acreage. Implement attachments available. Write for folder.

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.
915-E2 Niagara Court
Waukesha, Wis.
GLIDE TO THE HAUNTS OF THE BIG ONES

Smoothly and quietly you reach the best spots when your canoe is an easily handled Old Town. Strong yet light, Old Towns are built to give years and years of pleasurable, reliable service.

FREE CATALOG shows all kinds of canoes for paddling, for sailing, for outboards, also sailboats, outboard boats, dinghies, rowboats. Send for it today. Address Old Town Canoe Company, 642 Elm St., Old Town, Maine.

“Old Town Canoes”
Start Small...Grow Big...with Success Equipment

Your big years are right ahead! You can tie in with the great building industry, yet develop your own business manufacturing concrete block, drain tile, brick, roof tile, etc. We'll start you right in the

Modern Masonry Products business and help you put it over. We supply complete equipment, built and developed through forty years of dealing with men like you. Help you build for local market, using local materials and labor. High income potentials. Our line of modern machinery enables you to start small and grow big. Write for new Descriptive Catalog.

CONCRETE EQUIPMENT CO.
512 Ottawa Ave., Holland, Mich.

AIR TANK and ACCESSORIES

Air receiver, stainless steel, 150 psi, 30-50 gal., 500 lb. gas. Ideal for every farm, garage, machine shop, wherever compressed air is needed. Equipped with 500 lb. air gauge, valve, 3 ft. flexible air hose, air and oil filters, hose, and fittings. Complete unit $45. Ktivhoul or remanufactured 2-1/4 gal. tank, $45.50

PRICE F.O.B. Chicago. Sold on money back guarantee. Send check or money order today. CATALOG FREE.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.
1834 S. STATE STREET, DEPT. D-2
CHICAGO 16, ILL.

FREE TRIAL in your car

famous GAME Air-Flow Needle

famous GAME Air-Flow Needle

Grain or Smother Motor, Easier Starting, Faster Pick-Up, Better Drilling. (About 15 million now in use.) Finesse GRO!/® improvement is for certain types of car. You can try them FIRST for 10 days AT OUR EXPENSE. Check on mpg/lb. price performance—if satisfied, refund only $1.50 per needle; 16 cly. Six cars take 20 minutes—return them—FAIR ENOUGH! Send check today with name, address, make of car and carburetor—Needles sent Postpaid.

SEND NO MONEY—AMAZING FREE TRIAL OFFER—PAY POSTAGE NOW

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE RESEARCH CO.
330 W. Washington Blvd.
Dept. J-2, Venice, Calif.

MODERN LAWN MOWER SHARPENER

FOR LAWN MOWER SHOPS

Golf Courses • Parks

101 OTHER JOBS

Sharpen All Reel Type Mowers • Hand Power or Gang • 10 to 20 Minutes • No Special Attachments Needed

All types of mowers, from 5-in. edgers to 36-in. commercial mowers, are quickly sharpened to extreme edges of both left and right twist blades.

ORDER NOW

Handle, wheels, roller and motor remain in place when sharpening is in progress. Two knife blades are sharpened in same bracket. Grinding head rides on five ball bearing races, easy to operate. All sharpeners, chippers, joint knives, planer blades, Big profit maker, own your own business. Send Today for FREE Illustrated Bulletin No. 10-6

MODERN MFG. CO.
1260 N. FAIR OAKS AVE.
PASADENA 1, CALIFORNIA

MILL IT ON YOUR LATHE

WIT A

PALMGREN

MILLING ATTACHMENT

Convert Lathe in 10 Seconds

Now—can do milling, slotting, grinding, grooving, squaring shafts, sawing at angles, and many other important operations on your lathe. PALMGREN MILLING ATTACHMENT is a necessary fixture for small shops, schools and emergency work in large plants. Fits South Bend, Atlas, Craftsman, Logan, Sheldon and all other makes. It has graduation for rotary angle adjustments, also graduated feed and adjustment screw. Easily mounted by straddling lathe's regular tool post. Try one—it will quickly pay for itself.

NO. 250

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Order from your dealer or jobber. Write for circular A-54.

CHICAGO TOOL AND ENGINEERING CO.
Mfrs. of PALMGREN PRODUCTS for Over 25 Years

8265 South Chicago Avenue • Chicago 17, Illinois

AUTO ELECTRICAL SERVICE

JUST OFF THE PRESS

Contains technical information

Only $200

Over 200 pages
packed with latest service methods.

SPECIAL! NO MONEY COUPON

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY—Toledo 1, Ohio

Yes, send me your "Maintenance and Operation Manual" by return mail. I will pay the postman when he delivers my copy $2.00 plus postage. If $2.00 is enclosed with this coupon, the book will be sent postpaid. If after 10 days I am not satisfied I may return the book and my money will be refunded.

NAME

ADDRESS
Now unequaled TILLAGE CONTROL

MEDIUM |
FINE |
COARSE

WITH THE New MOTORIZED SEAMAN TILLER

Now you can select rotor speed for best till (medium, fine, coarse) for each soil and crop. Reason: gear-shift transmission controls rotor speed. SEAMAN means adjusted tillage, secret of high yields. Rocks no problem. Complete tillage generally in one trip. Mixes in fertilizer uniformly. GET SEAMAN for spring tillage.

SEAMAN MOTORS, INC.
364 N. 25th Street
MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN
This set is way over par in performance...the tools are strong and easily adaptable to a variety of jobs...they squeeze into tight places and get hard-to-reach nuts that defy the ordinary type wrench. INCLUDED IN THE SET: 1/4" and 5/16" single broached sockets; 11 double broached sockets from 3/8" to 7/8"; a speedier wrench, sliding tee, 8" reversible ratchet, nut spinner and universal joint, plus a 3", 6" and 12" extension. All complete in a metal box.

Get largest auto accessory & parts catalog in world. Over 15,000 items, including Hollywood accessories, hi-speed equipment, rebuilt engines; all parts & accessories for all cars, trucks. New, used, rebuilt! We have that hard-to-get part! Completely illustrated, jam-packed with bargains! Send 25c.

J. C. WHITNEY & CO., 1917 ARCHER AVE., CHICAGO 16

Stucco Spraying Can Be Your Opportunity

You can build a profitable, lifetime business with Colorcrete. Large waiting market. Work is easy and interesting. Moderate investment; high return. Large waiting market. Full instructions and liberal co-operation.

Sprayed-On Beauty

Colorcrete is modern beauty treatment for masonry surfaces—exterior and interior. Fuses to concrete, stucco, etc. Applied by air pressure. Range of many smart colors. Proven by 20 years of use on all kinds of buildings.

Write or wire for Opportunity Book.
COLORCRETE INDUSTRIES, INC.
570 Ottowa Ave.,
Holland, Mich.

Special Ferret Tools not included in set

DOUBLE HEX FLEXXOETS
Saves a lot of tough work fumbling for hard to get at nuts and bolts. Eight sizes: 3/16" to 3/4".

PLASTIC GRIP HANDLE
A shockproof, plastic handle, 3 1/2" long that is ideal for electric work. Makes your Ferret Set more useful.

RATCHET ADAPTOR
Converts any combination of Ferret handle, extension and socket into a reverse action ratcheting tool.

$27.65

Add Local Sales Tax

SNAP-ON TOOLS CORPORATION
8062-B 28th Avenue, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Enclosed find check Money Order or Company Purchase Order for the $27.65 Snap-on Ferret Set.
Please send illustrated brochure describing 109 individual Ferret units.
Name
Address
City State

INSULATE YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF

IT'S a cinch to insulate your home with Gold Bond Rock Wool Batt or Blankets. You'll save a lot of money in fuel bills and keep your house warmer in winter, cooler in summer. Light, easy-to-handle batts slide between rafters or attic floor joists. You get extra fire protection too. Gold Bond Rock Wool Batt and Blankets can't burn. Batt are 2 and 4 ft. long, Blankets 8 ft. long. Both come in standard widths to exactly fill the space between framing members. Be sure they're "full-thick" and bear the Gold Bond name for maximum insulation and fire protection. For a free booklet giving details, write Division Y, Department PM-2.

Available at your local Gold Bond Lumber and Building Supply Dealer

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
BUFFALO 2, N. Y.

FEBRUARY 1950
THE only portable air compressor having 4 cylinders in space usually required for one—absolutely no pulsation. Does more painting in an hour than hand brushing in a day. Lubricates machinery, inflates tires. Ideal for home, farm, service station, machine shop and contracting painter. Powered by gas engine or electric motor.

Write for Literature and Prices

THE CAMPBELL-HAUSFELD CO.
1046 RAILROAD AVENUE NARRISON, OHIO

Curved edge tools need a CRYSTOLON® round-edge slip

A few strokes on this handy NORON abrasives stone, and your gouges and combination plane cutter are "rarin' to go" for a clean, fast job. Just one of the many forms in which NORTON abrasives sharpening stones are available. Get one at your hardware store today.

SEND FOR "HOW TO SHARPEN"

18-page booklet packed with diagrams on sharpening home shop tools. Send 10¢ to: Dept. PM-2, BEHR-MANNING, Troy, N. Y.
REDUCED PRICES ON 1950 CROSLEY CARS!
Now it's easier than ever to own a new Crosley. 1950 prices are down, way down. Station Wagon reduced $105. Big price reductions on all models. Hundreds of improvements, including Hydrodisc (airplane type hydraulic) Brakes and Crosley engine with rugged cast iron block—8 to 1 compression ratio. See, drive the newest Crosley Station Wagon. All steel. Seats 4, or 2 with 1/2 ton load. Gives you 35 to 50 miles on a gallon of regular gasoline plus all new-car economies and safety features! Dealers and driver agents wanted.

FREE! Just mail 1950 CROSLEY CATALOG. Write Crosley Motors, Inc., 2430-HD Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati 14, Ohio.

CARBURETOR TOO RICH MAKES MOTORIST TOO POOR
Car owners who are wasting money and not getting proper gas mileage due to over-rich mixtures will be pleased to learn how to save gasoline by VACU-MATIC over-rich mixtures. VACU-MATIC fits all cars, trucks and tractors. It is automatic and operates on the supercharge principle. Easily installed in a few minutes.

SALESMEN WANTED! Big Profit! Send name, address, on penny postcard for free particulars and how to get yours for introducing.

VACU-MATIC CO., 7617-1560 W. State St., WAUWATOSA, WIS.

HANDY CALCULATOR FOR WOODWORKERS... ONLY 10c
Just set dial, quickly solves countless problems. Converts linear to board feet, compares workability of various woods, shows bit sizes, nail specifications. Also tool sharpening tips, etc. 6" diameter heavily varnished cardboard. Send 10c to Greenlee Tool Co., 2102 Columbia Ave., Rockford, III.

Look - ONLY $39.95 for This 5-in-1 Machine
EQUALS $200 IN SINGLE UNITS

DRILL PRESS
LATHE
GRINDER
SANDER
SAW ARBOR

Become an expert craftsman. Operate profitable business at home. Save money on household repairs. Lifetime pleasure for entire family at few cents per hour, making things from wood, metals, plastics.

HEAVY-DUTY TOOLS AT FACTORY COST
EMRICK is 5 precision power tools in ONE assembly, using ONE Motor. Equals in performance separate units costing from $79.95. Your price only $39.95 for every-thing identified above. Thousands of satisfied customers. Our 52nd year building fine tools.

WRITE FOR FREE Literature on New 1950 features; Reduced Price Specials; and MONEY-BACK, FREE-Trial, Easy Payment Plan. EMRICK, Inc., 1927 Clinton Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

The saw most carpenters use

DISSTON HELPS YOU DO YOUR BEST WORK

The Disston line is complete... correct sizes and types for all your work. You’ll be sure of the saw made to standards that have won overwhelming preference from America’s carpenters! Here are a few reasons:

Disston Steel, made under Disston control, means hardness and temper to make tooth edges last longer.

Disston Skill assures finest balance, plus true taper grind for easy clearance, plus uniform tooth edge—big aid to accuracy.

See your Hardware Dealer

EXTRA LONG-LASTING EDGES—
in any Disston Saw for any work

Disston Back Saw
Disston Coping Saw

Disston Compass Saw
Disston Nest of Saws

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, INC.
211 Tacony, Philadelphia 35, Pa.
In Canada, write: 2-20 Fraser Ave., Toronto 3, Ont.

FREE Disston Saw, Tool and File Manual is a “gold mine” of information about choosing, using and caring for your tools. Send coupon now, for your copy free.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, INC.,
211 Tacony, Philadelphia 35, Pa.
Please send me a copy of the Disston Saw, Tool and File Manual entirely FREE.

Name__________________________
Sr. and No._____________________
Town and State_________________

FEBRUARY 1950
It's transparent, waterproof, flexible and durable. Get a tube today.

**FIXES**

FURNITURE, DISHES, TOYS
BOOKS AND GLASSWARE

"SAVE IT AND FIX IT"

**DUOCO CEMENT**

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Make up to $4.00 an Hour
THIS EASY WAY

with FOLEY LAWN MOWER SHARPENER

"At $2.00 a mower the Foley makes me $4.00 an hour and I am still under doctor's care. How many men punching time clocks can earn $4.00 an hour"—FRANK S. RILEY. "Will have my machine paid for and more than $300 clear this season"—says A. W. Bishop.

Why don't you get into this steady CASH business? The Foley Lawn Mower Sharpener does a beautiful job on all hand and power mowers, without removing handles, which saves time and enables you to sharpen up to 3 or 4 hand mowers per hour at $1.50 to $3.00 each and 1 or 2 power mowers at $5.00 to $8.00 each. Foley prices are only $98.50 to $199.50 and the Foley builds you a steady repeat business. Easy payments if desired.

FREE BOOK—"HOW TO SHARPEN POWER MOWERS" shows just how to sharpen any make of power lawn mower with the Foley. Mail coupon today—we'll also send FREE PLAN telling how to start your own business without previous experience. No salesman will call.

FOLEY MFG. Co., 207-D Foley Bldg.,
Minneapolis 18, Minn.

Send FREE BOOK, "How to Sharpen Power Mowers", and FREE PLAN on lawn mower business.

NAME_____________________

ADDRESS____________________

**I need 500 Men to wear SAMPLE SUITS**

**PAY NO MONEY—SEND NO MONEY**

My values in made-to-measure suits are so sensational thousands of men order when they see the actual garments. I make it easy for you to get your own suit to wear and show—and to MAKE MONEY IN FULL OR SPARE TIME! MY PLAN IS AMAZING! Just take a few orders at my low money-saving prices—that's all! Get your own personal suit and make money fast taking orders. You need no experience. You need no money how or any time. Just rush your name and address for complete facts and BIG SAMPLE KIT containing more than 100 actual woolen samples. It's FREE! Send your name and address today!

**STONE-FIELD CORP.**
532 S. Throop St., Dept. B-478, Chicago 7, Ill.

**NEW GOVT. HOIST and WINCH**

Originally made to be used on B-29s for lifting bombs. Mounted on welded steel base, can be attached to truck body or any solid base. Ideal for lifting or moving loads onto trailers, tractors, or for machine shops, garages or warehouses. Capacity 2,000 lbs. Equipped with ratchet for holding load and 15 ft. 3/16" steel cable. Shipping weight 50 lbs.

FOR, K.G., Mo. Quantities discounts 6 or more.

Send check or M.O. for immediate delivery. No COD.

**AMERICAN AUTO PARTS CO., INC.**
1830 LOCUST DEPT. PM9 KANSAS CITY, MO.

New 1950 Plastics Supplies Catalog

Just off press. Get details on Plexiglas, Lucite, rods, sheets, tubes, acetates, cements, dyes, butyl rubber, magnets, everything in plastics. Lowest prices. Price $1.00, stamps or coin, with ad for catalog.

**Auto GASOLINE MILEAGE GAUGE $500**

**REDUCES OTHER OPERATING COSTS**

Shows actual gas mileage at all speeds. Eliminates fuel wasting habits. Shows how to get most miles per gallon and makes driving more economical. Quickly detects minor engine troubles before they become serious. Installed in a few minutes. No drilling—no special tools. Made for all cars—Specific makes and models. Includes Check or Money Order $10 in advance.

**AUTO-BALL PIPE Lighter $3.95**

Fills any car! Install it yourself under dashboard. Humidor keeps your cigarettes fresh. Lights and dispenses to driver or passenger. We pay postage. No extra charge. Order now. 10 day Money Back Guarantee.

**Southwest Specialty Co.**

1051 W. R. Harris
DALLAS 1, TEXAS

POPULAR MECHANICS
The Master Kit fits all hand grinders. For cutting, shaping, grinding, polishing wood, metal or plastic, $50 Value. Complete in sturdy postpaid container $9.75 in U.S.A.

2 CIRCULAR SAWS ON 2 MANDRELS- BOTH AT NO EXTRA COST! High Speed Steel Rotary File (list $2.50) included if you order now.

AT NO EXTRA COST!

NOTE: This Master Kit is brand new. Get yours now while the setting's good! Rush Check or M. D.

2 CIRCULAR SAWS, 1/2" Arbor holes... 2 for $1.50

SHUPACK SUPPLY CO., 7331 Cottage Grove, Dept. M-2, Chicago 19, Ill.
Send 10c for Illustrated Bargain Catalog.

BUILD YOUR OWN POWER LAWN MOWER

WRITE FOR FREE BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS

The Rite-Way Mower Attachment

Free Booklet on FLEX-O-SHAFT

Illustrating this all-purpose power machine with hand-piece that handles as easily as a pen. Motor with switch, foot-operated rheostat, and 60 accessories at special low price. Write F. W. STEWART MFG. CORP., Dept. A, 4311 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 13, III.

Always write your name and full address clearly when answering advertisements.

SHARPER CUTTING EDGES

It's easy to hone keen edges on chisels and plane blades. Precision adjustment for ANY ANGLE of bevel. Makes stones uniform across stone. Light, strong—ideal for craftsmen, hobbyists, carpenters. For Honing Device combined with genuine Norton Abrasive Keen-Cutting oil-filled stone send $4.25 (Shipped Postpaid).

BURGI BROS., REXFORD, N. Y. POSTPAID

SAVE TIME AND WORK! MAKE EXTRA MONEY!

SHAW "DU-ALL" and "PEPPY PAL" GARDEN TRACTORS

These sturdy walking and riding tractors, ideal for use in times around the farm, orchard, garden, golf course, estate and poultry farm.

DO DOZENS OF JOBS

Shaw Du-All or Peppy-Pal tractors do dozens of jobs quickly, easily. They cultivate, harrow, disk, bulldoze, spray, grind, haul and saw wood. New uses discovered every day.

BUILT FOR RUGGED WORK

Sturdy, extra-strength construction means low upkeep, long life. Patented tool control allows quick shift for crooked rows. Attachments easy to change with improved "Jiffy Hitch."

CHEAP TO OPERATE

Operates on a few cents an hour. Soon pays for itself in time and labor-saving plus low initial and operating costs.

LOW FACTORY PRICES

Buy direct or through your dealer! Almost anyone who has a garden can afford a Shaw Du-All or Peppy-Pal. Full year's guarantee.

RIDING TRACTORS

Four models, 19", 24", 30", 36" P. H. P., 8 or 14 in. wheelbase, 36 in. wide, 24 in. plant clearance, hand or electric starter, improved steering device, brakes enclosed in differential housing shaft. Standard hitch for tractors and wagons, discus and harrow, cultivator, cubby box, snow plow, bulldozer available.

PROMPT SHIPMENT

No waiting—order now for immediate delivery.

FREE: Illustrated folders giving complete details and price lists. Write today:

SHAW MFG. CO.
4502 Front St., GALESBURG, ILL.
668-8 South 4th St., COLUMBUS, O.

HELPFUL BOOKS

Send post card asking for FREE catalog from Popular Mechanics Press, 200 E. Ontario, Dept. 601, Chicago 11

SAND! MASSAGE! POLISH!

Exclusive DOUBLE ARC MOTION!

New SYNCHRO ELECTRIC SANDER

Only $14.50
Pulsifer MASSAGER

Amazing new device for light sanding, polishing and beveling on up to 4" wide pieces. Syncro electric polisher in tight places, corners, around mouldings and on flat, curved or irregular surfaces. Dust control! Easily adjustable, 60 cycle, 110 volt AC. With 10 sheets high-speed paper, sample, sandpaper pads, cord, plug. 14.50 at Dealers! If he hasn't, send 14.50 to factory, we'll ship Sanders. See Syncro products pages 283, 207, (Dealers write)

SYNCRO CORP., ROCHESTER, N. Y., U.S.A.
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**NEW**

**HOME-UTILITY**

**6" BENCH GRINDER**

$38.00

**SPEEDS UP**

- Tool Sharpening
- Grinding — Cleaning
- Wire Brushing

**THE** new Home-Utility 6" Bench Grinder is one of the handiest, most useful tools you can buy for your home or farm shop. It does a whole raft of jobs like keeping tools sharp and clean; grinding minor welding jobs; removing rust, old paint, gummy dirt deposits; preparing surfaces for painting; polishing plated metal surfaces. Comes equipped with medium grinding wheel and wire wheel brush; also drives cotton buffing wheels and other attachments, available at slight extra cost.

See the NEW Home-Utility 6" Bench Grinder at your Hardware, Electrical or Implement Dealer.

WRITE TODAY for your free copy of our helpful "How-To-Do-It" booklet. Gives many useful hints on workshop and repair jobs. Write to:

THE BLACK & DECKER MFG. CO., Dept. H2M, Towson 4, Md.

---

**Compare These Features Before You Buy**

- Constant speed Home-Utility 1/4 h.p. motor gives plenty of power.
- Sturdy die-cast housing and wheel guards; substantial base on rubber feet.
- Tool rests locked in base grooves with winged nuts for easy adjustment.
- Full-size ball-bearings on rotor and wheel spindles, protected from dust and grit, for smooth running.
- A quality tool throughout; engineered by BLACK & DECKER, world-famous maker of electric tools for over 39 years!

---

**For Home • Farm • Shop • Tool Kit**

**ELECTRIC HOME-UTILITY TOOLS**

**Cars and Trucks START INSTANTLY**

**Stewart-Warner Electric Fuel Pump**

Save Your Battery with instant starts — every time! Stewart-Warner’s Electric Fuel Pump fits any car or truck. Feeds a steady, even flow of fuel into your engine as soon as you switch on the ignition. Thousands now in use!

Easy to install. Complete fittings supplied. Do it yourself or see your local Carburetor Shop or Service Garage.

---

**FREE — Illustrated Booklet on request**

Stewart-Warner Corp., Dept. J10
1840 Diversey Pkwy., Chicago 14, Ill.

Please send free Illustrated Booklet on the dependable new Stewart-Warner Electric Fuel Pumps.

Name
Address
City Zone State

☐ For Cars ☐ For Trucks
The JIFFY metal CABINET

YOUR ANSWER TO SMALL ITEMS STORAGE
at home, office, and shop
(IDEAL GIFT, TOO)

So handy to keep nuts, bolts, screws, nails, parts, washers, stamps, hobbyists' needs, etc., at your fingertips.

THIS 32 DRAWER UNIT ONLY $5.95 POSTPAID

Stop searching, get a 32 or 64 drawer Jiffy to keep those small items that usually get mislaid. Spot welded steel, gray enamel finish, metal drawer guides. Dividers included with aluminum drawers make possible three compartments per drawer. Looks good anywhere! Send check or money order, please—no C.O.D. Prices below. Your money refunded if not satisfied. Dealers write for quantity discount.

Vickers Constant Displacement HIGH PRESSURE PUMP

Use it for any type liquid pumping job 375 gal. per hr. at 3750 psi. At the 1000 pounds pressure per sq. in. Can be used as a hydraulic motor. Ac. $100.00.

$8.95 Post-Brand new directions inst. 1/4, 7 lbs.

CHECK AND RELIEF VALVE

Steel check or Money order. No r.o.d.

GENERAL SALVAGE COMPANY

DEPT. 17, 2922 S. 27TH ST. KANSAS CITY, MO.

$4.95 REAL ENGINE VALUE

A miniature gas engine that really operates. Thousands of Buzz 'n' BBQ gasoline engines have been sold at twice the price. Now is your chance to buy a real 1/6 H.P. gas engine for only $4.95. This 1/6 H.P. engine is the result of innovative design and engineering. It is efficient and runs smoothly. Includes Champion spark plug and spark plug wires. Guaranteed and ready to run. Send check or money order. Guaranteed and ready to run. Includes Champion spark plug and plug wire. Guaranteed and ready to run. Send check or money order.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG OR SEND 10c FOR NEW MAMMOTH ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF THOUSANDS OF HOBBY ITEMS.

America's Hobby Center, Inc., Dept. B-20, 156 West 22nd St., N. Y. 11

Make Money SELLING

Eshelman Co.

Haulers, Sprays, Mows, Cuts, Rolls, Rakes.

POWERS SPRAYS

Cold or Frozen, Winters

C O N T R O L L E D

Eshelman Co., 119 Light St., Baltimore, Md.

Make Concrete Blocks and Bricks

New superior method makes square, true, easy-to-lay units which will pass any building code. Small investment, high production, big profits. One $200.00 machine will make four 5'x8'x10' blocks per minute—1000 per day. Pays for itself in a few days. Sell blocks or save 1/4 of building cost by making and laying your own.

POST CARD BRINGS FREE FOLDER

Economy Manufacturing Company

Dept. P Stone Mountain, Georgia
MAKE MONEY at HOME FULL or PART TIME

$ Part your own business making beautiful, salable, wood or plastic carvings in your own home, full or part time. With the amazing new Carvit Duplicator it's easy and fun to be your own boss, or supplement your pay with easy, interesting work at home.

MAKE and SELL

Ash Trays Ad Displays Carved Pipes
Book Ends Jewelry Religious Articles
Plaques Signs Wooden Dishes

Sell homes, friends, gift stores, department stores, novelty shops, mail order, offices, etc. Big profits... steady repeat business!

20 MINUTES-YOU'RE AN EXPERT

That's all it takes to be an expert on the Carvit. From one inexpensive, dime-store master model, you can create scores of beautiful carvings in rare woods, exotic plastics, each worth many times the cheap original. Don't miss this opportunity for fun and profits. Order today from your local hardware dealer or send coupon.

TURN YOUR SPARE TIME INTO CASH!

"Wellworth" Sensational Offer! Reg. $60.50 WESTINGHOUSE AIR COMPRESSOR

Model T-1 Brand New — 2 CYLINDER PISTON TYPE. Operates with ½ H.P. Motor or equivalent gas engine.

Compressor, pressure tank, air gauge, air chuck, 20-l. hose, pop valve, copper tubing with 4 brass flared fittings for connecting compressor to tank, 2-way cross and 3 nipples.

COMPLETE OUTFIT, wt. 52 lbs. ............................................ $32.50

COMPRESSOR SEPARATELY. $21.50

EQUIPMENT LESS COMPRESSOR. $12.50

Compressor has 2" bore, 13/2" stroke, ball bearing. 3.27 CFM at 600 R.P.M. Capacity up to 6.54 CFM. Size 3x2x1.75x3/8". Wt. 26 lbs. Ideal for spraying paints, insecticides, etc., inflating tires, operating air tools, and other uses. All new equipment. U.S. government surplus. Replacement parts available. Amazing buy. Don't miss it.

Prices f.o.b. Chicago. Sold on money back guarantee.

Send check or money order today. Prompt shipment.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO. 1831 S. STATE ST., Dept. D-2 CHICAGO 16, ILL.

Sensational New Electric 1 WELDER 2 CUTTER!

FOR 110-115 AC or DC • WELD-BRAZE-CUT-SOLDER-HEAT TREAT INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

The WELDRITE Combination-tested and proved by countless commercial and amateur users, is now offered direct to you at the amazingly low price of only $12.00. No Gas-No Gauges-No Spark Lighter needed. Always ready for immediate use — just plug WELDRITE into 110-115 AC or DC outlet. Uses standard welding and brazing materials. WELDRITE furnished complete with Converter Unit, #1 Single Hole for welding metal to 1/4" thick- ness, using up to 1/4" rod, and #2 Double Holder with Copper Coated Carbon Electrodes for Brazing, Cutting, Heat Treating, etc. Starting welding materials and instructions included. Ideal for home workshop. Invaluable for garages, repair shops, farms, etc.

SEND NO MONEY! 10 DAY TRIAL. Order your WELDRITE Electric WELDER-BRAZER-CUTTER C.O.D. today. Pay postman $12 plus postage charges (wt. 4 lbs.) or send $12 and we pay postage. Either way, if not satisfied, return WELDRITE in 10 days for refund, less postage charges. WELDER HOOD — Approved Arc Welding lens-only $3.95. Calif. orders add 5% tax.

M-SCOPE TREASURE-MINERAL LOCATORS

WRITE FOR FREE, ILLUSTRATED 16-PAGE BOOKLET


YOU CAN PURCHASE THESE INSTRUMENTS ON A MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN

URANIUM

GOLD

FISHER RESEARCH LAB., INC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
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Portable Bench and Hand GRINDERS

No. 117 Bench Grinders $14.95
A capable bench grinder for general home and workshop use. Long life, air cooled motor. "Coarse" and "Fine" 4-½/2" wheels in 1-piece cast aluminum housing with sliding switch, rubber feet, cord and plug.

G. A. Kit $13.95
"10 tools in 1." A No. 129 Electric Hand Grinder with 3/32" and 1/4" collets and 16 mounted stones, cutting burrs, wheels and disks.

No. 128 Bench Grinders $29.95
Industrial quality 5/4 H.P. shaded pole A.C. motor. Special adjustable rests have formed-in-angle guides for correct grinding of drills, bits, chisels, and bladed. Two 6" x ½" grinding wheels operating at efficient speed. Completely enclosed in die cast aluminum housing. Plastic eye shields, mounted switches, 3-wire (Underwriter Approved) cord and plug.

Write for Circular and name of your local dealers.

SPEEDWAY MFG. CO.
1863 South 52nd Ave. CICERO 50, ILLINOIS

where and when you need it!

Portable heat-makers that really make cold rooms comfortable. Just plug into electric outlet. Completely automatic, with trouble-free thermostatic control. Made of cast iron just like a stationary radiator. Will last a lifetime. Gives steady heat just where you need it! And only when you need it! Clean, odorless. Three sizes, AC or DC, $57 to $78 FOB factory. It will pay for itself in comfort, safety and convenience. Learn the whole story of this efficient heater—use the coupon below.

BURNHAM Portable ELECTRIC STEAM RADIATOR

Burnham Corporation, Electric Radiator Div.
Irvington, N. Y.
Dept. PM-25
Please send folder telling more about the Burnham Portable Electric Steam Radiator.

Name:
Address:
City:
State:

7x50 Prism Binoculars
PRECISION OPTICS—BRAND NEW
$36*

6x50 Achromatic Field Glasses
$16*

7x50 $36 Illustrated

FREE

Circular describing the famous Burgess Vibro-Sprayer for painting furniture, walls, autos, etc. No motor or compressor. LOW COST! 110-volt AC. Gives professional spraying results! Send letter or postcard for full information and price.

FOSTER PRODUCTS, Dept.MG264; 179 Wooster St., N.Y. 12

MUSGRAVE ALL-JOB DOKTER
Cuts weeds, brush, grass. Fells trees, saws wood, cultivates, sprays etc. Travels under its own power. Low in price. Circular FREE.

MUSGRAVE MANUFACTURING CO.
2965 ARNOLD RD. SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

LAWN ORNAMENT-NOVELTY PATTERNS
28 Lawn Ornament Patterns, 25c. Other patterns: 15-20" high; Dutch Girl, Dutch Boy, Pirate, Bull Terrier, Mexican Girl, Mexican Boy, Dwarf, Penguin, Flower Girl, 10¢ each. 25 Novelty, Patterns, 30¢. All 62 Pull Size Patterns, $1.00 Postpaid.

Streeter Pattern Service, Dept. SN-6, Box 125, Belington, W. Va.

Freeland METAL BOATS
Rugged, low-upkeep boats that feature electronic seacoast weld; saran rails, styrofoam safety floats; removable floor.

Write Dept. 72 for folder, prices.

FREE LAND SONS CO. Sturgis, Mich.

Always write your name and full address clearly when answering advertisements

HOLLYWOOD MUFFLER
THE TONE YOU LOVE TO HEAR

MORE SPEED—POWER—MILEAGE
are yours with a Hollywood Muffler... plus a tone you'll love to hear! Not a gutted muffler. Easy to install.

Hollywood Muffler; Trade-mark Reg.
U. S. Pat. Off.

IMPROVED DESIGN
PRECISION MADE
ELECTRIC WELDED!

Outlasts ordinary mufflers 3 to 1
Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth $6.00
All other cars $8.00

WILKINSON MUFFLER CO. 811 WILL STREET
FT. WAYNE, IND.
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POPULAR MECHANICS
SYNCRO

The

Electrified
Hone

that

M-O-V-E-S!

SYNCRO hones sharp hundreds of articles in
homes, shops, farms. Yes, 240 strokes a sec-
ond. 14,400 rapid, gentle honing strokes a
minute! No belts, wheels, gears. 60 cycle. 110-
120 volt AC. Both hands free to hold work.
Easily adjustable stroke! Ideal birthday per-son-
al gift. With 3 Interchangeable Honing Stones.
Cord, Plug, $10.50 at DEALERS. If he hasn't,
send $10.50 direct to us, we'll ship Sharpener
postpaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed. See other
SYNCRO products, pages 283, 291, this issue!
(Dealers write!)  

SYNCRO CORPORATION  
DEPT. HH-35, ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

SENSATIONAL BARRON
SPEED-WISE!

PERMANENT—PORTABLE

Sickest, handiest, most useful
all-metal work bench vise. A work-
shop "must" for-

PLANNING • SAWING • DRILLING

SANDING • FILING • ETC.

Won't mar, mark or dent woods, plastics, metals. No piece
too small or too large. 10 Day Money Back Guarantee.
BARRON TOOL CO.  
DETROIT 1, MICH.

MACHINE SHOP EQUIPMENT

The No. 49 edition of the famous Center Tool
Co. Catalog is now ready! Every workshop
owner should have a copy. 240 pages full of
illustrations, descriptions, and prices of the
latest tools made by best known manufac-
turers in U. S. You pay the cost of printing—
50c. We refund your 50c with your first
order of $10.00 or more. Prompt delivery
on most tools. Send check or money order
today!

CENTER TOOL CO.  
153 Centre Street, Dept. C, New York 13

Motor Oil Changes

ENTIRELY UNNECESSARY

after attaching

"RECLAIMO"  

The World famous

HEATED OIL-Fiber

and B-Refiner!

Makes short work of solids and liquid
impurities—after 150 miles you won't
believe it's the same oil! REMEMBER—
"Oil does not wear out mechanically", states
U.S. Bureau of Standards.

Convince yourself—just read our "Oil
Facts", 37 pages, FREE on request.

RECLAIMO MFG. CO.  
5083 Elton Ave., Dept. 22, Chicago 30, III.

Head Noises? Hard of Hearing?  
Try this simple Home Treatment

Many people have written
us that our home treatment
brought them blessed relief
from the miseries of Hard of
Hearing and Head Noises due
to catarrh of the head. Many
were past 70! For proof of
these amazing results, write us
today. Nothing to wear.
Treatment used right in
your own home—
easy and simple.

THE ELMO CO.  
Dept. 476  
Davenport, Iowa

Income from renting or spraying for others will bring you extra profits year after year.

No. 3; 12-gallon capacity with pipes, hose, nozzles and truck $29.95.

To take advantage of early spraying write, phone, or wire today for our special proposition.

THE CAMPBELL-HAUSEFELD CO.
45 State Ave., HARRISON, OHIO

For Loose Caster Guides

Remove the guide, fill the hole with a putty-like mixture of Smooth-On No. 1 Iron Cement and drive the guide back in. It will stay in place, because Smooth-On in hardening, expands slightly and takes hold tight. Use Smooth-On for tightening other loose parts and also for stopping leaks in boilers, furnaces, piping, radiators, etc. Buy Smooth-On No. 1 in 15-oz., 7 oz., 1 lb., 25 lb., or larger sizes at your hardware store. If they haven't it, write us.

F R E E Repair Handbook

Shows how to save time and money, making many household repairs. 40 pages. 170 pictures. Clear directions. Send today.

SMOOTH-ON MFG. CO., Dept. 37B
570 Communipaw Ave., Jersey City 4, N.J.

Do it with

SMOOTH-ON
THE IRON CEMENT OF 1000 USES
BE A HIGH-PAID MAN IN YOUR COMMUNITY WITH THIS LONG NEEDED INVENTION

Earn up to $10,000 or more per year! Nothing to invest! Be your own boss!

A worldwide product needed by every home, business and farm...priced to sell quickly! Automatic Red Comet goes into action as soon as fire starts...smothers fire without human aid. It's a sales 'natural'!

FREE SALES KIT
Demonstrator units, sales literature, etc., furnished you FREE. Handsome leather-type kit. Tried and proved, it will make you an independent businessman. ACT NOW! Someone in your community will be appointed soon. Write for details, today!

RED COMET, INC.
521 R. C. Bldg.
Littleton, Colorado

SUMP PUMPS
2,200 GALLON CAPACITY

1/4 outlet — No screen to clog — fool proof

The time tested Lokomupa sump pump is absolutely automatic—has a special fool proof trap at the intake—rubber bearing at the bottom. Made of aluminum castings, it's 3/8" high and carries a 1/4 H.P. 110 V. A.C. heavy duty motor. The pump is designed for continuous dependable service. Any standard motor will fit this pump. Order yours today, COD, if cash with order, we pay postage.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
LOKOMUPA PUMP CO., P.O. BOX 86, ROYAL OAK, MICH.

AMERICAN BEST
Geiger Counters
FOR LOCATING URANIUM....

Equip yourself with the best. OSSCO Geiger counters are famous for locating rich strikes. Sensitive models as low as $79.

Write Dept. X for details and prices

OMAHA SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY CO. — 3601 N. 24TH, OMAHA, NEBR.

EXPORT PAYS BIG

World Trade firm offers men and women plan for big pay positions or unlimited-profit businesses of their own in Export Import Ready Made.

World-wide without capital, from home, or travel abroad. Write today for Free Book State if veteran. Airmail reaches us over night! The Mellinger Co. 1418-BT Westwood, Los Angeles 24, Calif.

DENTIST DRILLS

Can be used on wood, metal, plastic. In any chuck, 3 dozen. $1.50; 6 dozen. $2.75. Cross: $.45. Postage prepaid. Sold only on money back guarantee.

KNIGHT DENTAL PRODUCTS
6754 N. Sheridan Road Chicago 26, Illinois

LOOK--SPEEDEX
AGAIN PAVES THE WAY TO LOWER PRICES IN GARDEN TRACTORS

FOUR--MODELS 1.9 H. P., 3 H. P., 5 H. P. and our famous 8 H. P. four wheel riding type.

Prices start at only $115.50 to $350.00 for the powerful 8 H. P. Rider

ALL--Speedex Garden Tractors are built with enclosed gears running in oil, powered with popular-make engines and equipped with the latest type rubber tires.

JUST--for the asking we will mail you absolutely FREE a circular illustrating and describing these tractors.

WHY--not write today. Please use a penny post card.

SPEEDEX GARDEN TRACTOR CO.
BOX 216-D1
Ravenna, Ohio
P-1149-34

NOW! a complete TABLE SAW
for only $16.95!

[Less Motor]

- For CROSS CUT
- RIPPING
- MITER
- GROOVE
- DADO

SPECIFICATIONS
TABLE SIZE: 18 x 20
Total Height: 12½" Size of Saw Blade: 16" (blade can be used). 1¾" Depth of Cut: 1½" Saw Arbor Shaft Length: 1½" Bearings: Oil-Lite Saw Speed: 4000 r.p.m. Recommended Motor Pulley... 5/8" Recommended Motor: 1.5 HP. Bearings: Oil-Lite Saw Speed: 4000 r.p.m. Recommended Motor Pulley... 5/8"

KENYA LABS, Dept. 202
18 W. Chelten Ave.

GARDEN TRACTORS
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The better tools you need for a better job!

**x-acto**

**KNIVES and TOOLS**

Exactly the blade and tool for a more expert job, quicker, easier.

**HOBBY DRILLS**

FILES, SAWs, PLIERS

"C" CLAMPS, BLOCK PLANES

HAMMERS, SCREW DRIVERS

and dozens of others

Knives from 50¢. Sets from $1.

At art, hobby, gift, hardware, dept. stores.

Write for free illustrated catalog.

*Reg. U.S. X-acto Crescent Products Co., Inc.

440 Fourth Ave., N. Y. 16

New **ARMY MINE DETECTOR**

An/PRC-1 is a portable device for detecting metallic and non-metallic objects. Metals, Buried Cables and other. $26.40

Our Special Price $17.50 without battery

By lengthening dipole rods operator will be able to increase the depth sensitivity. This unit comes complete with spare tubes, compass, and instructions manual, in wooden chest. Weight in operation is only 22 lbs. LESS Batteries. Power supply: Three 45 volt and one 6 volt batteries. Uses standard batteries. Original Cost $364.00. Shipping weight approx. 80 lbs. F.O.B. New York. No C.O.D.'s. Send Order to:

**COLUMBO TRADING CO., INC.**

304 CANAL ST. DEPT. P.M. NEW YORK, 13. N.Y.

Make Personalized HOUSE, LAWN MARKERS For Fun or Profit

17 new silhouette cutouts shown in novel designs. Suitable for your own home or gift. Includes 17 full-size, ready-to-use patterns, alphabet numbers, only $2.00, postpaid. Money Back Guarantee.

Clip this Ad and Mail With Order Dept. P-154, Chicago 5, Ill. Do Not Send Money. Dollars Bill or Check TODAY CRAFTPLANS 1321 S. Michigan Ave.

Build your own JET ENGINE!

Order these plans today:

1. JET PROPELLED BICYCLE, Assemble your own Design your own. Make Your Own. Price: $45.00

2. CARL-SONS \*CARL-SONS Best Hardware 1627-29 N. DAMEN AVE. CHICAGO 47, ILL.

**THE MINE DETECTOR**

An/PRC-1 is a portable device for detecting metallic and non-metallic objects. Metals, Buried Cables and other. $26.40

Our Special Price $17.50 without battery

By lengthening dipole rods operator will be able to increase the depth sensitivity. This unit comes complete with spare tubes, compass, and instructions manual, in wooden chest. Weight in operation is only 22 lbs. LESS Batteries. Power supply: Three 45 volt and one 6 volt batteries. Uses standard batteries. Original Cost $364.00. Shipping weight approx. 80 lbs. F.O.B. New York. No C.O.D.'s. Send Order to:

**COLUMBO TRADING CO., INC.**

304 CANAL ST. DEPT. P.M. NEW YORK, 13. N.Y.

Make Personalized HOUSE, LAWN MARKERS For Fun or Profit

17 new silhouette cutouts shown in novel designs. Suitable for your own home or gift. Includes 17 full-size, ready-to-use patterns, alphabet numbers, only $2.00, postpaid. Money Back Guarantee.

Clip this Ad and Mail With Order Dept. P-154, Chicago 5, Ill. Do Not Send Money. Dollars Bill or Check TODAY CRAFTPLANS 1321 S. Michigan Ave.

Build your own JET ENGINE!

Order these plans today:

1. JET PROPELLED BICYCLE, Assemble your own Design your own. Make Your Own. Price: $45.00

2. CARL-SONS **HANDI-GROMMET KIT**

Make Your Own Repairs To Your Canvas

This Kit is complete with Tools and 4 dozen Grommets for making quick, easy repairs to tents, awnings, tarps, tarps, sailboats, shower curtains, etc. Grommets are available in either Natural Brass or Nickel Finish.

Set: 1/4 Hole Price: $2.00

S. 7/16" 2.35

LORD & HODGE, MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

**AMAZING OIL FILTER - SAVES $$**

LIFETIME POROUS CARTRIDGE


**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

Filteroil Co., Inc. 4408 San Fernando Road Glendale 4 California

**HULL AUTOMOBILE COMPASS**

READY ANSWER

WHEN THE QUESTION IS DIRECTION

Beaconlite Illuminated $5.95

Streamline standard $3.95

At your dealer's. Write for literature.

HULL MFG. COMPANY, P.O. Box 246-D, Warren, Ohio

**SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS**

**300**

**POPULAR MECHANICS**


POWER PLANTS
Cost Gvt. $758. Sale Price $345

WINCH 3000 Lb.
Low cost power for all kinds of hoisting, lifting, etc. Used in loading, Ideal also for farmers, merchants, factories, for use on boats, etc. For use on boats, etc.
Price $75.50

WELDER, 250-Volt, D.C. Genuine ALL-MAND, 0 to 250 amp. Complete with cable, holder, mask, rods, etc.
Sale Price $149.50

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP Stainless steel shaft. 3/4 outlet. 1/4 inlet. Dewatering. Sale Price $6.50

MALL ELECTRIC CHAIN SAW One-man saw. Use through long or short axes of home 115-VAC-DC current. Only $95

INDUSTRIAL ENGINES
New 1-cy, Briggs 3.5 heavy duty. Air cooled. Excellent for boats, garden tractors, weed sprayers, elevators, pumps, choppers, saws, etc. Complete instructions.
Cost Gvt. $135
Sale Price $75.50

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. OR, RUSH CARD FOR FREE CATALOG TODAY!

WAR EQUIPMENT MAIL SALE!
WE PAY ALL FREIGHT AND MAIL CHARGES

NEW POPULAR STANDARD EQUIPMENT
START YOUR SHOP NOW! AT HOME, GARAGE, BASEMENT, OR REAL SMALL STORE, OR ADD A KEY DEPARTMENT TO YOUR PRESENT BUSINESS

1 Precision key machine complete with 3000 keys. All makes.
1 Heavy plywood key display board with 100 hooks.
1000 Popular key blanks and keys.
1 Locksmith Instruction book.
1 Automotive lock manual.
1 Assortment of pins and springs.
1 Assortment of Weller tools.
1 Misc. of locksmith tools.

ALL FOR ONLY $99.00

EASILY WORTH $130.00!

Slightly higher out of U.S. A. 25c deposit on C.O.D. orders.
Start making money at once! Order your outfit today! Complete satisfaction guaranteed.

REPAIR SHOP SERVICE
- Box 264-A
- Skokie, Illinois
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SANDBLOK

Pat. & Pat. Pend.

the sensational New Sander with an adjustable radius!

Now for the first time, Sand-O-Blok gives you an amazing hand sander that sands contoured and irregular shapes as well as flat surfaces. A Neoprene rubber sleeve wraps around a plastic wedge-shaped block and cushions the sandpaper. By rotating the rubber sleeve around the body, the radius at each end can be changed for intricate contour sanding.

Sand-O-Blok can be adapted to a wide variety of uses. Use it on flat or curved surfaces. Comes equipped ready for use. Price $1. Additional sandpaper sleeves available in coarse, medium and fine Garnet paper that wears and wears. Note how rubber sleeve changes radius—

from 1/4" at the narrow end to 3/4" at the opposite end. An internal cam action expands the sander as the slotted "lock" is tightened to keep sandpaper from slipping. A brand new idea. Coin, washer, screwdriver, etc., tightens or loosens lock.

Write for catalog. See Sand-O-Blok at your hardware dealer or where Sand-O-Flex sanding wheels are sold. Both are products of...

MERIT PRODUCTS, INC.
4373 Meirson Avenue, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

WE FURNISH ALL MACHINED METAL PARTS, EVERY SCREW, NUT, BOLT, WASHER, AND COMPLETE PLANS FOR THIS...

BIG 10" POWER SAW

$9.95

FULL $9.95 REFUND IF NOT SATISFIED WITHIN 10 DAYS

ASSEMBLE IT YOURSELF WITH SIMPLE HOUSEHOLD TOOLS!

TABLE 24" x 20" • TILTS TO 45°
CUTS 0" TO 3/4" DEEP • TAKES 10° BLADE

COMPLETE PLANS (WITHOUT PARTS) 10c

MARCUS • POLLAK DEPT. 44 ROYERSFORD, PA.

HYDRAULIC PUMPS

Pesco Model 1P730 Positive displacement gear type. Capacity 178 GPM @ 1500 RPM and 2000 PSI. Brand new. 3/4" inlet and outlet pipe connections. 5/8" drive spline. Priced at only $87.73. Quantity discounts.

VEEDER ROOT COUNTERS

Brand new. Counts up to 99,999. Reset mechanism operated by key and protected with lock. Key furnished. Works as rocker or complete revolution counter. Priced at only $3.50. Quantity discounts.

TAPER SHANK DRILLS

10 High Speed Morse Taper Shank Drills up to 5/8". New and slightly used surplus. Sharpened. $25 value for only $4.00. Carbon Steel Morse Taper Shank Drills up to 1-3/16". New and used surplus. Sharpened. $4.50 value for only $1.25.

All merchandise is sold with money back guarantee and is shipped POSTPAID.

T & T TOOL 101 WEST ARCHER TULSA, OKLAHOMA

NEW VISE-GRIP WRENCH

Does Jobs No Other Tool Can Do!

Double-lever action LOCKS jaws to work with tremendous grip. Or quickly adjusts to powerful non-backing actions. New Inverted Jaw Curve holds all shapes—nurs, rounds, Irregular shapes, with unbelievable ease. Knurled Jaw Tips grip to the very tip. Has Thin Nose and Super Wire-Cutter. With cutter—No. 7W, 7-in., $2.25; No. 1OW, 10-in., $2.50. Without cutter—No. 7C, 7-in., $1.85; No. 10C, 10-in., $2.25. If not at your dealers, order direct. Postage paid if money accompanies order.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

PETERSEN MFG. CO., INC.
DEPT. 32
DIWIT, IBE.

JET POWER YOUR CAR!

Merrick's Multi-jet fuel atomizer gives your car world's added power . . . . quicker starting and take-off . . . . smoother, quieter performance . . . . plus more miles per gallon of gas. Install it yourself in a few moments in manifold. Try it for ten days and if you are not delighted with results, return it. We gladly refund money. When ordering give make and model of car. Prepaid any place—$7.75.

MERRICK ENGINEERING CO.
6700 IMPERIAL AVE. SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

WESTINGHOUSE AIR COMPRESSORS

Lowest—Ever Closeout Price

WESTINGHOUSE Reg. $60.50 18.50 FOR P C.

Model T-1, brand new, complete—Surplus Special at amazing low price. Westinghouse Double-piston type, 6.54 volume. Mounts on truck or engine—or operate with 1/2 HP motor. For farm, home, industry and painters. Full Instructions. Send check or money order. Shipping weight 26 lbs.

We Carry a Full Line of Spare Parts

NATIONAL STORES 200 Smithfield St., Dept. 31 PITTSBURGH 22, PENNA.
DYNAMOTOR:

Here's a truly multi-use motor...

Ideal for meeting a wide variety of practical needs! It can be used as a dynamo
to supply 110 Volt DC (max. 15
Watts! from 6 Volt DC—for operating
most types of AC-DC electric shavers or radios from your auto
battery, and for many other power uses. Or, it can be converted
easily to a 110 Volt 60 cycle motor, approx. 1/25 HP at 3300
RPM, to operate grinders, buffers, polishers, fans, models, etc.

Used as a generator it will supply various voltages depending upon
speed of rotation; and as a dynamo, 18 Volt DC input; output
450 Volt AC. D.C. Motor is built in flywheel construction. 750
Watts, with 1/43/16" shaft at one end and 1/2"x1/16" shaft on
other. Install furnished.

ORDER Code PM-1020 (Postpaid U.S.A.)

Motor Converted to 110 Volt 60 cycle:

ORDER Code PM-1120 (Postpaid U.S.A.)

PERMA-GUM TYPE 57 RB SEALING COMPOUND

Ideal waterproof sealer for such uses as refrigeration, boats, home
building, engine currous spark plugs, etc., and wherever a
minimum proof seal is required. Not affected by heat or cold. Al-
ways pinable, will not harden or crack. Nationally Guvet't
brand, super grade. Non-toxic. Case, Shipping Wt. 73 lbs. Case: F. O. B. Lima, O.
Sample Corn, 16 oz. (Postpaid U.S.A.) $5.00


DECO GAS ENGINE GENERATOR: 12 V. DC. Read full details in this ad. PM-545, F.O.B. Lima. W. D. Smith Co., Dept. D

GASOLINE OR OIL HEATER UNIT: Forced air. See our ad p. 288 Nov. PM-920, F.O.B. Lima. 63/4" x 63/4" x 13/4". Weight: 5 lbs. Price: $19.95

All items are Government needs. For full details, order price and PMS order number, send for full information.

W. D. SMITH & CO., Dept. D
331 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

HIGH POWER TELESCOPE

60 POWER - ALUMINUM TUBES - OPENS TO 33"

Variable Power Eyepiece adjustable to 15X, 30X and 60X.

$4.50

5 Sections. 4 Ground & Polished Cases. Also used as 50X Microscope. Ready to use. only $4.50 POSTPAID.

BROWNSCOPE CO.
2992 W. 43rd St.
2501 E. Baltimore St.

FULLY GUARANTEED TIES COST LESS

Nationwide famous FIRE-PROOF, GOODWOOD, U.S.
ROYAL, GOODYEAR, and other makes. Trucking Fleets and Busses buy from PYRAMID with confidence. Every tire select
and inspected for your safety.

NEW TREAD SNOW TIRES

NO CHAINS NEEDED:

Hundreds of Sharp, Heavy, Cleats that grip and slice into snow and ice:

600x16 7.95 670x15 9.50 605x18 10.65 600x20 11.40 600x24 12.50

550x16 3.49 700x15 4.95 600x18 7.95 670x15 9.50 900x24 13.95

Regular Tires-Take Given FREE with Every Tire—10% Disc. to Vets

550x16 3.49 700x15 4.95 600x18 7.95 670x15 9.50 650x20 11.40 600x24 12.50

Regular Tires---AAA Premium Grade—Guaranteed Longer Service

600x16 5.19 750x15 7.35 600x18 12.50 700x15 12.50 600x20 12.50 600x24 14.60

550x16 3.49 700x15 4.95 600x18 7.95 670x15 9.50 650x20 11.40 600x24 12.50

Military "ALL-PURPOSE" Tires

Prices F.O.B., K. C., Mo. No C.O.D.s.

SEND 10C FOR NEW 72 PAGE JAM PACKED CATALOG

ATLAS EQUIPMENT CO.

53 E. Broad St.
212 W. 3rd St.

Always write your name and full address clearly when answering advertisements.

SANDIE MUFFLER CO.
5643 Corryne Pl. Culver City, Calif.

FEBRUARY, 1950

5 YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE

BULOVA 15 JEWEL WATCH

ONLY $14.95

SANDIE MUFFLER CO.

7.95 7.95 9.95 10.95 11.95 12.95

15 or 17 JEWEL WRIST WATCH

WOOD Watch

Waterproof, Shockproof with Swiss Precision Movement. Originality $30.00. OUR PRICE NOW $9.95, post $1.00.

FREE FOLDER! America's best Watch and Diamond Ring Valu-
es. Wholesale prices to users direct.

SURPLUS STEEL BENCH LEGS

MAKE YOUR OWN BENCH

Used But In Good Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20&quot;x2&quot;</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>28&quot;x2&quot;</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28&quot;x2&quot;</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>28&quot;x2&quot;</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cross Section: 7.5" x 7.5"

Price: $9.95

SEND 10C FOR NEW 72 PAGE JAM PACKED CATALOG

ATLAS EQUIPMENT CO.

229 S.W. BLVD. Dept. PMZ KANSAS CITY, MO.

Mufflers—All Ford, Chevy., Ply. $4.45
All Buick, Pont., Olds., Chris. Dodge, Hudson, K.F., Pack., etc. $5.45
V-8 and Merc. Duals (32-49 incl.) $15.95

SPORITONE MUFFLERS

(Forc. Pemd.)

TONE

DEALERS WANTED

DURABILITY

A SANDIE Sportone will outlast two ordinary mufflers and give More Power! More Speed! More Mileage!—plus a tone
quality unsurpassed.

Please ship item: Price

Car and Year Name

Address

SANDIE MUFFLER CO. 5643 Corryne Pl. Culver City, Calif.

MUFFLER—ALL FORD, CHEVY., PLY...$4.45
ALL BUICK, PONT., OLDS., CHRIS..., $5.45
DODGE, HUDDON, K.F., PACK., ETC., $5.45
V-8 AND MERC. DUALS (32-49 INCL.)...

$15.95

BEAUTIFUL SANDIE FENDER SKIRTS

$9.95
Palmgren

No. 000 ANGLE VISE
For MILLING—DRILLING—GRINDING
FITTING—FILING
Solve Difficult Angle Jobs
Quick, accurate set-ups at any angle. End make-shift methods—time loss—rejections. Ideal for tool rooms or home work shop. Accurately machined and graduated. Once set it stays locked, jaws of steel—plain or precision ground. PRICE $12.00 complete with Swivel Base. Write for other styles and sizes.

DRILL PRESS VISES
For tool room, machine shop, school shop, home shop or repair shop. Accurately machined steel castings. Adjusting screw of hardened steel with fine pitch thread and long handles. Jaws of steel 2-1/2"—4". Jaw sizes 1-1/2"—4-1/2".

No. 83 ROTARY TABLE with...
DUAL CROSS FEED and ROTARY FEED
Has 8" Circular Table with full 360° movement and 4" cross feed travel. Free moving adjusting wheels and dials graduated in degrees. Cross feed adjusting screws have Acme threads with adjustable dials graduated in thousands. Four slots in base and key slots for bolting to table. No. 83 Rotary 8" Table...$49.50
No. 82 Dual crossfeed—with out rotary....$39.75

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Write for Circular No. 12—Order from dealer or direct postpaid if he can't supply.

CHICAGO TOOL AND ENGINEERING CO.
8365 South Chicago Avenue Chicago 17, Illinois
Telephone—Saginaw 1-9675

Why Do It By Hand?

Let Bready Do The Work!

Bready Garden Tractor does your gardening, mows lawn, trims weeds, plows snow—plus many other jobs. Powerful, yet economical to run. Easy-guiding. Frees you from back-breaking hand work the year around! Write today for free folder & name of dealer.

THE BREADY TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
BOX 230 • SOLON, OHIO

Parts for Military Trucks
4 or 6 Wheel Drive at a SAVINGS—
1/4 ton to 20 ton.
Parts List Available on Most Makes
Military Trucks and Jeep Models
Write stating model of Truck

JEEP TOPS and CURTAINS
Supply Limited (Weatherizing Kit), complete top with back curtain and side curtains with doors, 3 wind- 

dows. Waterproof O. D. color, shipping weight 40 lbs. Never again at such low price
$49.50

TRAILER AXLE
Heavy duty trailer axle, suitable for many types of trailer con- 
struction. Also excellent for building of heavy farm trailers 
and wagons. It is a 12,000 lb. capacity square type straight 
trailer axle complete with Timken roller bearings, hubs, and 
6 hole 70 x 20 Build Wheels. Without brakes. Axle is 3 
inches square and 69 inches between wheel mounting flanges. Std. Write. Write for quantity prices. 8 or more.
With Single Wheels $59.50 With Dual Wheels $69.50

GAS TANK
Utility, 6 qts.—New Surplus,
Cylindrical 5½"x15½", complete...$2.10
Brand New HYDRAULIC JACKS
Walker, 3 ton. Com- 
plete supply, ea.$3.95

WINCH CABLE, 1/4", 250 ft. $30.00

Hundreds of Other Truck & Jeep Parts and Supplies
All prices quoted good 30 days FOB, Kansas City, 25%

Deposit Required on All Orders.

American AUTO PARTS CO.
1830 LOCUST — DEPT. PM
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

Plywood Boat Kits

$67.50

(Freight included)

BUILD THE 12 FT.
V-Boat "Sporrman" as shown. Ready-cut kits include all hardware, paint, etc. Send for free folder on all models at low as $29.95. Freight included.

TAFT MARINE WOODCRAFT
Dept. "R", 636 39th Ave. N.E.
Minneapolis 21, Minn.

STOP LEAKS PERMANENTLY

Cut your future replacement, water and fuel bills with Economy Renewable Seats. Make economical permanent repairs quickly and easily with the Power Kit (line). Repair bathroom, kitchen and laundry fixtures. Everything you need included in steel box. This is a natural for the "Fix-It" shop—get extra income from making permanent repairs on your customers' faucets.

Senior Master Kit also available—re- 

pairs faucets and valves up to 1/2 pipe.

Write for illustrated circular and prices.

NEW "JIG-A-VISE"

3 tools in one—a Jig..., a Jack, and a Vise.
Ideal for handymen, model makers, home workshops, use it for building a piece for drilling, finishing, assembly. Assures accurate work as all surfaces are ground true. Write for complete information and illustrated circular.

ECONOMY VALVE SEAL CO.
3122 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.
"BEST SURFACE POPPING LURE IS
HULA POPPER"

-SAYS WORLD FAMOUS
OUTDOOR WRITER
ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

"I took these four bass from Thunder Bay River, Alpena, Mich., on your
Hula Popper. Have seen a great number of small and
large mouth taken with it here. It's the best sur-
face popping lure made."

Pops, plunks, jerks, switches with full con-
tral. Skirt squirms like
crazy. Choice 7 colors.

**HULA POPPER**
(Casting Size) - 5/8 oz.

Each $1.21

*Fly Rod Size*

(1/16 oz.) $0.95 each

Extra Hula Skirts (small) - Choice 19 Colors - $0.17 each

WRITE FOR FREE FULL-COLOR BAIT CATALOG

FRED ARBOGAST & CO., INC.
1652 WEST NORTH STREET - AKBON 3, OHIO

NEW
SHERRILL
COMPASS

$25.00 VALUE

PRICE

$5.95

Postal
Paid

ARMY TANK COMPASS

These compasses were built to rigid government speci-
fications for modern army tanks and are known for
their high degree of efficiency and ruggedness. It is a
very useful instrument for universal installations, such
as boats, planes, cars, trucks, tractors, etc.

These compasses are new in original cases with compens-
ators, calculator, adjustable mounting brackets, and
instruction book. Compass size 5" high by 3/4" dia-
weight 1 lb, 6 oz. This is truly a fine compass and a
real value for only $5.95 paid.

Send for Free Catalog on home utility power hand tools,
products of Black & Decker, electric drills, portable
electric saws, etc. The best medium priced electric
tools for less. Also many surplus bargains. We pay all
postage on power hand tools.

All orders filled promptly, pay by check or money or-
order, 25% deposit on C.O.D.'s.

ARMY SURPLUS SALES OF FRESNO
(The Fresno Hardware Co.)
1820 TULARE STREET
Fresno, Calif.
The "Scotchman" is the result of over 40 years of lumber and building experience. Available in 2 and 3 bedroom models.

We have proven its value and the great savings possible with our system time and again near our plant. See for yourself how we can give you a complete house for so little. Write today. You'll be amazed—you'll be pleased. It's your chance to get your home NOW.

L. H. RIEDEL LUMBER CO.
DEPT. A-1 MARLETTE, MICH.

SHARPEN CIRCULAR SAWS LIKE AN EXPERT

No experience needed. Two simple adjustments. Gets plow-ground, cross-cut or combination saw blades true and sharp. Fits 8" to 12" blades with 5/8" to 14/16" centers. Includes file and complete instructions, $.65 postpaid. (Cheque or money order)

Send us A Post Card

DRAINS CELLARS, WASH TRAYS CIRCULATES OIL

Pumps 1800 GPH 300 gal. 30' high, use 1/2 HP motor. Will not clog.

Postpaid if cash or order.

AMAZING-NEW-ELECTRONIC HAND SHOCKER

Enjoy hours of harmless entertainment at home and at work. Enclosed in a plastic, pocket size case.

$2.98 BORN MFG. CO. P.O. Box 108 N.Y.C.

INVENTOR & GADGETEE PUBLISHING CO.
ALWOOD STREET, NEW YORK CITY

WORKSHOP MOTOR BARGAIN

\* 1/2 HP. ONLY $6.50 

General Electric, Leland, Delco, Westinghouse, Sunbeam, and others. Induction type motors. Alternating current, 110 Volt, 60 cycle single phase. Unique, Fully Guaranteed, some shop worn, many brand new. Every one a whale of a bargain. P.O.B.

THE VAPORITE Automatic HUMIDIFIER for Warm Air Furnaces


C. MARSHALL SALES
3546 W. Fullerton Ave., Dept. P-2, CHICAGO 47, ILL.

Gadgeteers! Inventors! Hobbyists!

HERE'S THE BUY OF THE YEAR!

6 BIG ISSUES! 6 NEW GADGETS!

SELECTED AND SENT IN SIX MONTHS BY THE WORLD FAMOUS GADGET-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB.

INVENTOR & GADGETEE MAGAZINE is a thorough, practical publication devoted to the needs of inventors, gadgeteers, designers, engineers, work-shopmen and enthusiasts. And the great boards of American gadgeteers and tinkerers. It's NEW! Nothing like it ever before published! It's the inside story of inventions needed. U. S. Patent Laws, Manufacturing Inventions. Review of Successful Inventions and Gadgets. And other fascinating and profitable articles each month. You can't afford to miss a single issue. Trial membership in the world famous the-Gadget-of-the-Month Club sends you a new, exclusive, practical, patented, never-before-on-the-market nationally advertised gadget for only six in six months! The retail value of the six gadgets sent in trial membership is guaranteed. For any reason you are not completely satisfied. Your membership fee or your money will be cheerfully refunded. Send in your order today! Only $2.95. For the combination offer of six big issues PLUS six-month trial subscription to world famous Gadget-of-the-Month Club. Act now! Fill in the coupon and send NOW!

INVENTOR & GADGETEE PUBLISHING CO.
6400-M Lexingto Ave., Detroit 6, Mich.

COMBINATION OFFER—Good only for limited time and may not be repeated.

To introduce the new "Inventors & Gadgets" magazine, we are making this unusual offer of a five-month subscription, worth $15.00, plus a six-months trial subscription in the world famous Gadget-Of-The-Month Club. ONLY $2.95.

INVENTORS & GADGETEERS MAGAZINE is a thorough, practical publication devoted to the needs of inventors, gadgeteers, designers, engineers, work-shopmen and enthusiasts. And the great boards of American gadgeteers and tinkerers. It's NEW! Nothing like it ever before published! It's the inside story of inventions needed. U. S. Patent Laws, Manufacturing Inventions. Review of Successful Inventions and Gadgets. And other fascinating and profitable articles each month. You can't afford to miss a single issue. Trial membership in the world famous the-Gadget-of-the-Month Club sends you a new, exclusive, practical, patented, never-before-on-the-market nationally advertised gadget for only six in six months! The retail value of the six gadgets sent in trial membership is guaranteed. For any reason you are not completely satisfied. Your membership fee or your money will be cheerfully refunded. Send in your order today! Only $2.95. For the combination offer of six big issues PLUS six-month trial subscription to world famous Gadget-of-the-Month Club. Act now! Fill in the coupon and send NOW!

INVENTOR & GADGETEE PUBLISHING CO.
6400 M Lexingto Ave., Detroit 6, Mich.

CITY.... STATE....

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

You Read About it! NOW OWN America's Most Wanted Car Accessory

"Oil-Spy"

AN EVER WATCHFUL EYE ON YOUR OIL LEVEL

YOUR CHEAPEST INSURANCE AGAINST DAMAGED MOTORS

Measures Oil Level Accurately & Automatically

Now you can know right away when your oil level is dangerously low. This is the car-on-the-road accessory designed for all types of automobiles and trucks. Simply mount it on your oil pan with a clip. Every car can be catered and measured to suit your needs. The warning light will flash. For valve oil, a warming red light when oil falls 2 oz. low. For valve oil, a warming red light when oil falls 2 oz. low. For valve oil, a warming red light when oil falls 2 oz. low. For valve oil, a warming red light when oil falls 2 oz. low. For valve oil, a warming red light when oil falls 2 oz. low.

Glestow Amber 1 Qt. Low

Glestow Red 2 Qts. Low

START IN A NEW WAY TO UPGRADE SERVICING.

Most Valuable Car Accessory Since the Automatic Transmission

Motorists have long wanted it. You read about it in POPULAR MECHANICS. Now it's available for your car. Protect the life of your $300 or more motor. Not only is it useful but it takes the guess work out of oil level. Stop guessing about oil level. Be sure. Get "Oil-Spy"! ORDER NOW!

YOU MUST BE SATISFIED AFTER 30 DAYS TRIAL OR YOUR MONEY BACK

GARBISH-EDGINGTON, INC.
465 M-2 Hippodrome Annex
Cleveland 15, Ohio

FEBRUARY 1950
"My Cushman takes me everywhere—quickly—At AMAZINGLY LITTLE COST!" Own, maintain and operate it for only 34¢ a mile. Cheaper than bus fare—and no long waits. Parks anywhere. Wonderful for getting to work, school or market—making deliveries—or just taking pleasure spins.

New flashy 1950 Cushmans are ruggedly built, beautifully streamlined. You'll be proud to say "I own a genuine Cushman!" And how you'll boast of the economy! See your Cushman dealer for demonstration Or, rush card for free folder with full details.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS
Dept. M2, Lincoln, Nebr.

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

OUTSIDE
DEPTH
INSIDE
MICROMETERS
MICROMETERS

ALL THREE "MIKES" NOW CHROME-CLAD HELPS YOU SEE RIGHT—BE RIGHT!

Now you can get all 3 types of Lufkin "Mikes" with the special Chrome-Clad Visibility-Plus finish. In blinding sun, or dim shop corner, the Lufkin Chrome-Clad finish absorbs disturbing reflections ... resists both rust and wear. Markings stand out razor-sharp! Get "Better Measure With Lufkin"—see your dealer soon. Write Dept. M for fascinating, educational booklet. "The Amazing Story of Measurement!" Enclose 10c (no stamps) to cover handling.

BUY LUFKIN

TAPES • RULES • PRECISION TOOLS • FROM YOUR DEALER
THi LUFKIN RULE CO.

SAIGANAW, MICH. • NEW YORK CITY • BARRIE, ONTARIO

"Wellworth" BLOWER

at Bargain Price

Quiet operating. Double wheel inlet, double width blower. For heating, ventilating, cooling, air washing, exhausting and forced draft.


140 CFM "WELLWORTH" BLOWER

Single-inlet blower that gives top performance on heating, ventilating, exhausting, cooling, drying and similar applications. 5 1/2 x 13 1/2" mounting flange with 2 1/2" square discharge. 31/4" dia. blower wheel powered by 1 H.P. motor. 110v, 600 C.F.M. A.C. motor with conduit box and 2000 loads. 7 1/2" wide base flange by 3 1/4" H. x 5/8" D. Ships for hundreds of new and replacement uses. Shop. AT THE SPEED OF BUSINESS.......

50 CFM BLOWER

2 1/2" Discharge $8.95

50 CFM BLOWER

2 1/2" Discharge $8.95

Sold on money back guarantee. Send check or money order today. Prompt shipment.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.
1831 S. STATE ST., Dept. D-2
CHICAGO 16, ILL.

ALL-PURPOSE SMALL MOTORS

D-2

Converter to 110 V AC in ten minutes. Diagram included, contains integral gear box having four 1/4" drive shafts turning simultaneously at the following speeds: 4000 RPM—chiselling, buffing, flexible shaft tools, etc., 150 RPM—Wrapping fishing hooks, slow-speed tools, 23 RPM—gray rockers for photo darkroom, 5 RPM—Turning barbecue spits, Adc, dip, beams. $5.95

A thousand other uses around the work shop. ONLY

CONVERTED TO 110 VOLTS..... $14.20

D-1

Converts to 110 V AC in ten minutes. Diagram included, has shaft with serrated edge blower, also gear reducer with 2 shafts and pulleys at the other end. 1001 uses. Only. $4.95

6 V MOTOR

A real beauty, removed from aircraft. $1.50

Type used: 1 hp auto fan, lanyard uses, etc. All prices F.O.B. Chicago. 30% deposit required on all C.O.D. Orders. Write for free catalog.

NESCORP ELECTRONICS
H.P.-2, 28 West Grand Avenue
Chicago 12, Illinois

SAW SHARPENER

Table model, adjustable for any degree of bevel. Takes saws up to 20° and can be used to face off inserted point teeth and other type saws. 1/4 h.p., motor, total weight only 60 lbs. $64 F.O.B. Portland

P. T. HOBBES Machinery
8375 N. Interstate Ave., Portland 3, Ore.

CONVERT HAND MOWERS TO POWER MOWERS

Takes less than 3 hours

The Handy - Dandy Lawn Mower Kit fits any hand mower from the 16 to the 20 inch size. Complete with all necessary parts. Kits can be purchased separately, complete with engines or complete with Pennsylvania mower.

Also manufacturers of a complete power mower and garden cultivator attachments.

DEALERS WANTED

LE CLAIRE MFG. CO., Le Claire, 1, Iowa

POPULAR MECHANICS
LEARN THE STARS THIS EASY WAY
WITH THE
STARCSCOPE!
This new, easy way to observe the stars is
fascinating, entertaining and edu-
cational. The STARCSCOPE, registers illu-
minated images of constellations plus star
names, by apparent projection in their
correct positions in the heavens pictured.
Instructions, two batteries and
30 Interchangeable Cards. $5.00 in
10. Measures. $2.00
Order your STARCSCOPE today! $3.95 Post
Polaris D. & M. Co., LINDEN, MO.
NO BRUSH! NO MESS! NO MIXING!
JUST PRESS THE BUTTON AND
PAINT LIKE A PROFESSIONAL!
SprayZit—
The Sensational New
Plastic-Paint Bomb
That Sprays High Quality Plastic
Paint!
Gives you a smooth, glossy, quick-drying, professional looking paint job on any
surface. There's nothing else to buy.
No waste or loss of paint... SPRAY-
ZIT can be used to the last drop—will
not dry in the can. A single SPRAYZIT
Paint Bomb will paint approximately
150 square feet.
W. E. Warren Mfg. Co., Dept. M-1
139 N. Clark Street. Chicago 2, Illinois

AMAZING FISHERMAN’S DU-ALL
Performs Practically ANY Job!
not a gadget,
... but a
PRECISION MADE,
HIGH QUALITY,
STAINLESS STEEL TOOL!
Razor Sharp
Knife Edge
Leather case
protects hand.

Bottle Opener
Fastener Split
Shot Sinker

Tack Remover

Square Driver

At better dealers everywhere. A fisherman’s dream
come true... this astounding new tool that performs
any and all of your fishing chores. 12 tools in 1! In-
vented by a fisherman... precision made especially
for fishermen! Does everything except catch the fish for
you. Order your DU-All now, while the
supply is ample. Send check or Money
Order, and we'll send your DU-All
immediately, postpaid. Or, send order
and DU-All will be shipped CO.D. plus
postage and handling.
FISHERMAN’S “DU-ALL” Company
16911 Livernois Avenue DETROIT 27, MICHIGAN

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS
WORLD’S LOWEST PRICED
ADDITION MACHINE
VEST POCKET SIZE
IDEAL FOR INCOME TAX!
FREE!
Fits vest pocket or purse. Guarant-
eed accurate. Operated as easily,
and as reliable, as machines costing
many times as much. Not any
Precision made, very durable—guar-
anteed for life against defects in
construction. You positively can’t
buy a calculator of equal quality
for as little money. ACCEPTED AS THE
FINEST LOW PRICED CALCULATOR
FOR OVER 35 YEARS! Operates with a
flick of your finger. Adds, subtracts, multi-
plies, divides—counts up to one billion.
Pays for itself over and over in mistakes
avoided, and time saved. MAKES IDEAL
GIFT!
Sold on a positive money back guarantee.
Send only $2.95. Calculator sent postpaid,
or send name and address and pay post-
man $2.95 plus postage. MONEY BACK
IN 10 DAYS IF NOT DELIGHTED! (If
outside U.S., send $3.50) AGENTS
WANTED.
CALCULATOR MACHINE CO., (Mfrs.)
Dept. 223, P.O. Box 248, Glenview, Illinois
$60 FIRE EXTINGUISHER $14.95

For homes, factories, shops, etc. Fine air pressure type surplus fire extinguisher, with 1 gallon carbon tetrachloride. Ready for use. Underwriters accepted. Tested for 400 lbs. pressure, operates at 100 lbs. pressure. Outfit includes tank, valve, hose, nozzle, hand pump and hanging bracket. To operate, open valve-air pressure in tank throws stream considerable distance easily refilled. Measures approx. 6 in. diameter x 22 in. in height. Shipped Express only. Not mailable. Shp. wt. 35 lbs.

$14.95

CO2 FIRE EXTINGUISHER

Hand type, filled with CO2 and reconditioned. Shipped Express only, shipping wt. 15 lbs. only.

$9.95

FAIRCHILD A10 SEXTANT, $5.95

AAU War Surplus, includes the A10 Sextant, Wood carrying case and battery case. These are used condition, no operational warranty given; they are just as received. We do guarantee a good bubble assembly....

$5.95

FAIRCHILD A10-A SEXTANT, w/case, as above, $7.95

Sextant new, in original box. Additional.

$4.95

BOX CAMERA, $1.50

Built to sell for $4.95; metal box camera. Takes 2 in. size film, picture size 2¼ x 2¼. All new. Tested...

$1.50

FLAP ACTUATOR V.W. MOTOR

24V DC, 31 in., torque 200 in. lbs., 1 rpm, 45 seconds. By Barber-Colman. $20.00, size 2¼ x 2¼. Reconditioned, shipping wt. 52 lbs.

$2.95

AIRCRAFT CONTROLLER (DC MOTOR)

24V, 1,100 rpm, 2000 in. torque, 1 rpm, 12 seconds. By Barber-Colman. $20.00, size 2¼ x 2¼. Reconditioned, shipping wt. 52 lbs.

$3.95

All F.O.B. Houston. Send Check, cash, money order.

AERO PARTS SUPPLY, Dept. PM-1
8102 LOCKHEED ST.
HOUSTON 17, TEXAS

One application

MAKES FALSE TEETH FIT

for the life of your plates

If your plates are loose and slip or hurt... if they rock and cause sore gums... you need Brimms Plasti-Liner. Brimms Plasti-Liner gives instant relief, perfect fit and lasting comfort. Lasts for years and years, anything, and anything, talk freely without embarrassment. Ends forever the mess and bother of temporary "stickums" that last a few hours or days.

EASY TO USE

Plasti-Liner is easy to use. Simply dip old rubber plates, Plasti-Liner gives good results six months to a year or longer. Removable as per directions. Guaranteed satisfaction or your money back.

SEND NO MONEY 3 WAYS

Order a $2.50 package to reline or $1.25 package to reline upper or lower plate. Or $2.50 package to reline one or both plates. Pay your postman when he delivers. Or send money order and save C.O.D. charges. Generous sample of special plate cleaner included free.

BRIMMS PLASTI-LINERS
CO., Buffalo 11, N.Y., Dept. 43-0

EASY TO USE STRIPS

Every Electric Drill

A PORTABLE SAW

CAN BE USED WITH ONE HAND!

"ARCO-SAW" FITS ANY ½" ELECTRIC DRILL

"ARCO-SAW" is a rugged precision precision tool kit with right angle gear drive. (No clumsy direct drive with drill sidewise.) Wont backfire, a high priced Portable Saw. EXCLUSIVE! It connects drill and saw, ABSOLUTELY SAFE TO USE! Order from your Dealer TODAY, or by Check.

$9.95

with 4½" "Hycarbon" Blade.

Pliers

Cuts 1½", 2 x 4 by TURNING OVER


ORDER TODAY! Write for name of nearest wholesaler.

Order Your "ARCO-SAW" Today. Or... or... Order Your "ARCO-SAW" Today. Or... or... Order Your "ARCO-SAW" Today. Or... or...

5 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ARROW METAL PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. PM-2, 140 West Broadway
New York 13, N. Y.
Why Struggle with poor equipment?

USE

SOUTH BEND

Close tolerances come without a "fight" on a South Bend Lathe. Regardless of the operation you'll find that you can get exact dimensions everytime without slowing up. It's another example of "quality counts." You can always depend on a South Bend to turn out better work. It's built-right — it's accurate, versatile and easy to operate. In the long run, it will actually cost you less for you get more and better service. You can't buy a "cheap" machine tool and expect to get satisfactory performance — "cheap" tools are never economical.

SOUTH BEND LATHE
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Building Better Tools Since 1906

Send for Information

☐ 10" BENCH LATHES
☐ LATHE TOOLS AND ATTACHMENTS
☐ TIME PAYMENT PLAN
☐ BENCH LATHES
☐ 10" TO 16" FLOOR LATHES
☐ 14" DRILL PRESSES
☐ BENCH SHAPER

☐ TURRET LATHES
☐ 1/2" and 1" COLLETS

Name

Street

City Zone State

Printed by Popular Mechanics Company, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.
NOW EASY TO START A Big Business ON A SMALL INVESTMENT

WARNER SUCCESS PLAN
Gives exact instructions showing you

- How to start in spare time
- How to use home as headquarters
- How to bring in the business
- How to do real METALIZING in genuine GOLD, SILVER, or BRONZE, by the easy Warner Method
- How to start without risking your job
- How to pyramid your profits
- How to be sure of steady, big income.

Don't turn this page until you've given serious thought to your future. In the uncertain years ahead, the man who owns his business is the one who will be happiest. A small start now easily can lead you to complete independence, freedom from time clocks, freedom from fear of lay-offs, freedom from the limits of a pay check.

Now, while you can do it without cost—now is the time to investigate the exceptional opportunity offered you by the Warner Success Plan. Look carefully at the facts, checking up on the possibilities for big sales and big profits will not cost you anything. Isn't this the time to lay the foundation for a future of complete independence—a life of happiness—a steady, dependable income?

READ THE ENTIRE PLAN
7 DAYS AT MY RISK

DON'T SEND A PENNY NOW—Just Send Your Name

This is one of the most fascinating businesses you can imagine. There are 13 MILLIONS of baby shoes waiting right now to be METALIZED. The opportunities are unlimited. The future is very big. And it's a business in which the whole family can have fun helping. A perfect business for man and wife to start—or for two partners. And I want you to read the whole Plan at my risk. Don't send a cent unless you go ahead.

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING
You don't have to go "hunting" when Warner is behind you. We supply all materials, all instructions, chemicals, and metals. And you get the low prices made possible by our big quantity purchases and ability to manufacture. You send for just what you need—and never have any big investment tied up in stock.

$5.00 AN HOUR
Yes, it's possible for one man to turn out enough work to make $5.00 an hour for his time. Think of how much money you can make if you trade your weekly work, for a future. No wonder profits are big. Think of the future. Listen to the income of others—Rose St. Clair. She used the Warner Success Plan at My Risk. She got her start only one month ago. And she now makes $5.00 an hour for three hours a day. Send now for her picture and letter. You can do it too. The way will be shown to you in this Plan. Write today and order your copy of this Plan at My Risk. I'll guarantee satisfaction. I've helped many others start on the right road to success. Write today. Find out all the facts. And see if it is not the best chance you've ever had to start a business from home. Write today. I'll guarantee satisfaction. No cost to me now or at any other time.

METALIZING BABY SHOES AND OTHER KEEPSAKES
offers an exciting new opportunity to men or couples who want personal independence

If you'd like the feeling of being boss instead of being bossed—the Baby Shoe business is made to order for you. Just think of the appeal. A mother's love for her child—her desire to preserve forever the tiny shoes in which her baby took its first tentative steps. No wonder orders come easy and fast. No wonder profits are big. Think of the future. Fifteen million babies in the last five years—thirteen million last year—millions more next year. As long as babies are born, this business will prosper—no matter what happens. I've helped many others start and make money through this Plan. And I'll help you too. Write today to find out all the facts. I'll guarantee satisfaction. No cost to me now or at any other time.
Not one single case of throat irritation due to smoking CAMELS!

Yes, these were the findings of noted throat specialists after a total of 2,470 weekly examinations of the throats of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels—and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days.

Meet Miss RITA TENNANT, secretary, who recently made the 30-Day Test of Camel MILDNESS under the observation of a noted throat specialist.

Although she's smoked many brands, Rita changes to Camels for her 30-Day Test. Her throat is examined every week by a specialist.

IT'S FUN! Smoke Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days. Let your throat tell you about Camel mildness. Let your taste tell you about Camel's wonderful flavor.

Ah! Saturday—office closed! Rita calls time-out for a Camel and confides: "I am delighted to be making the test. Camels taste so good!"

30th day, final examination! Her doctor reports no throat irritation due to smoking Camels! Rita says: "Smoking is fun with Camels!"

YES, MY DOCTOR'S REPORT JUST PROVED WHAT MY OWN THROAT TOLD ME—THEY'RE SO MILD! AND THEY TASTE SO GOOD!

Rita Tennant

Start your own 30-Day Camel MILDNESS Test Today!